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MUSIC TRIPS UP DRUG CULTURE
Trade Gets R'n'R(eligion)

'It's Reflector,
By

Morality
NEW YORK
in the form of rock -has come
to the music industry and
many of the major groups are
getting deep into the religious
groove.

LEE ZHIIO

NEW YORK -Rock does not
lead youth astray when it refers
to drugs, but is exercising the
traditional function of music by
reflecting the problems of the
times.
This is the opinion of Dr.
David E. Smith, founder and
director of the Haight -Ashbury
Medical Clinic, and a noted
authority in the treatment of
drug abuse. Dr. Smith's clinic
has treated more than 50,000
drug cases. He has testified be(Continued on page 70)

By CLAUDE HALL.

Karen Wyman from this rock
opera. The whole concept was
keyed by a "Superstar" single
that was a hit several months
back.
In addition, Mylon LeFevre,
formerly of the LeFevres gospel group, is carving out a
niche with gospel rock on Cotillion Records, and Shelby
Singleton, president of SSS
International and Plantation
Records, is going all out on
what he calls Jesus Rock, with
a full slate of product including a record released last week
by Dee Mullins, "Remember
Bethlehem," with lyrics about
the birth of Jesus, set to a
(Continued on page 12)

One of the most lavish productions in a religious rock vein
is the two -LP Decca "Jesus
package,
Christ
Superstar'
which retails for $11.98. Decca
is also
releasing a single by

Col Club, FTC Near Accord
MILDRED HALT.
The Cohearings that would require
WASHINGTON
airing of those hard -to -get figlumbia Record Club and the
ures on the competitive situaFederal Trade Commission attion in the club segment of the
torneys are once again groping
record industry.
toward a final agreement in the
The U.S. Appeals Court's
decade -old FTC attack on the
1969 remand of the FTC order
of
licensing
club's exclusive
upheld the Commission's conoutside labels. The case is on
(Continued on page 12)
remand to the Commission from
court decisions proposing that
newer statistics are needed to
decide whether the exclusive
licensing has foreclosed formation of competitive clubs. (Billboard March 7, 1970).
The full Commission will decide, possibly in a matter of
weeks, whether the new agreement
worked out between
staffers and Columbia Club attorneys is promising enough to
take the case out of "trial"
status at the Commission. This
would eliminate the formal

-

'Squeezed' Cos.
Hire $$ Aides
By MIKE GROSS

-

NEW YORK
The independent management consultant is stepping into the recording business picture as more
companies are being plagued
by the "sales up- profits down"
financial pattern. Record companies, both large and small,
are looking outside for man agerial advice on how to bail
(

-

-

Not Purveyor'

Continued on page 121

By

-

The
Federal Communications Commission has granted K101 -FM
approval to begin experimental quadrasonic broadcasting.
Though several experiments
have been conducted through
teamwork of two separate FM
radio stations, this is the first
solo station permit and it could

have vital bearing on the birth
of the Quad 8 cartridge field,
since
quadrasonic cartridges
would provide low -cost pro-

gramming material. At present,
programming material either
has to be live or recorded reel to -reel tapes that have been
especially prepared. (See story
(Continued on page 12)

-a

" #1 "
new album by Sonny lames, who holds the record
with 23 consecutive #1 country songs. " #1" contains the
ten ell -time tap country hits. Sonny's active television ached.
ule includes the Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour November 28

and the Andy Williams Show December

Rock Groups
By ELIOT TIEGEL

-

MGM
ANGELES
Records president Mike Curb
has dropped 18 acts who, in
his opinion, promote and exploit hard drugs through music. The company will not sign
artists advocating hard drugs,
Curb's decision, with the approval of the parent MGM organization, was motivated by
the recent drug -related deaths
of limi Hendrix, Janis Joplin
and Al Wilson (of Canned
LOS

Heat).
Curb has lined up appointments with major radio broad(Continued on page 70)

Tight List Changes
Col Disk Schedule

OK 1st Solo Quad Radio Test
SAN FRANCISCO

MGM Busts 18

5.

¡Advertisement,

NEW YORK- Because of the tight playlist
situation on stations coast- to-coast, Columbia
Records has shifted to a flexible release schedule
for singles and will be concentrating more attention on promoting specific records.
Ordinarily, Columbia Records might release
five singles during a week (down quite a lot from
the weekly releases about a year or so ago), but
a week ago only two singles were released. The
reason, according to Steve Popovich, national
promotion director, is so that he and his staff
of 10 regional promotion men and 20 local promotion men can devote more work on the singles
that are still active. It was estimated that Columbia Records currently has about 40 singles that
are showing sales action across the nation somewhere. By holding up on the releases, Popovich
can continue working on such records as "For
the Good Times" by Ray Price.
The Price record took several months to swing
(Continued on page 26)
IAdvertisementl
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Shipley: Buddah's latest gift to the charts.
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Just because Jerry Reed's
on a weekly TV show

doesn't mean he's forgotten
about little oPradio...

or it's forgotten about him.
Sure he's become a regular on the Glen Campbell Good Time Hour. And everyone knows
he's won the C.M.A. Best Instrumentalist Award. But all that this really means is his
new single, "Amos Moses," is happening even faster. It's got heavy airplay across the
country on Top 40, M.O.R. and Country stations. And we're not at all surprised. We always
knew stardom wouldn't turn Jerry Reed's head.

"Ames MOS.V'c/w "ñW Preacher and the Bear" from his album
#47 -9904

LSP-4391

RC,Iand Tapes

P8S-1629
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General News

Recorded Sales Put Columbia Maps 'Yuletidal' Wave
Drive;
Looks
to
Sales
Selling
At $1.7 Bil for '70
-

NEW YORK-Sales of recgrils and tapes for 1970 will
go over the $1.7 billion mark at
the retail level. The figure is
forecast by the Record Industry Association of America
which pegged the anticipated
total sales of records and tapes
at

$1.733 billion an increase

of better than 9 percent over
the total volume in 1969 of
$1.586 billion.
Preliminary estimates indicate
that record sales in 1970 will
total $1.2 billion, of which
$1.025 billion will come from
the sale of LP's. The forecast is
that sales of prerecorded tapes
will amount to $533 million, of
which $400 million will be from
sales of 8 -track cartridges, $105
million from cassettes, $20 million from reel -to-reel tapes and
$8 million form 4 -track carfridges and playtapes.
In 1969 total record sales
amounted to 51.170 billion, of
which $995 million came form
the sale of LP's. Prerecorded
tape sales in 1969 were valued
at $416 million, broken down
as follows: cassettes, $75 milZion; 8 -track cartridges, $300
million; reel -to -reel, $20 million, and 4 -track cartridges and
playtapes, $21 million.
All figures are expressed in
terms of list price value at retail.
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FOX AGENCY:
SALES UP 6 -9%
NEW YORK-Sales of recordings, for the first nine
months of 1970, are between
7 and 10 percent ahead of the
comparable period of 1969,
according to the Harry Fox
Agency,

publishers agent and

trustee.
The figures, which are based
upon royalties to publishers,
include sales of both records
and tape in all configurations.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAIIAIIIIIIIAIIIIIIIIIIInpnnglnnlnnnnl

singles $291,000. Record product
accounted for 75 percent of its
dollar volume. Four and 8 -track
cartridges accounted for 19.6
percent, cassettes 4.7 percent
and open reel tape 2 percent.
Collectively, sales in the guarter covering July, August and
September, totalled $9,917,197.56, one of the company's "best
quarters" in recent years.
,The net in July
Jul was $1,952,847.61 and for September it
was $3,807,238.51.
Artists which are helping
broaden A &M's image include
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIiIIl0111111111111111nllllllilllA

BATTLE SHAPES
OVER MELANIE
NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO -Wholesale business worth $2 million
was done on 14 albums at the
fifth annual sales meeting held
on a regional basis by Seep-

ter Records, reported Scepter's
LP sales manager, Ed Kushins. Orders for Dionne Warwick's "Very Dionne" and B.J.
Thomas' new album "At Random" topped $500,000 in orders, he added.

-A

Lee Michels, the Carpenters, Joe

Cocker, Procol Hamm, Burt
Bacharach and Quincy Jones.
A &M's British office has
signed new acts such as Humble
Pie, Super Tramp and the
Straubs. Marc Benno and Cat
Stevens are two
British
acts who will shortly be introduced in the U.S.
"It's really become an international buyer's market," oommentad vice president Gil Friesen, in citing the additional succers with Miguel Rios of Madrid.
Salm of its artists and orders
for distributors are compiled

through A &M's three year old
IBM 360 -30 computer system.
Eight people operate in the data
processing department.
One interesting feature of the
IBM operation is the system
which feeds in information daily
on record production so that
each day the company knows
what it has in inventory.
This inventory report, deliv
ered two hours after the working
day ends, shows product on
order and where the label stands
with back orders.
The computer has also been
programmed, according to Mrs.
Burton, to handle other sophisticated assignments like compiling recoupable artist costs and
breaking down by individual
product an artist's royalties in
each foreign market.
The computer uses an "online" system involving a production clerk typing in orders from
distributors right into the computer using a graphic display
television set -like unit.
The quarterly figures as compiled by Mrs. Burton's department provide immediate, on the
lot information for A &M's execulive force.

battle
shaping up over Melanie, hot
Buddah Records property. Paramount Records spokesman said
a production deal has been coneluded with Peter Schekeryk Enterprises, Melanie's producer,
whereby Melanie will record
for Paramount on her own label.
Paramount president Bill Gallagher, and Neil Reshin, dimetor of business affairs, are said
to have negotiated the deal with
Schekeryk. On the other hand,
Art Kass, Buddah co- president,
stated that Melanie's contract
still has one year to run, and
added that an extension has
been negotiated.
IIA1111naAAARIIIIaAAAllaill Inllbalallla allah
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of Hen York, N. Y..

Columbia's merchandising I advertising department has designed an all -media campaign
to reach every segment of the
record- buying public and pre sent them with the full 'spec-

Meets Net
Mil n Business
in

August Sales Month
-A

ing campaign to make 1970 a
record Christmas for the company. The program has been
geared to the results of market
research statistics which show
the increase of record albums
purchased as Christmas gifts
over the past few seasons, with
the 1969 figures marketing the
all -time high. With this in mind,

Sc e p te r

Lists Banner

LOS ANGELES
&M Reeords racked up its biggest net
sales for August.
According to figures released
by Jolene Burton, A &M's controller, the August net was $4,157,1 11.44, in which albums acunted for $2.8 million and

NEW YORK
Columbia
Records has mapped a merchandising and gift merchandis-

trum of LP's available to them
for giftgiving this year.
Christmas
To
familiarize
shoppers with Columbia's product, a special Columbia Christmas bus has been set to run in
30 major cities throughout the
Christmas shopping period. Over
decorated inside
with full -color displays of more
than 50 best-selling albums, will
transport shoppers in the down -

2,000

buses,

town areas. To further assist
consumers with gift ideas, brochum handouts will be stocked
on each Columbia Christmas
bus.

Catalog Extended
Columbia's Christmas catalog
has been extended to include
"Jim Nabors' Christmas Album,"
the top seller of the 1969 season, and the Yule album of Barbra Streisand, Johnny Mathis,

Tony Bennett and Johnny Cash,

Other regional meetings were
held in New York and Chicago, attended by key sales
personnel from the company,
Four rock albums were pre-

-by

sewed at the meetings
the
Guess
Who, Canned Heat,
Great Bear and John Lee

Hooker.
Scepter also introduced its
first Stop Recorda releases
which included product by
Johnny Bush, George Morgan,
the Kendells, Pete Drake and
the Midnight Cowboys. The
Hob Gospel line featured maby the Victory Chorale
Ensemble, the Swan SilverAlbertine Walker and the
Caravans and Maggie Bell.
Scepter president, Florence
Greenberg told the distributors
(Continued on page 70)

among others. Special Christmas albums for 1970 include
several seasonal albums by Columbia, Epic and Custom Label
artists. Among the featured artfists are Tammy Wynette, the
Morman Tabernacle Choir, the
Leonard
Brothers,
Williams
"highBernstein
conducting
lights from Handel's Messiah"
and "The Season's Best," an LP
featuring Christmas songs by a
variety of Columbia artists.
To aid gift- buyers in their
selection of Christmas albums,
20,000 in-store announcement
records have been sent to major
stores. The record features an
announcer's voice introducing
excerpts from Columbia, Epic
and Customs Label best -selling
Christmas albums.
2 -Record Sets
In addition, the label has put
together a series of two -record

Koppelman V R u b i n
[CO,
v Tie With Massier
)/1r/

NEW YORK -Charles Koppelman and Don Rubio have
formed

a

new

record

label,

Faithful Virtue Records,
joint operation with Al Massier.
as

a

Koppelman and Rubin were
previously involved in Cornmonwealth United's music publishing and record company activities, while Massier, an exprincipal of Bell Records, heads
Golden Records and films, as
well as Bestway Products, one
of the industry's largest pressing
plants.

Koppelman and Rubin will
handle the creative aspects of
the new label, including artists,
material and recording, while
Massier will be responsible for
pressing and distribution.
Sid Schaffer, ex -Kapp Records
vice -president who has also
been
affiliated with Warner
Bros., Capitol and Mercury, has
been set as vice-president and
general manager; and Johnny
Bond will be national promotion manager.
Schaffer has appointed 29
independent
distributors
for
Faithful Virtue across the coontry. Gary Klein will serve as
executive a&r director and will
produce records as well as coordinate label production. Bob
Finie will also serve as a pro ducer for the new label.
Lewis Perles will represent the
new label on West Coast, based
out of San Francisco. His phone

number will be 415 987 -7878.
Albums are currently in production for pre -Thanksgiving release.

Faithful Virtue will commaIrate on the development of contemporary rock music acts, with
an artists' roster. Garry Bonner
will be the first artist on Faith fut Virtue's single release sched
ule.

gift

with the suggested retail price of $5.98. These gift
sets include "Super Rock," "Fill
Your Head With Jazz," "Big
Band's Greatest Hits" and "John ny Mathis;' a special Mathis album highlighted by the artist's
renditions of songs by Burt
Bacharach and Hal David and
Burt Kaempfert.
Columbia's heaviest area of
concentration will be on the
new releases for 1970. Ten million dealer statement enclosures
wem printed and sent to key
sets

dealers, rack jobbers, and department stores. The enclosure
is a four -color brochure pre renting the year's 42 best -sellMg LP's. An enclosure will be

mailed to all charge account
customers and the order -form
on the back of it will enable
them to make their gift selecrions by mail.
A pont advertising campaign
designed to cover a total circulation over 28 million goes into
Playboy, Seventeen, Hf Fidelity,
Stereo Review, Down Beat, Pent house, the underground press,
and 60 major college news Papers. Over half of the college
newspaper advertising consists
of a full -color four -page insert.
To back up the label's print,

major advertising program
for radio and TV has been
planned. Special gift -oriented
radio spots, featuring three or
four albums in each spot will
be played from now until Christ mas; the heaviest saturation beginning
ginning Dec. 1, and increasing
as it draws closer to Christmas.
Extensive television advertising
is elated for "Sesame Street."
The "Sesame Street" album will
receive a special advertising
campaign of its own.
On a local basis, complete
Christmas advertising has been
set to underscore the national
(Continued on pane JO)
a
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CAP, ISLAND
DEAL IS SET
NEW YORK-Capitol Rue ords will distribute the U.K.
Island Records, in the
U.S., starting in January, as exelusively revealed in Billboard,
Sept. 12. See complete story
in International section, page
label,

55_
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Ampex Inks Canadian Record
Rights Deal With Vanguard
NEW YORK -Ampex

and
Vanguard Records have signed
a
long -term distribution and

manufacturing contract giving
Ampex Music of Canada Caradian record rights to the Vanguard label, including the Bach
Guild Series, Everyman Classics
and the Cardinal Series. More
than 500 titles are included under the agreement. Ampex already manufactures and mar bets Vanguard tapes in Canada.
According to Joe Pariselli, national marketing manager of
Ampex Music of Canada, his
company will introduce a Vanguard "twofer series" a double
LP album which will list for
$6.98 (Canadian). The first re.
lease scheduled for early next
month is "Chicago Blues" feeturing Muddy Waters and James
Cotton.

The Vanguard catalog con tains many top -name performers
including Joan Baez, Ian &
Sylvia, Huffy Sainte -Marie, and
Country Joe and the Fish.

Following the introduction of
the "Chicago Blues" album, Ampax expects to continue releasing
a "Best of" series to captialize
on the strength of the Vanguard

catalog.

Initial release of Vanguard
singles will include
"Circle
Game" by Buffy Samte -Marie
which was the top national Canadian single on the Maple Leaf
System Ratings.
9nlrIAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAIIAIIAIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

For More Late News
See Page 70
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General News

BMI Wins Rule
On CBS Payment
NEW YORK -Federal Judge
Morris E. Lasker has granted
BMI's motion for a preliminary injunction requiring CBS
to pay BMI the fair and reasonable value of the BMI repertoire being used by CBS -TV.
Lasker said, "It appears altogether inequitable to permit
CBS to continue to use BMI
music without making a fair
payment while the networks
continue to make larger payment's to BMI's stronger competitor." The judge determined
that the payment of $1,607,000, "the largest ever paid by
CBS to BMI," should be made
effective Jan. 1, 1970.
In making his decision, Judge
Lasker rejected without prejudice the CBS proposal that
BMI be paid on a per -use or
actual use basis. While denying without prejudice the BMI
proposal that it receive between 60 and 70 percent of
the amount paid to by CBS TV to ASCAP, Judge Lasker
pointed out that such a rationale would be impossible to
justify before trial and its attendant voluminous documentary evidence.
Lasker cited the public in-

terest involved in the current
action saying, "The public, too,
has an interest in the matter
at hand. It is in the public

interest that BMI's vitality as
a competitor of ASCAP not be
weakened, and it is in the public interest to have the choice
of listening to BMI music on
CBS' many outlets."
In commenting on recent developments, BMI president Edward M. Cramer said, "In the
past weeks there have been
trade press stories regarding a
possible settlement between BMI
and CBS -TV. These stories can
only be characterized as calculated leaks. BMI was forced to
the conclusion that all proposed
offers by CBS-TV were in large
part illusory. As a result, our
responsibility to BMI affiliates
compelled us to reject them. We
did so not only in the interests
of BMI writers and publishers,
but in the eventual interest of
all writers and publishers. The
immediate monetary increase
which may have eventuated
would have been accompanied
by onerous demands which
would seriously damage the
cause of performing rights in
this country."

ist Black- Produced
Blues Fest in D.C. Set
WASHINGTON -The "First
Washington Blues Festival"
ing held here this week
three nights running (Nov.
6 and 7), is the first in

be-

for
5,

the
area to be totally produced by
blacks and presented on a
black
campus.
Announced
headliners included such names
as B.B. King, Richie Havens,
Muddy Waters, Howlin' Wolf
and a schedule of more than
20 others. (A review of the
show will appear in next week's

Billboard.)
This first

non -white produced blues festival here was
the inspiration of Topper Carew, director of the New Thing,
a black art, dance, music and
film cultural center that aims
at having Washington's 70 percent black population teach,
promote, perform and produce
Its own culture, rather than
leaving it to the exploitation
of white management.
Carew hopes for a taming
point in what he feels has been

rough exploiting of traditional
blues artists and composers by
white promoters, agents, and
some white recording companies. In bygone times, original
blues greats were paid off in
a few dollars or even a few
drinks, and not too long ago,
said Carew, many have received "a few hundred dollars" in royalties for music that
made fortunes for commercial
exploiters and white performers.

The
Mues
festival
was
planned to emphasize not the
current commercial "soul" type
of blues, but the real black
roots of the real black blues.
Carew hopes the festival will
be held yearly "to give spiritual and financial support to
black artists."
The New Thing Art and
Architecture Center (to give it
its full name, and one increasingly mentioned in the area's

arts
and
film
circles) ran up against the same
type of establishment resistance that has balked whites attempting to put on rock festivals in the Capital. Carew had
hoped, he told reporters, to
use the 3,500 seat gymnasium
at Howard University, but officials would permit the performance only in the university's 1,500 seat Cramton Auditorium, and offered no financial help.
Production costs were estimated at around $35,000, with
most of the funding coming
from Washington donors and
sponsors, including Friends of
the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts. Tickets
were set at $5 for each night's
concert. Proceeds go to black
musicians,' some of whom made
blues history, but are on wel-

performing

fare today. MGM's Richie
Havens was to donate his
services free.
Among those who were, as
Carew put it, "helping to bring
some of our black music back
home to us" were these artists
scheduled to appear: On opening night, B.B. King, Muddy
Waters, the Harambee Singers,
the African Heritage Dancers
and Drummers and Richie Havens. The second night was to include Howlin' Wolf, J.B. Hutto,
Luther Allison, Fred McDowell
Furry Lewis, Elizabeth Cotton
and the Howard University
Gospel Choir.
The third night roster included Junior Wells, Buddy
Guy, Sleepy John Estes, Ham mie Nixon, Yank Rachel, Arthur "Big Boy" Crudup, Mance
Lipscome, and John Jackson.
Incidentally, the award -winning New Thing Flick Company is raising money to produce a feature -length portrait
of blues musicians. The Advisory Committee for the Blues
Festival includes Harry Bela fonte, Richie Havens, Ossie
Davis,
Cannonball
Adderley
and Katherine Dunham.

MGM Merger
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Dickson, TV
Phony Buyers Hit Chicago Firm, Adds
Distribs; Losses Run High
Distrib Arm
CHICAGO

By

-

EARL PAIGE

Local record tape distributors are alerted to
verify all purchase orders and
merchandise pickups because
thieves are posing as purchasers. In one case they have
stolen 800 LP's from one warehouse. Losses are high but are

difficult

to confirm because
police have cautioned distributors not to disclose information.
At least one distributor obtained a suspect's license number.

Wisconsin RCA distributor
Pete Stocke said police staked
out the Greyhound Bus depot
here after his Taylor Electric
firm shipped a dummy carton
full of cardboard. The thieves
failed to appear because, according to a source, the order
arrived late.
Warehousemen at one distributor narrowly missed trapping a suspect's car inside the
dock area after becoming suspicious about a phone -in order for 600 LP's.
TDA's Lee Howard said his
firm has not been hit but that
the problem is sporadic and
will continue if distributors are
not alerted.
MS Distributing's Vic Faraci
said: "It's obvious the thieves
know the record business."
Semour Greenspan of Summit Distributors reported that
his firm lost 500 LP's to the
thieves.

London
robbed

of

Distributors
800

new

were

Rolling

NEW YORK -Dickson ProLtd., a New York based
television
production
corporation, has formed a record and tape distribution division, The new firm will be
aimed, primarily, at servicing

ductions,

Stones and Moody Blues LP's,
and according to Mel Kahn,
general manager, was the first
hit in the latest rash of inei.
dents.
Like Howard and others,

Kahn mentioned that distributors are taking precautions to
check out all orders.
Fred Sipiora said an order
placed in his firm's name alerted
one distributor because of shipping instructions Sipiora never
gives.

In a separate incident, thieves
stole goods Nov. 25 from the
National Premium Show exhibits of Ampex and Car Tapes.
(See separate story.)

the small record label.
Dickson's new division will
be headed by Mitch Manning,
who has been appointed vice
president and general manager.
According to Manning, Dickson Productions plans to solve
the small label problems of
sales and collections by providing a steady flow of product from various labels, and to
take over the sales, promotion
and collection functions.
(Conrinued on page 10)

Douglas to Record 2 LP's
By Grateful Dead Artists
SAN FRANCISCO -Douglas
Records will record two albums with individual members
of the Grateful Dead, a Warner Bros. group. In the arrangement, Alan Douglas, head of
Douglas Records, will produce
and release one LP featuring
Grateful Dead guitarist Jerry
Garcia and organist Howard
Wales who was with MGM
Records A.B. Dick Band. The
second album will be based on
a percussion concept developed
by the Grateful Dead's two
drummers, Bill Kreitzman and
Micky Hart.
Recording of the Garcia-

Wales LP was completed last
week in San Francisco at Wally
Heider Studios. It will be released by Douglas through its

distributor,

Pickwick International. The Kreitzman -Hart LP

will

be recorded at a fully
equipped
16 - track
studio
Douglas has installed in Hart's
barn in Navato, Calif. The
studio, designed by Kreitzman,
Hart and Phil Lesh of the
Grateful Dead under the supervision
of
engineer
Dan
Healey,
will be completed
within the month.
Joe Smith, Warner Bros. executive, said that the Douglas
recordings will be beneficial to
Warners in terms of artist exposure as well as enhancing
the climate of artistic freedom
which is so necessary among
serious musicians who want to
work with artists from other

labels.
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KENTON LINE
TO DEALERS

JACK LOETZ, left, MCA Records executive vice -president, and Tom
Morgen, right, MCA East Coast ado chief, meet with Ben Rosner,
second from left, president of Golden Bough Productions, and new
Decca Recording artist, Brent Talbot Talbot is making his record debut
with "Tomorrow's Man to Be" and "Gotta Belong Somewhere," tunes
he wrote.

4

LOS ANGELES -Stan Ken ton's Creative World line is being made available to dealers.
The company, formed several
months ago, started out in the
mail order business. The LP's
are all the masters Kenton cut
for Capitol, which he now uses
for orders obtained during his
band's
personal
appearances
around the country.
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GINGER
BREADD
MAN

E
C
L
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GINGERBREADD MAN
"A new singing star might have been
found in the person of Maury Muehleisen, a new Capitol artist ... the audience really appreciated his approach to
music." (Billboard, October 3, 1970.)

Maury Muehliesen, in his first album,
Gingerbreadd (ST 644), tells you what
it is to drop out and get an education.

z
wA

aW

Mike

Hurst

P4

p4
"HOME" IS AN ISLAND
IN A SEA OF TROUBLES

:44

Mike Hurst, as producer, is one of the most
prominent in England. Mike Hurst as a singer
was a member of The Springfields, one of the
most prominent acts in England. Today, this is
Mike Hurst, the writer, the singer, on his first
solo Capitol album, "Home" (ST 619).

4t

Mike Hurst, reflections of an uncomplicated
man in a complicated world, a promise of prominence everywhere.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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AN ECLIPSE IS DUE
As the story goes, in the year 2137 B.C., Hsi
and Ho, two famous Chinese court astronomers
were duly executed for failing to predict a total
eclipse. Now Capitol has not gone into the
eclipse business, however, we did notice that not
one eclipse calendar forecasted Edward Bear's
second album titled "Eclipse," (ST 580). We
think it's worth shouting about. Expect a total

Edward Bear Eclipse of the ears November 2nd.
Don't miss it.

EDWARD BEAR

ECLIPSE

BROCKETT AND AVAILABLE
Jaime Brockett's recording, "Titanic,"
is one of the most well -known secrets in
music. Because he can't be everywhere
and limited quantities of his previous
album were quickly sold out, Capitol is
delighted to bring Jaime and his audience together, finally and for all deserved time, in adequate quantities in
the new Jaime Brockett 2 (SKAO 601).

www.americanradiohistory.com
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2 RCA Execs
Pitch Soul
NEW YORK -Buzz Willis,
RCA Records general manager
of new product development,
and Tom Draper, administrator
of new product development,
have embarked on a two-week
promotion and marketing trip
on the label's soul product
throughout the country.
They will make mini presentations to distributors and their
sales promotion personnel, using
album covers and cuts from the
Niteliters, the Maio Ingredient,
the
Friends of Distinction,
Sonny Til, Percy Mayfield, and
the New Birth, as well as a previously released LP, "The Best
of Nina Simone." Willis and
Draper will also visit rack -

jobbers,

air personalities,

dealers.

Marin Disc, New
SAN FRANCISCO
new
record Zabel, Marin Disc, has
been formed by Ken Koppel,
former radio deejay and promotion and merchandising executive.
The label is based at Sausalito,
Calif., and its first product includes albums by Signe Toty
Anderson, original member of
the Jefferson Airplane; and
'Thalasa," former house band of
the Sausalito Art Center, and a
group billed as a "jungle rock"
ensemble. Both albums have
been
produced by Michael
Kamen, lead vocalist of the New
York Rock ensemble.

roll)
11) can

WESTBROOKS

KAGAN

PRUE

GRIEGO

Michael Kagan named director, national promotion, Epic
and Columbia Custom labels. He joined as branch promotion
manager, Chicago- Milwaukee area. His most recent position
was national promotion manager. Richard Attinson resigned as
regional manager in the East for Epic Records. He was with
the company for the past four years.... Bill Griego will head
up the newly formed progressive rock promotion department,
Idea Planning Associates, an advertising agency representing
Scepter Records and Howard Stein's Capitol Theater. Griego is
a former independent FM promotion man.

* * *

sales manager, Chappell and Co. for 20 years,
has resigned. Considering several projects, he has no immediate

Harry Salido,

plans for the future. Sulkin is a former musician.

Jim Stevens named regional sales manager for the south,
Atlantic Records. He is a former Southern sales manager and
Midwest sales manager, Chess Records.... Sidney Kornbeioer
has rejoined Edwin H. Morris Music after a hitch as music
coordinator for Stuart Ostrow's "1776" music. Kornheiser had
been with the Morris firm for 25 years. He will work on the
acquisition of theater writers and general exploitation.
James P. limirro named director, international sales development, CBS Enterprises, with responsibilities that include the
development of marketing programs for the cassette and cartridge systems. He is CBS Enterprises' international sales
manager.

Paul Strok Adler appointed distribution manager, ASCAP,
succeeding Paul Marks, now named ASCAP's present director
of operations. He joined ASCAP in 1967 and was assistant to
Eugene Minkoff named vice president and sales
Marks. .
manager, Coast Wholesale Music Company, Los Angeles.
Joseph A. Barleck named vice president, broadcasting, learning
and leisure time, Westinghouse Electric Corp. He has been
assistant general counsel for the corp. for the past six years.
.

.

.

Abe Glaser named national director of promotion, Lionel
Records, Los Angeles.... Ralph Murphy appointed to the newly
created post of director of production, Double M Productions,
production arm of Belwin -Mills Publishing.

* *

Gillian Roberts is joining the professional department of
Jobete Music and Stein and Van Stock, Mopublishing companies. Miss Roberts
comes to Jobete from NEMS Enterprises, in the
U.K., the former Beatles organization. She was
also with Atlantic Records in London and A &M
in the U.S.... Harold L. Richman has been appointed vice president of national sales for National Tape Distributors. Richman will base at
ROBERTS
the company's Southern California facility in
Torrance. He had been a sales vice president of Transcontinental
Music.... Allan LaMagna has been named general manager of
the Syndrome, rock palace in Chicago. LaMagna formerly was
stage manager for Syndrome and rodeo manager for Happy Day.
Errol Sober joins Green Apple Music in Los Angeles as
professional manager. He was formerly with Abnak Records as
a&r director. He will also handle the company's eight affiliated
firms.
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Graux,

Kevin Cummings, former branch manager in Detroit for
Liberty Records, named national sales manager for Motown's
independent division which markets the Rare Earth and VIP
labels. Cummings was also branch manager in the city for Decca.
Eddie Gilreath, former Motown promotion representative for
Chips Distributing Corp., appointed regional promotion director
for the independent division, to charge of Eastern seaboard operaLogan Westbrooks named national r&b promotion
tions..
manager, Mercury Records. He was previously administrative
assistant to the vice president for r &b marketing, Capitol Records.... Howard Prue appointed assistant comptroller, Elektra

A series of 30- second spots
prior to the release plus disk
jockey service of a 45 with
two of the albums cuts is part
of the campaign. The special
disk, not released as a single,
couples Bob Dylan's "Time
(Continued on page 70)
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DIRECTOR

paign is being undertaken by
Elektra Records tied in with
the Nov. 15 release of Judy

Collins'
10th
Elektra
LP,
"Whales and Nightingales." The
campaign is being coordinated
by William Harvey, the firm's
general manager, and Mel Posner, vice president in charge

CLASSICAL MUSIC: Fred Kitty
TALENT: Mike Gross
CAMPUS: Bob Glassenherg
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ART
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NEW YORK -An extensive
promotion and advertising cam-

DEPARTMENT EDITORS
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Roger Karshner named vice- president, promotion, Capito
Records Inc. He succeeds Charley Nuccio, who was recently
named vice -president, independent labels. Karshner has been
with Capitol since 1953.
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ROCCO LAGINESTRA, left, president of RCA Records, welcomes

Jimmy Miller to the company's
rock fold. Miller was recently
tapped by RCA as an independent
rock producer.

Larry Douglas, head of album promotion for RCA Records,
appointed chief of singles promotion for the label.... Gene
Weiss named manager of Gregar based in New York.... Suri
Mart named assistant director of creative planning for Tele(Continued on page 70)
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Demanded out of the album. A stone
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The Supremes
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Financial News

ITA

Meeting in N.Y. Nov. 2
Quotations
Market
To Be Chaired by Motorola Chief
Exec

1970

As of Closing, Thursday, October 28,

NEW YORK -The International Tape Association (ITA1
will hold a meeting of its executive committee at the Plaza
Hotel Monday (2). The meeting will be chaired by Oscar
Kusisto, president of Motorola
Automotive Products and
chairman of the ITA executive
committee. The meeting will
formulate policies for the new
organization as well as to establish new steering committees.
Jules Cadenas, special consultant
to the ITA, will coordinate
the activities of the various subcommittees.
Meanwhile, the fledgling association has recorded a membership of 69 leaders of the
tape industry in the four short
months of its existence. Latest
members to join the fold include Caytronics, Kraco Products Corp., Tele- Cassettes, Toyo
Radio of America; Preferred
Sounds, Inc., a subsidiary of
Longine Symphonette; Original
Sound Record Co., the Certron
Corp., P/C America, Data
Packaging Corp., Shibaden
Corp. of America, American
Sound Corp., King Instrument
Corp. and the Rittenhouse Corp.
Jules Cadenas, a veteran of
the tape industry, has also joined
the ITA staff as a special consultant. Cadenas will organize
and administrate II subcommittees, both technical and nontechnical, to effect a level of
standardization of audio equipment and tape; a certification
of quality of audio equipment

Col

'Yuletide' Promo

Continued from page 3

campaign. Major window displays of gift albums, Christmas
albums, and best -sellers and advertising layouts of all sizes are
available to record and department stores. In addition, a complete audio- visual presentation
of the Columbia Christmas advertising / merchandising campaign in its entirety has already
been sent to the field and shown
at all regional meetings. In
some areas, a sample Columbia
Christmas bus transported the
dealers to the meetings.

Dickson, TV Firm Arm
Continued from page 4

Dickson's plans call for the
formation of a regional sales
and promotion force as well as
the formation of a distribution
network of independent distributors around the country.
Manning will headquarter at
Dickson Production's New York
offices 140 East 56th St.
For the Finest in

DIAMONDS the Best
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AARON STERN
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aaron stern
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and tape; a proper definition of
warranty, and a standard of
ethics in advertising.
A number of subcommittee
chairmen have also been appointed by Oscar Kusisto, president of Motorola Automotive
Products and chairman of the
ITA. They include
Robert
Motorola Automotive
Wolf,
Products, Inc., who will head
the committee of Audio Manufacturers of Consumer and Professional Equipment; Gerald
Citron of Norelco, chairing the
committee of Video Manufacturers of Consumers and Professional Equipment; Jack Nelson, Data Packaging, chairman
the Manufacturers of Cartridges,
Cassettes and Component Parts;
John Jackson, BASF Systems,
Inc., chairman of the committee on Manufacturers of Raw
Tape.

Jerry Geller, Scepter Records, has been named chairman
of the committee of Record
Companies with Tape Product,
and Allen Weintraub, A &B Duplicators; heads the committee
of Custom Duplicators.
Other new appointees include
Donald Ross, Transcommunications, Inc., who heads the committee of Videocassette/Car tridge Duplicators and Manufacturers, and Irving Stimler, Optronics Libraries, heading the
committee on Videocassette/
Cartridge Film Producers and
Copyright Owners.
The committee on Definition
of Warranty is headed by
Joseph Kazimer of Bell &
Howell; while Ron Solovitz of
The Rittenhouse Corp., heads
the committee on Ethics in
Advertising.

1970
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Continue to Help NATRA

-

By RADCLIFFE ]OE

The FraHOLLYWOOD
ternity of Recording Executives
has renewed its pledge of support to its parent organization,
the National Association of
Television and Radio Announcers.
In a letter to NATRA's executive secretary, Lucky Cordell, FORE's interim chairman,
Aki Aleong, said, "NATRA has
helped us immeasurably by
focusing on the total problems
of our interrelated industry.
"It has motivated constructive thought as to she responsibilities of the black man in
our business. It has also
brought us dignity and some
measure of success through
pressures brought both directly
and indirectly on record companies through continuing dialog."
He added, "We at FORE are
aware of the tremendous obstacles that prevail in the
broadcasting industry, and especially those problems pertinent to black broadcasters. We
would, therefore, like to reiterate our undying support to
NATRA."
Aleong continued, "We at
FORE are aware that in order to champion our growth we
must dedicate our time, our
emotions and our energies
toward obtaining a posture secure and successful enough to
withstand and absorb problems and remove roadblocks."
The FORE executive sees his
organization developing into a
center to disseminate information to help the underprivileged, and to promote better
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Aleong continued, "We would
also like to establish FORE as
an entity that would challenge
our members to a calibre of
professionalism hitherto unknown in our industry, and attain the economic equality for
our less fortunate brothers and
sisters by working within the
concepts and guidelines outlined by the Federal Government for business integration."
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At Videodisk Unveiling
The new videodisk system, developed jointly by
British Decea and AEG Telefunken of West Germany,
which made its official debut at the Pierre Hotel,
Oct. 19, was attended by capacity crowds, demonstrated the feasibility and overall economics of a
disk system of home entertainment video over other
tape and film systems also in various stages of

development.
The system, which is expected to be on the European market in black and white within two years,
with color players available shortly thereafter, utilizes
a plastic foil disk and is constructed along a similar
concept as the phonograph player.
The New York screening was hosted by London

Records.

SUTHERLAND, London Records artist, is
flanked by Herr Dickopp (left) of AEG Telefunken,
and Herr Redlich. Teldec. co- inventors of the system.

JOAN

Partridge LP Sales
Hit Over 200,000

-A

NEW YORK
typographical error in last week's Billboard reported the sales.of Bell
Records' "I Think 1 Love You"
by the Partridge Family at
13,000 copies instead of at
130,000 copies. The album,
according to Iry Biegel, Bell's
vice
president and general
manager, is now over the 200;
000 -copy mark. The album hit
No. 19 with a star on Billboard's Top LP's chart this
week.

Jack L. Warner (second from left)
and Leo Hofburg, London Records special projects
director (second from right), and two of their col.
MOVIE MOGUL

leagues.

10

TELEFUNKEN engineer was flown into New York
especially for the presentation. He demonstrates the
unit.
A
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Some of the most respected people
in jazz,rock,R&B and Latin music
have formed a dream group.
Barry Rogers

John Abercrombie
Bill Cobham Jr.

Mike Breaker

Randy Breaker

DougLubahn
EddieVernon

Jeff Kent

Bill Cobham Jr., drums,
has played with various
R &B and jazz groups.

Unlike most fusion
groups (composed of
rock musicians who have
decided to incorporat
some jazz or blues into
their music), Dreams is
the real thing.
The Brecker brothers are true jazz musicians.
Randy Brecker, trumpet, (best -known as an
original member of Blood, Sweat & Tears)
played with Horace Silver and Art Blakey
and won honors in last year's Downbeat and
Jazz & Pop Critic's Polls. Mike Brecker, sax,
is "one of the best young tenor saxophonists
anywhere,jazz or rock or otherwise"according
to Don Heckman in the Village Voice.
Barry Rogers, trombone, is well known
in Latin music circles. Barry
pioneered the use of the
trombone in Latin arrangements.

Including James Brown,
Sam and Dave, numerous
Motown groups, Miles
Davis and Horace Silver.
Doug Lubahn, bass, was the leader of
Clear Light and has shown up on a number
of albums by The Doors.
Jeff Kent, organist /guitarist, is a rock/
folk /blues songwriter. He and Doug compose
the material for Dreams. And lead singer
Eddie Vernon was formerly with New York's
Children of God.
If Dreams' music gets ordinary people as
excited as it has gotten fellow musicians, and
jazz /rock critics, it
sh`tuld become a very
important group in
BREAMS
...
onths to come.
norac/is
SUITE: w...Step/Jana/Cru..
:cwvwtié

..su ee

r

Introducing Dreams on Columbia Records
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General News

Trade Gets R'n'R(eligion)
Continued from pane

based on Jonah and the whale.

1

melodic rock beat. Singleton
also recently issued an album
of Jesus Rock featuring the
U.S.
Apple Corps.
Bergen
White also has a record called
"Spread the Word." And a
single by the Sweet Revival is
titled "Will the Real Jesus
Please Stand Up." "I think
Jesus Rock is a trend," Singleton said. "Too many records
are happening in that view to be
accidental. Perhaps the kids are
going into that aspect as a
counter move against drugs
a putdown on the whole drug
scene to show that drugs are
passe.'
Among current records on
the chart which are strongly religious are "God, Love and
Rock & Roll" by Teagarden &
Van Winkle on Westbound
Records and "Spirit in the Sky"
by Dorothy Morrison on Bud -

..

Both Word Records and Heart
Warming Records have been devoting considerable emphasis to
the youth market the past couple of years, but a large majority of these albums are more
folk - oriented than rock -oriented. Ray Hildrebrand. once a
major rock act, has been involved in the religious music
field.
Undoubtedly,
the
"Jesus
Christ Superstar" package on
Decca Records is the most expansive example of the movement. Jack Loetz, executive vice
president of MCA Records, Dick
Broderick, vice president of

MCA International, and Tony
Martell, vice president of mar-

Continued from page

Alright"

Is Just

Apple Records has just released "The Whale," featuring
John Tavener. This is a fantasy

1

in radio section on Quad 8 for

commercials.)
Station owner James Gabbert received the FCC's approval within 60 days after
filing his petition. The station
will get into music programming by launching a series of
test tones between midnight
and 6 a.m.
KI01 -FM is working with a

'Squeezed' Cos Hire Aides
Continued from page

attempt

1

them out of the profit squeeze.
Si Mael, senior partner in Si
Mael Associates, management
consulting firm servicing the
record business, said some of
the reasons for this profit
squeeze in the face of rising
sales are: (1) Cost pressures exerted by an inflationary economy, and (2) Failure to maintain a balance between creative
freedom and creative costs, and
among marketing and operating freedom and operating
costs. "There is a need now,"
said Mael, "more than ever, for

improving the 'hit' percentage
and for achieving the maxi man market potential for prod-

uct"

Cost Effectiveness
Mael's consultation, which
he offers on a fee basis to the
companies, is based on "cost
effectiveness" in the recording
operations. Marl said that the

The

must be made to
achieve
"cost
effectiveness"
without sacrificing creativity
which is the essential part of
the recording business.

Mael also noted that distributors and racks are faced
with the problem of maintaining

balance between inventory levels and inventory turnover consistent with giving fair
exposure to new and developing artists as well as established
artists and catalog.
As far as management consultation goes, Mael mid that
each company is a different
entity and must seek the answers to its particular proba

lems. It has gotten so, he
added, that record companies
are
asking the
independent

consultant, who is a specialist
in the record industry, to provide objective, informed relevant, uninhibited advice and
assistance to management.
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and on the crucifixion of Jesus.
Performing are members, past
and present, of Deep Purple,
Joe Cocker's Grease Band, Lord

Stitch, Aynsley Dunbar Retaliation, the Big Three, Juicy Lucy,
Quatermass, Merseybeats, Gracious,
Plastic
Penny
and
Nucleus.

K101 Gets FCC's OK for
First Solo Quad Radio Test

dah.

The Band's Capitol Records
LP "Stage Fright" has a cut
called "Daniel and the Sacred
Harp," a song written around a
religious theme. Canaan Music
is the publisher. The Byrds album "Ballad of Easy Rider,"
on Columbia Records, has "Jesus

keting and creative services for
MCA, unveiled the package in
New York at St. Peter's Church
on Oct 27. The presentation,
attended by priests and ministers as well as members of the
press, executives from other
record companies, and teenagers, showed slides showing
Christ and lines of the libretto.
The LP set is a rock opera
about the period leading up to

Title

Renew

D

Bill me later

Canada.

system developed by Lou Dorren, a San Mateo inventor,
which adds a second subcarrier

carrying two channels to the
FM signal.
Dorren's system uses a decoder in the listener's home to
receive the 4- channel program.
The system is fully compatible
with FM multiplex broadcasting, so that a monaural listener receives the sums of the
four channels; the two channel
listener gets the sum of the
two left and two right channels and the quad listener gets
all four channels if he has the
adapter.
Gabbert calls the 4- channel
broadcasts "quadracasts." He has
spent $15,000 to buy Ampex
tape players and has built a
quad studio for eventual 4channel programming once the
FCC establishes a standard and
commercial stations can begin
beaming 4-channel programs.
Once Gabben tests out Dorren's system, he plans to petition the FCC for approval.
When he does begin some
limited
music
programming
within the next week, he will
place quad receivers in some
high fidelity stores in the Bay
Area. The station has 50 such
receivers manufactured by Mikado, a Japanese firm, whose
owner lives in this area.
Dorren's invention is a black
box which hooks into the
transmitter. /101 -FM's 24 -hour
power is 125 kilowatts and the
station's signal reaches a 100mile radius, according to its
owner.
Gabbert said he has a "six
foot" high inventory of half inch 4- channel master tapes
which he has been collecting
from record companies. The
bulk of the music is in the
rock idiom. The station is called
a "contemporary middle of the
roader" by Gabbert, who has
been pushing quadracasting.
The station is promoting its
4- channel activity by running
a bumper sticker contest in
which the prize is a $ 1,700
system consisting of a Sony 4channel tape recorder, four
Scott speakers and a Scott 4channel amplifier.
K101 -FM collaborates on
Thursday (5) with channel 5
(KPIX) in a 90- minute quad
broadcast featuring Linda Ron stadt and the Chambers Brothers. On Thursday (12) it teams
with KRON -FM in a two-hour
4- channel broadcast using
tapes from
Mobile Fidelity,
Mercury, Paramount, Columbia
and RCA Records.
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Col Club, FTC Near Accord
Continued from page

1

tention that club selling is a
separate submarket and could
be studied per se, rather than
within the context of the total
industry, thus limiting the extent of the statistics required,
if hearings were held.
As of now, FTC attorney
Joseph Rutberg, who is in
charge of the ever -changing
and apparently everlasting club
case, says the case could go
either way. The full commission
could agree with the staff proposals for a new order replacing the 1967 directive that
would have permitted sales of
outside labels but ended the Columbia Club's exclusivity licensing. Or, the commission can
decide that hearings and newer
statistics are necessary.
Technically, since the 1967
FTC order was remanded to the
commission by the Appeals
Court, and the remand was upheld by the Supreme Court, the
case would be starting afresh in
"trial" status within the FTC
(Billboard, July 12, 1969). But
procedure permits the FTC staff
and Club attorneys to work out
a new agreement and present it
to the five commission members for tentative approval, bypassing the hearing process.
If the commission does tentatively approve the agreement, it
will take the case out of trial
status and publish the terms of
the new agreement. Interested
parties would have 30 days to
submit comment. At that point,
the commission would finally
decide on the basis of all it has
learned, whether to accept the
new agreement, or put the case
through full hearing procedure.
New personalities on the Federal Trade Commission will
have a bearing on these decidons. The present chairman,
Miles W. Kirkpatrick, before his
recent
appointment, publicly
trounced the FTC's slowness
and ineptness in an ABA report
to the President in 1969. One of
the horrible examples cited in
the report was the 10 year old
Columbia Record Club case.
Former FTC chairman Paul
Rand Dixon, now a member of
the commission, has probably
not changed his mind about the
order he wrote in 1967, based
on the 1962 complaint, which
in turn was largely founded on
1960 industry statistics. The order overturned a hearing examiner's 1964 recommendation to
dismiss the club case. Brand
new FTC member David S.
Dennison, formerly a practicing
attorney in Washington, will
have to study up on the case.
Of the original 1967 FTC
order, the Appeals court upheld only the section which
ended any fixing of royalty for

artists distributed through the
Club. The court majority said it
agreed with the FTC's concern,
over possible restriction of club
competition, by the exclusive
licensing practices, but felt that
"the commission has failed sufficiently to examine the market
structure," which appeared to
have undergone considerable
changes since 1960.
Whether the current consideration by the commission will
take in the peculiar role of the
Record Club of America, in the
situation, remains to be seen.
The RCOA tried to intervene
in the Columbia -FTC contest,
but both commission and Columbia attorneys agreed to deny
intervention by RCOA in its
Feb.
1967
appeal.
RCOA
claimed competitive damage as
a
result of Columbia's club
practices.
Ironically,
in
Columbia's
court appeal, it said the informal RCOA claims to FTC attorneys that it "may have been
fourth or even third" in competitive rank, should have been
taken into account when FTC
considered the competitive picture on which its order was
based. The Record Club of
America
has
brought
suit
against Columbia Club and
others, and against Capitol Records Club, for alleged anticompetitive practices.
As a final irony in the club
case, Columbia learned of the
informal 1964 or 1965 conversations by an RCOA spokesman with FTC attorneys, in a
trial disposition taken in the
course of RCOA's suit against
the Columbia Club itself.
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Farrell Into
Animated TV

-

The Wes
NEW YORK
Farrell Organization will produce an animated musical television series conceived and developed for TV by Harvey Ehrlich, commercial artist and designer; Steve Bedell, vice- president of the Farrell complex, and
Wes Farrell. Story lines for I1
shows and the presentation have
already been completed, and
initial talks with networks and
sponsors have also begun.
The focal point of the series

five -man rock group who
will perform live and travel
through the mythical "Under land," setting of the series
through animation.
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ON THE CHARTS AND ON THE AIR-NOW!
"I'M NOT MY BROTHER'S KEEPER"
BY FLAMING EMBER HS 7006

A STAGECOACH PRODUCTION
PRODUCED BY WILLIAM WEATHERSPOON - RAYNARD MINER
DISTRIBUTED BY BUDDAH RECORDS

Copyright,i,
www.americanradiohistory.com

Tape CARtridge

Auto Tape Player Battle Is Nesting Up

-

8- Track: Riding High
Is Sparked by Quad 8
LOS ANGELES-Stereo 8 is
riding herd over cassettes in the
auto market.
While cassette players for
autos continue to draw closer
(see related story), much of the
talk in auto circles revolves
around stereo 8.
RCA and Motorola combined
to bldnt the cassette sting recently by offering auto manufacturers a new generation of
8 -track
equipment: 4-channel
stereo 8. (Quad 8).
Enhancing 8- track's hold on
the auto market are new, ultra
compact, space saving auto mini
models from Cartape, Belair,
Lear Jet, Tenna, Craig, Automatic Radio,
among
many
others.
Along with mini models and
quad 8, Boman Astrosonics has
announced what appears to be
the first 8 -track unit specifically
for automotive use that will
record as well as reproduce the
cartridges. Though the BM -2900
is equipped with two mike inputs, most recording in the car
presumably would use the built in FM tuner as the program
source.
More 8 -track units are being
introduced with built -in FM
stereo, like Craig's 3119, Lear
Jet's A -130, Tenna's TC -83MPX
and Belair's entire auto line.
Other Models
Also, Craig's 3123 is an example of an 8 -track car player
which includes a lock -in theft
proof mounting. Hitachi, Lear
Jet and Muntz are marketing
models with a mounting that
allows the driver to remove a
player from the dash when not
in use.

Although Detroit is
with cassettes, the target
venience. And the auto
facturers admit 8 -track

flirting
is con-

manuis con-

venient.

"Also, the

8 -track

system has
the proven reliability and ease
of operation that is essential in
the extremely demanding auto-

motive environment," explains
Oscar Kusisto, vice president
and general manager of Motorola's automotive products division.
A point in 8- track's favor, it
seems, is the problem retailers
are facing in the cassette after market. According to reports,
cassette units sold in the after market have experienced a very
high failure rate. "The (installation) problem is causing customers to switch back to 8- track,"
said one retailer. "People want
quality and no equipment failure. Right now, cassette falls
short in both categories."
Another retailer said, "Cassettes are behind 8 -track because
of problems in machine construction. There's just more mechanical problems with them
(cassettes)."
After all is said, though, it
may be quad 8 that gives pep
to auto sales.
According to Kusisto, "Detroit already has acknowledged
and accepted quad 8 for use as

factory installed equipment." In
short, quad 8 is second generation stereo 8, while cassette is
just now beginning to achieve

-

acceptance by several -not all
decision makers in Detroit.
Aiding the stereo 8 cause is
the fact that prices of 8 -track
equipment is dropping, while
cassette units with the reverse
capability is more expensive.
Today, many retailers are
using stereo 8 auto units as
leaders, offering players as little
as $25.95 and step -up models at
$29.95. When faced with equal
pricing, said a retailer, consumers favor stereo 8, "because of
fewer quality and fidelity problems."
But just when automotive
were
looking
manufacturers
more eagerly at cassette units,
out pops quad 8 and its "surround sound."

Fully compatible with existing
-track cartridges, quad 8 will
be offered as a factory or dealer
installed option in 1972 or 1973
models, said Kusisto. "Home
players and hang-on automotive
units will be available late this
year," he said.
RCA plans to have two 4channel, 8 -track units in its
home product line late this year,
including a promotional model
with two external speakers and
two internal speakers at $199.95,
and a step -up version with four
external speakers at under $250.
There is a quadrasonic (8track) boom beginning, and
stereo 8 manufacturers are convinced it will break in the automotive market.
8

Strike Hurts Cassette: Seen Ready
Auto Units To Offer a Challenge
LOS

ANGELES-Manufac-

of auto tape players, particularly 8- track, have counted
on brisk business from Detroit
tureen

to keep its ledger in black ink.
But equipment sales, both at
factory installed and after -market levels, have dipped.
In large measure, of course,
the slump is directly traceable
to the strike at General Motors.
As the strike drags through its
second month, It's becoming
clear that the shutdown is having ripple effects on the tape
industry.
Consequently, 8- track, king of- the -road, and cassette, pretender to the throne, are bothered both economically and psychologically by the idleness at
GM, the nation's largest manufacturer.
For cassettes, it means delay
in putting the figuration over in
a. market it desperately needs to
crack. For 8- track, it means a
decided dip in sales.
Before the strike, which could
easily continue through December (because of certain holiday
benefits gained by union members), predicted 8 -track figures
amounted to this:
Retailer and factory installations of 8 -track tape players
will be about 500,000 units,
according to Motorola. An additional 2.8 million units will be
sold in the aftermarket. This
compares with about 425,000
to 450,000 in the OEM last
(Continued on page 16)

LOS ANGELES -The Cassette seems ready to challenge
8- track's domination on the latter's own grounds -the auto-

motive market.
Many manufacturers who have
specialized in car players are beginning to produce cassette units
or compatible cartridge /cassette
players. (Aiwa's TP -1028 and
Cartape's CT -9800 offer a cassette adapter for 8 -track players.
Both include an automatic reverse cassette operation and
provide continuous listening in
either 8 -track or the cassette
mode of operation.)
One development in cassette
equipment that may help to increase its use in autos is the
Staar system. A slot -loading cassette player easily can be operated with one hand while driving
a car with the other.
Another is stereo automatic
reverse cassette players (Bell &

Howell's 3700, Toshiba's TC412, Cartape's CT -9000, Tenna's
TC- 300-C, among others) specifically designed for installation
in an automobile.
Cassette Accepted
Considering the ever- growing
number of automatic reverse
players, and a new breed of combination auto FM stereo radio
and cassette player in one package, it is easy to see why Detroit
(Chrysler) finally has accepted
cassette as a factory installed
option item. There also is a proliferation of add -on units for

MGM Renews Deal With Ampex
-Signs Foreign, Canada Pacts
LOS ANGELES -MGM has
renewed its tape duplicating and

marketing contract with Ampex
in the U.S. and negotiated new
arrangements in Europe, the Far
East and Canada.

The contract with Ampex is
retroactive from July I, 1970
and concludes Dec. 31, 1971. It
covers 18 months (with no option periods) and gives MGM
about $3 million.
Ampex will duplicate all configurations
8 -track cassette,
reel -to -reel and 4 -track
but
will emphasize the two more

-

-

popular concepts: stereo 8 and
cassette.
It will cherry-pick
product in 4 -track and only duplicate reel repertoire when it
lends itself to commercial marketing.
"We gave up our tape independence for a bottom line tape
guarantee," said Mike Curb,
president of MGM. Although
MGM's tape relationship with
Ampex is not new, Curb said
the "contract has been completely restructured and rewritten."
MGM's contract with Ampex

Ampex Researching
Consumer Needs
CHICAGO

-

Ampex's consumer equipment division is intensifying its efforts to probe
consumer needs as part of its
stepped -up dealer support program. Additionally, the firm has
introduced the first combination
tape recorder head cleaner and
demagnetizer that does not require abrasive tape or electrical
hook -up.

Ampex district managers are
going into the homes of consumers who have recently purchased a tape recorder. The mission, according to Lawrence
Pugh, division marketing man-

ager, is an "in -home followup
designed to be helpful to both
the consumer and the company."
The company seeks to learn
the consumer's impressions and
ideas as to product, service and

equipment use patterns. Ampex's
man answers any questions,
gives the user a prerecorded entertainment tape and offers to
demonstrate the equipment.
A questionnaire is sent directly
to division headquarters here.
The survey is being conducted
among a cross section of tape
recorder users, but plans call for
(Continued on page 16)
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gives the label tape exposure in
avenues not usually covered by
music distributors: photo stores,
specialty markets, etc.
In Europe, MGM has signed
a $3

million three -year contract

with Philips /Deutsche Grammophon (DGG) to distribute product in Europe, except in Italy
and England.

Polydor will distribute MGM's
tape line in the U.K., Ricordi
has the product in Italy, the
Philippines and Moreco, Nippon
Grammophone in Japan, and
Quality in Canada.
The Ampex and other tape
deals also enhances

MGM's fi-

nancial posture. The record division's fourth quarter of the
current fiscal year went into the
black for the first time in three
years.

Tape represents between 20
and 25 percent of MGM's sales
last year, according to Curb.
The renewed agreement with
Ampex alters MGM's original
plan to solo on tape. Curb had
planned to maintain an independent tape operation. (Billboard, May 2, 1970.)
Curb said two things changed
his view on an independent tape
operation: marketing and money.
"They have proved they can
sell more tape than any other
company," he said, "and the bottom line (money) guarantee is
very important, obviously."

either dashboard or floor mounting.
The practical use of compact
combination units (recorder with
radio) is undeniable, since dashboard space is so valuable, and
two specialized functions in a
single unit is growing at a rapid
pace for auto use.
(Many car cassette players include a monaural record func-

tion providing an extra function
not found on many 8 -track
equipment units.)
Also enhancing cassettes image
in autos are "plug in" players,
thus allowing a motorist to pull
the unit out of the dash and
take it indoors in order to get
double -duty from his prerecorded
cassette music collection.
4 -Fold Advantage
The advantage of auto cassette over 8 -track is fourfold:
compactness, rewind and fast
forward, recording capability and
automatic reverse. "The green
light from Detroit," said one
source, "doesn't mean the demise
of 8- track, nor does it mean an
8 -track sales dip. It just puts
cassettes in the driver's seal."
Detroit is preparing to offer
consumers a two-configuration
front, but cassette manufacturers
have to convince retailers (in the
after-market) that their equipment can be sold.
Most retailers believe that cassettes are more for the home.
while stereo 8 is definitely for
the auto. The price trend in 8track auto equipment, too, is
going down, closer to cassette
models.
"When faced with equal pric-

ing," said one retailer, "consumers favor 8 -track because of
fewer quality and fidelity problems."
Others contend that the record feature in cassette auto
equipment is a negative feature.
"Who wants to record music in
the car? The fidelity is bad
enough in cassette equipment
under ideal recording circumstances, but what happens during
less than ideal conditions -like
in a car," said the retailer.
A spokesman for Chrysler
said:

"In no way

is 8 -track

on the
way out, or even phasing out.
We merely see two markets."

After- Market
The after -market for cassette
has been disappointing, although

suppliers believe that will change
now that Detroit has accepted
the configuration at factory level.
Some retailers are grappling

with

cassette problem as regards to auto equipment: mala

functioning units.
They say auto cassettes face
this roadblock: tape spewing out
or getting fouled up in the machine, or machines that are not
grabbing the tape properly.
The problem has been brought
to the attention of manufacturers
but to no-or little -avail. "The
problem covers all brands but
is worse in some than in others,"
said a buyer for a major discount chain.
Cassette manufacturers are
preparing to crash into the auto
business in a big way, but they're
still playing catch -up to 8- track.
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Infonics, Bible Voice Agreement
In Distribution Rights Contract
VAN NUYS, Calif. -Infonics
Duplicators and Bible Voice,
Inc., have entered into an agreement giving Bible Voice exclusive distribution rights to the
entire Infonics tape duplicator
line on the international religious
market.
In signing the agreement for
Bible Voice, president George
Otis said expansion of the ministry will in future depend heavily on the miracle of magnetic
tape.
lie added, 'The worldwide
renaissance of religious interest
and instruction is immeasurably
aided by the cassette. Great
sermons can now be recorded,
duplicated and communicated to
hundreds and thousands of
people.
"Missionaires can spread the
word, even in remote areas,
through the use of inexpensive
battery powered cassette
players."
In a special offer to its far flung customers, Bible Voice is
offering a discount price of $350
off net wholesale prices of the
entire Infonics cassette duplicator line, and $250 off the net
wholesale price on each reel-toreel duplicator or slave.
In its expanding activities in
the magnetic tape field, Bible
Voice is also offering the entire
New Testament of the Bible
on cassette, 8 -track cartridges
and reel -to -reel tapes. The complete book on 15 80- minute
cassettes is available at $124.95
list price. The cassettes can also

be bought individually at $8.95
each.
Other religious tapes available
in various configurations include
the complete books of Psalms
and Proverbs, Bible Studies with
Drs. Billy Graham and Gene

.

r--

Dolphin Negotiating for
Release of Films in CTV
NEW YORK -Dolphin Productions is negotiating with
major companies in the cartridge TV race for the release
of a number of its films in the
CTV format.
The two initial titles the company hopes to release are "The
Bermuda Race'
half -hour
sports /action portrait of the
Newport to Bermuda blue chip
classic; and "Out Island Regatta"
a half -hour record of an annual regatta open to the interisland schooners and fishing
craft of the out islands of the
Bahamas. Both films were produced and directed by Allan
Stanley, president of Dolphin.
Dolphin, a division of Corn-

-a

Tele-Cassette Series
LOS ANGELES

-

Tele -Cassette Enterprises is developing a
12- cassette series on creative
stitchery for cartridge TV. The
series is being done in conjunction with Gorgia Guback, a
teache r.

'`\

OWnth

Scott, Selected Readings from
the New Testament, narrated by
Cliff Barrows, and a catalog of
sacred music that includes artists like Pat Boone,
Paul
Mickelson, and the London Orchestra.

puler Image Corp., is a leading
producer of television commercials, and industrial and educational films. The company also
produces computer generated
animation on films.
Stanley plans to combine computer generated animation with
live action in the production of
additional films for the home
cartridge TV market.

CGH Records
Formed in N.Y.
NEW YORK -CGH Record-

ing, Ltd., has been formed in
New York. Officers of the new

record company include Vernon
Huff, president; Willie Gaskins,
vice -president; and Thomas Coleman, secretary- treasurer. The
company has released its first
recording by the Morning Star
Gospel Singers to radio stations
in key cities. All inquiries will
be received at CGH Recording,
Ltd., P.O. Box 1173, Radio City
Station, New York, N.Y. 10019.

Cartridge TV
WB Aud iovid eo

Sampler Project
-

By ELIOT TIEGEL.

LOS ANGELES
Warner
Bros. Records audio-visual department is preparing an artist
sampler film as its first project.
The film will initially be made
available to television stations
and cable TV systems and then
will be offered to cartridge TV

duplicators.
Van Dyke Parks, the label's
director of audio visual services,
has designated Tony Newman
as the producer for the film,
with Hat Halverstadt working on
the concept.
All the footage to be shot will
center around from seven to 14
acts on the Warners and Reprise
labels. "We plan to use draw
card names and music which
isn't top 30 in nature. It will be
music which may lend itself to
film and show that sight and
sound are natural correspondents."
The project, the first to come
out of the new audio-visual department, will be used as a
means of running through things
new to the record company in
terms of technical, artistic and
creative areas.
Warner Bros. television sales
department will probably handle
the sale of the sampler to broadcasters. It is already servicing

Strike Hurts
Auto Units

\

RECORDS
OTECTION
Rugged construction with beautiful designs and colors to suit
every taste in LP and 45 RPM
sizes. No. 1252 holds fortytwo LP's and is available in
blue, red or green design on
white background. The 752
holds a library of seventy-five
45 RPM records and has same
color schemes. The 702 series
has a nesting feature designed
for stacking and to conserve
warehouse space. Holds fifty
recordsof45 RPM size.All have
nickel- plated hardwareandplastic handles. They're covered in
a plastic -coated, moisture-resistant material, the same as used
in covering luggage. 15 other
designs and
sizesfrom which
to choose.
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Write for information and literature.

kt4.

-;'
No 752

1-No. 702

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO.
1625 Duane Blvd.. Kankakee, Illinois 60901

Continued from page 14

year and about 2.5 million units
sold in the after- market.
Figures at Ampex reveal that
sales of all auto player/recorder
units will exceed SIS0 million
this year. Of the $180 million,
cassette will account for 45 percent of auto tape equipment
sales by 1971. The report indicates auto tape equipment
should hit 3 million units this
year, 800,000 of them cassettes,
and the 1971 market could
stretch to 3.2 million.
All that will change with the
GM strike and the softening
economy.

Ampex Research
Continued from page 14

broadening it to an even wider
range of purchasers.
Some typical questions: "What
features do you like and what
features would you add if you
could? How is (the recorder)
used and what kind of music
do you prefer? What do you
plan as the main use of your new
unit and who uses it ?"
The consumer oriented head
cleaner and demagnetizer sells
for $4.95. Called the Ampex
220 cleaner /demagnetizer, the
unit is merely placed in the recorder and passes by the head
in 30 seconds. Pugh recommends use following approximately 30 hours of recording or
playback. He points out that
build -up of oxide and overly
magnetized heads are conditions
that can erase or ruin prerecorded tapes, cause distortion
and loss of volume."

TV stations with films from the
picture company's vault.
Parks indicated that

www.americanradiohistory.com

main

1-

few people who get into the

creative aspects of recording.
There is too much featherbedding involved in the film
unions."
Parks said that IA fees for
technicians turn him off and are
not realistic. He feels the union
has to evaluate its costs in terms
of helping a new industry get
going.
And he suggests that the two
film unions schedule a meeting
to resolve differences in wage
criteria. "The unions must come
to the record companies who
aren't signatories to their contracts and entice as for we represent a potential volume of
business in the future."
Independent film companies,
and the audio-visual departments
of universities. represent two
creative areas which, once they
get going, will threaten the
economic stability of the film
craft unions, Parks believes.
IA's costs to gear up a crew
for a film are just too expensive, Parks contends. NABET
will allow small crews and a

maneuverable production staff,
which "is the whole ticket."
Parks feels he can make a
half -hour film for $25,000 to
$50,000 that could be a "stick,
state of the art commercial for
the sale of a record."
If Parks decided to transfer
film onto video tape, he can
get a half -hour master for
$5,000 from Technicolor's new
Vidtronics company. The $5,000
cost meets with Parks approval
because working with video tape
saves lots of processing steps
and costs. Vidtronics can add
optical effects to a video tape
for $ 15,000.
Parks wants to work with peewho "have track records in
creatiple ng 58 second commercials,
which sell people and get their
attention when no one wants to
pay attention." In this light,

NOVEMBER 7,
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his

concern will be in the development of programs for cartridge
TV through Warner Bros. Records, not just transferring WB
Pictures into the home video
cartridge field.
The sampler film will be a
"well funded project using technicians from the National Assn.
of Broadcast Engineers and
Technicians ( NABET)" Parks
said. He will use NABET technicians for two reasons:
NABE 's fees are around half
that charged by the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (IATSE), and 2 -Parks
digs the work of NABET people
who are involved in film commercials for television.
The IATSE operates many of
the behind the camera departments at the picture company.
Parks says that IATSE's rigid
membership requirements, its
present rates, and other attitudes, are holding back the development of original film projects for cartridge TV.
"The IA is not geared to the
intimacy associated with record
production, where you have a

(Continued on page 18)
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Seldom has one talent had so instant
an ìmpact on the music world...

Emlil
In this his

RHODES

first album

He sings
He
He
He

wrote all the songs
made all the arrangements
played all the instruments

produced
He engineered
But most important...
Everything he did is
Spectacular!
He

for

year old
from Orange County, California
Not bad

a 20

exclusively on
La o
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Premiums Show Long on Exhibits
But Falls Short of Buyers
CHICAGO

A shortage of
buyers and the burglary of the
Ampex and Car Tapes Inc. exhibits failed to discourage the
record -tape software and hard-

ware firms at the National Premiums Show (NPS) here. ln
fact, some feel that the thieves
action only points up the
glamour of music and electronics

as

premium

goods-especially

when quantity purchases of
name artists on 8 -track car tridges were priced as low as
$1.70 per package.

RCA Special Products spokesmen indicated that they are
going after the premium business, RCA demonstrated quad -8
in a Motorola- equipped automobile and found buyers enthusiastic about their Mark 8 home
player that retails for $199 because it represents one of the
newest items in incentive goods.
MCA Special Markets is also
moving aggressively with its rec-

ord bonus jamboree LP's pegged
for premium buyers as low as
69 cents in quantities of 50,000100,000 (a 12 album "double
star" series features such artists
as Steve Lawrence & Eydie
Gorme,
Freddy
Martin &
Sammy Kaye, Roger Williams &
Carmen Cavallaro, the Who &
Strawberry Alarm Clock, Webb
Pierce & Loretta Lynn and other
pairings).
MCA was pricing 8 -track cartridges and cassettes in 50,000
and over quantities at 51.85 (a
packaged marketing plan delivers LP's at $1.25 postpaid
and tape at $2.50 direct to the
consumer from Pinckneyville,

Ampex's premium representative John Lau said items such as
the Micro 9 (a portable cassette)
and the Micro 42 (for the auto)
were excellent "dealer load" premiums. He is setting up 55 premium representatives across the
country. Ampex replaced its
burglarized goods immediately,
but Car Tapes pulled out of the

G¢t your hands
on a GME cassette

show.

Most exhibitors complained
about a shortage of buyers. Selectron International's Jerold
Peterson said: "The show is too
late in the year and the big
stamp company buyers are just
not around."
Others mentioned that the
earlier New York premiums
show in May siphoned off business. The show here in the International Amphitheatre comes
too late, they say. This, and the
general slow economy kept red tagged buyers away and some
notable exhibitors such as General Electric and Magnavox. A
Magnavox
representative,
in
fact, wearing a buyer's tag, was
button -holed repeatedly by exhibitors. A Capitol spokesman
said his firm didn't exhibit due
to an oversight in corporate
planning. "It's accidental
we
should have been here exhibiting.'
An RCA spokesman said his
firm's entire software catalog is
virtually available to premium
companies, with notable exceptions such as Elvis Presley. "The
royalty arrangements on Presley
would be prohibitive. Maybe an
artist such as Jose Feliciano
could be available in quantities
of 100,000 or more."
He said 8 -track cartridges
were selling five to one over
cassettes. In quantities of $0,000 and over, RCA cartridges
were priced as $1.70 (special
variety packages include artists
such as Henry Mancini, Ed
Ames, Peter Nero, Orchestra
'70, Lana Cantrell, Strawberry
Street Singers, Al Hirt, Vic Damone, Hugo Montenegro, Floyd
Cramer, Marilyn Maye and
Arthur Fiedler -the roster on a
typical "The Stars Are Swinging" 8 -track tape).
Lear Jet also showed but did
not demonstrate a 4- channel
tape player. Michael Seiler said
the
firm's compact 8 -track
player (such as the A 50 at
$59.95 retail) were well accepted. "I'm impressed by the
quality of the buyers we saw
the people who came were really
important premium buyers,' was
his typical comment.

-

We want to pro

'

how

we can

deliver trouble tree cassettes
Why let poor delivery and quality hold up your cassette loading and output?

Here is

a

GME cassettes are completely
trouble -free. Proven reliability
millions In use throughout the

world.

-

better deal from GME:

-

Prices keenly competitive.
The first part of any order
supplied from stock.
We also supply library cases.

WB Audiovideo
Continued from page 16

Send now for sample GME Compact Cassette.

Parks, who has written music
from commercials, favor s

Write to

GeNeRAL MAGNETIC
I

Et

eLeCTRONICS LTD

73 Grosvenor Street, London W1X 9DD, England.
Telephone: 01 -629 8368. Cables: Magtape London Wi.

/

.,pacr

NABET.
He feels that Warner Bros.
Records has the capability to
create and distribute home video
cartridges. And he has even suggested to a top corporate official that the record company
buy part of the film lot. That
idea didn't sit too well.
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Panasonic does for the car
what it did for the home.
Cives it stereo.
Panasonic's 8 -track stereo tape players let people hear what
they want when they want. While they're driving. Just like
home. They love it
They love the CX351, compact, econom icel stereo tape player.
Fits easily under any dashboard. Or model CX -811. With 16
watts of music power. Turns cars into concert halls on wheels.
Both have channel indicator lights and sensitive tone controls.
They also love to keep their tape players. And they
absolutely can with model CX -451, Panasonic's new theft proof stereo tape player. Installs right into any dashboard.
Or fits underneath in its own bracket. Channel indicator
lights and variable tone controls, too. And beautiful,
theft -proof sound.
And for those who can't bear to leave all that beautiful
sound in their car, Panasonic has the CX -888 car /home stereo.
With a happy turn of the key, it slides out
of its Lock -Tight car bracket and into its
optional home -away- from -car. A lovely

walnut cabinet. Nestled between two high -performance
modular speakers.
Model CX-888 features pushbutton and automatic channel
changers. A dual channel amplifier. Individual controls for
volume, balance, and tone. And the sound that's right
for a car or home.
Panasonic's accessory packs do even more for car
entertainment. There's an AM Radio.Pack. FM Radio Pack.
Sensitive FM Stereo Pack. Marine Band Pack for use
aboard boats or in harbor areas. Even a Cassette
Adaptor Pack to let you play cassettes in your 8 -track
cartridge player.
And Panasonic's wide selection of in -car stereo speakers
make driving more than a pleasure. They make it a love affair.
People love what Panasonic has done for the car. And you'll
love what Panasonic can do for your car stereo sales. Contact
your Panasonic distributor today.
Or write to Panasonic Auto Products,
200 Park Avenue. New York, NY 10017.

cR.art

C%-988

PANASONIC
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Adelt Intl Plans Widening Vistas
To All Fields of Tape & Music
LODI, Mich. -When Robert
Adelt talks about turning his
183 -foot plant water tower here
into the "wildest echo chamber
in the world" he's revealing only
one of many expansion plans for
the year -old tape cartridge firm.
Adelt International intends to
be in every phase of the music tape business from raw tape
manufacturing to artist management to recording studios
as
Adel( puts it: "the whole ball of

-or

wax"

The 22-year-old firm has been
involved in manufacturing automobile components and windshield washer chemicals. But
when Genera
Motors approached the Adell to produce
budget tape cartridges, Robert
and his younger brothers, Frank
and Marvin, built a $1.7 million
music complex.
The music facility, encompassing everything necessary for
producing cartridges, a modern
recording studio and mixing
I

console, and even disk pressing
machines
is
situated in a
sprawling factory the size of five
football fields.

Operation
Detroit automobile factory executives are still dropping by to
see the operation. Adel(, 45, begins a typical tour by explaining
that GM, Chrysler and Ford and
other car makers were concerned about the tape cartridge
See

business because it represented
the first accessory item the auto

manufacturers had no control
over.

"Here was a case of the tail
wagging the dog," he said. "They
could control the players but the
software was another matter so
they asked me to start producing
quality budget tapes. This is
when I put in the $1,700,000
facility. I even had GM sound
engineers design the recording
studio."
The confidence of the auto
makers is explained by sales
manager lry Cooper, who says
of his boss: "He's done business
with General Motors for 22

You're good.
You've got your own sound.
Your own songs. Your own thing.
And you've started your own group.
But just like everybody else,
you're trying to get by on whatever's around
on borrowed speakers and rented mixing amps.
You can't afford a complete sound system of your own.
At least you don't think you can.
Well, we've got a new complete system
that doesn't cost an arm and a leg.

-

Ifs the first Altee system
for under 51000.
Its the new Altec A -110 sound system.
For $997.00.
you get the Altec 1200A control console /mixing amp
that handles voices and instruments.

With 145 watts music power, 5 separate inputs
and all kinds of knobs, buttons and switches.
With built -in reverb, reverb timbre,
hi -to gain and anti -shock.
With its own rugged portable carrying case.
You also get two all -new Altec 1207A column speakers
that push big sounds over a wide dynamic range.
With a rising response characteristic
for better projection and clarity.
With four high efficiency 10 -inch speakers in each.
With sA -inch ply construction, vinyl cover and
edge bumpers and convenient carrying handles.
The control console stand is an optional accessory
model 1100A.
It's the new Altec A -110 system for under $1000
the complete sound system you can afford to own.

-

-

To:

Altec Lansing, 1515

S.

Manchester Ave Anaheim. CA.92003.

Please send me more information on the new A -110 system and
your complete Musical Sound catalog. All hue.
El Please send we we following luit size posters. (Note these are
just a sew of the performers who use Altec sound equipment.)
Crosby. Stills & Nash

-Merle Haggartl

Don Ellis

Neil Young 8 Crazy Horse

l'in including 25t for each poster. Na stamps please.
Name

Address
City
State /Zip

ALTE[

-

years on the basis of a handno contracts, nothing
shake
written, just his word."

Adell admits that it's

a

little

frustrating to he in a business
so different from making dies,
plastic forms and chemicals.
"I'm learning everyday," he says,
admitting that initially too much
emphasis was placed on producing country music. "I'll make
mistakes but I want to minimize them -whatever I turn out

-a

want it to be a hit
success."
Adell is surrounding himself
with experienced music people
such as executive vice -president
Bert Loob with 17- years' experience in the music business.
Other key men include producer
Joe Petito and recording engineer Arnie Rosenberg.
Artist Roster
Petito is bringing along a
whole roster of artists: Lonette
McKee, Six o'Clock News, Declaration of Independence, Wazoo, Windy Blevens, Jack Campbell, Marty Martell, Joe Mann,
Polly Barker, Jimmy Skinner,
Billy Rose -primarily rock and
country artists but the list will
eventually include every kind
of artist.
One of the strongest of the
artists, Miss McKee, had a soul
single that sold 300,000 copies
on another label although it received little airplay outside Detroit Mann's "Blue Skirt Waltz,"
indicating further Adell product
diversity, is happening in Milwaukee, Loob claimed.
Adel( doesn't think that the
environment here is too artificial for artists but rather that it
offers a kind of creative freedom they have never experienced. "We had a group in the
recording studio recently when
I noticed that a nut had slipped
off a cymbal stand. I went into
the die shop and came back in
a few minutes with a new nut
and the kids were just amazed."
He said that mechanically no
one will beat Adell. The only
part Adelt doesn't turn out for
cartridges is a pinch roller rubber wheel. Brother Frank is a
chemical engineer now into advance designs for plastics molding and Marvin supervised the
move of the whole plant from
downtown Detroit to this suburb
35 -miles away in only 32 -hours.
Another 90,000 square feet of
space has been allocated for
further expansion. These plans
include the manufacturing of
raw tape, blank cassettes, and
more disks.
Although Adell started to tape,
he is high on the future of
disks. "If I didn't believe in disks
I wouldn't have gone to the
extra expense of piping, valving
and boiler capacity for additional presses," he said.
"And let me add that the
audio-video tape will be not on
tape but on disks. I think that
tape has an awful lot of drawbacks." He talks excitably about
computer printed circuit boards
and how computers store data
on disk -like drums with the indication that he believes cartridge TV will somehow involve
a disk based computer type system about which he isn't revealing further information.
Further expansion of the
budget cartridge line beyond 105
present titles depends on the
current shakedown in the business and the dumping of regular price product. Meanwhile, an
entire vertical operation is being
built here and Adell's people
know he is quite serious about
using the partially hollow water
tower to create echo effects.
Frank, 42, and Marvin, 34,
have been watching their brother
longer than anyone and both
agree it is "just amazing."
I
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if

you re

gonna co

it

co it right'
Ramsey Lewis
does with
"Do Whatever Sets You Free"
it

CADET-3578

From the Cadet Album [PS 844
Them Changes
Ramsey L0v.is Tr

t
0.12

44 TRIM§
'

444

written by Ramsey Lewis
produced by Ramsey Lewis for Ramsel Records

and on the flip side

"Close Your Eyes And Remember"
written by Charles Stepney
produced & arranged by Charles Stepney

RECORDS
1301 AVENUE OF
A
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Tape CARtridge
RCA to Spend

Tape Happenings
Quatron Corp. is shipping its
8.track tape changers to Telex for
installation in Telex consoles,
along with a record changer, AMFM tuner and four speakers. The
Quatron changer holds 12 8 -track
cartridges. .
Double Sixteen
Co., Wheaton, 01., is producing a
circular file called Dosix Cassette
Carousel which holds 25 cassettes.
The carousels are being manufactured in three styles: brown, grey

and ebony black, the latter avail

able under the Ampex

brand...

Craig is introducing an 8 -track
player. Model 3125, featuring an
FM stereo radio with pre -set tun
ing and floor-mounting installa
tion. It retails at $179.95.... Lear
Jet is offering an inflatable viny
plane model as a consumer pm
mium to generate interest
it
tin
Eight
product line.... Wellington
Industries,
Trenton, N.J., has
opened its 30th store. The lates
outlet is in East Brunswick. NJ

.

BEST SELLING

ITape

8-track stereo cartridges and mono /stereo compatible
cassettes....a business that's getting bigger day by
day, it's the business that we're equipped to cope
with.

Cartridges
8 -TRACK
(Licensee

last

Week

Week

1

lined for laben amiss

3

nationwide marketing and distribution
of cassettes and cartridges which we produce at our
new Dagenham factory on the very latest GRT
equipment for all these top labels.
We handle the
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Rolling Stones, London LEM 72176
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Soundtrack, Cotillion 1500 & Ampex

CHICAGO
Columbia 18
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37
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10

Joe Cocker, AGM 81 6002

1

AFTER THE GOLD RUSH
Neil Young, Reprise BRM 6383

4

11

CLOSE 70 YOU ..
Carpenters, AMA on 4271

4

12

14

A

QUESTION OF BALANCE
Moody Blues, Threshold 24803 (Ampex)

7

13

12

TOMMY

10

9

11

14
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GOLD
Neil Diamond, Uni 8.73084

16

15

DEJA YU
Crosby, Stills, Nash a Young,
Ampex 87200

17

ON OUR CUSTOM

INFORMATION
RBUTIONUR
MARKETINGGSERVICE
FACILITIES IS AVAILABLE FROM
PRECISION TAPES LTD.

ATV House,17 Great Cumberland
Place, London W1H 8AA,Telephone 01 -262 5502,
Cables and Telegrams, Pyrec London W1H 8AA
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Grand Funk Railroad, Capitol Sat 471
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TV concept-SelectaVision.
Tom McDermott, vice president of SelectaVision, said that
while RCA will produce its own
software, it will not get into a
bidding war with other manufacturers to buy films.
SelectaVision will be marketed
in 1972 at the mass consumer
level at about $400.
Programming for the playback only system will encompass
sports, music (opera, pop), kiddie, how to and cultural. Motion
pictures will be part of the programming schedule, but not un-

til late 1975.
While other manufacturers
(CBS's, EVR, Avco, Ampex,
among others) have turned to
motion pictures as a programming source, RCA believes the
public will not pay (or rent) a
film that can be seen on free

McDermott said SelectaVision
will do limited production, but
will finance independent production

companies to exclusively
film product for RCA. Programs
will be rented for S3 to $5, depending on repertoire and
length.
He plans to get involved in
industrial and educational films,
but with RCA using its own production capabilities. McDermott
has no immediate plans to work
with motion picture studios.
"They think this new business
(cartridge TV) will create another windfall for them, just like
television did a few years ago,"
said McDermott. "But they're

wrong."
(Motion picture studios unloaded

TITLE, berat,

do

1

DIE

producing programming not offered on television,
such as children's educational.
type programs.
success in

12

15

13

9

14
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15
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TRACK BLANKS
THAT WORK!

not distribute awn tapes)

CHECK THESE FEATURES
g/ LEAR CARTRIDGE
FIRST QUALITY TAPE:
AMPEX & 3M
/CUEING FOIL, ONE
SECOND PAST
RECORDING AREA
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GUARANTEED

MAINTENANCE KITS
FOR TAPE CARTRIDGE
AND CASSETTE PLAYERS
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Talent
Talent In Action
AND THE
DOMINOS

DEREK

HUMBLE PIE
Fillmore East, New York
Everybody knows what Eric,
now Derek, Clayton can do with
a guitar. as well as his history of
broken groups and inability to
place himself where his enormous
talents can be challenged and
stimulated. Atces Derek and the
Dominos is not that situation.
though the
group does serve to
release and expose more of Clap ton's voice and confidence as a
stage performer.
Matched with perfectly subardinsrn sidemen in Carl Radle on
bass, Jim Gordon on drums and
Bobby Whitlock on organ & supporting vocals, the Dominos still
echo Clapton's similar appreciation
of Delaney & Bonnie. Ultimately,
"Blues Power" and "Getting Better
All the Time" do nothing more
than D &B to lead Clapton nearer
to the message he's capable of
communicating. Though he reluctantly stands his ground, he still
beats the clock of regulation rock
by slipping and sliding more der zling, crystal combinations between
the bars and beats of his standard
blues. And although he knows his
way around the electric guitar with
more poise, picture-book dexterity
and sheer execution than any
rock guitarist working today, he
still has very little to say in his
own music.
Humble Pie is another live -wire
English ham rock outfit who over helm some too typical and predictable tunes with atypical performing energy and execution.
Their
arrangements
of "Live
With Me" and "I'm Ready" are
obvious and appetisingly pleasing,
and Humble Pie leaves nothing to
the slick rock imagination, as they
dress up their pop structures with
Humble Pie filling, which consists
primarily of razzle- dazzle lead and
second guitar collaborations by
Steve Marriot, formerly of Small
Faces and Peter Frampton from
Herd. All four of the Pie are from
different groups of renown and

now record for A &M. They offer
a fiery, friendly brand of more bark- than -bite British rock. Columbia's Bailin' Jack rounded out the
ED OCHS
bill.

NEIL DIAMOND
Carnegie Hall, New York
Bursting onto the Carnegie Hall
stage Oct. 24. Neil Diamond unleashed a powerful barrage of energy and talent. Backed by four
first -rate musicians, the Uni Records artist concentrated heavily on
his own compositions. His hard.
driving performances of "Sweet
Caroline," "Holly Holy" and "Sol itary Man" were only surpassed
his
exceptional
"Cracklin'
by
Rosie." Also well received were
smooth treatments of Joni Mitchell's "Both Sides Now" and Bob
Russell's "He Ain't Heavy
He's My Brother," his latest single
release.
Diamond's
closer
"Brother Love's Traveling Salvation Show," which had the added
support of the Howard Roberts
Chorale. proved to be the blockbuster of the evening.
Opening the first half of the
show were Capitol Records Hedge
and Donna, who displayed good
stage presence and vocal work.
but were hampered by a lack of
strong material.
JOE TARAS
.

ARETHA FRANKLIN
Philharmonic Half, New York
Aretha Franklin (Atlantic) appeared supported by a big band.
string section, the Sweet Inspirations and the audience, with the
paying
customers
contributing
heavily to the evening on Oct. 25.
There was a more than conventional response to the nuances of
Miss Franklin's singing: when she
stretched a line, swooping and diving, right out and far along, the
audience was there at the end to
underline it with a collective sigh,
a communal "yeah" and even a

straightforward amen. It happened
Throughout Iho particularly on the
gospel -fused blues material, such
as the early "A Natural Woman."
It was her first New York appearance in two years and she

made it a family deal. Sister Carolyn (RCA) was along to provide a
challenge and exhibit a very relaxed stage presence, particularly
on "Chain
Reaction." Even a
broken zipper failed to stop her
in mid -soul. Her other sister Irma
(Brunswick) opened the show,

demonstrating family talent. Also
on the bill were the drumming
troupe and dancers from the Ola.
IAN DOVE
lunji school.

BOBBIE GENTRY
Waldorf- Astoria, New York
Bobbie Gentry's bare- naveled
country rock performance battled
Empire
the Waldorf- Astoria
Room's crystal chandeliers and
Louis XIV decor on Oct. 26 in
fight that almost resulted in a
draw. Both made positive statements, with the edge going to Miss
Gentry because of an exceptionally gifted new group, Goose Creek
Symphony. an eight -man unit who
stayed and played in her comer
and changed what might have been
a listless evening into an interesting if not totally exciting one.
Besides the contrasting styles
which are difficult to accept without some cringing- the acoustics
of the room do not help. They
are not balanced, and unless the
voice or the act can project both
go down the drain in inaudibility. Miss Gentry didn't have it in
both respects during the first half
of her show and was in danger of
losing her footing entirely, until
she suddenly caught on somewhere
in the second half of the act and
went on to a flying ending that
took her over the hurdles, breathless but victorious.
It's the kind of show that she
performed in Las Vegas. complete
with costume changes, bare midriffs. partly unzippered bluejeans,
et al. It's simply not suited for
this kind of room, not at present.
anyway.
The Goose Creek Symphony,
who should go on to become the
most wanted of the small bands
in the nation, not only supported
her to the hilt but showed so
much stuff of their own that they
almost became the main event.
Miss Gentry's songs included
"Chickasaw County Opening,"
"Son of a Preacher Man. "Fancy,"
a single issued last year, "Ode to
Billie Joe." her hit single, and
"Benjamin."
ROBERT SOBEL

ERROLL GARNER
Persian Room, New York
The Hotel Plaza which kept jazz
underground at the smaller Plaza
9 until recently moved it upstairs
to a Persian Room showcase, using
Garner (Mercury) as the opening
experiment. Garner was presented
M almost his concert format -jazz
piano. backed by rhythm only. no
talk.
Wisely, the concentration was
on good, modern, familiar MOR
ballads
"This Girl's in Love
With You." "For Once in My
Life" and so on. There is humor
contained in the playing: the combination of a baroque guess -whatthis -is opening segment before
moving into a strutting swing
works, a trick opening to "Yesterdays" was appealing and a closing
number contrasting classical styles
against positive swinging deserved
better placing in the act.
Opening night found Garner
feeling good enough to give a one
and a half hour show. It was perhaps a little too long for the room
and this concentrated pianist.

-

IAN DOVE

CHICO HAMILTON
Bitter End, New York
Chico Hamilton. Flying DutchRecords artist, on drums:
Arnie Lawrence playing electric
alto and electric soprano sago(Continued on page 25)
man

NEC Parley in Pa. Feb. 14 -17
COLUMBIA, S.C.- Approximately 400 schools from across
the country and 200 firms will
be represented at the 1979 National Entertainment Conference
Convention to be held Feb. 1417 at the Benjamin Franklin
Hotel in Philadelphia.
The purpose of the conference is to provide a forum for
educational, informative discussion of the procedures involved
in the purchasing, promotion
and presentation of programs
on the college campus; give
schools an opportunity to reduce the cost of their entertainment programs through cooperative booking; to provide a setting in which students may meet
and talk to representatives of
firms
national entertainment
do
business;
to
with which they
encourage a dialog an increased
communication among colleges
in booking entertainment; to
provide a showcase for talent
which is new to the college campus; to exchange new ideas and
concepts in the performing and
visual arts field; to provide an
educational medium for students
through which they can further
their education of the music
business.

Dave Phillips, NEC executive
director, said, "I think we will
have one of the finest talent
showcases in our conference's
history. The committee will have
a rough decision as to who will
IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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DAILIES ON
SILLS' PLAY

-

NEW YORK
"Paul Sills'
Story Theater," an entertainment with music, adapted and
directed by Paul Sills, music
performed by the True Brethren, opened at the Ambassador
Theater Oct. 26. Following are
excerpts from the daily newspaper reviews:
TIMES (Clive Bamea): "I
adored the show which brings
back magic and innocence to
Broadway, raises charades to
the strange eminence of an art
form, and demonstrates the essential theatricality of children's
games."
NEWS (John Chapman): "It
is, I should say, campy."
POST (Richard Watts): ".
an evening of imaginative and
unpretentious delight."
DI1II1111111111111111111111111D111I1111111111DIIIII111111
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appear for the campus booking
agents. I also expect about 75
per cent of the NEC members
to attend the conference. The
registration is really moving

quickly."
The registration fee is $45
per delegate and covers three
luncheons, one banquet and
mailing of all registration information. Late registration will
cost $60 per delegate.
All firms attending the convention must purchase exhibit

Booth fees range from
$150 -$300. A limited number
of booths are available at $100
while the fees for a screening
room will be $150 unless the
company also has a booth. In
this case, the screening room fee
will be $100.
All inquiries and requests for
registration material should be
directed to Dave Phillips or
Earle Blackmon,
P.O.
Box
11489, Capitol Station, Columbia, S.C. 29211.
space.

'Story Theater' Is
Playground for All
NEW YORK
"Story Theater"

Sills'
is enchanting
theater. In mime, background
music and song, the "Story
Theater" players under Sills' direction bring Grimm's Fairy
Tales to life for children of all
ages. Columbia Records has the
original cast album rights. The
LP should be a delight even
without the visual luster which
adds so much to the production.
The production is an extension of the Second City improvisational style and more fitting
as cabaret theater, but it works
extremely well within the boundaries of the proscenium arch.
The players (Peter Donna, Hamid Hamilton Camp, Mary
Frann, Valerie Harper, Richard
Libertini, Paul Sand and Richard Schaal -Melinda Dellon was
out ill on second night when the
show was caught and her parts
were played by several other
ladies in the cast) are quite believable as Grimm's fairy tale
people and animals. "Henny
Penny," "Bremen Town," 'The
Master Thief," "The Fisherman
and His Wife." "The Robber
Paul

Rock Musical for
Children's Event
NEW YORK

-

"Moon

Walk," a rock musical by Betty
Jean Lifton, will be featured in
the Second Annual Celebration
of the Arts for Children. The
musical will be performed Nov.

Bridegroom," "The Little Peasant" and 'The Golden Goose"
are some of the stories handled
with charm, wit and imagination.
The background music is performed in an extremely winning
manner by an easygoing rock
combo called the True Brethren.
Joe McDonald's "Fixity to Die
Rag" adds a lot to the fun of
"Henny Penny" as does George
Harrison's "Here Comes the
Sun" to "The Golden Goose"
and Bob Dylan's "I'll Be Your
Baby Tonight" and "Dear Landlord" to "The Robber Bridegroom" and "The Master Thief,"
respectively.
Broadway has been looking
for something to bring young
people back to the theater. This
MIKE GROSS
is it.
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Miami Youth Expo '71 to
Feature 80 Hours'of Music
MIAMI- Eighty

hours of
entertainment is going to be
the drawing card for Miami's
first Youth Expo '71, according
to Richard Chaiken, president
of Expo.
"We expect to draw 250,000,"
Chaiken said, "with some 45 to
50 local musical groups booked
for appearances."
The retail show geared for
youth is being held at the

Miami Beach Convention Hall,
Saturday (31) to Sunday (8).
Featured on the three -acre area
will be a wide spectrum of products and services geared to the
youth market including a nonstop rock arena.
Name guest artists scheduled
for appearances are the New
York Rock Ensemble, Fats
Domino and jazz organist Jackie
Davis.

Rock, folk, soul and jazz will
be featured by local groups including High Street Carnival,
Bernadette King, the Game,
Gold Rush, Heroes of Cranberry Farm, Cold Sweat, Kane's
Cousins, Sweet Basil, Duck butter, Rain, Elizabeth, the
Fabulettes and others. The
sound system is being handled
by Kane Electronics.
Radio station DJ's will man
booths in front of the music
arena and broadcast "live" during the show. WMBM. WFUN,

WQAM, WEDR, WMUM and
others have signed for space.

4I1MILIFFEllIJ

Expo has rebooked
space at the Convention Hall

TERRY PHILIPS

Youth

(seven acres) for a repeat show
in May and will take to the
road in June with shows scheduled for New York City, At-

lanta,
and SL

Philadelphia,

Louis

Chicago

President Of

Perception Ventures

.Meo,am,rssorile
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Talent
Ike & Tina Turner's new LP
"Working Together" (Liberty) due
out shortly. They are planning a
return engagement in the Miami
area.
Elektra artist Jerry
Williams taping an LP at Tone,
Henry Stone's complex in Hialeah.
Charlie Shaver into the Van guard (Coral Gables) Friday (13)
for a limited engagement.
Trip Universal has signed sev-

From The

Music Capitals

.

of the World
DOMESTIC

SAN FRANCISCO
Slongroond, backup band for the
Tom Donahue-Warner Brothers
caravan which toured the U.S. last
summer and ended up in England,
is making a San Francisco assault
on Europe. Recent bookings include sellouts at the Round House
in London and The Olympic in
Paris. The group is now in London
recording an album at Island Studios under the auspices of Donahue. Release date is set for mid November. Group members include
Lyn Hughes, formerly with Tongue
d Groove; Sal Valentino from
the Beau Brummcls, and Pete
Seers from Silver Metre.
Labor Szabo recently completed

12 Pop Concerts
Set for Houston
HOUSTON -"Sound of the
70's," sponsored by Foleys,
local department store, will
present sounds of rock, Nashville, jazz, traditional and modem combined with the Houston
Symphony in a new series of
12 pop concerts in Jones Hall.
Duke Ellington leads off the
Tuesday (3) to be
followed by Henry Mancini on
Nov. 21, Victor Borge on Dec.
11, the First Edition on Jan. 5,
stars from the tribal rock musical "Hair" on Jan. 21, Chet
Atkins on Feb. 6, Ray Charles
on Feb. 23, Doc Severinsen on
April 10, the Modem Jazz
Quartet on May 6, Al Hirt on
May 14, Mason Williams on
May 22 and ending on May
29 with the King Sisters.
on

series

two weeks at El Matador, his
fourth engagement there this year.
His new album is "Magical Con nection" on Blue Thumb, produced
by Tommy LiPuma.
Jmry
Garcia and Howard Wales signed
a recording contract with Douglas
Records and plan to start work on
an album at Wally Heider's within
the next month. They have been
appearing together locally at the
Matrix.... Tim Davis, drummer
for the Steve Miller Band, has left
that group to join Terry Reid.
.

.

MARY TURNER

MIAMI
Coconut Grove's Bethlehem Asylum just had their first LP released on the Ampex Label, "Commit Yourself." Dumg the weekend
of Nov. 13 -15, the Asylum will be
the

Miami
Convention b1 Hall
with Mountain and Blues Image,
Palm Beach Junior College and
the Head Rest
Local singer Enka Trevor returning to Aruba for an engagement at the Holiday Inn, Nov.
2-14. She's also booked into the
Shamrock Hotel, Houston, Texas,
Dec. 10 -23.

The Kim Brothers opened at
The Hump, Marco Polo Resort
Motel on Oct. 23. BoJaogles at
the Boom Boom, Fontainebleau
Hotel; Jazz pianist Teddy Wilson
at the Vanguard through Wednesday (11). Eric Burdon and War,
NRBQ and Great Jones into the
Miami Jai Alai Fronton for San
Francisco Opera House Friday (7).
Coming up on the University of
Miami campus are Canned Heat,
Black Sabbath, It's a Beautiful
Day, Grateful Dead, Joan Bees
and Laura Nyro.
Plans for the Eleuthera rock fest
(Bahamas) progressing for Dec.
24-2t. As yet, no definite commitments for groups to appear.
"Maxima" back into The Scene
South (Fort Lauderdale) which has
been recently redecorated.
Miami's Liberty recording artists Fantasy just returned from
Los Angeles where they recorded
their second album. Janette Miller,
vocalist, is back with the group.

Holmes Sets
U.S.

STARRING AT THE

PALLADIUM
OCT.

26

10

NOV.

14

Tour

NEW YORK -Jake Holmes
is back in the U.S. after a tour
of England and the Continent,
and is planning a domestic tour
to get more promotion mileage
for his current single and LP on
Polydor, both of which are
titled "So Close." The tour is

being mapped out for Holmes
by International Famous Artists.
Holmes will also be getting
back to composing. His copyrights go into his Out of Business (ASCAP) firm and Jake
Holmes Publishing (HMI).

PR Co. Formed
By Candy Leigh
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NEW YORK-Candy Leigh
has formed Tomorrow /Today, a
public relations agency under the
auspices of an advisory board
to be announced shortly.
According to Miss Leigh, the
agency will have special services
like personalized corporate
Christmas shopping with a staff
of gift counselors. Miss Leigh,
who has been director of artists
relations for Gerard W. Purcell
Associates and GWP Records,
will headquarter at 150 East
52nd St., and will have an office
in Los Angeles at 6269 Selma
Ave.

eral

.

for Nov. 26 and 27 at
Madison Square Garden.... Capitol's Cyslra plays Cleveland.
Thursday (5) with Reprise's John
Sebrtian and Philadelphia Nov.
15 with Columbus Miles Davis,
Cynara's dates with RCA's fetter.
son Airplane are Saturday (7),
Boston; Long Island, Tuesday, (10);
Rutgers University. Friday (13);
and New Haven, Saturday (14).
A daughter, Laura Olideri, to
Mike Olivkri, New York promotion man for Warner Bros., and his
wife, Laura.
Columbia's New York Rock Ensemble and A &M's Flying Burrito
Brothers perform at Fillmore East
Friday (6) and Saturday (7).:.
Polydor's Irene Reid plays King's
Memorial Center, Wilmington,
slated

.

new

artists to the growing
roster-Singer Joey Kay, handled
by Inter- Bosque Productions, will
have "Mama, He Treats Your
Daughter Mean" on the Trip label
released shortly in the U.S. Trip
has leased the record to Discos
Chantecler, Brazil; Radio Triunfe
LDS., Portugal. and Discos Centroemericanos, S.A., San Salvador.
Also signed to Trip art Francis
Groff, country singer /writer; "The
Collage,' e Connecticut group, and

.

Vicki Sunday
Sunday (8).
opened at the Aruba Hilton Oct.
The Glenn Miller Orchestra into the Paramus (N.J.) Steak
Pit Dec.
Polydor's Coma
Funk
appears
at Johnston
By
.

28....

writer Berney Hauls whose song
"Carol for Christmas" will be
handled by Trip. Another Christmas song "Poor Little Christmas
Tree " -children's record written by
Pete Barrera, recorded by Michelle
Scott, will be r cleaned for the
season on the Trip label.
SARA LANE

19....

(Continued
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IF, British
jazz-rock group on the Capitol

Elektra's Voices of East Harlem
open a one -week engagement at
the Apollo Nov. 18..
United
Artists Trafik and Blue Ash, a
rock group from Youngstown,
Ohio, appear at the Akron (Ohio)
Civic Theater Thursday (5).
Frankle Ford has been held over
at the Golden Coin, Gary, Ind.
Ford and Ken Keene will produce
him through their Sea Cruise ProEpic's
ductions of Memphis.
Sly & the Family Stone and Pentagrams Redeye play the Las
Vegas Convention Center Sunday
(I) and Monday (2). Redeye next
appear with Capitol's Grand Funk
Railroad at the Anaheim (Calif.)
Convention Center.
Warner Bros. Small Faces with
Mercury's Rod Stewart, Atlantic's
Mott the Howyle and Warner Bros.
Black Sabbath play Bill Graham's
Fillmore East, Tuesday (10). Small
Faces also play Chicago's Syndrome, Friday (13); Hara Sports
Arena, Dayton, Ohio, Saturday
(14); and the Commodore Ballroom, Lowell, Mass., Sunday (15).
The group also plays the Palladium, Birmingham, Mich., Wednesday (4); Stonybrook (N.Y.) University, Thursday (5); Williams
College, Williamston, Mass., Friday
(6); the Capitol Theater, Springfield, Mass.. Saturday (7); the DeMinneapolis, Sunday (8).
Jpot,
im Peter& of Warner Bros. Ides
of March signed a songwriters
contract with ASCAP in Nashville.
Atctis Delaney & Bonnie &
Friends and Columbia's Pacific
Gm & Electric perform at the
Island Garden, Hempstead, LI.,
N.Y., Friday (6).... Don Elliott
produced, engineered and vocal
coached the Communication Workshop's Dandon disk debut.
Avco Embassy's Dave McCoy
made radio and TV promotion
appearances while appearing at the
Shamrock Hilton in Houston...
Jonathan Eisen, author of "Age of

I"
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IF, Cap U.K. Group,
Begin 2d U.S. Tour

NEW YORK

Rock

over

RAPHAEL, left, Liberty /UA artist,
greets Gertie Katzman, WNEW,
N.Y., music director, and Liberty/
UA executive Bob Skaff, after his
opening at the Royal Box of the
Hotel Americana, N.Y.

"Altament,"

has a

new book, "The Age of Rock 2."
also published by Random House.
Atlantic's Rascals play Grand
Rapids, Mich., Tuesday (3); Jonesboro, Ark., Friday (6); Lansing,
Mich., Saturday (7); Syracuse,
Friday (13); Lakeland, Fla., Saturday (14); and Beaumont, Tex.,
Friday (20).
Unï s Elton John appears at the
Providence Auditorium, Sunday
(U; Philadelphia's Electric Factory,
Friday (6) and Saturday (7); Baltimore, Sunday (8); San Francisco's
Fillmore West, Thursday (12)
through Saturday (14); Santa Mon.

Auditorium, Sunday (15); Fillmore East, Nov. 20ica (Calif.) Civic

21; and Anaheim Convention CenLarry Weiss is proter, Dec.
first
MGM release,
ducing Storm's

4....

...

Mike
"Going. Going, Going,"
Merrick is relocating his personal
headquarters from New York to

Los Angeles. Nancy Love, vicepresidenL is heading the New York
office of the Mike Merrick Co.,

Inc., public relations firm.
Sly & the Family Stone, Soul's
Gladys Knight & the Pips, Rare
Earth's Rare Earth and Mx, a
new group managed by Dave Kaprank, who atsw manages Sly, are

24

label, has been set for its second
tour of the U.S. The group,
managed by Lew Futterman
and Peter Paul, will be appearing with such acts as Ten.
Wheel Drive, Al Kooper, Rare
Earth and Ten Years After.

Their itinerary will include
Dartmouth College, the University of Maryland, the Syndrome
in Chicago, the Jai Alai Fronton in Miami and Ungano's
and the Fillmore East in New
York. The tour kicks off Friday
(7).

HAWKINS, seated, Chess
Records artist, goes over a record
album with his producer, Sans
Princapata.
SAM

'Sensations' Is Far
From Sensational
-

NEW YORK
A musical
using "Romeo and Juliet" as
source material is hardly an in-

spired theater idea now but it
comes to even less in "Sensations" with its pointless book
and formless score. There are
some songs that stand out alone,
though, which ought to give
the original cast album on Mercury Records an edge over the
show, and even bring forth
some singles action as already
evidenced by Steve Leeds' "Lying Here," also on Mercury.
Paul
Zakrzewski, who is
credited with the show's "con-

cept," offers a loose interpretation of Shakespeare's feuding
families and the tragedy of
their star -crossed children but
his attempt to make it relevant
to parental /children problems
of today never hits the mark
and the so- called book wanders
aimlessly without making any

pertinent points.
Wally Harpers music, however, saves the show from falling completely apart. His rock
is biting but he also knows how
to deliver a melodic line. The
aforementioned "Lying Here,"
the title song, and "Morning
Sun" have a lot going for them

will

probably be heard
from in other disk versions. On
the other hand, in many songs
Paul Zakrzewski's lyrics are
sophomoric, especially the special
material numbers concerned with sexual perversion,
old age, the middle class, and
war. His use of "hard" language
is gratuitous and shows him up
as an obvious rhymer as in his
parlay with "buck."
The small cast bounces across
the small stage under the not too -sure guidance of director
Jerry
Dodge. Judy
Gibson
(Juliet) comes off best but John
Savage is a bit too hesitant as
Romeo.
Paulette
Attie and
and

Ray are okay as the
Capulets as are Marie Santell
and
Ron
Martin
as
the
Montagues.
Bring
back
"West
Side
Story."
MIKE GROSS
James
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DAILIES VIEW

'SENSATIONS'
NEW YORK -"Sensations,"
a musical with music by Wally
Harper, and book and lyrics by
Zakrzewski opened at
Theater Four Oct. 25. Following are excerpts from the daily
newspaper reviews:
Paul

Bloom in Europe
For TV & Promos
NEW YORK -Bobby Bloom,
L&R /MGM Records artist, is
in Europe for a series of television and promotional appearances.
Included on Bloom's
schedule is an appearance on
Germany's top nationwide TV
show, "Four, Three, Two, One,"
to be aired Saturday (7). While
in Paris, Bloom will join another
of the Robert Stigwood Organization's artists, Georgie Fame,
on the color TV series, "Du
Sur La Deux" Monday (2).

TIMES (Mel Gussow):"
one of the best rock scores

-

--a
.

have ever heard
complex
richly textured, even humble
perfect answer to anyone who
thinks rock is not melodic."
NEWS (Lee Silver): "
a
musical that breaks the sound

...

barrier."

POST (Richard Watts): "

..

.

as tasteless and tiresome a mess
as a theatrical season could

readily have inflicted on it."
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Talent

From The

Talent

Music Capitals
of the World

In

JOEY IKAY

DOMESTIC

Action

(He Treats Your Daughter Mean)

Continued from page 24
(Vt.) College Sunday (1).
Joan Rivers, Brook Benton, Julie
Budd, Marty Brill, Loudon Lee
and Allen Kash perform at the
45th annual benefit of the Actors'
Temple Nov. 22 at the Majestic
Theater.
Mott Shuman, lyricist- composer,
has been signed to a long -term
contract with Screen Gems- Colum.
bin Music. Shuman is collaborating with Eric Blau on a musical
version of Eugene tonesco'a "Ame-

deel'

Jake & the Family Jewels, Poly dor artists, play the Village Gate,
Friday (6) and Saturday (7). Roy
Ayers, also on Polydor, opens a
four -night engagement at Dearing's
Lounge, Cleveland, Wednesday (4).
Ayers also plays Slugs, Sunday
(8) and Tuesday (10) through Sunday (15). His dates at the East
Village are Nov. 18 -21 and 25 -29.
Moo, handled by
DynamicEn tertainment, Inc., amt
week finishes their initial album.
Syrup will be in the studios later
Norman Gimbel
this month.
has written the lyrics for five songs
for the Chuck Jones production,
"The Phantom Tollbooth."
Adrian Barber, principal of Star ship Productions, will produce Tee
Wheel Drive for Polydor.
Polydor's Odetta opens a five night stint at Paul Colby's Bitter
End Thursday (5).... The replay
of the Canadian TV's showing of
a rock ballet performed by RCA's
Lighthouse and the Royal Winnipeg Ballet is slated for Nov. 25.
The Minions are headlining the
"Tribute to Israel" dinner and
show revue at Arele's, Flushing,
through Sunday (15).... Apples
BadOager has the following November dates: Atlanta (3); Jacksonville, Ala (4); Hornell, N.Y. (11);
Binghamton, N.Y. (12); Ithaca.
N.Y. (13); Potsdam, N.Y. (14);
Ithaca (19); Raleigh, N.C. (20);
Orlando, Fla. (21); and New York
FRED KIRBY
City (24 -26).
.

.

.

LOS ANGELES
Composer Gil Mulle, is scoring
'The Andromeda Strain" for Universal. He has just cut an LP for
Nocturne titled "Waterbirds" featuring his electronic blues band.
The band features electronic instruments which Melle has developed, including an electronic lab
oratory console.
Melle's electronic music specialty
has been used in such TV projects
as "The Street" for ABC, plus
such series as "Ironside," ""The
Bold Ones," "My Swat Charley,"
"Four in One" and "The Psychiatrist." He recently developed and
presented a musical history of jazz
for the Los Angeles public school
system as part of its "Young Audi ence' program.
Warner Bros. Music and Warner
Bros. Timberlane musics have been
merged wtih two firms owned
by Winters/Rosen Productions.
The two firms, Debro and Horde
are now operated under the
names of Warner Bros. /Debra
Music (ASCAP) and Burda /Timberlane (BMI).
Music Recorders has brought its
first 16 -track recorder and is charging $55 an hour, day or night. The
studio is located at 1680 N. SycaUnited Artists
more Ave.
is titled "Live LP
by
Traffic
next
Elton John
November 70."
will tape the Andy Williams and
A
David Frost TV shows.
in
a
new
More Perfect Union stars
rock musical. "Neighbors: An East
River Anthology" at the new Mac loren Playhouse in West L.A.
Willie Weatherly of the local
"Hair" company has cut a single
for Decca, "Six Days on the
Concert Associates
Road."
will promote about 12 shows
in November, topped by two
by Elvis Presley at the Forum,
Nov. 14. Five of the shows feature
Derek & the Dominoes. The other
acts showcased include Grand
Funk Railroad, Red Eye; the Kinks
.

.

.

I

ON TRIP UNIVERSAL RECORDS
Miami, Florida, in the U.S.A.

and Atlee; Neil Diamond; Elton
John and Ode ta and Steve Miller
and the James Gang.
Steve Barri and Jerry Fuller have
been named to a national awards
screening committee at NARAS.
They will fly to New York Nov.
I I to mat with other chapter representatives.... Liberty/UA has
three versions of Sugsrloars
"Green -Eyed Lady" single out for
broadcasters: the long cul from the
LP plus 6:49 and 2:58 versions.
Horace Heide Jr. and his
Modem Musical Knights opened
Nov. 2 at the Beverly Hilton's Star
Room, launching a new name entertainment policy. Bill Loeb is
acting as talent consultant for the

room.
Freda Payne makes her Coast debut at P.1.'s Thursday (5), following Chairmen of the Board.
United Artists has rushed out
Danish guitarist Jongen Ingmaon's
Bobbi
LP "El Condor Pasa."
Martin has been slated for guest
shots in January on the Dean Martin and Bob Hope Christmas TV
shows.... Diamond Jim Productions, a new firm, has launched a
writer development program, with
Doug Miller and Conrad Miller
the first two writers signed. Buddy
Kaye and Jim Hilton operate the
company.
The Robert Fitz working with the
Corp.
is
patrick
NAACP in providing the organization its acts for membership and
fund-raising events. The Bachelor
Party, six singers, launched the
NAACP's Indian Summer Round Up recently.
Al Schmidt has produced Possum
Warner Bros.
for Capitol.
reports for James Taylor's LP,
Sweet Baby James" have hit
800,000 copies. As a result of
his disk success, the parent film
company is seeking out Projects
for the singer. (Taylor will play
the Troubadour for six days during
the Thanksgiving holiday week.)
The LP sold over 300,000 copies
on three different days in October,
according to Joe Smith, WB's executive vice president.
ELIOT TIEGEL
(Continued on pare 31)

..

.

...

.

.

.

Signings
Sundance, Soundville group from
Texas, signed with Sound /Art/
Houston for management. MerBatty
cury releases them.
.
Rod
Everett to Fantasy.
with
Evans, formerly lead singer
Deep Purple, signed with Capitol.
Danny Moses to Audio Arts
Publishing as writer /performer.
Great Bear, a rock group
from Wilkes -Barre, Pa., joined
Scepter with their first album due
The Celebration
this month.
to Talent Associates with Bell releasing their first single, "Sweet
The Socialites,
Sunday."
girls' rock group, to Dynamic Entertainment of Columbus, Ohio.
Guitarist James Borten to
Brownsville Station,
A &M.
from Detroit, to Warner Bros....
Lualana Band to A &M Records.
Bones Howe will produce.
,

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

Band Ready for
Southern Circuit

NEW YORK -The Band,
Capitol Records group, is set to
roll through the Southern Circuit on its fall tour- Dates include Texas Memorial Auditorium, Austin, Dec. 2; Texas
Memorial Auditorium, Dallad,
Dec. 4; Texas- Houston Music
Hall, Houston, Dec, 5; The
Warehouse, New Orleans, Dec.
6; Georgia Tech Coliseum, Atlanta, Dec. 10; Florida -Civic
Auditorium, Jacksonville, Dec,
11; Miami Beach Auditorium,
Miami Beach, Dec. 12.

b/w

"I CAN SEE AN

Continued from page 25
phones; Bob Mann and Joe Beck
an guitars; and John Miller on
bass turned in some together improvisational jazz sets.
Hamilton and his quartet concentrated on tight musicianship as
Hamilton's drumming generally
dictated the direction of the music
through the use of various rhythms. There was much musical interchange between guitarists, and
Lawrence greatly complemented
the group with good sax phrasing
and steady back -up when needed.
John Miller kept a constant rhythm
through his bass as the group
charged ahead throughout the entire set. Hamilton has entered into
pure music, a style for which he
strives, and extracted the high
energy of common good feelings
to convey to his audience.
BOB GLASSENBERG

ANGEL WALKING"
(An Inter -Bosque production)

JOHN

BLAIR
Village Vanguard. New York
At the Village Vanguard Oct. 27
John Blairs jazz violin was the
brilliant skipping stone amid the
swirling rhythmic eddies of his
three outstanding backup men,

known as the Choir: John Williams, bassist, Ted Dunbar on guitar, and Ron Jefferson on drums.
As a vocalist and songwriter,
Blair projected subtle, compassionate blues fervor most effectively in
his own compositions. From his
A&R Records debut album, "Mystical Soul," both "Sometimes a
Man" and "I Don't Know Why"
developed related themes, whsle
the latter number built into a
dazzling agitation of sound as
Blair s violin countered Jefferson's
frenzied drums.
Blair and the Choir then confirmed the limitless reach of their
extraordinary rapport in "Phoenix' and in the encore of "Sunny."
ROBIN LOGGIE

Released in BRAZIL
on DISCOA CHANTECLER
Released in Portugal
on Rodio Triunfo Lda.
Released in El Salvador
on Diseee Centroamericanos S/A

MANUEL
Fairmont Hotel, Dallas
complement.
ed European recording artist Man.
uel on his American debut at the
Venetian Room of the Fairmont
Hotel Oct. 20. A top singing star
throughout Europe, the Mideast
and Russia, Manuel got off on a
fine start in the States with his
robust, clear voice delivering brilliantly the exciting arrangements
of Jack Feieruran.
He is gifted in giving grace to
little French songs as well as giving dynamic performances and top
vocal workouts on such songs as
"Love Me Tonight," "For Once in
My Life," "The Music Played."
His European treatments of both
French and American songs captured the enthusiastic audience,
from his rousing "If I Were a Rich
Man" and "Spinning Wheel" to his
compelling renditions
of Id Who
Nothing,"
for
Us."
Time
Knew" and "A
The 25- year-old singer, born in
Beirut, Lebanon, won first place
in male singers at the 1969 mternational music festival in Athens,
Greece, and his record "La Guerre
Est Fine" sold over two million
opens in Europe and Russia. He
has not yet signed with an American recording company.
MARGE PEITYJOHN
A standing ovation

Have

BEST SELLER

SMALL
FACES
"The First Step"
Is a Big One
Small Faces, still remembered
fondly here for the sizeable hit
"Itchycoo Park," are In the process of re- conquering the United

Steles with smashing personal
appearances and an ecstatically received album on Warner Bros.
Records, "The First Step." They

are, of course, already one of
Europe's biggest rock attractions.
Ronnie Lane, Kenny Jones and
in 1960.

Ronnie, the bassist,

joined Steve Marriott to write a
string of songs which, along with
Kenny's drums and Ian's key-

ances, when he appears at the
Hampton Institute Blues Festival Thursday (5).

More will
LIVE

tarist, and Rod Stewart, one of

the finest contemporary blues
singers, leave the Jeff Beck

'Ian McLagan founded the group

King in College Date
HAMPTON, Va -B.11. King,
BluesWay Record artist, will
make one of his few appearances at a black college in his
long history of college perform-

boards, shortly brought Small
Faces international lame.
Phase ll of Small Faces saw
Ronnie Wood, bassist turned gui-

\

group to join Ronny, Kenny and
lae rounding out an exceptional
sound. "The First Step" 1s available as Warner Bros. album 1851
and on tapes distributed by
Ampex.

/

the more
you GIVE

HEART FUND
25
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Radio -TV programming
75% of Stations Buy Records
For Airplay, NAB Meet Told
By

CHICAGO -Al least 75 percent of radio stations have to
buy the records they program,
according to Charles M. Stone,

National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) vice president for
radio. NAB's recent survey of
stations regarding record programming and many other subjects were discussed at the recent fall conference here last
week.
Forty-six percent of the AM
stations have replied to NAB's
survey (36 percent of FM outlets have replied). On the basis
of the replies so far, only
percent of the AMS report no
problems with record service and
15 percent of the FMS report
no such problems.
Lester M. Smith, executive director, SP &S Radio, Portland,
Ore., a member of the NAB Record
Industry Association

ll

of America liaison committee,
hopes eventually that many of
the stations record programming
problems can be put on the computer and be available for discussion and approach. He urged
the audience to read Billboard
so they could find out "what's
going on in the industry."
Much of the discussion centered on obscenity and a major
address by Steinberg (see separate story).
Broadcasters, generally, expressed concern over recent ruling's that listeners have to be
identified. One station manager
said this would inhibit callers
who are drug addicts when stations are trying to solve the drug
abuse problem with on -air programming.

EARL PAIGE

But on the recording panel,
the subject of obscenity, service
and the effects of college radio
dominated the discussion.
Irwin Steinberg, president of
Mercury Records, said his firm
couldn't afford to service the
7.000 stations. Mercury services
3,000. Mercury, he said, releases
300 LP's a year and 200 singles
and spends a "great amount of
investment" in servicing stations.
Mercury reviews its station list
every three months and feels it
is not wasting records, he said.
He urged stations to send play lists to labels.
As for college radio, he said:
"We love it." He said certain

-

Radio
programmers worried about drug usage connotations in lyrics anti
at the same time wondering
how to fight the drug problem
were told here that music
doesn't create social behavior
it only reflects it. Misinformation about drugs is what radio
people have to be concerned
about, according to Peter G.
Hammond, executive director,
National Coordinating Council
on Drug Abuse Education and

-

Information.
Hammond,
addressing
the
National Association of Broadcasters fall
conference, told
how his organization can help
radio stations provide vital com-

Quad Comes
To Detroit

-

DETROIT
Quadrasonic
sound will be heard for the first
time in the Detroit area Sunday
(I), as WABX -FM and WDETFM combine to present a show
programmed by Tim Powell,
WABX -FM music director, and
Bud Spangler, music director of
WDET -FM. The program will
consist of all types of music including folk, jazz, rock, classical and some Moog. The technical end will be handled by
Vince Capizzo of WABX -FM,
and Paul Grzebik of WDET -FM.

THE CARPENTERS, A &M Records artists, receive a gold record for
their hit single, "Close to You," at WRKO, Boston. Left to right are
Bernie Grossman, A &M's New England promotion man; Richard and
Karen Carpenter;; Mel Phillips. program director at WRKO; and Paul
Power, program manager at the station.

Steinberg: Obscenity Is Relative
CHICAGO

-

Mercury Rey-

ords president Irwin H. Steinberg told broadcasters gathered
here that it is their responsibility
to determine if recordings are
obscene. A music director said
such an attitude was "presumtions"
but Steinberg never
backed down.
Moreover, the record company executive told the National
of
Broadcasters
Association
meeting that it will be "awful"
if repressive measures inhibit
labels from remaining conduits
for the feelings of young people,
black people and all kinds of
other people.
During a hard -hitting session
touching on nearly all phases of
radio station record programming except "the distribution
problem." Steinberg t a l k e d

Music Reflects Social
Behavior: Unit Exec.
CHICAGO

material such as "Naked Car men," a rock opera, fits college
radio programming perfectly because the entire album must be
played and it cannot be excerpted.
One station program director
asked about long cuts, and Stein berg said that to a great extent
labels have a limited say -so because of the artist's ideas as to
the length of a record. "Buddy
Miles just cut an album for us
and the shortest cut is about
four and one -half minutes."
LP Cost
One radio music director
asked how much money record
(Continued on page 30)

munity information on drugs to
counteract misinformation and
the hysteria and panic, "often
perpetuated by various agenties.'
The council is providing films
to libraries, the If newsletter
and a new drug abuse informalion service, Grassroots. Hammood noted that the council
does play on terms used by the
drug culture ( "grass being a
term used to describe marijuana) and at one point spoke
of the "information fix" the
council hopes to provide to
broadcasters.

Hammond indicated that music has sometimes become a
scapegoat just as has common
tension relief drugs advertised
on radio -TV. "You can't blame
a complex problem like drugs
on any one factor. By way of
illustrating the council's point,
he called attention to the Beatles' hit recording of "With a

Little Help From My Friends."
The song, which has been
blamed as promoting drug use,
is the theme of a new film now
available for public showing
that argues for a reinterpretation
of words such as "high" and
"friends." Kemper Insurance
and the council worked together to produce the film.
Stations wishing more information can write the council at
Suite 212, 1211 Connecticut
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.

openingly about Mercury's problems with the sexy French hit
`7e T'Aime
Moi Non Plus"
which sold 150,000 copies with out much airplay.
Mercury has drawn fire from
broadcasters for recordings lovolving drug messages and profanity, he admitted. Veteran
Georgia broadcaster and legislator, Edwin Multinax, recently
lashed out at the label for the
use of "hell" and "goddamned"
in a single (Billboard, Sept. 5).
Differences
Referring to complaints from
broadcasters,
Steinberg
said:
"There are amazing differences
in attitudes toward product. I
had calls from two broadcasters
100 miles apart. One wanted to
know how he could obtain six
more copies of "le T'Aime
and the other stated that he and
really make the determination
I
as to what people heard -had
to set standards as to what
morality was supposed to be.
Steinberg said it is his opinion
that there is really no way of
defining "obscenity." He said:
"First, I will say that obscenity
is
a
highly emotional thing.
There is no way of measuring
it objectively.
"I will differ with you in
terms of education, family,
background, you name it-all
kinds of areas of exposureand come to a different conclusion and so will you.
"We have our measurement
of what is obscene and it's probably rather close to the pornography report recently turned out
by the President's commission,
which unfortunately, I think, he
rejected."
Steinberg hesitated as he went
further to define obscenity.
"The best word I can think of
is disgusting -but we can get
into a hell of an argument
about what's disgusting, too."
He said that he expected staLions to listen to his product and
that since a "hell of a lot of it
is rejected" that stations must
be listening.
"As far as I am concerned,
we have a management responsibility to turn out product that
sells and I must tell you that I
don't stand on that alone. I
have some personal pride in the
kind of product we turn out as
well."
A Conduit
He said that his company felt
that to a certain extent what it
turns out mirrors what's happening in America today
or
throughout the world in the case

...

..."

-

26

-

and
of international product
added: "We're sort of proud to
be a conduit to a great extent
for the feelings of young people, black people and people of

all kinds. We feel we are such
a conduit and I think that there
are not enough people who
understand that.'
When it comes to lyric messages of love, obscenity, drugs
or even nonsense songs, he said:
"It's your job as far as I'm concerned to listen and decide
whether you accept it or reject
it; whether you feel it's good or
bad for your audience. We're
going to have to face either the
success of the product or its
consequences."
Later, during questions and
answers, when his position and
(Continued on page 30)

DAVID FROST,

left, greets
center,
and
Shirley
right,
on
Engelbert Humperdinck,
Frost's nationally syndicated television show. Both Humperdinck
and Miss Basset' were appearing
in New York at nightclubs, where
the show originates.
Bassey,

Tight Playlist Shifts
Col Single Accent
Continued from page

1

onto Billboard's Hot 100 chart,
though it had very respectable
country music chart action and
even longer to really break wide
open. The disk "just went on
KQV in Pittsburgh, a key Top
40 station."
said
Popovich.
WFIL, WSAI, Cincinnati; and
KUR and ROL, Seattle, just
added the record last week. Other major Top 40 stations are
the record
now,"
also on
WROV's Bob Canada was the
first program director to state
that the disk was a potential pop
hit. Popovich pointed out that
the record was originally serviced to all major Top 40 stalions, though practically none
of them played it. "We've just
now reserviced Top 40 and mid die -of- the -road stations for the
fourth time with the Price record
total of some 5,001 stalions. And, when we believe in
a record, we'll continue to do
this."
And it pays off. Sales of the
current Price hit are double
what he'd ordinarily reap in the
country field alone -and they
should go much higher. "This
one record has bridged the gap
for Ray
something he has
been trying to do: Hit the pop
field as well as the country

-a

-

field."
Other records that have been
brought home as hits after con centrated
promotion
include

Billy Joe Royal's "Cherry Hill
Park" and Ronnie Dyson's "Why
Can't I Touch You." The Dyson
record was released Feb. 20. The
airplay of the record on
WCHD -FM and WGPR -FM,
two Detroit soul stations, was
what tipped off Columbia Records that it had a record worth
extra promotion. The record
was spread to Detroit AM soul
stations and then onto Top 40
stations.
Among those artists who
were being reserviced to radio
stations last week were Mac
Davis, pop and country; Ray
Price, pop and country stations;
Barbra Streisand, pop stations;
and Gary Puckett, pop stations.
There's another reason for
the flexible release schedule:
"No company today can afford
(Continued on page 29)
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WKYC WIDENS
REQUEST LINE
CLEVELAND

-

WKYC

taking record requests
from listeners 24 hours on a
special request line. The listener
dialing the request line speaks
directly with the air personality
who is doing the show at the
time. The station has over 2,000
selections to choose from and
plays requests as quickly as the
record can be found.
now
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Radio -TV programming

WLVA Gears

Vox Jox
lot of catching up to do,
so I expect that you guys are in
for another long evening of reading
Vox Jox this week.... Bob Foster
is now at KFRC in San Francisco;

Got

a

he'd been at

KIMN

in

Denver....

Jack Armstrong and One Burns
have joined WKBW in Buffalo.
Armstrong had been at KTLK in
Denver but made the mistake of
raising their ratings; Burns had

WTRY

Albany, N.Y.
Roberts,
who
They replace Stan
went to WHDH in Boston and Tim
Kelly, who went to KTSA in San
Antonio. Jeff Kaye, program director of WKBW, will be producing,
directing, writing (and sometimes
the staff becomes actors) another
five -hour series of specials for Halloween Night broadcast again this
year. One of the mysteries is titled
"The Beatles Album That Never
Was."
been at

Joe Carlton was by the office
last week. Now, I realize that most
of you will immediately ask:
"Who's Joe Carlton?" Well, he's
the guy who started Vox lox in
the Billboard, somewhere between
1941 and 1945. Along with Joe
Csida and current music editor
Paul Ackerman, Carlton started the
first record popularity charts ever
(actually, Danny Richmond had
just previously started some record
charts in Billboard, but they were
dropped after a while and Carlton,
Ackerman, and Csida picked up
the idea and turned the charts into
a permanent fixture). Among the
people who once worked for Carlton were Jerry Wexler, an executive for Atlantic Records who's the
world's greatest record producer,
in my opinion, and Hal Webmau,
a leading music publisher now.

*

signing on in November with a
solid rock format covering Waynesboro, Chambersburg, Pa., and HagMd." Congratulations,
erstown,
Ken. Send me some more details
and I'll do a story on the new
station. Incidentally, for the rest
of you guys, I'd appreciate news
tips on new stations going on the
air, stations changing their formats,
and deejay job changes.

in

**

WKOX

in Framingham, Mass.,
is broadcasting some real barbershop harmony each Sunday morn-

ing, presented by the Framingham
Chapter of the Society for the
Preservation and Encouragement of
Barbershop Quartet Singing in
America. The program features
quartets who sang at the International Convention Competition....
WIOD in Miami has launched a
new series called "Radio Giants"
featuring some of the famous
voices and moments from radio's
Bob Dete, now
golden days...
music director of WCBT in Roanoke Rapids, N.C., wants me to
thank all the record promotion
People who've helped him. WCBT
staff now include Alton Haskins,
Dick Jones, Bill Shinto, Jerry
Sean, and Steve Tippers, with Bob
Dean doing the night slot.

*
Ken Steele writes: "As of Oct.
29, I'll no longer be the program/
music director of WSEA -FM in
Georgetown, Del. I've resigned to
accept a more lucrative position
(would you believe as just a plain
Dl?) at the all -new WEED in
Waynesboro, Pa. WEEO will be

* *
Dan

Bone, former

weekend

and relief man at KCBH -FM, Los
Angeles, is now doing afternoons
at KIKI in Honolulu, a soft rock
station.... Lineup at WCBS -FM
in New York now includes program director Les Turpin, Dick
Burch who once labored at WORFM in New York, Bill Brown,
Bobby Wayne, and Steve Clark.
Roby Young and Steve O'Shea
have departed the station; Young
is hanging around New York,
O'Shea went out to San Francisco
W. J.
to hang around there.
(HI Pockets) Duncan has been
.

* * *
Pat Manfro is now doing the 9-

midnight shift at CKLW, Detroit,
under the name Pat Holiday; he
used to tie known as Dr. Jam Holiday at WPOP in Hartford; for the

past couple of weeks, he'd been
also filling in for vacationing staffers such as Chuck Williams and

Brodie...

Rick Ballinger
is now doing on the air work for
WDWS and WILL -TV in Champaign, Ill., in addition to duties
at the college station of WPGUPhil Gardner, program
FM..
director of WNOW in York, Pa.,
reports that he's modernized his
country music format event further
than "modem country." He's now
adding Brenda Lee's "Sisters in
Sorrow." Tony Booth's "Las Virgenes Road," and Stu Mitchell's
"A Nice Young Girl From Houston" to the playlist as well as the
recent Ringo Start LP. Rest of
WNOW's staff includes Bart Holiday, Terry Vernon, Lou Dark, and
Bob Peters.

* * *
Gene Nelson, KSFO, San Francisco, will perform in the play
"Star Spangled Girl" so the radio
station bought all of the tickets for
one night and Nelson will give
them away on his radio show....
Any FM station wishing to enter
the Major Armstrong Awards competition on quality programming
ma y write for entrforms and details to Kenneth K. Goldstein, ex(Continued on page 29)

By BRUCE WEBER

LYNCHBURG, Va. -WLVA

changed its format from
adult appeal MOR utilizing
mostly album cuts to a diversified contemporary/MOR using
singles supplemented by current
albums. The new sound is geared
to the 20-45 year old audience,
somewhat younger than the previous target audience. Barry St.
John, program director at the
station, said, `Today's young
adults not only want to listen to
the best in music but also keep
well informed and entertained.
The audience wants to be communicated with, not talked at or
down to." WLVA calls its new
format "The Sound of Today."
St. John is also searching for
oldies to integrate into the prohas

gramming.

LOS ANGELES
Mobile
Fidelity Productions has produced a series of quadrasonic
radio commercials using the
Mystic Moods Orchestra. The
commercials are the first pre-

recorded 4-channel radio plugs
in advertising -broadcasting.
The 60-second spots for
Busch Beer feature music and
sound effects of the Mystic
Moods, a Philips Records studio
group, and will be aired by
two quadrasonic San Francisco
FM stations, KRON -FM and
K101 -FM.
A quadrasonic version of
"Echo Park" by the Mystic
Moods also will be featured on
both radio outlets, Thursday
(12). In addition, 4- channel
sound effects will be aired in
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JIM HOWARD (right), music director at WMOH, Hamilton, Ohio, greets
French band leader Paul Mauriac and wife Irene during Mauriat's recent
concert engagement at the Taft Theater, Cincinnati. The meeting was
arranged by a mutual friend, Johnny Stark, manager of Mireille
Mathieu, one of France's top female vocalists.
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Radio -TV Job Mart

os,. New

delity, and Gerry Mandel, with
arrangements by Richard Clements. The repertoire of sound
effects -road racing, air races,
steam locomotives, etc-were
recorded by a quadrasonic
microphone system, the industry's first, designed by Carl
Countryman & Assoc., Palo
Alto, Calif.
Mobile Fidelity Productions
also is producing a series of
quadrasonic tapes to be used
as samplers by tape hardware
manufacturers.
(Continued on page 28)
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The quad commercials and
sound effects were prepared by
Brad Miller, president and executive producer of Mobile Fi-

major market

-or

Attention, sp«le- mtndea station: I
absolutely guarantee the station
ksak.B
ei War -by -pl
lhaL Im that mm. key style 4 intent,
lwSul,
aDlwtivt, Imowledreabte,
articulate
culate ... have donebasketbartid
games for maton unlvertity -ugh

two-hour quadrasonic broad-

cast.

lvarwnaHV-IMrenlly employed

deejay searching for a radio station
a radio station searching for a deejay -Billboard is
the best buy. No other trade publication is read by
so many air personalities and program directors.
And all of the sharp programming -oriented general
managers read the magazine, too! Best of all, Billboard classified ads achieve better results than any
other publication in the field. General managers report that a Radio -TV Job Mart can draw five times
the results of the next leading radio -TV industry pubtwo times.
lication. The cost is $15-in advance
Box numbers will be used, if you wish. Send money
and advertising copy to:
a

POSITIONS WANTED

a

maxi

RODIO-TV

.

named general manager of KRAN
in Morton, Tex., and has an option
to buy the station. "In changing
management, we also changed our
format to straight country music.
To all my friends in country music, I'm asking for help. We desperately need country music singles and albums and letters and
promo tapes from artists will be
appreciated."

Frank

20 -45 Age

To

By CLAUDE HALL
Radio -TV Editor

Quad Commercials
Make Debut in L.A.
-

Radio -TV programming

WDAS Cuts Playlist

-Product Below
PHILADELPHIA

-

WDAS
playlist
from
has cut their
50-60
records to approximately 40
records, including album cuts
and oldies. "The product that is
available is not really up to
par," said Jimmy Bishop, program director at the station for
the past five years. "We also
want to concentrate on more
exposure for individual artists.
With a large playlist, some records were only being played
about once every three days.
This is not fair to the artist. I
feel it is better to concentrate on
a few artists rather than shoot
fish in a barrel."
Bishop has also started

new

a

air formula, mixing the top of
the playlist with the bottom to
keep the listener aware. "We
are still breaking a great deal of
new records," Bishop commented. "We take cuts from
LP's and play a lot of gold, too.
The new records are the lifeblood in this market. Basically,
the records are chosen on their
musical merit. I do not use the
charts too frequently. We are
localized but have room for the
record which is breaking out in
other markets. Generally, an

Quad Commercials
Continued from pace 27

Miller

produced a 4channel reel -to -reel sound effects tape for 3M's Wollensak.
among others. Several manufacturers used Miller's tapes as
and
demonstration
sampler
at
the
packages
Consumer
Electronics Show.
In addition to the sound effects tapes, Miller has pro4- channel
Mystic
duced
a
Moods master for Mercury Records. Material in the 4 -channel album was culled from
three previously released LP's:
"Stormy Night," "Nighttide"
and "More Than Music."
has

KSAN -FM Airs

Par

open mind is kept when we
choose a record for airing."
Bishop's idea of a radio station's appeal is slightly different
from the norm. "I feel that people identify with other people
before they identify with an
object like a radio station. We
therefore have strong personalities. This is what the listener
identifies with. Then he will relate to the station. So we have
a good mixture of choosing the
best on record and using the
best in personalities. We are
also very involved in the community. I mean we do not just
pay lip service. I even want to
do some work on our commercials to make them fit better
into our soul format," said
Bishop.
The station features Georgie
Wood 6 -10 a.m.; Larry Daley,
IO a.m.-2 p.m.; Butterball 2.6
p.m.; Johnny O. 10 p.m. -2 a.m.,
and Carl Helm 2 -6 a.m. On Sundays. WDAS features gospel

Poet Series

-

By BOB GLASSENBERG

SAN FRANCISCO
The
poetic value of progressive rock
music projected through the
lyrics of contemporary composers was the subject of a five part series "The Poets," aired
Oct. 26 -30 on KSAN -FM. Produced and narrated by air personality Richard Gossett, the
series dealt with the themes of
love, poverty, social commentary, war and loneliness on successive nights to music. The
show attempted to show that the
composers of rock music have
become the spokesmen of youth
and are as valid as Robert Frost,
T. S. Eliott or other "legitimate"

looking for campus representatives to make
sure the local campus record stores carry CII product and that
campus radio stations are supplied. If you are interested call Creed
Taylor at (212) 421 -8611. Write Creed at CTI Records, 36 East
57th St., New York, N.Y.

poets.

few problems with distribution and album service
this week. Please make sure that WRCR, Rockford College, is on
your record service list. You can send the records to Doug Gray.
Also please place WMCJ, Monmouth College, Longbranch, NJ.,
on your mailing list. The program director is Steve Seidman. Both
stations reach over 12,000.

and community
in the morning,

programming
their regular

format for four hours in the
afternoon, and a community
talk show at night.

Radio Specials Grow
Sinatra Highlighted

-

good listener response.

WWDB -FM

in Philadelphia
was scheduled to air its second
Sinatra extravaganza this past
weekend (Oct. 30 -Nov. 2) with
the singer slated to do a phone

interview.
WWDB -FM porgrammed its
first Sinatra marathon June 2629, and the special, according
to program director Sid Mark,
produced a "phenomenal response and considerably boosted
our ratings for that period."
While the Philadelphia out-

?

I

"HOLD

EVERYTHING

77

CTI Records

coverage ran 61 hours,
KIRO in Seattle broadcasted
its own 71 -hour marathon of
Sinatra music starting Oct. 16.

let's

A Minneapolis station, WWTC
slated 48 hours of Sinatra music this month.
The tributes to Sinatra's 30
years in show business all go
in -depth into the singer's musiMetromediá s
cal
changes.
KNEW in Oakland ran the first
Sinatra marathon last May, running 71 hours non -stop and as

result of audience reaction,
promoted a second show in
August which ran 91 hours.
Bill Stewart, KNEW program
director,
reported
receiving
12,000 pieces of mail after the
second show. Taped tributes
a

came from Henry Mancini, Ella
Fitzgerald, Sammy Kahn, Rod
McKuen and others known to
the performer.

Locally, KGIL programmed
48 hours of Sinatra in June.
The marathon took one year to
develop, according to program
director Chuck Southcott, and
it
presented disks from the
early years which may have
never

been

played

before on

radio.

is

* * *

Campus radio in the north central states can now complain or
compliment A &M record service by getting in touch with Don
Cline. If you want service or just want Cline to know you exist
send him a letter on the station letterhead. Include the names of
the program director, and music director; your station's format;
the length of your broadcast day; the size of your student body;
ad rates; and any other information that might be informative. His
address is Donald Cline, A &M Records, Box 91, River Falls,
Wis. 54022. Call him at (715) 425 -6877.

* * *
There are

-

LOS ANGELES -Radio specials are growing. Five stations
in different parts of the country
have programmed Frank Sinall with
atra spectaculars

Campus News

a

GHV Packages and Productions Inc., has added two off- Broadway productions to its list of productions being offered to campuses.
"The Indian Wants the Bronx" and "Rats," both by Israel Horovitz
and are considered one production. The other new play is "Slow
Dance on the Killing Ground" by William Hanley. These will be
available individually or in a four -play package. For further information contact GHV Packages and Productions at 901 Eighth Ave.,
Suite 5 H, New York, N.Y. 10019.

* * *
The word from Jim Cameron, WLVR, Lehigh University:
"Professionalism in college radio does not have to mean Top 40."
What say you?
Campus Dates
Judy Collins, Elektra Records artist, appears at Concordia College, Moorehead, Minn., Friday (6). The homecoming show at the
University of Oregon in Eugene features The Fifth Dimension, Bell
Records artists, Friday (6). The Band, Capitol Records group, appears at Tufts University, Medford, Mass., Thursday (5); C.W. Post
College, Brookville, N.Y., Friday (6); and Worcester Tech, Worcester, Mass., Saturday (7).
B.B. King, BluesWay Recording artist, performs at Brown University, Providence, R.J., Friday (6). Glenn Yarbrough, Warner Bros.
Records artist, performs at Elmhurst College, Elmhurst, Ill., Sun-

(I).

day

Charlie Byrd, Columbia Records artist, appears at Marvina College, Bethlehem, Pa., Monday (2); Mary Baldwin College, Staunton,
Va., Friday (6); Franklin & Marshall University, Lancaster, Pa.,
Saturday (7); and Rutgers University, Camden, N.J., Sunday (8).
Campus Programming Aids
Remember: No listing for you unless all information including
title, artist, label and LP, if needed, are included in your report.
WEXL, De Veaux School, Niagara Falls, N.Y., Jerry Ohe reporting: "Special Memory," Jerry Butler, Mercury; "Heaven Help Us
All," Stevie Wonder, Tamla; "Somebody's Been Sleeping," 100
Proof, Hot Wax; "Washington County," (LP), Arlo Guthrie, Reprise.
.. WSRM, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Bruce Ravid reporting: "Substitute," Who, Decca; "King of Rock 'n' Roll," Crow,
Amurer; "Share the land," Guess Who, RCA; "Something in the
Air, Thunderclap Newman.... WTCC, Springfield Technical Community College, Springfield, Mass., Bill Caldwell reporting: "The
Shape I'm In," Fat, RCA; "Black Hearted Woman," Allman Brothers
Band, Capricorn; "Tell the Truth," Derek & the Dominoes, Ateo;
"Chains & Things," B.B. King, BluesWay.
WLSU, Louisiana
State, Baton Rouge, Walt Runyan reporting: "Reverend Mr. Block,"
Roberta Flack, Atlantic; "Yankee Lady," Jesse Winchester, Ampex;
"Empty Pages," Traffic, UA; "Indiana Wants Me," R. Dean Taylor,
Rare Earth.
WSAC, St. Anselm's College, Manchester, N.H., Jay Cormier
reporting: "All Right Now," Free, A &M; "Let's Work Together,"
Canned Heat, Liberty; "Runnin' Down the Highway," New York
Rock Ensemble, Columbia; "Led Zeppelin III," (LP), Led Zeppelin,
Atlantic; "Carp." (LP), Carp, Epic; "Whatever," (LP), Friends of
Distinction, RCA..
WSUA, State University of New York at
.

NO MORE TAPES OR APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED.
PRESENT APPLICATIONS BEING EVALUATED.

WILL ANNOUNCE NEW EMPLOYEE SHORTLY.

p4

j

Letters To
The Editor
Political Arena
Dear Editor:
guess this is the first time
1

I've ever dropped you a line
when
wasn't looking for a job
or telling you about my new
one. I do have something on my
mind though and want to use
you as a sounding hoard.
We talk a lot about radio
getting involved with its community, doing things, and bringing important local issues before
its listenership. There is one
area here that is a real bummer,
one that we have both brought
on ourselves, and has been
forced upon us, that virtually
shuts as up where we might be

Albany:

WNIU, Northern Illinois University,

1

WTRY
TROY. NEW YORK

28

j

(Continued on pace 30)

..

De

Ka,., Curt Stalheim

reporting: "Chains and Things," B.B. King, BluesWay; "Patch It
Up," Elvis Presley, RCA; "No Matter What," Bad Finger, Apple;
"They Call It Rock and Roll Music," Delaney and Bonnie, Ateo.
WQMC, Queens College, Ted Goldspeil reporting: "Riverboat,"
(LP, First Taste), Potliquor, Janus; "Murder at Kent State," (LP),
Pete Hamhill, narrated by Rosko, Flying Dutchman; "Jesus Christ/
Super Star," (LP). Rock Opera, Decca; "Southern Man," (LP, After
the Gold Rush), Neil Young, Reprise; "No Matter What," Badfinger,
Apple.
WWAS, St. Francis College, Biddeford, Me., Gary
M. Weiner reporting: "No Matter What," Badfinger- Apple; "See
Me, Feel Me," Who, Dec.; "Going to the Country," Steve Miller
Band, Capitol.
KUGR, Washington State University, Pullman,
Wash., Eric Kiddler reporting: "Broomstick Cowboy," Claudine
Longet, Barnaby; "(it's Like a) Sad Old Kinda' Movie," Picketty(Conrinued on pace 30)
.

.

.
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Radio -TV programming
.

Vox Jox
Continued from page 21
eutive director Armstrong Awards,
Room 529 Mudd, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 10027.
Deadline for entries is January 31,
1971. The eight main awards consist of $500 and a bronze plaque.
Awards are presented each year at
the annual convention of the National Association of FM Broadcasters.

*

*

*

Mike Jeffries, 516-798-8935, is
looking for a deejay job; he's experienced.
Bobby Knight has
gone to IYITO in Toledo from
WIXZ in Pittsburgh; a couple of
other deejays may leave; the station
is going to use automation equipment and probably segue most of
the records, but retain the rock
format.
.
WRVR -FM, New
York, is now talking donations for
a programming fund, according to
general manager Walter P. Sheppard.... Lineup at KELI in Tulsa: production manager Dave Her eigen,
operations manager Jon
Steele, Les Garland, Dean Kelly,
Bobby Freeman, with Dick Daniels
on weekends. Freeman was known
as
Dan Gordon at KWTO in
Springfield, Mo.

Brink, Kris Stevens, Steve Lundy
from KILT in Houston, and Jerry
Kaye, with Bernie Allen doing
weekend work.... Staff at KOAH,
Duluth country music station, ineludes Jim Cheistoferson, Tim
Michaels, and Ray Lange, with
Steve James and Bruce Grasnnan
doing weekend work.

listening station in Tulsa. Staff
now includes Campbell, Vaughn,
Dick Ford, Rick Davis, Johnny
Martin, and Larry Scott. Davis and
Scott are

newcomers.... WLW

in Cincinnati is striking into the
record business, but just with an
LP called "The Big Red Machine"

about the Cincinnati Reds. In case
Pat Patterson is reading this col unm and is interested in the LP, it's
S3 from The Big Red Machine,
Bor 7, Cincinnati, Ohio 45201.

Jim Synnotl, former owner -operator of WBUG in Ridgeland, S.C.,
is now hosting "The Jim Dandy
Show" on WBHC in Hampton,
S.C.... Rick (Rick Burton) Bach,
former program director of WIBM
in Jackson, Mich., has joined

The lineup at WLS in Chicago
now includes Larry Lujack, Joel
Sebastian, Chuck Buell, Scotty

.

*

*

Ron O'Quinn is now weekend
man at KYA; he was once known
as Jack Armstrong at WFUN, but
had been in independent record
promotion.
Johnny Hyde is
now program director of KCRA,
an NBC MOR affiliate in Sacramento; he'd been program director
of KROY in Sacramento at one
time.
, Bleana Johnny is now
music director of KYA, San Francisco.
Don Pietro has left
KRIZ in Phoenix to join the Dick
Clark organization; Pietro was
.

.

.

J
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45 rpm RECORDS
oldies by mail

OLDIES
from

* * *

1955
to
1970

KMPX, National Science Net-

work's progressive FM outlet in
San Francisco, has resolved what
management called "an insoluble
political impasse" by firing all
but three of their on -air staff and
replacing their regular rock /jazz
programming for the next few
weeks with ocean sounds from the
"Ambience" and "Environments"
albums.

(Continued on page 30)

Y/

All ordinal

artists.

send $1.00
ldeduciible from any subsequent icier)
For complete

catalog

ta:

BLUE NOTE SHOP
156

Central

Ave.,

Albany,

N.Y.

12206

atiiÌiN

Dear

Frienda,

Before Alan Wilson's untimely death, he was instrumental in beginning a project to help save
Together with Canned Heat, we have now formed a non -profit
the California redwood forests.
California corporation called MUSIC MOUNTAIN, whose primary purpose is to raise sufficient
funds to purchase a massive grove of giant redwoode known as the Skunk Cabbage Creek area.
The area is land already logged by the Arcata Redwood Company last summer.
This areae is surrounded by the existing Redwood National Park but is much higher in altitude.
damage through erosion, wind, and flooding to
If thisr
area is clear -cut (as is now
This ccurring),
must not be allowed to happen.
the ether park areas is certain!
Canned Neat and many other music groups in the world, have already agreed to donate all proThe
ert of theirs during the next few months of 1970.
ceeds from at least one major
Our
musicians has resulted in the name, MUSIC MOUNTAIN.
n
heavy involvment and c rmittmentof
goal is to raise all necessary monies for this purchase through MUSIC and the people involved
with manic.,..YOU are naturally included!

.

once Johnny Rabbis on KXOK.
Promotion man Chris Krist
.

has

49

.

*

It's Scott Nelson who's filled that
vacancy at KTLK in Denver; he
was known as Harry Nelson at
WRBC in Jackson, Miss. Gerry
Peterson is now assistant program
director of KTLK and Dave Randall is doing the evening show....
Barry St. John, program director
of WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., needs
rock oldies; can anyone help him
out?

.

WSBA in York, Pa., and is doing a
Bill
noon -3 p.m. air shift.
program
of
counPreston,
director
try-formated WRFC, in Columbus,
Ohio, is playing Freddie Hart's
"Easy Levis'" cut from his new
Capitol Records LP called "California Grapevine" and is getting
strong reaction; wants to know if
other country stations are getting
good results with it.

left Capitol Records.

*

Fred Campbell has been promoted to program director and
Jerry Vaughn to music director at
KRMG -FM, a 50,000 -watt easy

Col Single Accent
Continued from page 26
to turn out records just to have
them on the street. We're in the
business of building artists,"
Popovich said.
As part of this building pro-

gram, Popovich is in constant
touch with all of his promotion
staff. Though all of them get a
worksheet from him. regarding
product by Thursday, many call
him after 4 p.m. Wednesday in
order to have the information
faster for an early visit to those
radio stations who make up
their playlist Thursday morning.
Popovich, besides his close contact with his promotion people,
also has instant access to sales
information from the computer;
this information flashes on his
private closed-circuit TV screen
by his desk. Columbia executives hold a singles meeting
each Wednesday morning; the
records are played and decisions are made- about which
ones to release. "But when we
have some product out there
which we feel are still potential
hits, we will be cutting down
on the number of our releases
that week," he said.

After purchase of this land, the Federal Government has agreed to include thia area as a sepIt is important to emphasize that nearly all conarate sector of the National Redwood Park.
tributions are matched by funds from the Nature Conservancy Fund, a federal agency which arAlso the donor's dollar is often
ranges the purchase of projected National Park additions.
tripled by another matching new from the Ford Foundation.

million necessary for the addition of the Skunk Cabbage Creek area to the
shows
Redwood National Park, $1.5 million has been raised already, and if the American public
conviction and enthusiasm in this project, we might then he able to stimulate the government
no- called "Tall Trees"
to expand the park to ite ecologically sensible limits by even adding the
the existing National Park.
watershed area which lies directly south
Of the $7 to

8

MONEY
Many have volunteered their help, and there are two absolute ways in which you can help:
We are asking everyone possible to contribute whatever he can afford, from $2.00
and LETTERS.
will be one step closer
and up, along with the return for this help an your part, MUSIC MOUNTAIN
In acknowledgment of your contribution
to the reality of the preservation of the redwoods.
added to the ever
you will receive a full -color MUSIC MOUNTAIN decal and your name will be
bronze
growing list of concerned individuals which will eventually appear on a commemorative
plaque in the MUSIC MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARR!
soon.
On behalf of the redwoods and in memory of Alan Wilson, please send help

Thank you.

PEACE!

SKIP T

Presid

,

MUS

MOUNTAIN and CANNED HEAT, INC.

SUITE 211°t334 HOLLYWOOD tL YD.
HOLLYWOOD I11002a 212 4Vi-iva ":i
r:
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Radio -TV programming

Letters To
The Editor

Selling Sounds
By BOB GLASSENBERG

Campus News
Continued from page 28

Continued from page 28

Erie Clapton is back in Miami's Criteria Studios with Buddy
Guy, Junior Wells and Buddy Miles as sidemen.

* * *

A comedy LP on Spiro Agnew is being produced at the East
Coast Record Plant for GRT Records. Fart Doud is producing.
Also in the East Coast Record Plant are Angela Blearla for Lin Car Productions. High.Treason for Golden Records, Anthom, Willie
Wood, Bert Sommers and Swamp Gas for Buddah Records. The
latter two artists are being produced by Artie Kornfeld. The Pastor
Brothers are in for Avco Embassy and Atlantic has mix sessions
scheduled for Dusty Springfield and the MCS. Also in the East Coast
location are Cy Coleman with Steve Leeds for Notable, Jerry Blatt
producing Mantis for Avco -Embassy, Tom Wilson producing Young
Hearts for Warner Bros. and Paul Stookey producing a Gary Shear ston LP.

* * *

Bob Zachary is in the Hit Factory this week cutting for Elektra.
Enzo Stuarti is in for Stereo Dimensions. Anne Murray is cutting
for Capitol Records of Canada. Mike Corbett and Jay Hirsh are in
for Atlantic and Creed Taylor and Jerry Ragovoy are producing
Samson & Deliah.

* * *

Market Place Music, run by Cashman Pistelli and West, was
recently awarded the Eastman Kodak account. They have recently
completed their first Kodak commercial for J. Walter Thompson with
Dave Perry as agency producer. The commercial was recorded at the
Hit Factory.

* * *

At Baldwin Sound Productions. Mechanicsburg, Pa., Poor Man
Alley recently recorded four tunes for producer Rick Sawyer with
"Doc" Whittler as engineer. The agent is Gary Croft.

* * *

Ian Freebairn -Smith wrote spots for Bordon's "Elsie Stix," produced by Jules Chaikin at A &M. Dan Bachman was agency rep for
Needham, Harper and Steer on jingles for Continental Airlines, also
(Continued on page 31)

able to do a lot of good. And
that area is politics.
Sure, we put on a lot of
political programs and carry

political announcements (paid
for by the committee to elect
Voteseeker)
and
even
broadcast blasts by one politician against his opponent on
our newscasts. But getting involved we don't or more correctly cant without fear of the
great axe coming down on our
heads from above.
During the current election
campaign,
have personally
passed up innumerable opportunities to bring up what I
thought to be worthwhile topics
of discussion on my own show,
because of the stigma of the
so- called fairness doctrine. The
fear of venturing into the political arena with guests or interviews with persons currently
running for office just completely knocks out my ability to
communicate with my audience
in an area that is most fundamental to our way of life. And
in this I feel that I am letting
down on my responsibility as a
broadcaster. But what can
do? What can any of us do?
don't think I'm alone in
feeling this burden of restriction
on my ability to communicate.
would like to see the public
and the powers that be, made
aware of the consequences of
trying to regulate "fairness" in
our broadcasting properties in
this country, and perhaps newer
and more lax guidelines set
forth to permit more latitude in
our business of communication.
Rick Randall
Joe

1

1

1

Vox Jox
Continued from page 29
The station will return to its
regular programming by Saturday
(14), according to program director Thom Tmnnell, who is now
assembling a new talent roster.
Disk jockeys had formed a Collective two months ago to bargain
with management for a four-day
work week and equal pay for all
disk jockeys, a voice in the hiring
and firing of people as well as
programming policies of the station.
The National Science Network
KPPC, Los Angeles;
operates
WDHF, Chicago, and WNCN,
New York.

* * *

Tom McMurray will become
program director of WBT, Charlotte; he'd been national program
director of Knight Quality Broadcasting. You can expect the station to vastly update its programming.... Dave Allen has joined
WEIF in Moundsville, W. Va.;
he'd been at WHLL in Wheeling.

1

W. Va., where he worked with Jim
O. Smith, now general manager o

WEIF. Jeff Martin at WEIF wil
become program director of the
station and current program dires
tor Don Scheirer will become production manager of all stations o
the Grewe chain, working exclu

75% of Stations Buy Records
For Airplay, NAB Meet Told
Continued from page 26
labels make on albums as opposed to singles and Steinberg
answered that there is "no significant difference in the margin

of return." He said that an al.
bum session might cost between
$15,000 and $20,000, but that
a four -single recording session
may run to $6,000. He said

We intend to help develop more new stars in this field.
We promote, produce and market our records and other
a

record of national chart hits.

Let us

help you climb to the big time!

GENE SATTERFIELD

Super Cities Record Service
Detroit, Mich. 48227

80 percent

Phone: (313) 273 -5828

of his volume

is in

albums.
Even though Mercury's main
volume is in albums, he said the
singles as important
vehicles for exposure
as an
entree to greater album sales.
But he also said that in the case
of Paul Mauriat, Mercury is exploring a new direction for him
and that it will use singles for
this purpose.

firm

sees

.

..

Another programmer wanted
to know if the recording industry could do anything to standardize the sound of records.
Steinberg said he couldn't see
this happening:

"When you talk about standardization you're starting to fool
around with what is essentially
a part of the creation of product.
Some companies cut records
very, very hot on the premise
that this is part of the ingredient of the record that sells it.

of

very concerned
about whether the record will
track or not so we compromise
on the sound level.
"Many of today's artists are
also producers and help as mix
down product and they have
their own ideas about decible
levels that properly represent
their creation. We only limit
them on the basis of the commercial question of whether the
recording will track when it's
Some

For details contact

11344 Woodmont

Tampa, Fla.

sivety in the eastern seaboard area

WE LOVE COUNTRY MUSIC!

labels. We have

WFLA

as are

played."

30

witch, Janus; "Substitute," Who, Decca; "Be My Baby," Andy Kim,
Steed; "Frantic," Frantic, Lizard.
KMOE, Central Methodist College, Fayette, Mo., Carol Benson
reporting: "Abraxas," (LP), Santana, Columbia; "Closer to Home,"
(LP), Grand Funk Railroad, Capitol; "Stage Fright," (LP), Band,
Capitol; "Just for Love," (LP), Quicksilver Messenger Service, Capitol; "Question of Balance." (LP), Moody Blues, Threshold; "Cosmo's
Factory," (LP), Creedence Clearwater Revival, Fantasy; "John Barleycorn Must Die," Traffic, UA..
KTSC, Southern Colorado
State College, Pueblo, Jack Jennings reporting: "Touching You
Touching Me," Neil Diamond, Uni; "Is This What You Want,"
Jackie Lomax, Apple; "Fresh Air." Quicksilver, Messenger Service,
Capitol.
WFPC, Joe Burnham reporting: "Led Zeppelin Ill."
(LP), Led Zeppelin, Atco; "Get Yer Ya Ya's Out," (LP), London;
"On My Way to Where," (LP), Dory Previn, Medians; "Devotion,"
(LP), John McLaughlin, Douglas; "Idlewild South," (LP), Allman
Brothers, Capricorn (Alco); "Fotheringay," (LP), Fotheringay, A&M;
"Moments," (LP), Judy Mayan, Ateo; "Fire and Water," (LP), Free,
A &M; "Abraxas," (LP), Santana, Columbia.
WBKE, Manchester College, North Manchester, Ind., Gary
Arnold reporting: "Knock Knock, Who's There," Andra Willis,
Paramount; "Snowbird," Anne Murray, Capitol; "Cracklin Rosie,"
Neil Diamond, Uni; "Look What They've Done to My Song Ma,"
New Seekers, Elektra; "Rubber Duckie," Ernie, Columbia; "Green Eyed Lady," Sugarloaf, Liberty; "25 or 6 to 4." Chicago, Columbia;
"And the Grass Wont Pay No Mind," Mark Lindsay, Columbia;
"Our World," Blue Mink. Philips.
WAMU. American University, Washington, D.C., Mick Sussman reporting: "The Promised
Land," If. Capitol; "Heed the Call," First Edition, Warner Bros.;
"They Call It Rock 'n' Roll Music," Delaney & Bonnie, Atco; "48
DeSoto," Tony Kosinec, Columbia; "No Matter What," Badfinger.
Apple; "Share the Land," Guess Who, RCA...: WBCR, Brooklyn
College, Brooklyn, N.Y., Gary Scott reporting: "Somebody's Watching You," Little Sister, Stone Flower; "Whose Garden Was This,"
Tom Paxton, Elektra; "Atom Heart Mother," (LP), Pink Floyd,
Harvest; "New Morning," (LP), Bob Dylan, Columbia.
KSMU, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, Steve
Rhea reporting: "Kiln House," (LP), Fleetwood Mac, Reprise; "Mad
Shadows," (LP), Mott the Hoople, Atlantic; "First Taste," (LP),
Potliquor, Janus; "Lucy," Crabby Appleton, Elektra; "Border Song,"
Elton John, Uni.... WCPR, Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N.J., Ron
Harris reporting: "You Need Someone to Love," New Christie
Minstrels, RCA; "Cry Me a River," Joe Cocker, A &M; "Stealing
Moments From Another Woman's Life," Glass House, Invictus;
"Down to the Wire," Yellow Hand, Capitol.
WOCR, State
University of New York, Oswego, J. Long reporting: "I'll Be There,"
Jackson Five, Motown; "Our House," Crosby, Stills. Nash and
Young, Atlantic; "Fire and Rain," James Taylor, Warner Bros.;
"It Don't Matter to Me," Bread, Elektra; "Somebody's Been Sleeping," 100 Proof, Buddah.... WNFT, Slippery Rock State College,
Slippery Rock, Pa., Dan Hatfield reporting: "I'll Be There," Jackson
Five, Motown; "One Less Bell to Answer," Fifth Dimension, Bell.
WMMR, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Michael Wild
reporting: "Indianola Mississippi, Seeds' (LP), B.B. King, BluesWay;
(LP), Mason Proffit, Happy Tiger; "The Use of Ashes," (LP),
Pearls Before Swine, Reprise; "First Taste," (LP), Potliquor, Janus
"It Don't Matter to Me," Bread, Elektra; "Country Road," Merry
Clayton, Ode 70; "King of Rock & Roll," Crow, Amaret; "We All
Sung Together;' Grin, Thunder; "Unite the World," Temptations,
Gordy. .
.
KRC, Rockhurst College, Kansas City, Mo., Pete
Modica reporting: "We Got to Get You a Woman," Todd Rundgren
(Runt), Ampex; "No Matter What"/"Carry on Till Tomorrow,"
Badfinger, Apple; "Singing a New Song," Freddy Waters, Curtom;
"Stoney End." Barbara Streisand, Columbia.
.
WPNP, Tufts
University, Medford, Mass.: "Wanted," (LP), Cates Gang, Metromedia; Funhouse," (LP), Stooges, Elektra; "Hollywood Dream,"
(LP), Thunderclap Newman, Track; "Mad Dogs & Englishmen,"
(LP), Joe Cocker & Friends, A &M; "Share the Land," (LP), Guess
Who, RCA; "Heaven Help Us All," Stevie Wonder, Tamia; "Never
Marry a Railroad Man," Shocking Blue, Colossus.
WMCJ,
Monmouth College, West Long Branch, N.J., Steven Seidman reporting: "Fire and Rain," James Taylor, Warner Bros.; "I'll Be There,"
(Continued on page 32)
.

.

.

.

.
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.
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Mercury's Steinberg:
Obscenity Is Relative
Continued from page 26

that of other labels was called
presumptions,
Steinberg
said
that stations did not have to
accept whatever was his own
personal standards or those of
his company
haven't said
that. You have a right to listen
and reject just as your listener
can switch to another station on
the dial."

-"I

Repression
He said repressive measures
would be an "awful" mistake
and added: "I hope that we
don't get the kind of repressive
measures that limit this kind of
mirroring of what's going on in
our society."
He equated this possibility to

the "great blues that we had in
the past years that reflected the
kind of anguish that the blacks
felt during our greatest years of
slavery.
"In those times I'm sure there
were a hell of a lot of people
who would have preferred that

whatever communications the
blacks had about their problems didn't exist. And
think
that on the same basis it would
be a mistake not to provide this
conduit for the feelings of young
America.
"I think you're in a hell of a
spot to give an opportunity to
the public to accept or reject
the kind of poetry that young
people are expressing."
1
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TNIS IS MY LOVE SONG
Intruders, Gamble 40D7 (Assorted, BMI)

4

5

26

21
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S
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4

(Fantasy)

4
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By ED OCHS
12

,

e
9
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13

(Baby),TURN ON

131
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LOSERS
lames, Cadet 5676

29

30

HEART ASSOCIATION
Emotions, Volt 4045 (Pero',, BMI)

B

39

THE BEST YEARS OF MY LIFE
Eddie Floyd, Pax 0077
(East /Memphis, BMI)

4

33

IF YOU WERE MINE

5

TO ME
ImPreanone, Curtom 1054 named, BMn

Kevin Gavin and Sid Woloshin have recorded new spots including two 60- second TV sots for the Bahamas, theme written by
Gavin, and arranged by Belly Ver Palnck, They also finished a radio

commercial for Masury Paint Co. Ellen Starr wrote and arranged
the music, with lyrics written by Jerome. Also completed by Gavin
and Woloshin was a radio spot for the Society of Savings. All the
spots were recorded at Aura Recording, New York.

* * *

At Regent Sounds newly opened Philadelphia studios, Joe Hig-

gins, the sheriff in the Dodge Car commercials, has completed
three new spots. John Oats was produced by Tom Sellers for Mercury Records. Top and Bottom Records' newly released Brenda and
the Tabulations LP was also done there.
In Regent's New York studios Enzo Stearn, Mango Santamaria,
Vusef Latent and Les McCann have just completed sessions. Louis
Armstrong's new country LP was done here with an entire Nashville rhythm section being flown in for the session.

Dick Layskÿ s Music House has just completed original music
sound effects, narration and master tape production for 80 individual
slide show presentations for Educreative Systems, Inc., specialists in
the creation of instructional material for educational publishers.
The entire production was handled by Alan Cagan and Nicholas
Hollander. The Music House has already started work on 42 new
shows for Educreative.

PART TIME LOVE
Anne Peebles, HI 2178
(Caraco /Escort, BMI)

LET ME BACK IN
',Pont
nt
sSeI 621
(JUdo-Brlan, BMB

11

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF
Dionne Werwlck, Scepter 12294
(Famous, ASCAP)

34

14

I

-

Bobby

Proof
Hot

In

NEED HELP (I Cant In It Alone)
Byrd, King 6323 ((Hied, aMl)

16

Gee

GIMME SOME

37

38

TIME WAITS FOR NO ONE
;Fends of Distinction, RCA 748355

-

(Kirshner, BMn

General Crook Down to Earth 103
IMerv1 -Ear), B n

LEAD ME ON

18

18

7

19
13

32

29

47

_

11

41

lar -

But 615

(Don, EMI)

M

SA

Jimmy RRollin, soul 35076
(Progressive /Trio /Aid., BM)

YOUNG HEARTS GET LONELY, TOO.
New Young Hee0,, ZEA 50001
(Three a Three -Lenoir Music, lM11

1

5

SEEMS LIKE I GOTTA 00 WRONG
Whispers, Soul Clock 1004 (Raker, BMI)
ONE LIGHT, TWO LIGHTS
Satisfactions, Lionel 3205
(Tattersall/Lan -eeic, EMI)

BMI)

DOMESTIC
Continued from page 25

NASHVILLE
Rick Powell recently completed
composing, scoring and taping a
movie for General Telephone. In
the movie which concerns General
Telephone data, Powell wired the
moos and an harp together to develop a sound which he terms the
"marp." Powell is owner and prosideal of Athena recording studio
in Nashville.... Jack Moran will
release a single soon on the
Athena label, "Skip a Rope."
Moran, who originally wrote the
song, had released it on his LP and

(Continued on page 32)

ME

GROOVE

3

1

IM.33

s

5

45
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CAN'T GET FEET TO YOU
Al Green, NI 2182 (0,651,, WI)

1

I

3

Chortle Hodges,
BMI)

THIS

WORLD

3

Swot Inspirations. Atlantic 950
(Sunbeam, BMn

50

TRAPS THE WAY

I

WANT OUR LOVE

Joe Simon, Sound Stage
(Cape Ann /lobe., BM1)

2

Music Capitols
Of the World

CAN'T GET OVER LOSING 3011
Donny Elbert, gullet 101
I

45

47

I'M NOT MY BROTHER'S KEEPER

From the

45

5

3

(Klondike, BMI)

46

-

II

BIG LEG WOMAN
(With a Short, Short Mini Skin)
Israel Tolbert, warren
106 (Comer, 860)

TO THE OTHER MAN
Luther Ingram, KoKO 2106

Ac Bjrulswick
Á

m

9

LOVE UPRISING
10
Oli, leavale, Crake 620 Ilullo-Bnien, BMO

55440

(Lavdon/Cnuey, (WI)

43

flaming Ember, Hot Wax 7006
35

445214

28

5

DO TAKE YOU
Three
70411
IPl enters,/Mmke,CaA3(Á%

Forever,

4

1

Gwen McCrae, Columble

E
tellle 534

I
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ACE OF SPADES
0.V. Wight, Back

1

(Lion, BMI)

SGf

(Sephesos /DelisMrol, BMI)
17

Brunswick 55441
BMn

27

3

70 4

FUNKY MAN
Cool a ehe Garrsg-

6

ANISE

WAR

Barbera
16

4

36

The
BMIMiracles,

SOMEBODY'S BEEN SLEEPING

2

37

hullo- Brian,

CLOWN

54199nIJoba e,

DON'T HANNA CRY

33

EXPRESS YOURSELF
11
Cherie, Wright & the Watts 103rd Street
Rhythm Band,
erner Bro.. 7417 Ones., Temelane, 5Án)
A

I

(kelalbin, tMn

7102 (lobate, BMI)

17

),

15

34

8

3

Stookey

Ghee

A5C/TRC 11271
(Tangerine, EMI)

UNGENA ZA ULIMWENCU

THE TEARS OF

view,

bonnie Dyson, Columbia 4.45240

HEAVEN HELP US ALL
Stevie Wonder Uinta 51200
(Stein a van Brock. ASCAP)

22

31

32

20

6

10

25

10
BMn

7

Duo /Creatrics' Shep Meyers and Larry Rosen have completed
composing and producing three national TV spots for Calgon. The
spots are entitled "Moisture Bath," "Rain Bath," and "Petal Bath,"
and were shot by Len Glasser.

* * *

(lobe.,

DEEPER It DEEPER
Freda Payne, 'micros 9080
(Gold Forever, Bat)

9

41

recorded at A &M. Chaikin has just completed a Steve Allen LP for
Flying Dutchman Records at TTG Recorders in Los Angeles.

STILL WATER (Lora)

World)
10

BMn

Ray Charles,

Four Teps, Motown 1170

15

Gems Columbia,

DOWN TO IT

7

4

00713

Temptations,

20

Continued from vase 30

5

7

19

Selling Sounds

SOMEBODY
AMl
(Gmovesyllle, BM!)

Ebert

Ne. A Pub.

27

EMI)

I

.

* * *

5. 104540 (25-30 Years of Lare)
(McCoy /interior,

SOUL SLICES: Aretha's gold for "Don't Play That Song" was
her ninth million -selling single. Her Philharmonic bash last week
featuring Erma & Carolyn Franklin and the rest of the singing, preaching Franklin family was the soul together of the year. Aretha looks
happier and sounds better than ever. That Lady Soul! ... Breakout of
the week: Stevie Wonder's "Heaven Help Us All." No less lively is
Smokey Robinson, Flaming Ember, Satisfactions, Israel Tolbert, Ann
Peebles, and David & Jimmy Ruffin.... New Jimmy Ruffin hit in
England, "It's Wonderful." ... Jerry, the Swamp Dogg, Williams, Jr.
has joined Elektra with an LP, "Rat On!" The Exciters and James
Moody have signed with Perception Records.... From Clydie King's
"Direct Me" LP on Lizard: "Never Like This Before." ... New Soul
LP's: Moments, Brenda & The Tabulations, Chairmen of the Board,
Sly's "Greatest Hits."
Curium's got a winner with Freddie
to the
. Roberta Flack comes
Waters' "Singing a New Song."
Apollo, Dec, 2 -8.... Soul Sauce picks and plays: Maceo & All the
King's Men, "Gotta Get'Cba" (House of Fox); Curtis Mayfield, "1f
There's A Hell Below" (Curtom); Dorothy Morrison, "Spirit in the
Sky" (Buddah); Al Green, "I Can't Get Next to You" (Hi); Profiles,
"Got to Be Love" (Bamboo); Geater Davis, "Sweet Woman's Love"
(House of Orange); Notations, "I'm Still Here" (Twinight); Mirettes,
"Ain't My Stuff Good Enough" (Zea); Little Milton, "Many Rivers to
Cross" (Checker); Intrigues, "Tuck a Little Love Away" (Yew);
Lamp Sisters, "Ride On" (Duke); King Curtis, "Changes" (Arco);
Duponts, "Hit Me With Music" (Atco); Barbara & the Uniques,
Big Archie Bell
"There It Goes Again" (New Chicago Sound).. ,
& the Drells, "Wrap It Up," on Atlantic.... Logan Westbrooks has
been promoted to national r &b promotion director of Mercury,
probably because he reads Soul Sauer. Do You?

11

STAND BY YOUR MAN
Candi Staten, Fame 1472
(Galileo, BMI)

Anht, Lek!,

(Screen

ENGINE #9
Wilson Pickett, Atlantic 2765
(Assured, BMI)

BETTY EVERETT

Weeks on

Wok

BMI)

B

mi.

Wwk

48

48
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FROM IATLANTA YO
Deluxe

7

GOOD

cYE

B.B. King, ABC 11280
IPamoo /bounds of Lucille,

2

BMn

WE CAN

Dorsey, Polydor
(M ,551,1, EMI)
Lee

asap)

I

CHAINS AND THINGS

YES

2

2667

14038

Basford Division to Host
College Radio Conference
SAN FRANCISCO -H.R. Basford Co., Record Division, will
host the Northern California Radio Conference to be held at the
Fairmont Hotel, Saturday (14). The purpose of the conference is to
create a platform for college students and professors so that they may
get in -depth answers to questions pertinent to radio and be exposed
to commercial radio.
Various industry figures including Jerry Schoenbaum, president
of Polydor Records; Bob Fead, vice president of A &M Records; Mar
Schlacter, president of Janus Records; Dick Starr, program director,
KYA, San Francisco; Willis Duff, manager of KSAN -FM, San
Francisco; Bob Jones, music director, KDIA, Oakland; Peter Scott,
program director, KSFO, San Francisco, and Bill Drake, programming consultant to RICO Radio chain and various independent radio
stations, will attend and speak at the conference. Also on hand will
be the Basford promotion staff, Bud Hayden, Paul Pieretti, Bob
Buziak, Dennis Dellinger and Sarah Huggard.
The meeting will define various functions of each segment of
the radio and record industries and give potential commercial radio
personnel an opportunity to become educated in the commercial
radio field and record industry.
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ISAAC HAYES MOVEMENT
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I'M MY BROTHER'S KEEPER
Jimmy 5 David Roffin, Soul SS 728

34
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BITCHES BREW
Miles Davis. Columbia

35

35
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3

4

26
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EXPRESS YOURSELF
19
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WAR & PEACE
Edwin Starr, Gordy GS 948
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HAPPY & IN LOVE
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SIGNED, SEALED, DELIVERED
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GREEN IS BEAUTIFUL
Grant Green, Blue Note BST 04342
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NEW WAYS BUT LOVE STAYS
Supreme, Motown MS 720
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Jackson 5, Motown MS 709
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CHANGING TIMES
row Tops. Motown MS 721
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MAD DOGS & ENGLISHMEN
Joe Cocker. ARM SP 6002
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46

ONLY FOR THE LONELY
Mavis Staples, Volt VOS 6010

4

THE GENE CHANDLER SITUATION
Mercury SR 61304

4

THIS IS MY PUSSY
Rudy Ray Moore, Kent 002

3

SECOND TIME AROUND
Spinners, V.I.P. US 405

8
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Music Capitols
Of the World

Continued from page 30

DOMESTIC
Continued from page 31

Jackson Five, Motown;
Matter to Me," Bread,

due to its popularity decided to
also release it as a single.
Job. CHU, who recently signed
with the Hubert long Agency,
will be recording his first LP soon
at Bradley's Barn in Nashville....
.

Wagner of Royal Talent
Agency has announced exclusive
representation of Sadler & Young
for the 1971 fair circuit.... Bob
Summers and the Mike Curb Generation will appear on the ABC
Chevy special to be aired on Nov.
IT.
Barnaby Records has released a new single by Jimmy
Buffett. The release is entitled,

"All Right Now," Free, A &M; "It Don't

Elektra; "No Matter What," Badfinger,
Apple; "Tears of a Clown," Smokey Robinson and the Miracles,
Tamla.... WUNH, University of New Hampshire, Durham, Dave
Corey reposing: "One Less Bell to Answer," Fifth Dimension, Bell;
"Green -Eyed Lady," Sugarfoot, UA; "Gracious," (LP), Gracious,
Capitol.

Jim

.

ABET 9441

Distributed by Noshboro Records
1011 Woodland St.
Nashville, Tennessee

.

"Captain America." Buffett is
presently preparing for a tour
which will include the University

of Texas

at El

Paso on Dec.

LOOKING
for three sarod and sitar players?

LOOK
on page 14.0 of BILLBOARD'S 1970
Campus Attractions Directory

15.

TOM WILLIAMS
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Just in time for the heaviest
month in Neil Diamond history!

He ain't heavy... Hes my brother"
55264

By

NEIL DIAMOND
from his new album "Tap Root Manuscript"

TAP ROOT MANUSCRIPT
Cracklin' Rosie Free Life Coldwater Morning
Done Too Soon
He Ain't Heavy
He's My Brother
Chlldsong
Am
.
The Lion
Madrigal Soolaimlin Missa African Suite Childsong (Reprise)
STEREO (LP) UNI 73092
I
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A Mader
VELVET GLOVES AND SPIT Sondey Sun
Day Version Of Low: Honey- Drlppin' Times The Pot
Smoker's Song Brooklyn Roads Two Bin Manahild
Holiday Inn Blues Practically Newborn KnackelNarg

MarryGO Round

Slifka

STEREO (LP) UNI 73030

BROTHER LO'VE'S TRAVELLING SALVATION SHOW
SWEET CAROLINE Brother Loves Travelling Salvation
Show Dig In River Runs. Newgrown Plums Juliet
Long Gaon And The Gress Won't Pay No Mind Glory
Road Deep In The Morning III Never Knew Your Name
Memphis Stmets - You're So Sweet Horseflies Keep
Hangirr 'Round Your Face Mullin' You Don't Come Easy
STEREO (LP) UNI 73047

TOUCHING YOU. TOUCHING ME
Everybody's Tonkin
Mr. Bo(angles Smakey Lady Holly Holy Bath Side
Now And The Singer Sings His Song Ain't No Way
New York Bay Until Its Time For You To Go
STEREO (LP) UNI 73071

",

UNIVERSAL CITY RECORDS

A

DIVISION OF MCA INC.

www.americanradiohistory.com

) _

.

.,. YY

GOLD Lords
Both Sides Now Solitary Man Hou
Holy Cherry Cherry Kentucky Women Sweet Carolln
Thank The Lord For The Nighttime And The Singer
Braver Love's Travelling Salvation
Sings His Sang

Show
STEREO (LP) UNI 73084

Available on 8 track and cassette tapes also.
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Paramount keeps on truckin
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For five years

many have talked
it down. Or wished
it would go away.
But cassettes are

too important
to overlook.
Have cassettes fulfilled their
promise?
Not yet.
Nonetheless, it is apparent that
the next few years will see cassettes
achieve
last
long -held
promise first expected of them. Cassette technology is growing more
rapidly than any other area of the

-at

-the

tape recorder industry.
The controversy over the value of
cassettes isn't likely to persuade
electronics manufacturers from pro-

?P5
by sec

ducing cassettes or consumers from
buying them.
Even as production falters, especially in prerecorded software and
custom duplicating (and sales of
8 -track players and tape cartridges
mount), executives are exceedingly
skeptical about forecasts that business will continue to be sour.
Those few who foresee a mild
downturn (in cassettes) say the prospect isn't prompting them to cut
back. "We don't see any reason to
pull in our horns," says an industry
spokesman. "We see our future as
pretty recession -proof."
Why is the future so rosy?
Because several significant technological and economic factors will
bring about advances previously
thought unobtainable, like:
Cassette recorders, combined
with stereo receivers, represent a
new form of component integration.
Dolby noise -reduction systems
are being built into cassette recorders.

Auto manufacturers have accepted cassette players as factory installed optional equipment.
The high fidelity industry has
swung solidly behind the cassette.
The improvement in cassette
tapes themselves.
Cassettes changers which play
automatically up to 24 cassettes in
preselected sequence and play both
sides of each cassette during automatic operation. The changers, with
the aid of automatic reverse, can

play up to 24 hours of uninterrupted
music.
The explosion of blank cassette
tape as an entertainment and educational communications medium.
Adding to the future dimension
of the configuration is the proliferation of equipment. There are portable
battery- operated machines, recorders with radio built in, specialized
units for auto and home, AC- operated
stereo machines, equipment with
digital counters, cassette record/
playback stereo systems with separate speakers, and cassette decks (a
record /playback unit with preamplifiers only which can be plugged into
any existing stereo hi -fi system).
Portable monaural recorders with
AM -FM radios and mini -compact portable mono recorders continue as
major sellers. The former possesses
AM -FM radios with a big sound an
are outfitted with rugged casset
mechanisms. The latter have mic
phones built in and have freque
response characteristics that ma
them well- suited for all types of voi
recording. Mono battery- operat

-all

-

models
expensive portables
are without record function but have
wide acceptance 'among teen -agers.
Cassette attractions are still alluring -size, simplicity and ease of use
are irresistible; the practicality of
cassettes are obvious -background
music anywhere you happen to be,
recording interviews, lectures and instructional courses, recording of radio programs and music off the air.
Before, cassette manufacturers
stressed convenience over performance. But now add still another convert to the concept: The often snooty
but aware high fidelity industry.
It favors cassettes because its reel to -reel tape motion is basically sim-

editor Bruce Weber and Eliot Tiegel. Graphic design
NOVEMBER 7, 1970, BILLBOARD
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a

pier and less trouble-prone than the
sliding tape motion of the continuous
loop cartridge. Additionally, cassette
tape can be rewound in seeking out
a wanted passage; and the recording
function is much easier to offer in
consumer models on casette tape.
Stereophiles, of course, realize cassettes aren't fidelity pure, but cost,
simplicity and convenience easily outweigh their shortcomings.
Cassette decks for use in conjunction with a stereo hi -fi system are
all part of a new breed of cassette
performances. Cassette decks have
wow and flutter as well as noise spedpeci-

fications superior to those machines
of even a year earlier. Decks now feature adjustable bias, to permit recordists to take advantage of all
the fidelity the new high -density and
special formulation tapes offer.
3M's Wollensak division has introduced a quadrasonic cassette deck
the industry's first complete 4 -channel stereo cassette playback system.
Several other companies, including
Ampex, Astrocom /Marlux and Lumistor Products, have demonstrated
prototypes of 4- channel cassette
equipment.
5
Continued on . -e

-

-
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Introducing blank
cassettes, carhndg¢ sand

reels so easy to sell, it's
almost embarrassing.
4

a

*1

4V-

Selling should be a challenge
or so they say. We're sorry to inform you, though, that
selling our new unrecorded tape line is no challenge at all:
Just consider the following:
Unique packages. All labeling and printed information is on
a film wrap that comes off, leaving a Beautiful Box without advertising.
The price is right. Low enough to sell
the tape even without the Beautiful Box.
The tape is backed by the prestige of the Capitol name and is
made by Audio Devices, a Capitol subsidiary.
The quality is outstanding. The high- performance,
low -noise sound tape is splice -free. The cassettes are jam -proof. The
cartridges are the standard of the music industry.

Attractive dispenser displays: cartridges, cassettes,
reel -to -reel. Blister packs and bags for cartridges and cassettes.
National advertising support.
Guaranteed turnover. We adjust your inventory to move it fast.
If easy selling doesn't embarrass you,
we'll send you free samples.
Call or write
Audio Devices, Inc.,
a subsidiary of
Capitol Industries.
`235

E. 42 ST., NEW YORK. N.Y. 10017. (212) 687-0800.
1218ß BOYLSTON ST., -BRO0KLINE. MASS. 02146. (8171 714-0954.
12111 PARKLAWN OR., ROCKVILLE. MO. 20850. (3011881.2430
7321 NORTH HAMLIN AVE., SKOKIE, ILL. 80078. 1112) 563 -4161.
2824 WALNUT KILL LANE, DALLAS, TEE. 75229. (214) 358.2588.
1428 FLOWER ST., GLENDALE, CALIF. 91201. (212) 245 -6587.

Capitol
www.americanradiohistory.com

By Eliot Tiegel

Blanks are being
bought for a variety
of reasons. Four ideal
conditions pictured
top to bottom are:
a student taping her
lesson in the classroom; clinical social
worker Robert
Anderson records
material from a
professional journal
for his later use;
entertainment lawyer
Richard Hirch
transcribes material
from a professional
series his office
receives, and eye
doctor Jerry Karasick
tapes a patient's
prognosis for his
records.

It's the age of

self-expression,
so people are
doing their
blank blank
thing
This is the era of self- expres-

sion many record company
executives admit as they
point 'to balladeers and collective groups of musicians
who are creating their own impressions through their music.
Executives at companies which
manufacture blank tape will heartily
concur. For this is indeed the time
when people are using a new found
tool -the cassette recorder
self
expression. Not musically, but in the
spoken word area which has become
a most powerful facet of the cassette
business.
People are talking to each other,
about one another and for each

-for

other's benefit.
The result unparallelled sales for
blank cassette tape. And a wide
chasm between blank tape sales and
prerecorded music sales to the tune
of 12 to 15 to 1.
It would seem for every Beatles
cassette sold, upwards of 15 people
are going to stores to buy blanks for
their own particular usage.
"We see a tremendous surge of
educational usage for blanks, not
only in schools but in industry," says
Bill Madden, marketing director of
3M's Magnetic Products Division.
The sales are in direct corelation to
the influx in America of cheap cas
sette recorders from Japan.
When the cassette machine (the
Norelco sound camera) was introduced in this country five years ago,
it was promoted as a voice recording
device. This image for the cassette
system has remained with the configuration despite high priced equipment and home and car units being
developed. Eight -track seems to have
established itself as a music playback system while cassette, ever trying to overcome 8- track, has become
the darling of the expressionist, doit- yourself gang.
"People are corresponding with
each other via cassette newsletters,"
Madden points out. "This movement
is starting to spread to corporations
across the country. Companies are
also using cassette machines for dic.
tation and as industrial communicators. College kids are recording lectures and the cassette machine has
replaced the reel -to -reel machine in
NOVEMBER 7, 1970, BILLBOARD

many instances. Our sales of blank
tape have been a really bright spot

for us."
3M maintains two grades of blank
tape -the Highlander series introduced the first of this year, which is
standard brand of tape at a
medium retail price. A C -60 sells for
$1.39; a C -30 sells for 99 cents and
a C -90 sells for $1.99. This line is
designed for portable machines and
kids with an economic pocketbook.
These tapes come packaged in paper
rather than plastic boxes.
The Scotch brand line, introduced
in 1967, starts at $1.65 for an album
type box and $1.75 in a mailer; the
C -60 sells for $1.95 or $2.05; a C -90
sells for $2.95 or $3.05, and a C -120
sells for $3.95 in an album box only.
The Scotch brand appeals to a
person who is more discriminating
about the quality of his recording.
3M feels its main competition in this
field are BASF and Norelco. Its price
is 50 percent higher than that
charged by Certron or Audio Magnetics, Madden says.
In addition to the name companies
in the field (3M, BASF, Ampex, Audio
Magnetics, RCA, Bell & Howell, Audio
Devices, CBS), there are "a zillion
private labels," according to Madden, and many, many problems.
"Too often you don't know what you
are getting. The tape might just be
something a duplicator is winding for
a store. There is no field service and
no attempt to match the so- called
Philips standard. It's kind of a 'buyer
beware scene'."
3M sees cassette blanks becoming
a very broadly used consumer item.
"You have to start using mass merchandising techniques rather than
hobbyist outlets because of this development."
Blank cassettes have opened the
industrial market, both interdepartmentally and out into the field. "Cassettes have truly become the pen and
pencil of the electronic age," Madden opines.
Blank cassettes now account for
25 -30 percent of 3M's yearly tape
sales -sales which have shown a
100 percent rise each year in the
cassette configuration exclusively.
Boasts Madden: "We are now starting to see the base getting broader."
Continued on page C -20
a
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a bumper crop

of sound
breakthroughs
-the

a

On playback, the Dolby reverses

the process. It weakens the low -level
sound it had amplified before recording, and thus weakens by a like
amount any noise inherently present
in the tape.

(Top to bottom) HarmanKardon,
Fisher and Advent's cassette deck
are newly introduced high quality cassette recorders incorporating a builtin Dolby noise reduction system.

ECENT SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES previ-

ously thought unobtainable in
cassette players have renewed
consumer enthusiasm and
sent the configuration barreling
ahead to impressive gains.
For many companies, 1970 will be
a year of shrinking sales and profits.
For manufacturers of cassette eqiup-

ment, despite the economic uncertainties, this year will be remembered for its innovating breakthroughs.

Surfacing are the Dolby noise reduction system and automatic cassette changers, which, with the aid
of automatic reverse, can play up to
24 hours of uninterrupted music.
Both technological breakthroughs
promise to give cassettes a new dimension.

First, the Dolby system.
Tape recording in general always
has suffered from a high level of
background hiss; the problem is particularly acute with tape cassettes,
which are recorded at low speed.

Beginning with the premise that
all tape has built -in noisiness -the
amount of noise varies with tapes'
physical and magnetic characteristics

Enhancing the cassette configuration
art (top to bottom) Benjamin /Lenco
24- cassette automatic changer using
the Staar system, Panasonic's 20cassette changer system, and Roberts' automatic -reverse deck.

noise -reduction circuit can yield
increased frequency response on recordings made on it-an increase of
from 12,000 to 15,000 Hz, or almost
half an octave. Only one section of
the spectrum in the cassette, the
mid -high to high -end, will be Dolby ized, where most of the noise is

Dolby noise -reducer leaves untouched relatively strong sound being fed to the tape recorder. But it
amplifies weak signals before they
are recorded.

found.

Advent Corp. is marketing a noise
reduction unit which is a simplified
version of the professional Dolby
system (invented by Ray Dolby, an
engineer). The consumer -oriented
Dolby reduces only the noise in the
treble range rather than the noise
present across the entire audio spectrum, since it's the hissy treble noise
that's most distressing in tape recording.
Harman -Kardon's CAD -5, Fisher's
RC -80, and Advent's cassette deck
are newly introduced high -quality
cassette recorders incorporating a
built -in Dolby noise reduction system
which brings about a 10 dB less hiss
without affecting the natural sound
quality of the actual recording. All
the units also include a Dolby "defeat" switch whenever "conventional"
playback is needed. Playing a non
Dolby cassette with the Dolby circuit
in action could result in loss of high frequency response, many feel.
-

Dolby, while improving the signal
to noise ratio of cassettes, does nothing to improve frequency response,
distortion, and wow and flutter.
Dolby's virtues are further offset
by the tact that it is not a compatible system, which means that prerecorded Dolbyized casettes only can
be played back on units incorporating Dolby principle. (Prerecorded
tapes made with Dolbyized cassette
decks had a freedom from tape hiss.)

Actually, the cassette units outfitted with the Dolby system don't
realize the low -noise capability, because commercial cassettes, even
those which have been recorded with
the Dolby process, have been "deDolbyized" to make them compatible
with conventional cassette equipment. However, a cassette deck with

Naturally, a prerecorded cassette,
to take advantage of the Dolby circuits on playback units, must be
made with the proper Dolby characteristics. Ampex is releasing a few
selected classical
Dolbyized (or
"electronically stretched ") cassettes.
The case for changers.

Most cassette changers operate on
the same principle- stacking up
from two to eight cassettes, like an
automatic turntable. The changer
plays the first program on each cassette, ejects it and plays the first
program on the following cassette.
Norelco offers a circulator which
flips each cassette over so that when
you've finished playing program .1
on the cassette pile, the recorder
automatically begins playing program
2 on the same pile.
The ideal changer, and certainly
an ultimate unit, would play pro
gram 1, reverse automatically and
play program 2 before ejecting the
cassette and playing the next cassette in the pile. Staar system carrousel cassette changers, some of
which play both sides of the cassette
before going on to the next, soon
will be available. Similar automatic
reversing mechanisms are employed
in some single- cassette players, and
the Staar system's automatic -stop,
automatic -eject feature is available
even for players without the automatic reverse.
-

-

Ampex and Norelco have cassette
changers that will play in sequence
one side of up to six cassettes, and
with an attachment, feed the group
back for playing their second sides.
Toshiba, Cartape and Tenna recently
have introduced stereo automatic reverse cassette players specifically
designed for automobiles.

Panasonic's auto 20 - cassette
changer deck, Benjamin /Lenco's 24-

cassette automatic changer using the
Staar system, and units from Roberts are among the many new cassette automatic reverse changers
that will be available in 1971. These
cassette changers play automatically
up to 24 cassettes in preselected sequence. They also play both sides of
each cassette during automatic
operation.
NOVEMBER 7, 1970, BILLBOARD
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So you invest time
money, offort, ingenuity
and innovation.
Where does it get you?
Right to the top of the cassette business!
Four years ago Ampex Stereo Tapes made a total commitment to the cassette concept.
We invested time, money, effort, ingenuity, and innovation, and built the cassette into
a staple, profitable source of business for dealers everywhere.
It figures we'd be at the top of the cassette business. We built production
facilities to mass produce cassettes,
and we developed a distribution
network viable enough to put top
hits in dealers' stores on tape
while they're still top hits.
From the beginning Ampex made
the cassette business big business.
We released the best of our massive
library: a roster of 72 different
recording company labels, more
than 1500 selections by over 300
artists. And big business means
merchandising, promotion and
solid, consistent advertising.
Cassettes got that, too.
Each year cassettes become a
bigger source of dealer profit as
more and more labels are released
on cassettes. Even the super cautious people in the music
business have finally jumped on
the cassette bandwagon. And
that's good. Because this is where
it's at. Now, and tomorrow.
Make no mistake ... our
commitment was never prompted
by altruism. Big business for
dealers is, after all, big business
for Ampex. That's why we're
Number 1 in cassettes ... and
Number 1 in everything else
we do in music.

When you think of cassettes, think of No.1...Ampex
AMPEX

STEREO TAPES
AMPEX STEREO TAPES DIVISION
AMPEX CORPORATION
LUNT AVENUE
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL. 60007

2201

MARKETING OFFICE:

555 Madison Avenue, New York, New York
SALES OFFICES: EAST: 555 Madison Avenue. New York. New York
SOUTH: IITS NE 115th Street, N. Miami, Florida
WEST: 500 Radier Drive. Glendale, California
MIDWEST: 2201 Lunt Avenue. Elk Grove village. III.
HAWAII: 119 Waiakamìla Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96517
AMPEX OF CANADA: 2832 Slough Sr, MdII,,, Ontario, Canada
AMPEX STEREO TAPES INTERNATIONAL: I Yarmouth Place, London WIT 7 DW

www.americanradiohistory.com

($329.95) add a four -speed record
changer to the trimmings.

NOOTY AUDIOPHILES are beginning to accost cassette as

high fidelity dimension.
And, they admit, cost and
convenience easily outweigh
a

Buyers with a more generous
budget can look at Altec's opulent
912A ($1,040), with a pair of Santana speakers, a Garrard SL95B automatic turntable, a slot- loading cassette recorder, an AM -FM tuner and
a 180 -watt amplifier in its control
packed central module.

the configuration shortcomings an
the fidelity front.
For the price of an add -on deck,
most stereophiles can partake of
cassettes. Many decks are specifically designed to be hooked up to
existing stereo setups and have wow
and flutter as well as noise specifications superior to the high -end
models of last year.

-

Why bother adding

cassette deck
to your component stereo system,
which is more expensive than records and lower in fidelity than any
a

of the program sources of componentry?

hi -fi buyers with some reason to pur-

Simple. A cassette deck increases
the flexibility of the portable recorder
by permitting the buyer to play tapes
made anywhere through a component
system.

Important to the development of
cassette as a high -fidelity medium
is improvement in the quality of recording area of tape, manufacturers
like TDK, BASF, Bell & Howell and
3M have produced a tape which
yields an improvement in frequency
response of as much as half an
octave of bass nearly a third of an
octave of treble.

things are getting better.
Cassette manufacturers are luring
component buyers with adjustable
bias to permit recordists to take advantage of all the fidelity the new
high -density and special formulation
tapes offer. The incorporation of
noise reduction systems also provide
And

These 1971 cassette decks are all
part of a new breed of machines for
use in conjunction with a stereo hi -fi
system, like:

chase cassette decks.

To the audiophile, cassette recorders outfitted with adjustable bias are

necessity, since the introduction of
Du Pont's Crolyn tape (using chromium dioxide instead of the conventional iron oxide).
a

conventional recorders, the
bias usually is set about 50 kHz.
By increasing the bias frequency to
65 kHz and using the new formulations, it's possible to produce a
stronger recorded signal and record
higher frequencies distortion -free.)
(On

Ampex's Micro 54 deck ($159.95),
featuring front slot loading and automatic eject: Teac's A -24 ($199.50),
powered by a hysteresis- synchronous
outer -rotor motor; the Concord F -106
($199.79), with dual bias selection,
Wollensak's 4850 $(239.95); and
Bogen's CRP.

Again, why bother?

Admittedly, for a time the cassette
sóund innovations will be for the
delectation of the affluent audiophile,
but like almost everything else in the
hi -fi scheme of things, cost will eventually level off and then stratify in
various quality ranges.

Scott's cassette recorder combined with stereo receiver represents
a new form of component integration.

A large selection of high -end integrated compacts is available in

It's versatility in such simple and
economical form. And you can start

which the cassette plays a major
role. Some of these three -piece outfits rely solely on cassettes as a program source, including Norelco's
2401 ($269.95).
More often than not, the three
piece outfits also include an AM -FM
radio and a record changer as well.
The Concord HES -35 ($279.95) provides an AM -FM radio and a cassette
recorder, together with separate bass
and treble, twin VU meters and a
headphone jack. Panasonic's Essex
($349.95) and Sony's HP 199

Because with a cassette deck (if
it includes stereo radio), an audiophile can toy with a complete hi -fi
system: playing stereo disks, playing
commercially recorded cassettes,
playing stereo FM radio, recording
onto cassettes from live sources via
microphones, recording onto cassettes from FM radio, playing any of
the home recorded disks.

a

new stereo system, or upgrade an

old one with the type of unit that
incorporates a stereo receiver with
a built -in cassette recorder.
Several companies are marketin
the cassette -in -a- receiver format, like
Scott and Lafayette.

-

short, why add any other component (like cassette) to your high
fidelity system? To make it more
versatile, to add to your listening
pleasure and to keep up to date in
sound innovations.
In

Audiophiles are beginning to accept cassettes as a high fidelity
dimension. Scott's 2560 is a good example of component integration.

-

-

The Audiophile

Meets
the Audio Buff
The stereo cassette
recorder preinstalled in a

Lafayette's LRK -1600 is
part of a new breed of
cassette decks specifically
designed to be hooked
up to existing stereo
setups.

Fisher receiver.
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SOME PEOPLE WOULD LEAD YOU TO BELIEVE THAT IN ORDER TO MANUFACTURE QUALITY
MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE YOU NEED 250 PHD'S 500 TEST TUBES AND 50 MILLION DOLLARS. THE SAME PEOPLE NOW SELLYOU 50,000 PANCAKES AYEAR. NOW Al" FINEBILT WE
HAVE DEVELOPED PACKAGED SYSTEMS FROM QUALITY CONTROLLED MASTER ROLLS WITH
SLITTING EQUIPMENT, TO A COMPLETE TAPE MANUFACTURING PLANT.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE, PHONE OR WIRE

FINEBILT MFG.CO.
931 NORTH CITRUS HOLIYWOOD,CALIFORNIA
AREA CODE 213 466 -9511

CABLE:COEXPORT
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PHILIPS

THE COMPLETE BACH SUITES
ON ONE \4USICASSETTE!
It's no flight of fancy!
The master's complete orchestral suites
so far a two -LP record set, are now packed
into the standard little case

BAC,
SLZTE\ NR

3-D

su:17::!

F
English
Chamber

C

Crcllesh;.

RAYVIO.\ID

LEPPARI

loll

A

REn

Mlish

a

ND

THE
DOUBLE -TIME
OR 2LP
MUSICASSETTE
a big new step forward in
musicassette development.
Now - with 40 -plus minutes of sound
per side - double -time musicassettes
from Philips once again lead all other
pre -recorded sound systems; bring
serious music -lovers more
uninterrupted armchair comfort;
motorists more miles of change -free
music; party -goers more dance time
per turn -over.

) Bach's four suites for orchestra performed

by the English Chamber Orchestra under
Raymond Leppard.
on Philips 2LP musicassette 7505 au.

double -time musicassettes -

another innovation from Philips
www.americanradiohistory.com

"Give me
Audio Cassettes
or give me

nothing!"

Be

prepared.

Customers who have learned they can trust Audio Cassettes
aren't about to settle for anything else.
Why? Because customers know Audio Cassettes can be depended
upon to perform flawlessly ... time, after time, after time.
We guarantee it. Absolutely. For a lifetime.
Proclaim your independence today. Insist on Audio Cassettes, as
have 8 out of the top 10 merchandise retailers in the U.S. as
listed in Fortune Magazine.
The Audio Cassette... from the world's largest manufacturer
of compact cassettes. Audio Magnetics Corporation.
There is no "second best."

THE WORLDS LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF COMPACT CASSETTES
14600 So. Broadway P.O. Box 140 Gardena, Calif. 90248 (213) 321 -6841
a wholly owned subsidiary of Martel, Inc.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Telex: 67-4311

T ALL STARTED when J. Her-

bert Orr returned from Europe
P
in 1945 with a
a er bag
B
containing the first oxide formulation.
The improvement in cassette tapes
themselves since then gives the configuration a future dimension. New
tape stock of vastly advanced quality
is being marketed to improve the
basic performance of the cassette
recorder.
But when talking tape, especially
cassette tape, you're talking about
two extremes: cheap tape and "cadillac" tape.
Cheap (inferior) tape is the Frankenstein monster of the industry.
Many fret about its fantastic rise and
worry gloomily whether quick -buck
tape producers can be curbed.
"Cadillac" tape containing special
formula extends the high -frequency
response of most cassette recorders
and enhances a consumer -tarnished
product.
One, cheap tape, is periling the
growth of the industry, while the
other pumps life into it. A handful of
manufacturers are attempting to alert
the industry on "bargain" tapes, incompatible product, price shaving
and inferior cassettes.
TDK, 3M Company and BASF,
among others, have introduced new
cassette type blanks containing special formula tapes which in one way
or another improve the basic performance of the recorders with which
they are used.
For example:
-TDK's C -90 Super Dynamic tape
is capable of extending the high -frequency response of cassette recorders to a- higher limit (frequency response is from 30 to 20,000 Hz, with
a virtually flat response curve from
50 to 10,000 Hz, which is twice that
of conventional cassette tape).
-BASF has a new tape called

PLS -35LH which is capable of being
saturated with as much as 5 dB more
level than standard tape. In addition

to its increased saturation threshold,
BASF claims that it has lower inherent noise.

-3M's

Scotch

low
noise tape is available in blank cassette form.
In short, if cassettes are to fulfill
their promise, the industry must
eliminate cheap tape and emphasize
special formulation and high- density
tapes to give more fidelity.
First, a discussion of inferior product.
Any optimism resulting from the
current sparring between the tape
industry and some tape producers
over cheap cassettes must be hedged
in light of a huge and unpredictable
factor: the quick -buck manufacturer.
George Johnson, senior vice president of Audio Magnetics, said the
"lack of stringent cassette standards
represents a significant threat to the
industry. A greater awareness of the
situation is needed to prevent a bad
Dyna -Range

problem from deteriorating."
Paul B. Nelson Jr., vice president
and general manager of North American Philips' home entertainment
products division, said, "Our collective reputation among consumers is
being damaged by the shoddy cassettes being produced by opportunistic fast -buck operators."
Wesley A. Estabrook, president of

Audio Devices, said "not enough is
being done to stamp out cheap cassettes. Companies are doing a lot of
talking about eliminating bad product, but few are taking concrete steps
to provide the industry with acceptable goods."
Is anything being done to alert
buyers, retailers and the consumer
about inferior product?

"Yes."
To combat the situation, Audio
Magnetics is educating buyers on
how to detect inferior cassettes. It is
providing buyers and retailers with

templates with the exact North American Philips cassette dimensions.
Cassettes out of specification will
not pass through the templates,
hence the buyer can detect substandard merchandise.
In its pursuit of quality merchandise, Audio Devices has applied for
patents covering two processes in
blank tape. One covers the 120 minute cassette, while the other is
a process -metalized cassette
reduce static by discharging it
through the blank cassette housing.
Audio Magnetics' Johnson adds:
"If tape manufacturers fail to heed
new industry standards, retail boycotts and warnings by equipment
producers, they may be beset with a
new problem: consumer desertion."

-to

From Sony:
"Bargain tapes contain little if any
lubricants and can cause serious

THE

BLANK TAPE
MESS:

head abrasion. The heads become
pitted and tear the oxide from the

tape.
"Then, this oxide builds up into a
gummy film, first causing loss of
high frequencies and eventually deterioration of sound. Not only are
the heads ruined, but the capstan,
pinch -roller and tape guides are contaminated as well."
Johnson adds that poor quality
cassettes come in two forms, "Oversized parts produced by overzealous
companies overeager to make a quick
buck, and poor quality cassettes that
fail during prolonged use and are incapable of optimum performance."
How did the tape problem deteriorate so rapidly?
"Inferior quality cassettes are being produced to meet low -price requirements," Johnson believes. "The
fast growth of the industry attracted
numerous firms without the technical know -how to produce good quality products."
Many feel that competitive pressures from major manufacturers,
which still are able to cut corners
and costs, forced many small producers to fight the battle for business along price lines.
Which brings the industry to the
case for quality tape.
It all started about two years ago
when Du Pont Corp. introduced a
new tape called cromium dioxide, a
unique tape formula with the potential of greatly improving high frequency response of any tape recorder modified to accommodate it.
It was a radically different sort of
tape, this Crolyn, than any iron oxide
tape, and it opened new vistas for
hard -pressed cassette tape manufac-

turers.
Duplicators found new results being achieved with tape formulations.
BASF's tape, which has lower inherContinued on page C -28

From good to goodness gracious!

New tape stock of vastly

advanced quality is being
marketed to improve the
basic performance of the
cassette recorder.
Cheap tape is the Frankenstein monster of the blank
tape industry. Many fret
about its fantastic rise and

worry gloomily whether
quick -buck tape producers
can be curbed.
C-12
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When we get this man's musk on cassette,
we'll have everything.

iiL

\

y

\

K

\

\

Until then, would you settle for
almost everything?

Deutsche Grommophon: From Leif to Right

Polydon: From Leg to Right
A CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
ARTHUR FIEDLER
Boston Pops Orchestra
(CFS004)

SO CLOSE,
FAR TO GO
SO CLOSE,
Jake Holmes

U.S.A. UNION
John Moyall

TURN IT OVER
THE TONY WILLIAMS LIFETIME

(CF4022)

ICF40211

BRIEF REPLIES

Ten Wheel Drive
`viM Cony* Royals

AREA CODE 615
TRIP IN THE COUNTRY

BEETHOVEN
Symphony No.7
Berlin Philharmonic
HERBERT VON KARAJAN
1923 1191

Electronic Music
STOCKHAUSEN
Song of the Youths
Kontakte
(9230611

POLYDOR STEREO CASSETTE

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony No.6

STRAVINSKY
Rite

Brecht & Weil
Gisela Moy

with film theme,

BRAHMS

of Spring

The

Madigan"
Piano Concerto No.
GE2A ANDA

Hangorion Dances

Berlin PhilBOrmonic

Seven

MOZART
Piano Concerto No.

21

"Eh

1923052)

17

Herben von Korojon Deadly
Berlin Philharmonic
Sins
HERBERT VON KARAJAN (923 03131
(923 122)

(CF40251

JakeH

pordor
by Polydor Conedo Ltd.
Polydor Records, Cassettes and E-Track Cartridges are distributed in USA by Polydor Inc r in Canada
by Polydor Inc., in Cenado by Polydor Canada Ltd.
Deutsche Grommophon Records, MosiCossettes end 8 -Trock Cartridges are di tributad in the U.S.A.
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HON'S
YOUR

®

INSIDES?
Consider:

... the control of body flatness ... hubs that provide true tape winding and bearing surfaces ... assured verticle position of pin and roller assembly .. guidance pins that provide a true surface prior to tape winding on the hub ... specially designed full magnetic shield ... spring /felt pressure pad for ultimate head to tape contact ... unique internal
guidance system ...
.

Data Technology's Cassette is a quality tape handling system, with full consideration to the tape, the loading equipment, the player, and the end user.

Dota Technology
DATA TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

1600 LAS PLUMAS AVE.

SAN LOSE, CALIF. 95133

PHONE: (408) 272 -0300

Eastern Pennsylvania /Southern New Jersey /Delaware

SPLIT THE SPLICE COST

47m

The industry's largest 8 -track cartridge
and cassette producers have lowered
their cost per tape splice almost 50 %.
And increased productivity as much as 25 %.
How they make ends meet is no big secret.

gYON
O

Look into precision pre -cut By -Buk tape splices
and save something yourself.

.

Q /Splice® for 8 -track tape production

Splicette"

for cassette tape production

A & Ls many skillful

hands point
to a Complete Distribution Facility
Specializing In All Brands Of Tapes And Accessories
(Exclusive Ampex Distributor)

if

-

For in,o.matlon and samples,
oniecl Dick Donner, Sales Manager.

Y -BUK

1111,11.1M1

CALL:

COMPANY

4326 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90019
PEG. TM

Complete tape rack service
Complete consumer electronics lines
Home
Television
Auto
Color & Black & White

Telephone: (213) 937 -3511

Al Melnick

DISTRIBUTORS. INC.
Poplar 5-4300
S.E. Cor. 30th & Thompson St.

Philadelphia, Pa.
COMPANY
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fig,ormme
KURN
UNIVERSAL
IN -DASH MOUNT AM
PUSHBUTTON RADIO

UNIVERSAL
IN -DASH MOUNT AM /FM
PUSHBUTTON RADIO

$59.95 LIST

$79.95 LIST

8 -TRACK

WITH

STEREO
PROGRAM REPEAT

$96.95

°

"'

-

FROM THE BUILT -IN FM /FM MULTIPLEX RADIO
$179.95 LIST
OR FROM STEREO MICROPHONES

BM -4000

PLAY CAR STEREO CASSETTE

$99.95 LIST

8M -910
PETITE 8 -TRACK CAR STEREO

SMALL ENOUGH TO FIT ALMOST ANYWHE

$54.95 LIST

RD.

COLORFUL

DOWNEY, CA. 90241 (213)

923 -9846 TELEX 67 7470

COMMERCIAL AVE MOONACHIE, NJ 07074 (201) 9352144 TELEX 13 3351
Offices In: Los Angeles Chicago. New Jersey Hawai
Visit Our Booth APAA Show Chicago, IL Nov 9 -11 Booth No.s 4104 thru 4110

225

C

astro.soaix

DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA AUTO RADIO, INC.

9426 STEWART & GRAY

IN-DAI
RADIO 8 8 -TRACK
$149.95 LIST

THE FIRST ENDLESS CONTINUOUS

THE FIRST 8 -TRACK CAR STEREO; RECORDS

A

$39.95 LIST

LIST

8M-2900

204411d114-

WORLDS SMALLEST UNDER DASH FM CONVERTER

W.

i
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MOTIVATING DISPLAY PACKAGING
ALSO AVAILABLE ARE COUNTER AND
SELF

STACK DISPLAYS

The economic ill -wind

that has
caused the cassette to floun-

der so helplessly, has also
affected other related industries, not the least of which
is cassette accessories, a field that
has happily basked in the reflected
glory of the industry that spawned it.
Today, the mood in the area of Sc.
cessories ranges from cautious optimism to out -and -out panic. Take
Jerry Katcher of J.J. Paulson Associates, for instance. Less than a year
ago Katcher was among those people
that were predicting a rosy future for
the sleeping giant of the tape industry. Today he says, "Cassettes are
dead! Drape a black flag over them
and bury them."
Katcher explained that with the
exception of blank loaded cassettes.
for which there is still a sizable market, public acceptance of the cassette
medium has been very disappointing.
"Even in the blank cassette business, it is only the manufacturers of
top quality product that are enjoying
any real measure of success," he
continued. "Most customers are
steering clear of low -cost product because they have been caught too
often in the past with a lot of junk."
The chief executive of J.J. Paulson
Associates said his company is still
maintaining some business in blank
cassettes and carry cases. "But,"
he added, "it is less than 20 percent
of our overall business and we are
doing it only as a service to our customers who already own equipment
and require accessories and other
product to keep it functioning."
Endorsing Katcher's comments
was Herbert Bodkin, president of
Walco Electronics in New Jersey. "It

is a money loser
he said tersely,

for most people,"
"Prices are disas-

trous, and business is merely crawling along."
An embittered Bodkin laid part of
the blame on the economy; but most
of it was laid at the door of manufacturers who are dumping product
on the market at a fraction of its
original cost.
Bodkin said that blank loaded
product for which he paid more than
$1 under 18 months ago, is now being dumped on the market at 29
cents, "With the decrease in prices,"
he said,
dy, the

"product has become shodvictimized consumer has

A new caddy

for storing

cassette tapes is available

from Ampex. The unit
holds 12 tapes.

grown disillusioned, and a state of
complete chaos now exists."
Bodkin praised companies like
TDK and 3M for adhering to rigidly
high standards. "But," he lamented,
"they are in the minority. The majority of tape manufacturers are in the
price war, and they are indulging in
almost every form of unethical prac-

head cleaners, demagnetizers,
carry cases and recording micro-

are

phones.
Over at Recoton, Peter Wish, the
company's sales manager, was no
more optimistic in his view of the
future. "It is ironic," he said, "that
the tape business generally is up,
but 8 -track is enjoying more than 80
percent of overall sales figures."
Wish does not anticipate a change
in the cassette climate in the near
future. "I am afraid," he said,

tice including multiple distribution."
The Walco executive said existing
conditions have toughened the market, resulted in high returns, and
shrunk the value of his inventory.
"In desperation," he said, "I wrote

"there'll

improvement until
there is a change in the economy."
However, with a tenacious sort of
hope, Recoton continues to expand
its cassette line, adding low -cost
vinyl cases in black alligator and
psychedelic patterns for the teen-

to the Federal Trade Commission apprising them of the situation, but
they have not been very helpful."
Bodkin said that although the FTC
acknowledges the existence of the
conditions, it claims that there is
little it can do to police it at present.
"At this point," he continued, "I
confine much of my cassette business to mail order trade, and the
servicing of my regular customers.
Outside of this, I am trying to avoid
over involving myself with this

explaining the reasoning behind
this move Wish said, "We not only
hope that the winds of change will
eventually change the economic climate, but we also have a responsibility to our regular customers, and
the need to fill this responsibility
is uppermost in our minds."
Herman D. Post, president of
Robins Industries, had the most positive approach to the problem. "We
have been working closely with our
dealers and distributors in the hope
of counteracting lagging cassette
sales," he said.
"It is true," he continued, "that
economic and other conditions have
modified the anticipated growth pattern of the cassette industry, but we
feel that with patience and sane planning we could overcome the prob.
lems."
With this in mind the company
had released a six -point plan which
it hopes will help lighten some of
the gloom of the industry. They are:
I. Recognizing that the tremendous number of cassette recorders
and players in the hands of consumers will continue to be used, and
that owners are not adverse to relatively minor expenditures for accessories that will keep their equipment
playing at its best.
2. Packaging for attractive display and impulse purchase which has
always been the main route to volume sales of accessories.
3. Stressing to distributors that
lagging sales and the present
squeeze of high ticket equipment
items can be overcome by a more
regular flow of low- ticket accessories
with their higher markups.
4. Maintaining "inflation fighter"
specials to make it easier for distributors and dealers to stock wanted accessories as selling such merchandise depends heavily on display.
5. Producing new products such
as prerecorded test tapes and carry
cases, reuse prevention top removers
and rerecord.
6. Selling for the times.
In

medium."
The same gloomy cassette picture
has been painted by Leslie Dame,
vice president, sales, Le -Bo Products.
Dame complained that low -end equipment and blank loaded cassettes, as
well as high -priced prerecorded material were all coming together to
hurt the market.
"As a result," he continued, "we
are having a lot of difficulty convincing our dealers and distributors that
they should stock cassette product.
Most of them do not want to touch

it."

He added that the growing price
war, and the accompanying influx of

By Radcliffe Joe

no

ager.

-

The
accessible
accessories

be

shoddy product in the blank cassette
field was doing nothing to help the
present situation.
"However," he continued hopefully, "we are not writing off the
cassette business as a total loss.
In fact, we cannot do so. We are too
committed to our regular customers.
"So, even though our cassette
accessory business has dwindled to
just about 20 percent of our total
sales, we are still putting out product and looking to the new year with
a certain amount of optimism."
Among the new cassette accessories being manufactured by Le -Bo

Mishil011111111
{

e,/

Duotone offers a cassette
carry case which holds 30
tapes.

variety of Audio Magnetics' cassettes fits neatly in
a counter rack for point -ofpurchase sales.
A
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As enormous sales -wise
as they are compact size -wise.

MUSIC PRODUCTS, INC.,
BROOKLYN. N.Y.

TAPE CARTRIDGE AND CASSETTE CARRYING CASES
HANDSOME

Durable hardshell models
constructed to the highest
standards. Covered in the best
leather -grain and "wet look"

vinyls. Saddle- stitched tops
and bottoms.

CONVENIENT
Models designed to hold from
12 to 36 tape cartridges, and
from 12 to 30 tape cassettes.
Rayon -flocked, high- impact
styrene compartments used
exclusively.

PROTECTIVE

PORTABLE

Precision- designed to hold

Comfortable, molded low -

tape libraries snugly, dirt -anddust -free. Fully lined with bright
red velour. Fully padded tops.

profile plastic handles on all
models. Heavy nickel -plated
hardware with locks and keys.
Luggage, attache and fashion
styling available.

AND ALL PRICED TO SELL BETTER AND FASTER, AT HIGH PROFIT.
CONTACT: Ess

& Ess

Music Products, Inc., 95 Grand Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205

www.americanradiohistory.com

Phone: 212 -ST 9 -3060

The cassette industry is now starting to "boom" on
the Continent. Blanks and prerecorded music are

both being discovered by Europeans.

The Fuse lit;
The explosion
is coming!
By Richard Robson

prerecorded tape will
represent nearly 10

percent of total

United Kingdom music sales by the end
of this year. Although the
figure is some way behind
the rest of Europe -cassettes
and cartridges are estimated
to have a 28 percent share in
Norway, 24 percent in Italy
and 20 percent in Germany
-the long- awaited tape explosion is coming, with the
fuse already fizzling.
This year, the tape operations will have spent between
them over $2.4 million on
new duplicating equipment,
massive sales drives and bigger catalogues in their biggest effort to break into the
music market in this country.
The establishment of such
giants as the Pye -GRT consortium, Precision, and the
European Ampex operation
underlines the confidence
tape companies have in the
U.K.
Decca's first British tape
release
last month now
means that every major record company is issuing product on cassette and cartridge.
Philips, EMI, Decca. Precision and CBS have their own
duplicating facilities and with

the independent Metrosound
company, service the smaller
labels.
Although everyone pre
dicts a fierce battle between
the two configurations, cassette sales are already beginning to surge ahead. One of
-

the factors contributing to
the swing is undoubtedly the
comparative lack until recently of much 8 -track hardware, and strong market
pointers came earlier this
year when Ampex and RCA,
staunch cartridge supporters,
both introduced cassette catalogues.
Philips first hit on the cas
sette configuration in 1962
when looking at ways of simplifying the basic open reel
principle, and launched the
system in Europe and the
U.K. four years later. The
company deliberately did not
patent the idea preferring to
offer the configuration to any
manufacturer who was prepared to produce cassette to
a
standard laid down by
Philips.
Initially, the firm went for
the home market and it has
only been this year, with the
introduction of the Philips
N2602 car player, that it his
gone for the automotive market which currently accounts
for early all 8- track's sales.
One of the biggest problems has been making the
consumer aware of the new
tape configuration. Again
Philips has done a great deal
to tell the man in the street
about cassettes and since
1966, has spent over $1.2
million on promotion.
Comments the company's
tape product manager Roy
Tempest: "Although 1971 is
going to be the real breakthrough, it has started this
year. Three years ago, if you
stopped 100 people in London, maybe 10 percent would
know of the existence of the
cassette. Today the figure is

-

perhaps 30 to 35
better
percent of the consumer market know there is another
tape system besides open

reel."
At the moment, there are

about 3,000 titles available
on cassette from the various
companies and prerecorded
sales are rapidly catching up
with those of blank. The ratio
at the moment is about three
or four blanks to one prerecorded which has come
down from seven to one.
But some of the biggest
advances since the introduction of the cassette system,
have been made in the quality of hardware. Philips Electrical offers an extensive
range of hardware from the
cheek portable models to stereo home unit systems while
several smaller manufacturers such as Kellar Electronics
and Metrosound are producing highly sophisticated players.

This year has also seen
big drives from Japanese
manufacturers,
particularly
Sanyo and Sony which both
have U.K. offices and are
pushing themselves firmly
into the equipment market.
The Dolby "B- type" circuit, a simplified version of
the company's professional
studio noise reduction system used in sound centers all
over the world, has been a
big step forward for cassette
quality. Incorporated in play.
ers and used with Dolbyized
tapes, the revolutionary new
circuit virtually eliminates the
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annoyingly high level of hiss
on cassettes.
One of the other problems
facing the software manufacturers is the record dealer's
continuing resistance to tape.
Retailers still view cassettes
and cartridges as a bit of a
gimmick and are skeptical of
the industry's prediction that
tape sales will be level with
disc by 1980.
Low dealer discount
mainly 25 percent -ways of
displaying product and the
high pilferage risk are all difficulties retailers have to contend with when tape at the
moment is only contributing
a small part of their annual
turnover.
Several tape manufacturers are trying to arrange tie ups with garage chains, to
service the motorists, and
Philips recently concluded a
deal with General Motors for
the selling of tape through
150 car showrooms. Ampex
is particularly active in the
non -record outlets and has
distribution deals with several labels for specifically selling product to garage chains
and filling stations.
This year has also seen the
introduction of budget tapes
to the U.K. market. The first
major company to smash the
price barrier was Precision
which last month released 20
albums retailing at only $3

-

each against the normal cassette price of $5. The company plans to make further
low -price releases about once

month.
The launch of this new line
has been backed up by a
completely new concept in
tape packaging using 71
inch by 71/2 inch "mini
sleeve" attached to one side
of the tape case, creating a
self -contained, free -standing
display. The front of the
sleeve carries a photograph
of the artist together with the
title of the album while comprehensive track and sleeve
notes are included on the
a

back.
The company claims the
new packaging minimizes pilferage and is regarded as a
major breakthrough in the
problem of displaying tape

product.
Arrowtabs, a photographic
accessory and home movie
distributor, has made its first
venture into the music industry with a range of low -price
cassettes, while more budget
lines are expected on the
market by the end of the year
from Metrosound and Pickwick. Philips is also looking
into the possibility of low price product.
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ESPO - SUPERLINE
CASSETTE PACKAGING SYSTEM
ADDING RECORDING
IDENTIFICATION TAG

CASSETTE
LABELING

_A

PLASTIC Box
ASSEMBLY
AND CASSETTE
INSERTION

t

i

t

OUR NEWEST HIT

LABELING PLASTIC BOX
(

DOTI, SIDES ANO /TETOPI

the combined

`,1

duplicator -and
cassette -winder first
to be seen at the

HANNOVER

444
AIDING

\

FAIR

PLASTIC WRAPPING

Mr/ AUTOMATION

W CONSULTANTS

ESPO ENGINEERING CORP.

I

5334 WEST 65TH STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60638
PHONE (312) 581-0123

cut down your
costs
by using the

CASSETTE RADIO TUNER

ASONA- CASSETTES -SYSTEM

Convert Your Cassette
Recorder to a Radio!

For further i nformation wire or write to:

`,
l
AU Y I -th^8000

Simply insert this cartridge into your recorder
as you would a tape cartridge. Press the
play button, & pick up any AM or FM
stations in your area.
Control volume from your recorder.
Here's an option that doubles the enjoyment
8 value of your tape recorder!

Munich 22, West Germany
Ing. A. Kurzeder Stollbergstrasse 17

tel. 0811/225057

cable: ASONA- Munich

AM MODEL CASSETTE TUNER
FM MODEL CASSETTE TUNER

Write To:

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
752 West End Avenue -Suite 1633 -New York Cily 10025
P.O. Box 517 -F.O.R. Station -New York City 10022

ANNOUNCING AN EFFECTIVE NEW
CONTAINER IDEA FROM NARTRANS
THE FIRST COMPLETELY HEAT-SEALED, DUST-PROOF,
VINYLCASSETTE STORAGE ALBUMS

PROFITABLY DESIGNED FOR YOU!

4tr,

Akel

rill

4- copocity:Fiis

in

glove compartment

v
12-copocily:Alburr-s ate indexed

6- capacity

8- capacity

[-I
16- capacity

,

ALL

ALBUMS AVAILABLE

IN A WIDE VARIETY OF
PLAIN ANDTEXTURED VINYLS

:Casse!tesfitsnjyin place
1

ALSO AVAILABLE: An 8- capacity 4 &8 track cartridge album and a

RIGHT OFF THE
DRAWING BOARDS:

64- capacity cassette tray.
For more

information call

allNARTRANS CORPORATION

Distributor

Subsidiary of North American Rockwell Corporation

6- DRAWER CASSETTE FIUNG CABINET

Mateo Street / Los Angeles,California
TELEPHONE (213)627-8061
531S.

HOLDS 384 UNITS, IDEAL FOR OFFICES,
LIBRARIES,TAPE DIPUCATORS,ETC.

LES SFTIELMAN,NATIONAL SALES MANAGER
J. LES CRAIG. MARKETING MANAGER
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inquiry
invited for
Distributorships
in

selected
areas
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It's the age of
Continued from page

C -5

"We are seeing so many
more non -music applications
for blank cassettes," asserts
Warren Simmons, Ampex's
audio
products manager,

magnetic tape division. "It's
so handy for the ready transmission of information. We
ourselves are using blank
cassettes in a newsletter
form. Cassettes are recorded
at headquarters which provide up -to -date information
for our sales force on a bi
monthly basis."

executive cites Pan
Am's new cassette tour tapes
as a new consumer offering
and the educational market is

a C

self-expression

-60." Ampex's price struc-

ture at retail goes as follows:
C -30: $1.98; C -60: $2.25; C90: $3.54; C -120: $3.98.
This last length accounts for
from 5 to 7 percent of Ampex's blank cassette sales.
Last

year

an

estimated

6,929,527 8 -track and cassette recorders were sold in
the United States. From blank

sales, it appears that the ma-

jority of the purchasers purchased their purchase for

self -expression and not to
buy music off the top LP

charts.
t h e
Audio
Magnetics,
eight -year -old California firm
recently sold to Mattel, is
deeply involved in the manu-

facture of blank cassette tape
for consumer, educational
and private label clients. A
walk through Audio's Gardena factory reveals a profusion of famous name companies for whom the manu-

facturer is private labelling
stock.

Recognizing the vast po-

tential of the educational
field, Audio formed an educational department under a
very pretty redhead, Sharyl
Story, and began servicing
schools with a specially designed series of A/V Educator Compact Cassette tapes
in

10, 20, 30, 40, 60 and

120 -minute lengths.
case is manufactured in two
colors, one side black, the
other white.
Each

Since beginning its drive

into the schools last November, Audio's educational sales
have been rising on the average of 20 percent each
month. There are over 70
audio visual dealers offering
the product to their schools,
with college kids using the
120 -minute length for taping
classroom lectures.

Certron Corp., which has
had its ups and downs,

this

summer formed an audio visual education department to
after the youth market.
Certron's answer to schools
having to face rising costs for
go

The

burgeoning field. Cassettes
are delivered to the student
in blank form and are then
recorded on the spot for a
learning lesson.
a

other than entertainment forms, blank cassettes
(called "live tape" at Ampex's Redwood City offices)
are referred to as a "fast,
sure media for getting information out to the field" by
Simmons.
In

Total Tape Duplicating
«Building Block'';
CASSETTE TO CASSETTE, REEL TO CASSETTE,
The Telex series 235-1 is more than just another tape duplicating system. It is

concept based
on modular "building blocks" which complement each other and provide total flexibility for tape
duplicating. It solves the problems of interfacing between open reels and cassettes. It is a system
designed for future expansion. Engineered to make tapes of true, professional quality. And it's
priced within your budget.
a

While Ampex has only been

offering

consumers one

standard quality blank cassette -the 361 -the company will shortly debut a new
improved tape -the 362

-

with reported new improved
oxides and produced through
new manufacturing processes The time lengths for both
tapes are 30 -60 -90 and 120

minutes. "We have not seen
a general need for any shorter lengths in the educational
field, like five to 10 minutes
a side.
Ampex

educator
series of 30 and 60- minute
tapes called the 291 tapes,
with special packaging and
labelling. The teacher or student can type on the tape box
the name of the subject under scrutinization.
has

an

The Telex system consists of only five basic units.
1.
Solid state modular electronics containing amplifiers, meters and
controls. This unit works with any combination of ten cassette or
reel slaves.
2. Cassette master play transport.
3. Open -reel master play transport.
4. Cassette slave record transport. Records three cassettes simultaneously.
5. Open -reel slave record transport.
The five units are totally compatible. Intermix cassette and open -reel master or slave

transports to suit your duplicating requirements; cassette to cassette, reel to cassette,
reel to reel, or even cassette to reel. All units fit into table top consoles of uniform
size so when your requirements change, you just add more units. It's that simple.
Telex series 235 -1 is heavy duty equipment with hysteresis synchronous
motor tape drives, momentary push button controls and time delay circuits
for smooth, positive tape handling. Selected premium grade duplicator heads
provide long life and excellent frequency response. And fail safe, automatic
features enable non -technical personnel to operate the system efficiently.
Telex "building blocks" make a totally flexible and complete
duplicating system. It's the sensible approach, designed to
meet your needs today, next month and in the years
to come. Made in the U.S. to professional standards.
Systems start at 81860.

Informing educators about
specially prepared tapes is a
selling job, Simmons admits.
"We are not moving as rapidly in this field as I'd like to
be," he further admits. The
60-minute tape appears to be
the best length: technically,
soundwise and saleswise. "If
someone wants to duplicate
an album, one side

will fit on

C -20
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1

equipment is an inexpensive
cassette which schools can
buy in large quantities for
pennies," explains the company's Al Kovac.

merchandisers

mass

as

Sears, J.C. Penney's, Radio

Shack, S.S. Kresge, Western
Auto, W.T. Grant and Thrifty
Drugstores.

"Blank cassettes are lead-

For the

ing a revolution in communi-

businessman,

blanks offers

cation for American industry,
education and business,"
boasts a happy Iry Katz,

a

a

respite from

paper avalanche. Take show

business attorney Dick Hirsh.
Sitting in his Century City

president of Audio Magnetics.
Audio's American and Mexican factories are both busy

office across from 20th Century Fox in West Los Angeles.

manufacturing casette blanks
for consumer and educational marketplaces. Audi o's
product is sold through such

sette portable, slips in

Hirsh pulls out his office casa

tape

marked CEB (California Con-

tinuing Education of the Bar)
and begins listening to a lec-

ture on medical malpractice.
The topic is far afield from
writing contracts for artists.
Hirsh has been listening to
the tapes from the State Bar
of California as produced by
the Berkeley campus of the
University of California's Extension program for two

the new law and we have the
advantage of listening during
hours when we wouldn't be
doing legal work, like driving
in

a

car.

Hirsh claims listening to
the lectures and topics has
helped hone his skills. He
has picked up pointers which
have helped his own litiga-

years.

tions. "If you pick up one or
two points, it can mean the
whole difference in settling
a matter of advising a client."

He finds the tapes valu-

able because in his words:

"There's so much law being
developed that it's impossible for the attorney to keep
up with everything. The tapes
give us a brief summary of

Hirsh points
out, get into areas of law
"which one wouldn't normal
The tapes,

ly sit down and start reading

about," The sound quality
of the lectures is "not the
best," Hirsh says, "but it's
adequate for spoken word."
Hirsh says he's heard medical tapes which sound the
same quality -wise, "I know
doctors who use them in their
cars primarily in between
hospital calls. The main thing

that the tapes summarize
developments which the average attorney couldn't devote
the time to look into and inis

vestigate. The CEB tapes
(duplicated by Certron) run
in price from $9 for an hour
on developments in franchis-

ing to $35 for a four -hour
tape on "Practice Under the
Tax Reform Act" to $90 for

with
Simplicity

a 16 -hour

State Electronics. Sias
oscillator module and two or
lour channel amplifiers.
Solid

EEL TO REEL

Open Reel Slave.
track. Had track

Quartar track

7.5. 15105.
t

2

Full
or 2 channel.

or

4

channel.
Cassette Slave. 3.75 7.5 or 7.5 15
IPS. Half track
or 2 channel. Quarter
track 2
channel

Or

1

Open Reel Master. 7.5 15
IPS. Full track. Half track
or 2 channel. Quarter track
2 or 4 channel.
1

PRODUCTION CAPACITY
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Individuals are using cassette recorders for many personal reasons, but Thomas
Dempsey,
marketing vice
president for BASF Systems,
relates one recent incident
with a tone of admiration in
his voice. "I read that a guy
on one of three hijacked
planes had a cassette recorder with him and he recorded
the whole hijacking incident,
from the first notice right up
to the explosions. He had it
on his lap and he sold the
tape to the Columbia Broadcasting System. It shows what
a cassette can do."

mass appeal activities, Demp5

Day

sey points to such large com46

290
360

10

120

600

21
24

.68

30

3ao

a
8

syllabus on "Significant Developments in California Procedure." The back inside
cover of the May 1970 CEB
catalog shows a photo of a
portable cassette player on a
tray table, a large ice cube
in a drink, a man resting in
a lounge chair and a CEB
tape near the player. The alfresco setting portends relaxation.

Granted, that is a bizarre,
isolated incident. In terms of

art 15 WS

ro988w.,w1.0,44.3

C.

30 444869.

Baal

tape and 150 -page

1344

9730

6

e<

672

9360
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100e0

0

1m

1006

804e

panies as Metropolitan Life
and John Hancock as two
users of cassettes for busi-

12

zo

1

192

ñ

eo

ness communication for their

io0

staffs.
Cassette Master. 7.5 -15105. Half
eck 2 channel. Quarter track 2 or
4 channel.

PRODUCTS

CIF

SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX®
COMMUNICATION. DIVISION
9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420

Export: Royal Sound Company, Inc., 409 North Main Street, Freeport. New York 11520 USA. Cable: Royabound Freeportny
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"Companies are using cassettes to improve communication with their salesmen.
Some companies are mailing
a cassette right to the salesman's home. He's receiving
information on how to sell
and motivate clients. This
while business communicaContinued on page C -22
C -21
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It's the age of

self-expression
kids turning in their notes on
cassettes." Teachers will
have to have good hearing as

place the note book within
five years. Desks will be
equipped with jacks for kids
to plug in a machine and record the lecture. I can see

Continued from page C -21
tions area has a tremendous
growth potential.
"In the educational field,
believe the cassette will reI

prerequisite for working in
the new environment of an
audio /visual classroom, he
a

concedes.

BUY MAGNADYNE.

e

Dempsey's salesmen
have cassette recorders and
they do their call reports on
tape. There are two girls in
Dempsey's Middlesex (Mass.)
All

e

Lowest Cost

Professional 8-Track

Duplicator

.r

Turnpike office who transcribe the information. "lt
saves the field guys a hell of
a lot of time in not having
to do a lot of writing. I and
some of my managers send
out general information, but
we still haven't changed over
100 percent to cassette communication because there are
some things which have to

FEATURES:

Records

all eight
hacks in a single pass
Will feed from 10'
hub or
reel

r

Winds directly

onto

cartridge hub
Fully Automatic

Operates

Slave

System:

2 Slave

ostnbnled
Aven

capacity: 25 tapes per hour

More

$2.500.00

at 15 IPS

slaves can be added

by

tapes Nnbm,lee

Tog MACRAME CORPORATION 8973

W.

Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90035 /1213) 2780107

The growth of the blank

tape market for non -music
applications will not be af-

fected by economic fluctuations the way prerecorded
music tapes are, Dempsey
asserts. "Music is a leisure
time item and leisure time
products are the first to suffer and last to recover. People first give up their leisure
expenses
for necessities.
Business communication and
education aren't e i s u r e
items, so don't look for any
negative influence in the development of these two
areas."
l

I

BASF's cassette tapes cover the regular span of 30 to

120 minutes (18- micron tape
is used for the C -30 and C60; 12 microns for the C -90
and 9 microns for the C120.)
BASF sells 99 percent o
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blank cassette tapes in the
automotive field."
The blank cassette field is

"a super competitive market
because you can buy the
same size reel for from $1

to $5 and looking at the tape,
the customer has a hard time
telling which is which. But
he's starting to invest in
quality products because the
other stuff (white box tapes)
doesn't last long enough, has
bad quality and causes trou.
ble in the machine."

of mono record players, RCA
recently introduced a budget
line of blanks called Vibrant
as a cousin to the Red Seal
line. "We brought out Vibrant
because we felt there is a
definite need for a budget
line," explains Arthur Fritog,
manager of audio products,
RCA Magnetic Products Division.
The Red Seal line electron-

ically is a much better product which can be used for
stereo recordings. While Vibrant tapes can be used for
stereo work, it does not have
Red Seal's ability to pick up
a broad sound spectrum. Vibrant's priceline goes thusly:
30 minutes, $1.39; 60 minutes $1.69 and 90 minutes
$2.49. RCA will have a 120 minute length next year.
There is no interest in anything below 30 minutes for
consumer use. The company
does, however, plan a full
line of blanks for the educational field for next year. "We
are just now developing a distribution setup for the educational field," Fritog says.
The RCA logo produces an

e Warwick's 501W,,
Part
1

tuen

Siegs tongs Prom

Sesame

ttreet

Scepter Tapes
254 West 54th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019. (212)

C-22

accessory stores because 8track car units didn't have a
record feature. But with
Chrysler introducing a cassette with a record feature,
it's the first step and others
will undoubtedly follow, and
it will create a demand for

Due to the preponderance

Recommend
America's No.1
Budget Line

Jerry Geller

to large retailers. New outlets as Dempsey sees them
are drug jobbers and record
rack jobber. "Blank tape
really hasn't been in auto

CI

5 -2170

image of quality with consumers right from the start,
Fritog feels, "so we have to
be very cognizant of our
image when we introduce
new products."
other manufacpiqued and worried

RCA, like

turers

is
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about the plethora of cheaply
made blanks which finds its
way into some mass merchandising outlets or audio
stores. Fritog has a "gut
feeling" that people are starting to recognize that brand
name blank tapes are better
than unkown brands which
turn out to be anything but
first line merchandise.

actly how they sound when
they propose things and taping concerts or live performances right in the concert
hall. "I feel the term industrial usage is being overdone.
Salesmen are dictating into
their machines as they go
from one call to the next, but
there are uses for blank tape
whcih we don't know about

"People are creating new
usages for blank tape all the
time," he says, citing these
two examples: taping a citizens group or PTA meeting
so that speakers can hear ex-

NOW...
A TAPE

DUPLICATOR
FOR CHAMPAGNE

involving individuals. People
tend to overlook the fact that
individuals are using blank
cassettes for all sorts of

things."
Like recording music off

the radio. Or taping other
people's albums. According
to one executive at Bell &
Howell,

daughter tapes music off the

the music,

teens to seek out these
means of obtaining the ma-

can't get the music in the
stores, they're taping it off
the radio and from albums.

terial.

"Since

prerecorded
cassettes are not as available
as some people would like it
to be, people are fulfilling
their desires in other ways.
Initially music stores stocked

but

then

they

backed away and didn't reorder in depth, and when kids

"This is one major reason
for the move toward blank
cassettes."
Continued on page C -24

It shouldn't

happen to
a dealer...

°.

TASTES & BEER
POCKETBOOKS

Ever wanted a slice of the billion- dollar -a -year tape duplicating market? Here's your
chance. The new, high -fidelity
Gauss 800 16:1 Tape Duplicator is designed for high speed
16 times the
tape dubbing
original recording speed. Let's
you duplicate dozens of cassettes in minutes. It's a gold

"

-

-

mine for any enterpreneur,
music organization or group to
duplicate and sell original

"The big TDK 2 -for -8 fall special, that is. Imagine, just when we've been
rolling along merrily, week after week, increasing our TDK sales -easy, quick,
trouble -free sales- increasing from month to month, and giving us handsome
profits with full customer satisfaction.
"Now TDK disturbs all this with a new, big, heavy give -away promotion.
Imagine a two- for -eight TDK cassette offer. Two, four, six, eight; who do we
appreciate? TDK, of course -and all of a sudden that beautiful, steady
monthly increase is being disturbed. By nobody else but the TDK people
themselves. You know what the TDK people are telling us? "We are going to
assist you to increase your sales now in the next three months -not by 20 or
30 or 40 %, but by 100% or 200 %." Who knows where it may end?
"Just because TDK makes the best magnetic tape in the world and just
because we make oodles of money on It, does that give them the right to force
me into more sales and more profits without even asking me whether I want
the bother? But that's what they're going to do, by sending more people into
my store -people who have heard they can get two free cassettes, either
C60SD or C9OSD, with every purchase of eight
"Imagine the trouble I'll be going through ordering, reordering, needing
delivery real quick so my customers won't get angry, and reordering again.
And the trouble counting profits, big profits, every month. The trouble
placing ads in my local newspapers and radio stations, with the extra
advertising allowance TDK is giving me for this campaign. And then, when
have rolled up the really big TDK profits, what shall have to gripe about
when I go home to my wife? Not a thing. As said, it shouldn't happen to a
dealer. But it already did."
I

I

music to a music -hungry market. Convenient front panel
controls permit easy operation
by anyone. It's the finest,
fastest machine ever devised
for Champagne Tastes ... and
Beer Pocketbooks. A quality
product ... built by Gauss ..
the leader in high speed tape
duplicating. Send for complete
information today.

I

Here are the details on the big TDK 2-for-8 fall special:
With purchase of any eight TDK SD cassettes, two more free.
For easy handling, cassettes come packed ten to a self -display carton.
Regular advertising co -op reinforced by special promotion allowances.
Heavy advertising in Esquire, Playboy and other nationwide periodicals
as well as local newspapers throughout the country.

'9,1t4
M

`a

Window streamers, etc.

"

ilaa

"

gags

whose teen-age

radio, the lack of prerecorded
music cassettes in stores
around the country has forced

.

e
n

You're assured of all TDK goodies in addition to this outstanding fall
promotion that will help you increase your TDK sales in the 1970 season by
tremendous percentages. Ask your TDK Representative or Salesman for
full details. This fall special expires at midnight, November 30, 1970.

TD K

World's

leader

in

tape technology since 1932,

TOK ELECTRONICS CORP.

Gauss Electrophysics
An MCA Tech. Division
11822 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles, Califomla 90064
(213) 478 -0261

LONG IoLANO CITY, NEW YORK 11103
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TRACK BLANKS

1

BUYERS ! ! !

THE FINEST

FEATURE

INCLUDING

SELLERS ! ! !

Continued from page

full service
company, able to fill
your needs with quality
products, quickly !

looking at the introduction of a C -45 blank
to help people in the recording of an album on one cassette. The C -45 could be
available by Jan. 1. The corn
pany has 30, 60 and 90minute blanks in its two quality lines, the HD Series of
standard quality tape and a
UHD Series of low noise
tapes.

We are a

Lear Jet Cartridge
RCA Tape

-

!

Highest Quality

MUSIC: closeout

standard
DUPLICATING
BLANKS: 8 track
cassette

Ready to Record
One Year Warranty

TAPE
EQUIPMENT
PARTS

FULL ACCESSORY LINE
For 8 Track and
Cassette Players

CASES
For more Information
Write or Phone

ACCESSORIES

ARNOLD ASSOCIATES

Specialty Sounds

15 Lantern Lane,
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034
Tel. (609) 667 -6479,

33490 Groesbeck
Fraser, Mi. 48026
(313) 294 -5200

It's the age of

(609) 933 -2500

..

.

Say You Saw It in Billboard

The iron oxide tape has been

B &H is

-

series sells 30
minutes for $1.39; 60 for
$1.69 and 90 for $2.49. The
UHD Series goes for $2.25,
The

HD

shown to some duplicators
and the company is considering debuting it to the public
by next spring if it ascertains

there is a market for this kind
of product. The new B &H
product would retail for
around 20 percent higher
than existing iron oxide tapes.
The growth of the "com-

munications business" has
been helped in part in the
opinion of Bill Goldstein of
Audio Devices by the influ
ence of custom duplicators.
Why custom duplicators?

$2.65 and $3.95.
The company has also de-

premium tape with
a broader frequency response
as a fallout product from its
instrumentation tape line.
veloped

when answering ads

C -23

a

self-expression

When the bottom fell out
of

the

custom

duplicating

business this summer, and
as they stood with under capacity production lines, they
began to think about dupli-

cating non -music items. One
product which a number of
New York area custom duplicators have become involved with are books, Goldstein says. "They are pushing
book publishers to put their
works on tape for sale to libraries.
have a friend who
is a salesman for a publisher
and he says tape sales to
libraries now account for a
major portion of his revenue."
I

Custom duplicators are
giving Audio Devices more
business now than ever before, according to Goldstein,
the vice president of marketing and sales. And it's because of the non -music involvements. (The company
line of 30, 40, 60,
90 and 120 -minute blanks.)
also has

a

communications goals, Audio Devices
has purchased duplicating
equipment from Infonics and
is gearing up to begin sending out news and sales blurbs
to its 40 -50 salesmen. This
program starts in the latter
part of the fiscal year.
For

its

own

another communications level, blank cassettes
are being used by organizations for the blind, where
portability of equipment is a
major bonus.
On

All around us the mood of
self- expression

being exsense it allows

plored. In a
everyone to be

The only thing you'll ever get from
a bent horifis a sour note.
Unless you're selling the best in tape, you can expect a lot of sour notes among the sweet.
One way to tell which Is best Is by looking at the guarantee. Ours is guaranteed unconditionally.
All Maxell tapes must perform to your standards or we'll replace them, pronto, with no
questions asked.
The Maxell neme tells you It's a tape Incorporating the highest professional standards of the
sound recording field, be it tape for cassette, cartridge, reel -to -reel or duplicating.
Amateur or pro, there's a Maxell tape for every artist who walks into your store. As they say,
sell the pro and the rest is easy. And that's about the sweetest kind of profit you can make.

5

doubled

frequencyLchpranteraistle oft 0,000 Hz. N ratio S
higher than moat tapes. rAvafillable in
and au- minute cassettes.
SMELL LOW NOISE CASSETTE TAPE -Perfect tape for general use. Special refinements
prevent state, reduce or eliminate noise, magnetic field copying. Available In e0-, 54 and
120,minute eaesetrea.

is

a

"star."

There's a
Forbes
inYour

Future.
If there isn't, there
hould be!

Forbes

[Ei Electronics,Inc.
Mills Industrial Park
Mldd etown, New York 10940
e1.

914.692 -4451

For details on the complete line of Massif professional tapes, write

maxelle
Maxell Corp. of America

ADVERTISING IN

BUSINESSPAPER

Dept. B-4, 501 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
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CASSETTES ARE COMING
Continued from page

C -3

Compatibility is important
in the quadrasonic concept.
That is, 4- channel cassettes
must be playable on all
stereo and mono equipment
without the loss of any program information -even ambience channels -and without compromising the cassette's potential for quality
sound reproduction.

More importantly, the in-

dustry is striving to eliminate
three pitfalls plaguing it:
noise, frequency response
and flutter.
On noise:

merger of cassette
recorders and component
equipment has further enhanced the configuration.
Many manufacturers are offering complete compact music systems and FM receivers
that include built in cassette
record and playback facilities
as an integral part of their
design. These combination
units contain all the conveniences of standard music systems with the added advantage of a stereo cassette record /playback as a built in
function of the unit.

High quality cassette decks
have been introduced incor-

porating built in Dolby noise
reduction circuits which auto-

matically lowers normal tape
hiss

without

affecting the

natural sound quality of the

prerecorded

actual recording.

settes can only be played
back on units incorporating

Dolby, while improving the

signal to noise ratio, does
little to improve frequency response, distortion, wow and
flutter. Its virtues, however,
are offset by the lack of com-

Dolbyized

cas-

the Dolby principle.
Ampex feels there is some
demand -however small
Dolbyize a few select classical titles so that there will be

patibility, which means that

-to

Continued on page
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The

Although still in the rudimentary
stage,
cassette
changers are available, and
most all operate on the same
principle as a record changer

-stacking.
Norelco has a circulator
which flips each cassette over
so that when program 1 on
the pile is completed, the recorder automatically begins
playing program 2 on the
same pile. (The Qatron cartridge changer operates on
the carousel principle, utilizing up to 12 cartridges arranged vertically.)
More cassette changers
will be available, like Benjamin /Lento's 24- cassette automatic changer which uses
the Staar system and Panasonic's 20- cassette changer
deck. Sony is planning a cassette player with automatic
reverse and a paddle -wheel
dispenser to provide continuous play for 24 cassettes.
The

Staar system plays
both sides of the cassette before going to the next. Similar automatic reversing mechanisms are employed in
some single- cassette players,
and the Staar system's automatic -stop,
automatic -eject
feature is available even for
players without the automatic reverse.

Model 98a Component -type
9 -Track Stereo Tape Cartridge
Player with AM /FM /FM
Stereo Radio

Model 402
Portable a -Track Stereo Tape Cartridge
Player with AM /FM /FM Stereo Radio

Model MO
rack Stereo Tape Cartridge Player
Compact 8.T
a- Track

-'

with AM /FM /FM Stereo Radio

Model 506
-PortawIeCasselteTape Player /Recorder
with AM /FM /FM Stereo Radio

t$t$@ /.\( v
394E
I

Model 314
Compact Portable B -Track Stereo Tape Cartridge Piayer

Deluxe Portable

-

8 -Track

I

Stereo Tepe Cartridge Player

Exactly what you want
that's what Toyo offers you:
The world's most complete and versatile quality line of 8 -track
cartridge players, cassette recorder /players and AM /FM /FM
Stereo receivers in combinations to suit any requirement. Choose
among more than 20 models that offer clear, rich and life -like
sound, beautifully styled for portability and use In the home, in
your car, den, office or boat. For plug -In AC, auto /boat power
or batteries. Two -piece "snap- together" portables that can be
separated for wide, true stereo. Anything from single- function,
compact tape players to complete home or portable stereo
systems. With many conveniences and features, such as automatic cassette reversing, unequalled in this moderate price
range. Suggested retail prices from $39.95 to $199.95.

Listen to

Listen

a

Toyo today.

tD-IJD

RADIO COMPANY OF AMERICA, INCORPORATED
1842 -B WEST 169TH

STREET

NOVEMBER '7; 1970, BILLBOARD,-'

GARDENA, CALIFORNIA

90247
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Overland

PRODUCTS COMPANY

CASSETTES ARE COMING
Continued from page

C -25

some product to play an the
new Dolby cassette recorders

from Advent, Fisher, Harman
Kardon and Vivitar. The Advent Dolby unit can be added
to an existing cassette deck.

-

You can rely on the nation's largest producar of metal
components used in Cassettes and Cartridges. Contact
us todayt

Constant Product improvement and Development
Lowest Prices
Quality and Service
Standard or Special Design Components

POverland
P.O. Box 6

PRODUCTS COMPANY

Ph.

402- 721 -7270

On

flutter:

though, need to be upgraded
to supply more adequate power. Flutter is down to inaudi-

bility

the better models,
with measurements as low as
0.2 percent. Distortion is now
running 2 to 4 percent at

maximum recording levels.

Manufacturers are designing equipment with more precision to eliminate eccentricity in moving parts; motors,

Only in expensive cassette

playback machines have designers raised frequency (up
to about 12,500 Hz at the

di

a

special

With auto manufacturers
finally giving the green light

to cassette producers, many
envision cassettes slowly tak-

ing over the car market. Many
of the manufacturers who
have

On frequency response:

Fremont. Nebraska 66025

let

in

1% ips speed) via
playback head.

specialized in 8 -track
car players are beginning to
produce cassette units or

compatible cartridge / cassette players. Some offer a
cassette adapter for 8 -track
players. and others are introducing multiformat recorders
for home use, notably from
Sony and Roberts. The latter
company has one model that
will record on open reel, 8track cartridge and cassette.
Many auto cassette units

meet all your tape
production needs
We offer winders and automatic

splicers which have become the
industry standard the world over.
The Electro Sound 100.48C,
for both cartridges and cassettes.
is the most widely used tape
winding unit.

The Model 200 automatic tape
splicer (shown here mounted on
the winder for cassette operation) is tops in popularity because,
atmodestcost, it greatly increases
production and makes uniform,

perfect splices.

Audio offers a full program to put
you in the tape duplicating business. We can set up a fully operating plant with the remarkably
versatile ES 4000 high speed
duplicator system.

include a mono record function providing an extra feature not found on many 8track equivalent units. Continuous loop cassettes (from
TDK), the increasing number
of automatic reversible units,
and a new breed of combination auto FM stereo radio and
cassette players only enhance
the configuration in the vehicle.

another area of improvement, new cassette blanks
containing special formula
tapes are also being marketed to improve the basic
performance of the recorder.
In

TDK's C -90 Super Dynamic tape is capable of extending the high- frequency
response of most cassette recorders to a higher limit (frequency response is from 30
to 20,000 Hz, with a virtually
flat response curve from 50
to 10,000 Hz).

Duplicators are using tape
which is capable of being
saturated with as much as 5

Billboard
Write or call
Milton Gelfand
for the finest
in tape production
equipment

AUDIOMATIC CORPORATION
237 West 54th Street
NY NY 10019
(212) 582-4870

has

the..` W sitle scorn
on

Tape

Billboard

Cable: AUDIOMATIC
C-26
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dB more level than standard

switches on cassette record-

tape and has lower inherent
noise. Blank tape using new

ers.

formulas has significantly improved the signal to noise
ratio of many recorders.

coated with

At least one manufacturer

offering blank cassettes using chromium -dioxide formulations. Du Pont
is selling low -noise, high.
density Crolyn tape for the
will

be

TDK's

cassette

tape

greater density of magnetic
particles.

is

new type of

Cassette has demonstrated

ferric oxide. The
oxide formula utilizes a needle -like particle shape as
compared to the rectangular
shape of standard tape oxides, permitting eight times

its technical and commercial

gamma

a

viability within the audio and
music fields. Dolbyizing, new
oxide formulations for tape.
new biasing arrangements to
match

recorders

(to

these

tapes), Staar -type loading
slots, and the proliferation of
multi- format units that handle cassettes plus at least
one other type of tape equipment.

ceties will be added -facility

for

editing

splicing,
sound sync for slides and
films; ancillary features appear within grasp.
and

Are cassettes getting bet-

Improvement will be found
in automatic reverse, sound
on- sound, and changers. Ni-

ter?

-

You bet.

-

purpose and several hardware producers
notably
Harman -Kardon and Advent

-are

thinking of including

chromium -dioxide /iron -oxide

Do your

thing
with
an AKG.

It will
sound
better!
For complete information on
AKG quality performance
at prices ranging from
$40. to $75. net. See your
qualified dealer or write to:

Get your hands
on a GME cassette
4010

We want to pràvè how fast we can
deliver trouble free cassettes
Why let poor delivery and quality hold up your cassette loading and output?

Here is

a

better deal from GME:

GME cassettes are completely
trouble -tree. Proven reliability
millions In use throughout the

world.

-

Prices keenly competitive.
The first part of any order
supplied from stock.
We also supply library cases.

Send now for sample GME Compact Cassette.
Write to

GeNeRAL MAGNETIC Ft eLeCTRONICS LTD
MICROPHONES HEADPHONES

73 Grosvenor Street, London W1X 9DD, England.
Telephone: 01 -629 8368. Cables: Magtape London W1.
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BLANK TAPE
MESS
Continued from page

C -12

the
ant noise, is now being used
by several mass duplicators

colc.i3.t

cassette
carousel

of prerecorded cassettes. In

this application, duplicators
BASF's

say,

proving the signal to noise
ratio of most recorders.)

C -60

3M's Scotch Dyna -Range
gives an overall improvement
of 3dB inherent hiss level as
compared to most high grade
cassette blanks, according to

C-90

C-120

many.

audio tape

The best commercially re-

for quality
duplication
When it comes to supplying raw tape for duplication or color coded pre -leadered tape for
blank loaded cassettes we are THE specialists.
And since that is all we do, we try to manufacture the very best. We begin with Du Pont ten silized Mylar and carefully control our quality
every step of the way.
But besides our quality, we are also known for
our service, dependability and problem solving

ability.
We would like to serve you too. Call us Gr drop
us a line and we'll send you our specs and
samples.

Magnetic Media
Magnetic Media Corporation, 618 Fayette Avenue, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543

subsidiary of

SIT

jl single souite
Aran four tape and
assette accessories
Home Tape

116-"i1111
85TC"
Deluxe
Tape
Cartridge Cases
Holds 24 tape cartridges. Available in black, blue, brown, whin.
99TC and 100TC Holds 15 tape
cartridges. Available in 4 colors.

86TC
Deluxe
Cassette
Cases
Holds 30 cassettes.
Available in brown and black.
deluxe Tape cases feature solid wood

construction. vinyl silicate, exterior, attractive red plush interior, lock and key.

All sizes
of Cassette
and 8 Track
Blank
Cartridges.

has

proved superior to most competitive brands. (lt is available in blank cassette form
and has the potential of im-

I\%

a

PLS -35LH

Storage Cabinets
Modern walnut
finish swivel base
allowing easy
accessibility.
82TC Holds 48
cartridges.
84TC Holds 48 cassettes.

Tape -Slur Deluxe Storage Cabinets
977C -Holds 30 Cartridges
987C -Holds 35 Cassettes

Sliding styrene doors in walnut
finished cabinets protect tapes.
Individual tape compartments.
For full information. contact your local

distributor,

or

corded cassettes, despite the
slower tape speed, yields a
frequency response of about
100 to 12,000 Hz (4dB) with
lower wow and flutter. Cartridges yield a frequency response of about 100 to
10,000 Hz (6dB) with higher
wow and flutter figures.
Some

units,

when

Continued on page

...for home, school, office
They stack and turn. Each Dosix Carousel
keeps 25 cassettes (any brand) in ready
access. Numbered for easy reference with
index card included. Handle nests in base
of the cassette Carousel stacked above. Free
turning. Only 10" in diameter and 6' high.
DESIGNED TO SELL now and after holidays, when accessories are in demand to
complement new equipment.
For all users of cassettes!

Suggested List
shelf
helf stt yle, $9.95
With tambour doors, $11.95

Opeen

For name of local rep and details, contact

Tom

Canon

DOUBLE SIXTEEN CO.
used

8. 1616. Wheaton,

Illinois 60187

1312) 653 -1616

C -30

WE PUT IT

ALL
TOGETHER
TAPE, THAT IS...
8 -TRACK
CASSETTE
OPEN REEL
DUPLICATING f LOADING
MASTERING AND SEQUENCING
4 -COLOR PRINTING / PACKAGING / DELIVERY
AND
PERSONALIZED PROGRAMMING FROM OUR LARGE LIBRARY

ALSO: CUSTOMPAK 36- MINUTE, 48- MINUTE, 72- MINUTE
UNRECORDED 8 -TRACK CARTRIDGES, AND EMPTY CARTRIDGES

write:

J racafon
46-23 crane street

Long Island City, N.Y. Him
Full Iona drehanchsen or Tape AcceeSories.
Diamoned Needles. Record Accessories
and Guitar Accessories.

CUSTOM TAPE DUPLICATORS
A DIVISION OF CADET RECORDS, INC.

5810

S.

NORMANDIE AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90044 / (213) 753 -2481

C-28
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has a
combination of special
ingredients to relieve
headaches FAST!!!
AMERICAN SOUND

When it comes to the headaches of duplication,
American Sound has the remedy. Our duplication ingredients are second to none. Along with
the new revolutionary "focus -gap" mastering
and duplicating process, we have just added the
"Dolby" system to our mastering. Yet we're competitively priced -and ready to help you whenever a headache strikes.
P.S. The latest fast -cycle injection molding
equipment has just been added to our facility.
We invite your inquiries on cassette parts as
well as C -0 (Norelco Standard) and cassette and
8-Track blanks.

CORPORATION
3319 E. Ten Mile Road
Warren, Michigan 48091
Phone (313) 539 -2900

IN EUROE
44u
Packaging Corporation's
famous tape cassettes
and cartridges

gar

EDData

Standard Cassettes

take all standard tape lengths.
supplied unassembled or leader

Europe can now get the world famous
Data Packaging Corporation's tape
cassettes and cartridges on fast
delivery from the newly formed
Hellermann Data Packaging Ltd at
Crawley England. Quantity
deliveries when you want them of the
most popular cassettes and cartridges
on the market featuring close
tolerance moulding and really
smooth tape action.

loaded with welded case.
Stereo Cartridges
ccept 8.t pr continuous tape.
pre -assembled -just load
and snap together -no screws.
For prices, delivery details and samples contact:

GLLGAMANN DATA PACKAGING LTD
Gatwick Road, Crawley, Sussex.
Telephone Crawley 22141
Jointly owned by flo wthorpe Holdings Limited and
Data Packaging Corporation U.S.A.

C -29
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BLANK TAPE

CASSETTE
TAPE
LOADER
Load audio cassette tape
into C -zero cassettes.

MESS
Continued from page

C -28

with TDK's Super Dynamic
or Du Pont's Crolyn tape
(using chromium dioxide instead of the conventional iron
oxide) have frequency response up to 15,000 Hz
(3dB). TDK's frequency response was accomplished
with a new type of gamma

ferric oxide which utilizes a
needle like particle shape as
compared to the rectangular
shape of standard tape oxides, pern)itting eight times
greater density of magnetic

particles.
tape yields an improvement in frequency response of as much as half
an octave of bass and nearly
a third of an octave of treble
by packing more particles of
oxide onto an area of tape.
Crolyn and TDK's ferric
oxide both should produce
response to 20,000 Hz and
also reduce noise by several
dB in cassettes. (To perform,
such tapes require higher
bias than standard formulations. To achieve the tape's
full
potential,
equipment
used must have the necessary switching to alter bias

eration of cutting, splicing, tape feeding,

rewinding the leader, and ejecting the
loaded cassette are performed automa-

tically.
Gentle Tape

Handling- Vacuum cham-

ber buffer provides constant tape tension

for spooling.
High Throughput -Less than 30 seconds

to load one C -60 cassette.

Accurate Tape Length -Switchable between various tape lengths, accurate to

within ±

1

Ft.

High Reliability -Electro- mechanical design using AC power only.

Compact Package -Allows one operator

to attend three or more machines.
Many more features and options are available.
Please contact factory to ask for a demonstration.

RECORTEC

162 S. Whisman Rd.,

Mountain View, California 94040

Call (415) 961 -8821.

for either standard or high
performance cassettes.)

FIRST!
ONLY

I

WE

MAKE
OUR
.J
MOLDS FROM
PHILIPS BLUEPRINTS
''
Wr

The real standard for cassettes is this:Do they conform exactly
to the authentic designs of the firm that pioneered cassettes

With this in mind, the
Advent cassette deck and the
Harman Kardon machine
have bias switches with two
positions for the two kinds of
tape. Sony, eventually, will
feature an equalization selector switch providing for use
of either standard or chromium dioxide cassette tapes.
To sum up, you pay your

your
choice: cheapies or cadillacs.
It makes a difference.
you

get

ADVERTISING IN
SUSINESSPAPERS
MEANS BUSINESS

PlasticWare

North American Philips. It is the
only U. S. cassette maker that is. It is the only one with
access to original Philips blueprints.
Team this unique information resource with PlasticWare's
demonstrated tool making skill. We think you'll agree that we
are often copied, but never equaled.
Whether you need precisely crafted long play models or
economical EPs, "C -O" cassettes, metal pins or plastic, rollers
with one flange or two, windows -no windows- whatever your
needs, PlasticWare will fill them. With economy, fast delivery,
full choice for you and always, unrivaled quality.
Let us show you how good PlasticWare cassettes really
are. Fill out this coupon and we will send actual production
cassettes, boxes and component parts to you. We will show
you samples that we feel will work better -or more economically -for you.
I'm interested. Send samples. The cassettes we now use are:

Extended Play O
We use

www.americanradiohistory.com

Plastic Pins

Norelco -Style Boxes

o

D

Metal Pins

Ampex -Type

Long Play

O

D

D

Name

Title

Company

Phone

coy. State. zip

PLASTIC

WARE, INC.

1100 LEGGETT AVENUE. BRONX. N.Y. 10474 (212) 9910100

'cassettealbums,
Any number of cassette
compartments to match the exact
number of cassettes in any program.
Special dust -tight closure and
"Snap-in" compartments.
Turned edge leatherette covers
and heat -sealed vinyl covers
available in many standard colors.
Exact color match available.
Custom stamping and silk
screening of special artwork.
Models available with pockets for
literature or looseleaf rings.

filmstrip&

cauettealbums
Holds up to

8-11/2"

or 4

diameter filmstrip cans and

-2"
4

cassettes.
Transparent pocket inside front
cover holds literature; small pocket
on outside of spine holds card
which identifies contents of album.

Sturdy, durable vinyl heat -sealed
cover. Wide selection of colors.
Custom stamping or silk screening.

Reliance Folding Carton Corporation
\0818

C-30

is part of

Address

manufacturers
are turning their attention to
perfection of the tape transport and eliminating the
problems of cassette wow
and flutter. Many cassette
decks
feature
adjustable
bias, thus allowing special
formulation and high- density
tapes to give more fidelity.

and

WARE

-

Cassette

money

PLASTIC

-Philips.

The

Fully Automatic -The entire loading op-

SHOPPING FOR
CASSETTES?
CALL

Queens Boulevard. Forest Hills, New York 11375; Telephone (212)

544.98

BUILT FROM
SCRATCH
for mirror- perfect sound
The Gauss 1400 Professional Studio Master Recorder is
the first audio transport designed for 2" tape. It is
assembled on a massive, precision- machined casting
which stabilizes azimuth and tape tracking adjustments.
Look at these features:

}.

Complete flexibility in overdub and sync modes.
Automatic monitor transfer to line from
sync /record.
Monitor preview between line and sync /record.
Instantaneous record /reproduce punch -in /punchout with no pops or ticks.
Preset level control for both record and reproduce.
Simultaneous local or remote control, all functions.
Illuminates status indicators, local and remote.
Two high level outputs: 1) Sync monitor; 2) Permanent reproduce output (exclusive with Gauss).
No relays.
Full edit capability without tape creep.
Internal variable stabilized capstan speed control
obviates external power amplifier and oscillator.
3 forward /reverse wind speeds.
All controls and adjustments for operation and
service are front -accessible.
Equipment that good has to be built from scratch
by Gauss!

ff

..

.

Gauss Electrophysics
An MCA Tech. Division
11822 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90064
(213) 478-0261

www.americanradiohistory.com
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2 LP

Set

LAYLA
DEREK
AND THE
DOMINOS

Eric Clapton
Jim Gordon
Bobby Whitlock
Carl Radle
Duane Allman
On Atco Records
& Atco Tapes
(Tapes Distributed

by Ampex)
A Product of Polydor -England

DEREK AND THE DOMINOS NOW ON TOUR
...
Eric Clapton
featuring

Jim Gordon
Bobby Whitlock
Carl Radle

Dallas -Nov. 6, McFarlin Aud.
Houston -Nov. 7, Sam Houston Music Hall
Denver -Nov. 11, Mammouth Gardens
Sacramento -Nov. 12, Mem. Aud.
Reno -Nov. 13, Univ. of Nevada
San Bernardino -Nov. 14, Swing Aud.
Honolulu -Nov. 15, HIC Convention Center
Berkeley -Nov. 18 & 19, Community Theater
Santa Monica -Nov. 20, Civic Aud.
Pasadena -Nov. 21, Civic Center
Chicago -Nov. 25, Auditorium Theater
Cincinnati -Nov. 26, Music Hall
St. Louis -Nov. 27, Kiel Aud.
Cleveland -Nov. 28, Allen Theater
Detroit-Nov. 29, Masonic Temple
Tampa -Dec. 1, Curtis Hixon Aud.
Syracuse -Dec. 2, War Mem. Aud.
Boston -Dec. 3, Music Hall
Portchester, N.Y. -Dec. 4 & 5, Capitol Theater

Sole Representation: Robert Stigwood Organisation, London, England

www.americanradiohistory.com

Booking Agency: Chartwell, New York, N.Y.

ATCO

Jazz LP's Album Reviews
Weeks en

Lest

This
Week

TITLE, Artist, Label

Week

27

BITCHES BREW
Miles Davis, Columbia

2

1

26

GP

2

1

THE ISAAC HAYES MOVEMENT
Enterprise ENS 1010

3

4

CHAPTER IWO
Roberta Flack, Atlantic

4

7

69

MI

Singles

Atlantis

1537

SD

-

GREGORY'S FRANKENSTEIN
Poppy
PI'S 60,004 (S)
Dick Gregory always
makes an
impact,
non-violent
non only by his example a
activist for peace, x by also s as
a
thul St'
DICK

48

McCann 6 Eddie Harris,

Les

POPULAR

18

MOVEMENT

SWISS

8

re®00®12))
Records

7758

PR

HOT BUTTERED SOUL
Isaac Heyes, Enterprise ENS

6

SPECIAL
MERIT
PICKS

3030

SP

BLACK TALK
Charles Earlend, Prestige

7

6

9
1569

5D

13

Guiny Jonas, ABM
5

29

MATURI

QUIA

3

Chart

Number

B

political

provoking
8

THEM

13

9

9

10

THEM

CHANGES

Ramsey

Lewis.

FOX
Freddy Robinson,

-

Il
12

14

13

5

14

Columbia

American

G

Pacific Jazz

World

ST

Bottom

30243

51
NEW SOCKS, OLD SHOES

9

SOUL SYMPHONY

EVERYTHING

11

9

17

BURNING
Esther Phillips, Atlantic

17

18

20

19

MEMPHIS

2
SD

1565

79

UNDERGROUND

Harbin Mann, Atlantic

SD

1522

TABULATIONS -Top

and

(S)

61314 IS)
of very interesting fantut maSR

(Continued on page 50)

Supreme', Motown 1172 (Jobete, BM»
HE'S MY BROTHER
Nell Diamond, Uni 55264 (Harrison,

...

...

AIN'T HEAVY

ASCAPI

*

REGIONAL BREAKOUTS

...

Steel River, Evolution 101 (Stereo Dimension) (Bettis* Pork,

EMI) (Seattle)

Albums

*
SLY

*

NATIONAL BREAKOUTS
6 THE FAMILY STONE

...

Greatest Hits, Epic

KE

31325 (Columbia)

ACTION ALBUMS

WENDY BAGWELL

...

...

This, Thot B the Other, RCA Camden CAS 9679

MASON PROFFIT
Wonted, Floppy Tiger MT 1009
ABC, ABCS 715
LANCELOT LINK B THE EVOLUTION REVOLUTION
Almost In love, RCA Camden CAS 2440
ELVIS PRESLEY
Runt, Ampex A 10103
TODD RUNDGREN
Columbia KC 31015
ANDY WILLIAMS SHOW
Columbia KC 30100
JOHNNY CASH SHOW
Capitol ST 437
DES O'CONNOR
Ploy Exotic Country Music, Ranwood R 8080
EXOTIC GUITARS

...

...

...

...

.

,

.

...

...

Roulette 5R 42031
LEITCH
Jonva 0L25 3022

TOMMY JAMES

DONOVAN

P.

GLOBETROTTERS

.

,

...

...

Kirshner

KES 108 (RCA)

4

TRANSITION

19

SHE
100

II- Mercury

EKUMA
A package

HE

na

a

COOPER-Reprise
laving
Coop r treats
limey blues
a
his
performance has a
reverence
and
feel,
Instrumental support B
contemporary and Complementary and some
the best cuts are traditional: "Ali of
mony,' "One Meat Ball," and "Pig Meat."

Lou Donaldson, Blue Note BST 84337

...

STONED LOVE

lot his disks.

2

PLAY IS FUNNY

I

and

the
of

nationally.

Three Sounds, Blue None 851 84341

16

a
LPS

allies,

NATIONAL BREAKOUTS

TEN POUND NOTE

the Tabulations
from
Philly
Brenda
8
know how to make hardworking turntable
hits that regularly find their way on the
Charts. The group, produced by Georgia
Woods' wife Guido and Von McCoy, tan
reproduce the sound that thrives on radio,
and behind Brenda Payton they have the
evidence with "Don't Make Me Over," "Tra
La La," and
their latest single, "A Child
No One Wanted." A local sound now moving

8

...

has

BRENDA

I

OLD SOCKS, NEW SHOES
Jazz Crusaders, Chita CS 804

condition.
millions
of

audience

20162

WALKING IN SCE
PA
Guilty Jonas, ABM SP 3022

15

w
view

3

LAST POETS
Douglas 3

12

15

844

LP

ELLIS AT FILLMORE

DON

patriots, potlutinn, crime,
t
capitalism
piracy and
(most every aspect of

2

Cadet

exposed
Gregorye reworks the
adlines
Thing the perspectives of riots, racism,

America.

61280

SR

BLACK

10

the

9

CHANGES

Buddy Miles, Mercury

raking over
hypocritical

cartoonist

*

John Coltrane. Impulse AS 9195

20

IVES

16

AIM

32

HITS

MONTGOMERY'S GREATEST
4247

SP

Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY For Week Ending 11/7/70

(Bubbling Under Th

YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR CASSETTE AND TAPE

HOT 1oo}
-e*

CARTRIDGE CARRYING CASES. STORAGE CABINETS
RECORD & TAPE CARE ACCESSORIES.

101. ACE OF SPADES
0. V. Wright, Pack Beat 611
101 ITT IMPOSSIBLE
Perry Como, RCA Y4 -0387
103. THIS IS MY LOVE SONG
Intruders, Gamble 4007
104. HEY GIRL
Lettermen, Capital 293E
IDS. DETROIT CITY
Dean Marlin, Reprice 0955
106. WE GOTTA GET YOU A WOMAN
Runt, Ampex 31001
107. TOO MANY PEOPLE
Cold Blood, See Francisco 62 (ArIenticIAtcol
108. ENDLESSLY
Sonny James, Capitol 2914
109. VALLEY TO PRAY
Arlo Guthrie, Reprise 0951
110. SPECIAL MEMORY
Jerry Butler, Mercury 73131
111. MR. BOJANGLES
Nifty Gritty Dist Band, Liberty 56197
112. ME ABOUT YOU
Turtles, White Whale 364
113. FROM ATLANTA TO GOODBYE
Manhattans, Dolmas 129 (King)
114. LUCY
Crabby Appleton, Elektro 45702
ITS. I CAN'T BE MYSELFÍSIDEWALKS OF CHICAGO..Merle Haggard, Capitol 2891
116. TO THE OTHER MAN
Luther Ingram, Koko 2106 (Stax¡VOH)
117. STEVE MILLER'S MIDNIGHT TANGO
teve Miller Bond, Capitol 2945
118. WORKIN' TOGETHER
Ike 8 Tine Turner, Liberty 56207
119. WHO NEEDS YA
Steppenwall, Dunhill 426?
120. CHERYL MOANA MARIE
John Rowlee, Kapp 2102
121. PARANOID
Block Sabbath, Reprise
122. FROM THE VERY START
Children, Ode '70 66005 (ALM)
123. THIS WORLD
Sweet Inspirations, Atlantic 2750
124. MORNING
Jim Ed Brown, RCA 474909
125. I CAN'T GET NEXT TO YOU
Al Green, Hi 2182 (London)
126. DOMINO
Van Morrison, Warner Bros. 7434
127. STEALING MOMENTS FROM ANOTHER
WOMAN'S LIFE
Glees Haute, Inside. 9082 (Capita»

DELUXE ATTACHE TYPE CARRYING CASES
TA -66

Cartridge Case

Alligator Leatherette covered wood construction.
Holds 30 Cartridges,
High pile, attractive red
velvet flocked Warier.
Individual compartment.
THE

CARRYING
A HAND STITCHED TOP AND
BOTTOM.
ONLY

CASE WITH

IndMdually packed

Cat. ETA -104 Grand new attractive inexpensive stereo B cartridge Carrying case.
Psychedelic and Ilower designs. Holds

-6

pieces to a muter carton.
AVAILABLE IN BLACK,
BROWN AND GREEN
ALLIGATOR.

12

"'t,

$14.95

POPULAR

* * **
-

Chacksfield

CHACKSPIELD

RANK

I

Simon
Phase

Garfunkel

CHRISTMAS

Jim

A

Webb.

4
44151 (S)
SP
BAD DONATO-81ve Thumb BTS
POTHERS
UNLIMITED
Who's

-

Young. Capitol ST 600 IS)
AVID LANNAN- Street Singer.
50

202

Plays
London

8821

for

III

the

Wheels.

Checker

3015 ISI
ATOE CREEK- Mercury SR 61311 (51
IDE SHOW- Atlantic 35 8261
IS)
ETHLENEM ASYLUM
Commit Yourself.

Ampex
REAItON
1

10106

A
OF

-

151

SUNLIGHT -Windi

ST

1001-

IS)

AVE
MAIOß 8 THE
New. BC PCS 310 IS)

velvet flaked interior.
Individual compartments.

* * **

THE

TABERNACLE

BRASS

Columbia

C

30263

Fran.
LPS

Holds 30 Cassettes.
High pile, attractive red

CHOIR /PHILAOEL.
ENSEMBLE 8 PERCUSSION/
RICHARD
CONCIS -Joy
to
the
World.
Columbia M 30077 (5)
CHUCK
WAGON
GANG -Going
Home
for

PHA

Christmas.
Sen

(S)

You0 FARLOW -Hot

MORMON

LOW PRICE POPULAR
HUGO WINTERHALTER

Hit

Themes.

COUNTRY
NASITYILLE
Cash.

MINORS -Someone

Musico

(S)

* * **

ORCX.- Motion Picture
MDS

NEW A.a
MOD STYLE
CARRYING CASES
Cat. ETA -102 Brand new attractive Inexpensive Cassette carrying cases. New
psychedelic and flower designs. Holds
12 cassettes in individual slots.
$3Ag

Alligator Leatherette covered wood construction.

* * **

STAR

$3.95

SUGGESTED LIST

TA -64 Cassette Case

* * ** 4

cartridges.

1040 (S)

ONLY

CASSETTES

CARRYING

CASE WITH A HAND.

3 -PACK

CASSETTES, in
handy display pack. 60
minute tensillsed Myles
recording tape in each
cassette. Specialvaluel

STITCHED TOP AND
BOTTOM.

Individually packed-6
pieces to a master carton.
Available in Black A
Brown Alligator.

SUGGESTED LIST

$11.95

52.39

FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS COME TO LE -BO FIRST!

* ***

FmDLES -AIT
Wrapped
lemon CS 7006 (SI

Up

In

PRODUCTS CO., INC., 71.08 5150 AVE., WOODS /DE, N. Y.11377

(Continued on page 50)
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IN OUR
3USINESS,

A

LITTLE BETTER
IS

Because everybody's right in there
with a good machine. And if we're
going to convince anybody to buy
the one we make, we've got to have
a slight competitive edge. Here are
some of the little edges we've given
ourselves for this year. The
RockOla 444 for 1971 is a purple
explosion of color and light. Just like
the fashion industry.

A

LOT

title strip holders for changing ease.
And a spring loaded dome that
practically lifts itself for you. It's got
integrated circuits and a
computerized selection indicator
that prints out the number of the
record playing. 160 selections,
tempered glare -proof glass,

and a modular approach
to getting at the guts. Plus a lot of
other new features with the operator
in mind.

Those are RockOla's little
differences for this year. We think
you'll agree they're a lot.

It's got a new and simple flip -down

title strip holder assembly for
improved cleaning. And flip -down
THE SOUND ONE
800 North Kedzie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60651

www.americanradiohistory.com

Coin Machine World
Lengthy 45's Plague
Jukebox Programs

MOA Assn Push Continuing;
Va. Group Eyes Tax Boosts
CHARLESTON, W. Va.

-

Peoria, Illinois jukebox operator
Les Montooth's vow to support
state organizations as the new
president of Music Operators of
America (MOA) will find him
busy in early November. On
Friday (6) he will be at the
state meeting here and Nov. 19
at the Virginia gathering when
operators anticipate a tax problem.

and MOA executive vice- president Fred
Granger, Chicago, will both address the annual West Virginia
Music and Vending Association
meeting at the Heart O' Town
Motor Inn (5 -7)
Treasurer
Leoma Ballard indicated that
Hirsh de La Viez, MOA banquet show producer, is also expected. Ronnie Dove and his
band, also on the recent MOA
talent show, is slated to entertain.
Montooth and Granger will
be joined in Virginia at the

Montooth

Music Operators of Virginia
gathering by Nicholas Allen,
MOA attorney, Washington,
D.C. This meeting is set for the
Hotel Jefferson, Richmond, Va.,
Nov. 19 -21.
Exhibits
Both gatherings will feature
exhibits of new jukeboxes and
other machines.
At West Virginia's meeting,
Shaffer Music, Columbus, O.
(Rowe), Atlas Dist., Pittsburgh
( Seeburg), Wallace & Wallace,
Oak Hill, W. Va. (Rock-01a)
and Cruze Dist., Charleston,
W. Va. (Wurlitzer) will exhibit.
At Richmond, the distributors are General Vending, Baltimore (Rock-01a), State Sales
& Service, Baltimore (Wurlitzer), Bush International, Richmond

(R o w e),

Southeastern

Dist., Norfolk, Va. ( Seeburg),
Pastern Dist., Baltimore (See burg) and J. Herman Saxon Co.,
Charlotte,
N.C.
(Automatic
Products).
Each meeting will include an
election of officers (see Association Digest).
Virginia secretary, Hy Les nick, said certain localities are
proposing tax hikes as much as
20 per cent and that the state
will decide this year on holding
annual general assembly sessions.

CHARLESTON -The West Virginia Music & Vending Association will elect new officers at its meeting commencing here Friday
(6). Current officers: Al Broom, president; Jim Kiser and Eugene

Wallace, vice -presidents; Leoma Ballard, treasurer, Marie Coffman,
secretary; Crish'Ballard, sergeant -at -arms.
Music Operators of America (MOA) president Les Montooth,
MOA executive vice- president Fred Granger, MOA show producer
Hirsh de La Viez and former Billboard coin machine editor Ray
Brack are scheduled speakers.

VIRGINIA
RICHMOND -Music Operators of Virginia will elect directors

at its meeting here Nov. 19 -21. Officers serving another term are
Ken O'Conner, president, and Hy Lesnick, secretary. Political speakers at the meeting will depend on the outcome of elections. MOA's
Les Montooth, Fred Granger and Nicholas Allen will speak. Several factory representatives will also attend.

MAURIB ORODENKER

ball machine, too long relegated
to a stepsister role in the coin
machine world, came up this
week with a brand -new and impressive image. Generally the
only time newspapers report
about pinball machines is when
they can be held up to an un-

favorable light. This time,
catching the entire industry unaware and pleasantly surprised,
the prestigious Philadelphia Bulletin daily newspaper reported
that pinball machines is the new
"Great Hangup" among business
and professional men- particularly during their lunch hours.
In an article headlined, 'The
Great Pinball Hangup," the staff
reporter Ralph Fratture told of
the new wave of pinball players
during the lunch hour -how
they play to develop skills at
the game and how others play
merely to kill time during the
lunch hour or while waiting for
a plane at the airport.
The article stated that lunchtime winds a coterie of well dressed men feeding dimes into
the pinball machines with "free"
games the great incentive. "Up
and down the rows of machines,
the scene is being repeated,"
says
the newspaper
article.

Seymour

VIRGINIA

Boost Pinball in Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA -The pin-

distributor

.

NEWS STORY

By

FANTASY

Greenspan (left) accepts award
for Creedence Clearwater Revival
from A. L. Ptacek.

O. Walker of Capitol Music and Vending in
Helena was elected president of the Montana Coin Machine Operators Association (MCMOA) at its recent meeting here. He replaces
Elmer Boyce. Other officers elected included Johnny H. Doyle of
Western Vending Co. in Missoula, vice -president; Ray Ebert of
R&D Music Service in Livingston, treasurer; and Dorothy M.
Christianson of Christy's Music Co. in Malta, secretary. Boyce was
presented with a plaque honoring him for his service to the MCMOA.
The next meeting of the association will be held January 16, 1971,
in Helena.

W.

"Businessmen, youngsters, and
an occasional woman are taking
their chances on the machines."
Players interviewed said the
pinball play provided them with
"relaxation, and an escape from
business." The article was a far
cry from the newspaper reports
of the 30's and 40's highlighting
police raids and court decisions
from Cape May, N.J., to upstate
Reading, Pa.
The "Bulletin" reporter did
his piece at the center-city Fun
Town Arcade which is operated
by George Silverman. Another
busy place for the pinball play
is the coin machine arcade in
the Philadelphia International
Airport which is operated by
William Simpson. Players interviewed said the pinball was an
excellent way of filling in time
waiting for plane arrivals and
departures. However, some players interviewed said that Philadelphia's arcade is "10 years
behind Atlanta's airport."
The newspaper also reported
that pinball machines are also
very popular during lunch hours
with students at the University
of Pennsylvania campus, with
one student philosophising that
"if pinball ever becomes an
Olympic event, the Americans
would be sure to win."

GEORGE KNEMEVER

Long singles
continue to plague jukebox operators but some labels say operators must "live with the prob-

Association Digest
MONTANA
MALTA -Robert

-

CHICAGO

By

lem."
More than half of the singles
listed on Billboard's Hot 100 for
the October 31 issue ran longer
than three minutes. Of the 53
singles longer than three minutes, eight exceeded four minutes in length and three of those
ran over five minutes. The average length of a single in the
top 10 for that issue was 3:32
minutes.
The longest

single

on

the

Pool Tables Buoy
Jukebox Business
By BENN

-A

CHICAGO
record number of pool table exhibitors at
Music Operators of America
(MOA) proved once again that
this item is a leading money
maker for jukebox operators.
There was continued emphasis
on home models, easier-to-service models and models with
such new improvements as burglar alarms.
Many of the veteran companies such as

Valley Manufactur-

ing stressed home units as well
as coin models with the idea
that home billiard tables is a
logical direction for jukebox operators.
New to the show were Auto
Form, Inc. of Steger, Ill., National Shuffleboard & Billiards
(which missed last year), Mur-

Barton Cites Need for

Jukebox Burglar Alarm
WHIPPANY, N.J. -The burglar alarm is becoming more accepted by jukebox operators and
is now even showier up on pool
tables and other machines in
public locations. D.J. (Joe) Barton, marketing and distribution
vice- president, Rowe International here, sees little reason for
skepticism
about installing
alarms.
One skeptical comment about
burglar alarms on jukeboxes is
that inadvertent triggering of the
alarm could cause a problem if

this occurred during the time a
location was open.
"For one thing, the duration
of the alarm on our machines
is very limited. As for any inadvertent triggering, we have had
no reports of this kind. It takes
considerable pressure to trigger
the alarm," he says.
Barton believes that operators
must be more conscious about

location security:
"With FBI statistics predicting further increases in these
(robberies, vandalism and malicious mischief) crimes, and with
the cost of merchandise involved
and the equipment repair steadily increasing, at the moment
there is no predictable answer
as to how much more serious
this problem will become," he
says.

The only consolation, according to Barton, is that "there is
a decrease in the value of the
money being lost. This is a small

consolation."

ROWE'S Joe Barton is a strong
advocate of burglar alarms on
jukeboxes.
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charts is "Green -Eyed Lady," by
Sugarloaf, which runs 5:58.
Others over five minutes are
"Closer to Home," by Grand
Funk Railroad and "Fresh Air,"
by Quicksilver Messenger Service. The shortest single on last
week's Hot 100 was "Snowbird,"
by Anne Murray, which clocked
in at 2:08.
The problem of long singles
has come to a head in recent
months, with several jukebox operators pointing out that long
singles cut into possible revenue.
They say long singles limit the
(Continued on page 42)

He cites problems in other
industries, mentioning the air
pollution problem in the auto industry and the general ecology
problem in the packaged goods
industry. "For the past few
years, these topics have been
much like the weather-they are
(Continued on page 42)

OLLMAN
rey & Sons and Delmo Billiards.
All pool table exhibitors reported strong interest.
"This is not expected to be
an order writing exhibit." said
one veteran. "But we've written
a number of car load orders
from our distributors here. They
feel a lot more confident about
the business outlook since they
checked in at this show. There's
a great deal of spirit being
shown here by the operators and
it's contagious."
Howard Kaye, vice- president,
Irving Kaye Co., Inc., said that
the firm's entire line was on
(Continued on page 42)

Pa. to Probe

Vending Tax
PHILADELPHIA -A public

hearing will be held by the special committee of the Pennsylvania State House of Representatives investigating the nonpayment of sales tax by vending
machine companies, it was announced by Committee Chairman Max Pievsky of Philadelphia. The hearing will be held
Monday (26) in the City Council
chambers at City Hall in Philadelphia.
Pievsky said: "For taxes to be
fair and just, everyone within
the class intended to be taxed
must pay according to the law.
"It has recently been uncovered that certain vending machine companies have not been
paying the 6 percent sales tax
on goods sold from their vending
machines. In light of the financial burden upon the Commonwealth and the individual taxpayer, it is obvious that the nonpayment of these taxes cannot
be allowed to continue."

Fred Granger Sr.

Dies at 78 in Mich.
CHICAGO -Fred E. Granger, 78, father of Music Operators of America (MOA) executive
vice - president
Fred
Granger Jr. here, died Oct. 20
after a prolonged illness. He
entered a Michigan hospital on
an emergency basis Oct. 16,
opening day of MOA's convention.
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Coin Machine News

Record People, Recording Artists Spark MOA

artist Clyde MacPhatter (second from left) poses in the MCA
Records booth at the recent Music Operators of America (MOA)
jukebox convention.
DECCA

TOMMY WILLS, president of Juke
Records, is also a talented artist
and sparked the MOA banquet
show.

JUKEBOX programmers look over new releases at the Shelby Single.
ton Corp. exhibit.

I.i.Mí

THUNDERBIRD Records' president Steve Brodie (second from left)
and organist Brad Swanson (second from right) were on hand to
greet jukebox people.

MERCURY artist Jerry Butler

EPIC artist Jody Miller won
friends at the jukebox banquet.

BRUNSWICK Corp. exhibitor personnel line up outside large booth.

i

II> 1.11CIB.Lti11L:1tiE

FOR THE

S®,

JUKE Records' Tommy Wills (left) greets John Bilotta, Newark, N.Y.

distributor.

COLUMBIA distributing people pose for

a

banquet photo.

UNITEO'S NEW

MAGIC MEK
100% MECHANICAL

DROP COIN CHUTE

nunk

(au (fInir

ART DADDIS (left) poses with his innovative coin mechanism display.

MOA's Fred Granger (second from right) poses with (from left) MGM's
Michael Allen and Lois Walden and MC Gene Brenner during rehearsal
for the marathon talent show.

MOA ladies (from left) Mrs. John
Masters, Mrs. Clint Pierce, Mrs.
Fred Granger and Mrs. Howard
Ellis.

SEEBURG people group around Mrs. Millie McCarthy of New York.
From left, Ed Claffey, Jim Jackson, Stan Jarocki, William Adair and

BILLIARDS tourney expert Len Schneller (left) in his U.
booth congratulating winners.

S.

Billiards

MERCURY'S Gene Chandler.

John Stuparitz.
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The Phonocrcpn thct
reflects \cw -xce lence
in Encinecrinc
Today, every phase of American life, entertainment included,
is undergoing rapid, radical change. The coin- operated phonograph
industry is no exception. In the forefront of this revolution
is the Wurlitzer ZODIAC.
Distinguishing it in addition to new excellence in engineering are
super -smart design, ultramodern service accessibility and a
new sound of the seventies. Another great "IN" feature is
its money -earning capacity. There's more of it IN the
cash box than ever registered before.

THE WURLITZER COMPANY
115 Years of Musical Experience
North Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120

Distributor
HEM This Great ZODIAC
SEE Your Wurlitzer
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Large

Large metal coin box.

selection
of billiard
cloth, balls
MODEL
and cue
Walnut ormic"
sticks
Chicago F 5í49.s0
Write for

OVERHEAD MODEL
[Natural finish hardwood cabinet.)
Two -faced. scores 15 -21 and /or
$169.50
50 per. FM.8. Chico a
SIDE -MOUNT

-

I

Heavy -Duty COIN BOX
Made of steel with dark
brown baked enamel finish. 10¢ or 25g operation. Large coin capacity

8'

Rejectors. Sine:
x 16" x 4 ^. Electric

Hurt Programs

7970

Te,m,: yT dep.,
MI. C.O.D. or S.D.

w/Ntl.

Lengthy 45's

Catalog

Continued from page 39
number of selections that can

MARVEL Mfg. Company
2845 W. FVllwron, (Mow. III. 60647

counter optional.

o
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.1312

Proven Profit Maker!
r°,-7,11

SENSATIONAL!
CHICAGO COIN'S

154b30e4
REALISTIC

RACEWAY
DRIVING ,
ACTION ..
SOUNDS!
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.
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SPECIALS

-

PIN BALLS
RALLY
TRIO

BOWLERS

BAZAAR

SURFER
OP- POP -POP

ON BEAM

-.

165
190

260
350

'
395

WILLIAMS
LUCKY STRIKE

5190

TEACHERS PET
FULL HOUSE

155

APOLLO
MAYRURNERS II

INC.

Guaranteed
P

-

ARCADE

CHICAGO COIN
$190

LOOP- THE -LOOP, 2- PL..

Tommy Wills, president of

DN

CHICAGO DYNAMIC INDUSTRIES,

EReconditioned

ITS
220
450

KICKER
GUN SMOKE, 2 -PL.
SUPER SCOPE GUN
APOLLO MOON SHOT
MEDALIST
PARK LANE

SIRS

SW)
320

495
295
395

MIDWAY
PREMIER
LITTLE LEAGUE
SPACE GUN
FLYING SAUCER

$215
250
10
3
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Write For complete list of
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AMUSEMENT IMPORTS
EMIeL

Juke Records, said that record
companies should try to cut
down on long singles, but
acknowledges that operators are
forced to buy these records because of radio play.
Seeburg's Bill Prutting says:
You can write about long singles until doomsday, but the
labels cannot tell artists how
long their singles most be."

Alarm System
On Jukeboxes

I
//
10

I

Continued from page 39
much discussed but there is very
little done about them.
"In the case of Rowe, we have
developed a low -cost and very
successful burglar alarm that can
be attached to our products most
subject to robberies. In fact, on
our cigarette machine, it is standard equipment. Just recently we
negotiated a low -cost insurance
program that will cover our
equipment when protected by
this alarm, as far as money,
merchandise, and repair costs
are concerned. The policy is now
available through our distribu-

am considered

display here. "But it's the elegant look in pool tables that is
catching the operator's interest
these days. They're opening up
locations for operators that prefer to maintain a higher class
image; spots that formerly
turned down coin-operated pool
tables. These elegant tables have
only been on the market for the
last five months. We've been
showing them at our distributors
and selling them with pictures.
But Isere we'd had a chance to
display our entire line for the
first time. And the action has
been tremendous."
The convertible tops for
tables, Kaye added, were not
designed nor intended for use
in coin locations. They are made
for home use, to be converted
into luxurious dining room tables
complete with chairs within
minutes.
The security problem ranks
high among operator worries,
said Frank Schroeder, Fischer
Mfg. Co. sales manager. That
is why operators were paying
close attention to Fischer's automatic gas operated burglar alarm
system shown here. The gas activates the device when the cash
container is tampered with,
emitting a loud noise and frightening off would be thieves.
Operators were asking how
the system operated, whether the
gas itself was dangerous. According to Schroeder, the Freon
gas which is used cannot harm
anyone. And there is a highly
visible warning sticker on each
table. "But it sure is effective
in scaring intruders away."
The alarm system, he added,
will be available on all Fischer
"G" model pool tables at no
boost in price for the unit.
According to Schroeder, despite the fact that pool tables

primarily

as reinterest is

placement items, the
climbing. More and more operators are upgrading their pool
table inventories, indicating that
a nicer looking, more solidly
built unit will bring higher earnings for the location and operator.
"We had the beat opening day
for an MOA show in our history," reported Aaron C. Goldsmith, vice president, All -Tech
Industries. The firm's newest line
was not on display here, but
shown only to distributors in the
firm's hotel suite. They showed
only their staple pool table numbers.

The pool table market has
lacked vigor in recent months,
Goldsmith admitted. "But it is
definitely on the way back. We
can feel that in the optimistic
expressions of the people here
at the MOA Show."

Coinmen In
The News
PHILADELPHIA
Joseph Silverman, executive secretary of the Amusement Machines

Association of Greater Philadelphia, headed up an industry committee including many bankers
that hosted a 'Retirement Cocktail Party" recently in honor of
Raymond J. ETfle, Jr., executive
vice -president of the Lincoln National Bank. He was the first banker to provide financial strengths
for the coin machine industry here.
David Rosen, head of the Rowe AMI distributing firm bearing his
name, handled arrangements for
the party at the Bellevue -Stratford
Hotel.... Max Bushwick, veteran
coin machine operator is hospital (Continued on page 43)

New Equipment
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Continued from page 39

played and thus less money is
put into jukeboxes for playing
records. One of the most vocal
opponents of long singles is
Wayne Hesch of A.H. Entertainers in suburban Arlington
Heights. Several times he has
refused to program long singles
except on special request by the
location. Only very recently did
he begin programming the Sugarloaf single.
Most of the record companies
attending the recent Music Operators of America Show and
Exposition here admitted that
there 'was a problem with long
singles, but most of the time the
companies try to cut the long
singles down to about three or
three and one half minutes.
Herb Schucher of the Shelby
Singleton Corp. said before the
convention that long singles "are
today's music trend and the jukebox operators will have to live
with IL Good operators will buy
the long singles if it's good and
fits the type of music played

32.2424

Phone 13)2)

Pool Tables Buoy
Jukebox Business

óeryluNlLOlec
07701

MOO

T41-4300

.ro ro HU.

Barton outlined steps that
could be taken:
I. Operators should be more
persistent in urging (heir locations to protect their premises
with burglar alarms or provide
any other security measures that
will tend to reduce robberies.
2. Operators should be quick
to remove their equipment from
the premises frequently robbed.
3. Operational
associations
should continually point out the
need for better surveillance from
law enforcement agencies.
4. Operators and their associations should continue to seek
advice from the law enforcement agencies as to any measures they should take toward
combatting this type of crime.

"Unfortunately,

this

is

a

problem that we are going to
live with as long as there are
cash boxes in our machines, and
there is no 100 percent solution
to the problem. However, it is
time that we accept this as part
of our daily existence and go
about solving the problem in a
more unified manner."
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Fischer -Billiard Table
The new Marquee G series is finished in walnut grain vinyl, featuring
all metal self.cleaning runway, and is equipped with Fischer's security
controlled extra large cash container with metal housing and new burglar alarm system. Steel -ice playfield is guaranteed for the life of the
table against warping. The table also features a condensed steel re.
inforoed mechanism drawer and nonresettable coin counter. All mecha.
nism drawers on Fisher tables are keyed. The Formica top rail is burn.
proof. Table comes in two sizes, 56 in. by 101 in. and 52 in. by 92 in.
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What's Playing?

Coinmen

progrwmning profile of current and oldie
selections /rots locations around the country.

A weekly

Continued from page 42

Alton, Ill.; Young Adult Location
Harry Schaffner,
operator,
Hellem Franklin,
programmer,
Schaffner
Music Co.

Current rHeeses:
It Don't Moller to Me;' Bread, Electra
45701:
"Morning,' Jim Ed Brown, RCA Victor
47 -9909:
Soy

Elute FTresalF RCA Vinier 479916Mn,"
Oldies:
Leaving ono Jet Plane;' Peter, Paul 0
'S1adow of Your Smile," Boots Randolph.

Arlington Heights, Ill.; Young Adult Location
Current releases:

Wayne Meech,

programmer.
A.H.
Entertainers.

Baltimore, Md.; Soul Location
Currant releases:
Us," Stevie Wonder,

Tomb 542alp

"I

Take You," Three Degrees,
Roulette
else
Yourself,- Dionne
"Make It Emy
Warwick, Scepter 12294.

programmer,
Belle
Amusement Co.

.

.

Martin M.

.

of Cigar- o-matic
Corp. of America and the Cigar
Vending Company; and David Cohead

who heads up the Rudd Mclikian conglomerate, are members of the United Jewish Appeal
Overseas Study Mission .going to
Israel in mid-October for closed door sessions with leaders of the
Israel Government in connection
with the forthcoming 1971 Allied
Jewish Appeal -Israel Emergency
Fund, for which both industry
leaders are providing major leadership.

Cement releases:

"Candido," Down, Bell 903:
"Montego Boy," Bobby Bloom, MGM
Veit 157;
Woman," Orion Hyland, Uni
5524óY

ecutive head of the Vending Machines Division of David Rosen,
Inc., Rowe distributors in this
area, was elected a vice -president
of the Golden Slipper Club Camp
which is located in the nearby
Pocono Mountains and accommodates more than 700 deserving
boys and girls each summer.
The Golden Slipper Club's Welfare Committee attracted wide
newspaper attention in contributing a jukebox, stocked with records, to the Philadelphia Psychiatric Hospital which it will help
serve the recreational needs of
patients.
.

.

Trio provides the music at th
Carefree Inn in Carefree. .
Marla McCarthy's at the pianoorgan bar nightly at Kellÿs.. .
Johnny Tillotson here in Phoenix
for a weekend gig Oct. 9 -10 a

...

Vanda and
JO's, Scottsdalés.
the Del Mars head the entertainment at the Clown's Den.... Jim
Bing, his songs and guitar are on
tap at the Hotel Westward Ho....
MGM's the Odd Squad, featuring
MGM Records star, Patty Williams, opened at Neptune's East,
Scottsdale,
Confusion in the local radio

ranks: former WMCA. New York,

"Good Guy," Gary Stevens is a
new Valley of the Sun resident

PHOENIX
Bell's the Fifth Dimension will
be one of the many highlights of
Arizona's 1970 State Fair, to be
held Thursday (29) -Nov. 8 at the
Fair Grounds of the Memorial
Coliseum.... The John St. John

and

serving

as

station

manager

for KRILradio. KRUX -radio

torical Society.... Fotomat Cot,
aeration, coin -operated photograph
machine manufacturers has withdrawn Rs Pennsylvania corporate
charter as a foreign corporation.
The company is a corporation of
the State of Delaware with corporate address maintained in Wilmington, Del.... Eliot Rosen, ex-

From the first line of jukeboxes.

New Orleans

Chicago, Ill.; Soul Location
Warren Brown,
.operator;
Earl Terrell,

KING'S One Slop
Currxt releases:
"I'll Be Them,"

Jackson

5,

Motown

BARGAINS

1171:

"Heaven Help ils All," Stevie Wonder,
Tanta 54200;
"Can't .Cet Next to You," Hal Green.

programmer;
Eastern
Music Co.

FIlleA Capsule
MIX

$3.90

St De Luxe Mix
50 Ring sax
101 Dig Dice Mix
1at Economy Mix

5.00
0.50

58

Manhattan, Kan.; Teen Location
Current releases:

Me,.

Ill

Ther

Re'

Judy Weidner.

1171;

programmer,
Bird Music Co.

1200.

"Cry Me

a

Dacca

Jackson

,

Mn

River," Joe Cocker, AGM

illOldies:

"All Aloe the Watchtower," lirai Hen"Eli RoCpoxm
e
"Elï s CominB'Three Dog Night.

Per bfr

25

eamswr

7.00

super Ball Mix
Laugh-in Beaks A Bufagns
St JewHry Atli, 1012 Bag
V]
250 V2 Rubber Animals

,M

a venaing

1800

Igo

CO

81,500P,

INC.
III. 60612

Phon: 312/533.3302

C,

Jack Jeffries.

programmer,
Jeffreys
Amusement

Tés"

Conant raNases:

programmer,
McDonald
Merchandising
Co.

Pierre, S.D.; Adult Location
Darlow Maxwell,
operator.
Mrs. Darlow
Maxwell,

programmer,
Maxwell
Music Service

"Fire and Rain," Jales Taylor, Wormer
Bros. 7423;
"God, Love and Rock and Roll," TeeWen end Van Winkle, Westbound
GL

yy

Woman,"

-Looking
Clearwater
Ce

Orlan

Hyland,
,

Uni

eence
W

Renú,nni, Fantasy 6.10

Current releases:
It's Only Make Believe," Glen Campbell, Capitol 2905'

;

irrW

i

n wan
London 139'

W,e 17sä

Family
Cendldo." Dawn, hell 903,

-Sans:
-Sunday Momies' Coming Oavn,:1 Jehnrry
Cash;

WEIGHING
SCALE

$33.85
FILLED 9

CAPSULES IN STOCK

Z

lee CAPSULE MIXES
lall ]a0 per bee/
Mm
amine
SA
051
MONT
Asst. 102
7.50
055
Precious Clem
)Adern
Zméc Dis. Mix

:A0

Jumbo 00y500e Bees

nail

Past

n

eak

Mx

rwat
r

Revival, Pe5C17
Fantasy 645.

W

NOT Sc VEND ITEMS
Beef
en
R

éuYe'

ikee

Riess

Circus rays
Reauler DIaXe brim
Asst. Jewelry laaxles 1

ÌH
5.00

2.00
ne,an
Many other Assortments.

Current releases:

operator,
Star Novelty Co.

6 -5005

Amco Distributor

-

2

Springfield, Ill.; Adult Location

Bud Hashman,

Aamaase

GREAT TIME
SAVER!
COIN

Teen Location

Jerry Duffy,

1il SIC COiiP:t1T

Manufacturers
Acorn

"D- t- V- O- R -C -E," Tammy Wynette:

111.;

1TL.aS

Representative

"Daddy Sons Bass," Johnny Cash.

Ottawa,

MUSIC-Chimp

ISCHOENBACH CO.

Oldies:

Corp.

See it now at:

2122 H. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 60647.

Curant reeaes:
"There Must Be More to Love Than
This,"
nk God and Greyhound," Ray
Dot
Waylon Jennings, RCA
Victor 47 -9ßB5.

Presidential Line from Rowe

10.00
10.00

ottone for tt

KING &

T..1.

One of the 6 in the

8.00

2700 W. Lake St.,

Osceola, la.; Country Location

es

"Green -Eyed Lode," Sueoneaf, Liberty

56183;
We 've Only Just Begun," Carpenters,
AGM 1217;
El Condor Paso" Simon and Garfunkel,
Columbia 4- 45337.

lc CHARM MIXES

8 ITEMS

f2.50 le 524.00 per M.
capsules in steck.
a ands B plebes.
operator.
Rae ms.
One-Mite deposit
alanes
.ÓGth ben

TOP EARNINGS
IN

F

250

'arms. ithe

SCHOENBACH CO.

11! Linsoln

P1.,

ar0ekian 14 N.Y.

EVERY TYPE OF LOCATION

EVERYWHERE

(bb rRealnnl ]-f00
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has

new young disk spinner who
goes by the name of Gary Stevens,
too. The former, however, down'
plan any return to planer -playing.
a

William 5, Fishman, president
of ARA Services, Inc., has been
named a member of the 1776
Bicentennial Celebration Commission of the American Jewish His-

Belle, W. Va.; Teen Location
Leoma Ballard,

& Marion.

ben,

Clearwater RevivaFantasy 645.

Evans Sales
and Service

.

Berger,

"It's Only Make Believe," Glen Campbell, Coatol 2905:

Jerry J. Eanet,
programmer,

become a chartered corporation
and now adds "Inc." after its trading name which remains the same.
Edward N. Kurland, local attorney,
handled the legal matters attending
the corporate status.
.
Four
Star Vending, Inc., was organized,
based in neighboring Montgomery
County, with application for charter of incorporation handled by the
local law firm of Marion. Seitz berg

"Candida," Dawn, Bell 903:

Inc.

ized at the Albert Einstein Medical Center, Northern Division....
Rake Coin Machine Exchange has

News

In The

Country Music

Award to Glaser Brothers
12 -year Dream
Fulfills
a
NASHVILLE

Presentation

of the Billboard award this fall
to Tompall and the Glaser
Brothers for their singles sales
and impact on the industry was
a culmination of 12 years of

development.
The Glaser Brothers -Tompall, Jim and Chuck -have just
concluded construction of a major recording studio, this giving
the finishing touch to what they
set out to do with their move to
Nashville in 1958.
"We set up our publishing
company in 1962," said Jim
Glaser, "and that was really the
second step in the formation of
what was to become a complete
complex to help artists who

might otherwise be victimized.'
Jim Glaser said they (the
brothers) had been "pushed into
corners" after coming here, and
vowed it would not happen to
anyone with whom they later
were associated.
"There were days when we
were allowed to record twice
a year, to give our 'all' in six
hours in a recording studio, and
that was to be the public's
judgment of us,' he said.
"The studio is the fulfillment.
Our booking agency, under the
directorship of Joe Light, al-

Welcome to RENO'S

PONDEROSA!
Reno's first nee hoed in a decade.

Lose yourself in the lavish
luxury of early 19th Century
Nevada. Elegantly furnished
rooms with color N. Reason.
ably priced for family budgets.

Dancing nightly. Swimming.
Free parking. Be prepared for
a
Many Splendored Fling!

PONDEROSA!
HOTEL VASINO
FOR

SIC

rfiVATIlét

S.

eIIÚL

Virginia, Rane, acv.

NOTICE
ACCADIA MUSIC COMPANY ore
legal Administrators of: "LITTLE
ALTAR ROY,' by Howlett Smith, in
behalf of: AUDIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS.

Kindly contact
other usages:

an

for espies, and

LOU HERSCHER,
ACCADIA MUSIC CO.,
99621 Durant Dr.,
Beverly Hills,

Calif. 90212.
Phone: 213 -277 -8383

ADVERTISING IN
BUSINESnPAPER9
MEANS BUSINESS

ready is operating in the black

after having been formed last
January," he said.
Pride in Studio
That studio is a strong source
of pride for the brothers. Doubling the size of their old demo
studio, they did much more.
The board has 32 level lights
instead of VU meters. The
studio, according to engineer

Claude Hill, has the lowest noise
level in town, at least IO db
lower than any other. The echo
chambers, he said, have the
longest delay with the widest
frequency response of any studio. He claims he can overdub
to get 48 tracks and still be in
the same noise level of others
with 16 -track operations. It is a
20- channel -in and 20-out system, built and designed by Dan
Flickinger and Associates, with
Scully equipment. There is a
motor -driven amplifier which
can alter the speed or change
tempo, driving up as much as
two -full keys or tempo, and offers 30 percent steadier power
than standard electrical outlets.
There are four cue -systems
which can be isolated, allowing
the producer to talk to any individual or group during a
session.

-

Jim Glaser said the idea of
the studio
used exclusively
now for artists under contract
to Glaser Brothers Productions,
is to give writers and artists a
chance to develop in an atmosphere which is not rushed. Jack
Clement, their long -time producer who has his own outstanding studio, will now produce the Glasers in this one.
"His own studio is so busy he
can't get into it," Jim explained,
"and he likes this one, too."
In addition to everything else,
the control room has a physical
layout designed with quadrasonic re- mixing facilities. The
room is tuned by Elektracoustics for perfectly flat response,
with no altering in tonal quality
or mix.
Tompall the "Brains"
"Tompall is the brains behind
our growth," Jim said. "He
knows as much about organization, contracts, and people as
anyone in the business. Chuck
is doing most of the production,
at which he excels. And I handle the promotion, produce
some sessions. Among them are
my own."
The firm now has its own
graphic artist and copywriter,
and plans to provide continuity
for artists on stage. "This is part
of the total career guidance
concept," he explained.
Johnny Russell, an outstanding songwriter who now is part
of the company, works not only
as a writer and producer but a
song plugger and a coordinator
of material within the company.
Under contract now to the production firm are the Glaser
Brothers, Jimmy Payne, Hoover
and individually Jim Glaser.
"Our idea is not to have a lot
of artists and do volume business." he said. "We want to
bring the artist along without
the pitfalls he ordinarily would

fall into."
One of the biggest artists developed by the Glaser Brothers,
first as a writer and then as
an artist, was John Hanford. His
"Gentle on My Mind," published by the Glasers, has been

one of the biggest hits of the
decade. For it the Glasers have
received virtually every award
including, this year, the first

Robert

Burton

Award

from

BMI.
The Glasers made their first
movie sound tracks this year,
their original songs prevailing
through the MGM movie, "Tic

Tic Tic."
The Glasers now are utilizing
their promotion department for
what may be an all -time promotional piece. Artist Dwana
Wherry is painting portraits of
disk jockeys and presents them
to the radio personalities as a
goodwill gesture.

OPRY ARTISTS Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton joined Today Show
host Joe Garagiola in a special salute to the "Grand Ole Opry" on its

45th Birthday.

Jim & Jesse Back With Capitol;
Join TV Syndication in New Co.
NASHVILLE -Former Capitol artists Jim At Jesse have returned to that label, and have
joined with television syndicator
A.O. Stinson in a new all -encompassing company.
Called Double I Entertainment, Inc., the firm is headquartered in Gallatin, Tenn. Although basically a syndication
company, it is involved in everything from management to
booking.
Stinson is producing the "Jim
& Jesse Show" and a program
called "Music Place," which
features Stu Phillips and LaWanda Lindsey. Double J has
a syndication privilege and will
put the show, currently produced for WAVE -TV in Louisville, on the market shortly.
Stinson and Jim & Jesse (McReynolds) worked together on a
program called "Country Music
Carousel" produced some three
and a half years ago in Springfield, Mo. In the early 1950's,
he worked for Martha White
Mills, and the first act with
which he worked was Flatt &
Scruggs. Later moving into the
syndication field himself, he
produced 10 separate properties, including shows by Ernest
Tubb, Bill Anderson, the Lonesome Rhodes, Flatt & Scruggs,
and several gospel acts including Jake Hess and the Imperials.
Talent Signed
In talent management, several
artists already have been signed,
and many appear on the TV
program as well as on road
dates. They include instrumentalist Carl Jackson, comedian
Bun Wilson, and singer Carol
Johnson, who was an original
on the TV show of the late Jim

leased a double -album
old bluegrass songs.

of their

The new show retains some
of that bluegrass sound, but is
based on a modern, updated
concept, utilizing electrical instruments and drums in addition
to the acoustical mandolin and
guitar.

Their first new Capitol

ses-

under the guidance of
Larry Butler, was cut Oct. 1, and
will be released shortly. In addition to their own accompaniment, the session includes eight
instruments and the back -up
voices of the Jordanaires.
sion,

Satherley 'Available,'
He Says at Law Fete
NASHVILLE- Paying tribute
to Don Law, his friend and associate, Art Satherly said he still
"would be available" to advise
any company or individual on
the production of records.

The record pioneer, who
tamed 8I last week, was here
to attend certain functions during the "Grand Ole Opry" birthday celebration. Among other
things, he was one of the five
nominees for the Hall of Fame.
Satherly, who said he had
little to leave now except a
"heritage for his children," recalled his days with Law in Dallas, and the evolutionary part
the two had in the development
of country music. Recently,
Satherly turned over to the Hall
of Fame his list of early recording sessions, and plans to make
other contributions of historical
value.
"I am living now to enjoy the

past." Satherly said. "I would be
happy to be working in the
music business, to give some advice, to help pick tunes."
Satherly said he and others
were able to recognize as early
as the 1920's that country music
was "the music of the people."
He said that some of the early
black artists sang "unadulterated
country music, which then was
a sort of boll weevil blues."
Satherly credits Law with being one of those who had a
strong part in making country
music what it is today, and then
staying with it through the
years.

Johnny Cash was another who
praised Law. At the Columbia
luncheon he referred to Law as
"the man who stuck with me
through all these years, even the
bad times." And he called Law
the "greatest producer" of all
time.

Reeves.

Jim McReynolds handles the
booking under the banner of
Double J. Than far he has called
mostly on markets where the
TV show is being seen, and
where the talent on the show is
being offered to promoters in
the area.

The company now is doing
commercials, mostly on a regional basis, but doing tests for
national accounts.
Jim & Jesse broke on the
country scene in the early
1950's on the Capitol label, produced by Ken Wilson. Years
later they moved to Epic, only
to return to Capitol this fall
some months after the label re-
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LARRY ADAMS, editor of Country Music People in London, presents an
autographed copy of Ringo Starr's new LP, "Beaucoups of Blues" to
Hank Snow, whose firm published the title song.
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SEE AND HEAR

EL TILL1
SING HIS NEW MCM HIT,

`COMMERCIAL
AFFECTION'
SUNDAY, NOV. 8 ON THE GLEN CAMPBELL SHOW
COMMERCIAL AFFECTION K14176

Written by: Mel Tiflis

Produced by: Jim Vienneau on MGM
Published by Cedarwood Publishing Company and
Sawgrass Music

www.americanradiohistory.com
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CÓu ry Singles
les
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Tit

Lan

Welk

Week

STAR

Perfermer_Sinele's refineries greatest wepeniwne upward regress this week.

Woke en
Title, Artist, Label, No. d Pvt.

CANT BELIEVE THAT YOU'VE
STOPPED LOVINGvMEr
479901

2

I

(Blue Crest /Hill le Range,
2

7

BMI)

RUN WOMAN RUN
Tammy Wyn111a, Epic 5106.59

1

B

9

BMI)

y

iiir

Oran

I

DEWY

MTSEHIC
OF CHICAGO

BE

5

Male Haggard,
Merit
ye
2891
(Blue Book, BMI/Tree. BMI)
4

SUNDAY MORNING COMING DOWN _10
Johnny Cash, Colombia 4-45211 (Combine,
IMO

*

6

THANK GOD AND GREYHOUND
Roy Clark, Dot 17355 (Window, BMI)

7

ENDLESSLY

4

S

14

IT'S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE

i
U

B

17

6

SOMEWAY

001G' STEADY

S

THE

t

39

PATCHES

40

42

I

41

43

44

45

7

Mao, 47.9885

Gril, Royal American 19
(Gold Foraaer, BMI)

14

4
16

11

9
18

4

35

MONEY CAN'T BUY LOW
Boy Rogen, Capitol 2895

7

48

13

15

12

46
38

MY

49

SO SAD (T. We'd. Good bye Ge Bad) 6
Hank Williams Jr. d Lois Johnson,
MGM 14164 (Acuff-Rose, BMI)

DON'T LIE

ANGELS

ITS

49

A

BEAUTIFUL DAY

..

FOR THE GOOD TIMES

..

2

40

CAVING
Arlene Hardin, Columbia 445203
(Acuff -Rose, BMI)

1

edarvrood /Sawgrass, BMI)

HOW

LOVE THEM OLD SONGS
Carl Smith, Columbia 4 -45213
I

AMOS MOSES
Jerry Road, RCA M er 47.9904
(Vector, BMI)
CONE GIRL
Too, I) B, Glaser Bm1bers, MGM 14169
(lock, BMII

04
54

54

55

57

WHITE HORSE

21

WAKE ME UP IN THE MORNING
Bobby Lord, Deco. 32718
(Contention. SESAC)

4

57

61

NICE 'N'

3

58

59

510662 (Shaw, ASCAP)
MIST CAN'T HELP BELIEVING
David Fonti), ColonAe 445238

2

11

59

45

YOUR SWEET LOVE UFSED ME
Perlin Husky, Capitol 2882
( Gallico, BM))

12

60

62

WAXAHACHIE WOMAN
John Deer Co., Royal American

6

R
Rich,

HE'S

61

63

37

51

GOT YOUR TROUBLES
69L Mine)
7
Jack Blanchard 6 Misty Morgan, Wayside
015 (Mills. BMI)
LOUISIANA MAN
9
Connie Smith. RG Victor 47 -9887
(0145-Ron., BMI)

63

60

M

22

28
30

Out

LETS THINK ABOUT WHERE
HERE GOING
Camarde Lindsey 6 Early Vernon,

B

STEPPIN' OUT
Jerry Smith, Des. 32730
(Papa Joe, Music How,

ASCAPI

71

LET ME GO
Johnny Dunces, Columbia 445227
(Wilderness, BMI)

2

66

50

IT AIN'T NO BIG THINE
Tea Williams, Monument 1216
(Central Songs, BMI)

B

THE MORNING

COME

1

Hank Snow, RCA Victor 47,9907
(Glaser, BMII

11

GARDEN

ROSE
Lynn

HOW
GOT TO MEMPHIS
14
Bobby Bare, Mercury 73097 (Newkeys, BMI)
FROM HEAVEN TO HEARTACHE
9

6

65

My Eyes)

M605,1,

(Lowery, BMI)

Columbia

41$57

I

RCA Victor 47-9689
)singleton, BMI)
31
FOR THE GOOD TIMES/
GRAZIN' IN GREENER PASTURES
Sey Price, Columbia 445178
t(Buskhom, BMI /Combine, BMI)
41 SHE GOES WALKING THROUGH
MY MIND
Billy Walker, MGM 14173
(Forrest Hills, BMI)
23
SOUTH /DON'T WE ALL HAVE
THE RIGHT
Roger Miler Mercury 73102
Mix Rus, ASCAP/Tree, SMI)

Eddy Arnold,

33

4

B
aCO nNVNTION pNOI 2025
(Peer Int'), BMI)

of

BACK WHERE IT'S AT
eeorage Hamilton IV, RCA Victor 47-9886
)AcuffR01S, BMI)

.......

COWBOY

PYOU'VE

Ri

IN THE MORNING

EARLY

21

Chart 5090 (Tench, BMI)

SNOWBIRD
16
Anna Murray, Capitol 2738 (Beachwood,
IMO

Crystal
(Sure-Fire, BMI)

BMI)

Mac Curtis, GRT 26 (Post, ASCAP)

l0

24

CRIED
(The Blue

Gems -Columbia,

(Screen

62

I)

I

I

(Glen, BMI)

25

29

2

BMI)

DAZE BELLE
Stan Hitchcock,
RT 23
(lack 8 Bill, ASCAPI

RIGHT BACK LOYIN' YOU
6
Reeves, United Artists 50714 (Passkey,

26

3

56

36

EVERYWHERE
Mega 6150001 (Two

3

FOOREVErReYOURS

(Husky,

(Pee

36

11

56

Buck Owens
Capitol 2871 (Blue aBook yBMI)

35

COMMERCIAL AFFECTION
Tiliis 6 The Stnesiders, MGM 14176

9

GREAT

33

6Bre Me the Whole

Victor 47-9911

19

32

LIVE IN NEW YOR K

1'M ALGIERS
Lynn Anderson, Chan S098 [Stallion, BMI)

3

22

31

13

55

Sonnrl 5,
ASCAP)

On Lincoln's Face..
by Tommy Cash
on Epic Records

A MI)

5

-

9

WONDERS OF THE WINE
14
David Houston, Epic 510643 (Algae, SMI)

30

47.9075 (Mweper,

WHISKEY SIX YEARS OLD
Norma Jean, RCA Victor 7.9902

13

WHERE HAVE ALL OUR HEROES GONE
Bill Anderson, Dace 32744
(Stallion, IMO

DDcl

"The Tears

i for

Bunk Town)

51

20

29

V

15

Parton,

LOOK AT MINE
Jody Miller, Epic 510641
-book, BMI)
I54

8

21

28

7

DADDY WAS AN OLD TIME
PREACHER MAN

32

(Acuff -Rose, BMI)

26

JOHNSON

11M

(Tr«, BMI)

HARD TIMES
Roy Drusky, Mercury 73111
110werr, BMII

16

34

25

3

Buck
and the Buckaroos,
Capitol 2947 (Blue Book, BMI)

ac
(Page Boy, MAC)

23

..

MORNING

9

LIVE

Tommy Cash takes you from Washington
at Valley Forge all the way through to today.
His new single is an epic.

BMI)

(CI

27

Take a two- and-a-half minute
course in American History.

2915 (Tree,

TOO LONELY, TOO LONG
Mel Tillie, Rapp 21103 (Sonnass, BMI)

11

Wynn Stewart, Capitol 2888
BMI)

19

3

RCA

Jim Reeves, RCA Victor 47,9880
(Acclaim, BMI)

17

SOMETHING TO BRAG ABOUT
Charlie Lourin B Melba Montgomery,

I

THERE MUST BE MORE TO LOVE
THAN THIS
Jerry Lee Lewis Mercury 73099
(De4porverie /Chimneyvdle. BMI)
ALL

4

47

Many Robbins, (Mumble 445215
(Bono, IMO

u

WAKE UP IN HEAVEN
David Rogers, Columbia 445226
(Window, SMI)

CITY QI They
TMy

GIRL

JOLIE

46

47

Jennings,

(Combine, ,BMI)

5

Hickory 1579
BMI)

Don Gibson,
(ACUH -Rosa,

Porter

Saran Young, Mercury 73112
(Central Song, SMI)

5

BMII2

Porter Wagoner, RCA Victor 47 -9895
lowepar, BAU)e

AFTER CLOSING TIME
David Houston A Barbara Mandrel),
Epic 5-10656 (Algae, BM!)

RCA

12

58

(Marielle. BMI)
12

UGHTERura
-Ftm,

39

43

ben

Jim Ed Brown, RCA Victor 474099
(Show Biz, (WI)

Glen Campbell, Capitol 2905

Q

*

®*

COAL MINER'

67

w

Naafi

M.

Tille, Artist, Label, Ne. 4

ICedarwood, BMI)

Sonny James, Capitol 2914
(Vogue, BM)

3

week

Capitol

5

6

Lan

Week

5

15 TEARS AP.
Conway Twiny, Dacca 72747
BE
(Peach,

10

Ibis

ALL FOR THE LOVE OF SUNSHINE
Hank Williams Jr. with the Mike Curb
Con0regatlon, MGM 14152
(Hastings. BMI)

46

It,

t
70

20

TT

Connie

72

3

FIRST DAY

-

1

Jane Morgan, RCA Victor 47.9901
key BMI

)Stuc,

I

MY l0Y

1

Johnny Borh, Slop 3W
40,80w. BMII

73

15

1

(Combine, BMI)

3

11

Peel, Chart 5099

Ilobete, IMO
ALLEGHENY
Bonnie Guitar. Perarmlmr 0045
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LOUK HOW FAR WE'VE

GONE

Bill Wilboum B. Rathy Moldeo,, United
tAnets 50718 (7.0,01,. BMII
ANOTHER LONELY NIGHT
loon Shepard, Capitol 2941
(Dixie Jane /Twig, BMI)
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(Rosa Bridge, BMI)
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WHERE NAYS

All OUR
HEROES GONE
A GREAT NEW HIT BY

ßILi ANDERSON
Decca 32744

Jumping in the charts ... excellent sales
Billboard; 18* Cashbox, 28 Record World, 26*

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Country Musk

Mrs. Williams Plans LP on
Life With Hank; Memoirs Set

Continuing
the good
times with
another
#1 hit for

ROY
DR USKY

NASHVILLE -Mrs. Audrey
Williams announced through her
manager, Earl Owens, that she
has begun work on an album
telling of her life with the late
Hank Williams, and also will
write her memoirs.
Mrs. Williams has discontinued her entertainment schedule to devote full time to writing. "Audrey will present her
own dialog of the stories behind
the songs Hank wrote," Owens
said. "It will establish an anecdote- history of his music."
Mrs. Williams also is collaborating on the eventual publication of her memoirs. Upon
completion of her book, she will
begin a series of lecture tours.
Earl Owens Management and
the firm of Gerry-0 will work
together in a new office for promotion and management set up
at 2820 Bransford Rd., near
100 Oaks here.
Gerry Henry Owens, as announced earlier, will operate

Hal Neely, president of Starday.
King, has added Mrs, Carlene
Westeott Whaley to his staff. The
former president of Consolidated
Record Enterprises will become
national custom representative for
Starday -King. She will handle record pressing of singles and albums, full packaging of both, and
all printing. Mrs. Whaley also will
make arrangements for studio
time, sound engineers, musicians,
producers, mastering and plating.
.. Dot's Peggy Little was rushed
into emergency surgery in a Florida hospital. The lovely little lady
has all sorts of misfortune lately.
The appearance of Hank Williams
Jr. on the "Ed Sullivan Show" will
be aired Sunday (t).
. Doug
Kershaw has done the "Flip Wilson
Show," to be aired Nov. 19; the
John Wayne Special," set for Nov.
29, and a "Don Knotts Show" with
no release date set yet. He also is

Eyes
Club to Push

Instruments

-

HARD TIMES'
73111

(BMI)

The
Lowery
Group
of

Music Publishing
Companies

LI

16

HUBERT LANG AGENCY

TO

TAKE
THE ME
OUT OF
MRS.

AUDREY

announced the

WILLIAMS has
cutting of an LP,

telling of her. years with Hank
Williams, and Use writing of her
memoirs.

MEN"
Starday 915

the promotion -advertising complex, while Earl Owens Management will deal directly with artist management with affiliated
interests in record production
and publishing companies.

Nashville Scene

Tally

`ALL MY

"ENOUGH

The Tally
NASHVILLE
Musical Instrument Co., of New
York is eyeing a local dinner
club here to showcase its instruments through country music
talent.

Fred Watson, who said he had
difficulty placing his instruments
here, although he has made an
initial breakthrough, said current plans were to utilize "local
talent" during the week, with
name acts on the weekends.
He is using this as a means to
push his musical instrument
lines. He said Harvey's Department Store would use his product after Jan. I, but he was
anxious to expose guitars, amplifiers and the like to artists in
the area, and felt the club exposure was the best approach.
He said three sites were being
studied as a dinner club. They
would most likely be in the
Printers' Alley area. He plans
to be in business by the first
of the year.

48

writing a book called "America jun,' dealing with the life of a
Cajun in Louisiana and containing
the songs of that section; and he
and his mother, Rita, have completed a Cajun cookbook, with 147
recipes, including some alligator
meat. Finally, at the request of
LSU, Kershaw will take part in a
planning meeting for French Heritage next week.
Brad MoCuen,
president of RPM /Mega Records.
has signed Ronnie Prophet The
Canadian singer /writer, instrumentalist /comedian has been appearing here nightly for the past two
years at the Printer's Alley club.
Tony Harris, booked by Bill
Goodwin of the Hubert Long
Agency, opens in a few weeks at
the Golden Nugget in Lae Vegas
for the fifth time this year. .
Gene Legg, president of Legg Talent Productions of Little Rock,
announced the signing of Jamie
Rich and Waller Brother to an exclusive personal management contract.... Ronnie and Sharon Ray,
young members of the family act,
The Rays, have been put in the
Denver Post's "Gallery of Fame"
for their work in saving a man
in a burning home at Commerce
City, Colo.
WBIE -FM, of Marietta, Ga., has
increased power to 100,000 watts
and extended its operational hours.
It's fug -time country, so it will
be putting out a strong signal for
you. General manager is James
Wilder, music director is Bill
Clark, and station manager is
Roger F. Allison,
Tandum
Records executives Joe Deafen and
Jim Prater have just completed
a session at RCA for Mel Street,
who does a weekly TV show on
Channel 6 in Bluefield, W. Va.
Jan Arnold and Debbie Brimer,
who have been working for several
years as singles with their own
bands, have now formed the team
of Debbie and Jan. Jan formerly
recorded for Ebb -Tide, and Debbie
on Blackbird. They were brought
together by
Dallas
producer
Charles Wright.... Jimmy Wheel.
er, who has been doing a long
series of one -nights in the New
Jersey and Pennsylvania area, was
a featured guest on the recent radiothon for Cystic Fibrosis aired
over WBCB, Levittown. Pa.
Mawr Hoeraer, president of Triple
T Talent, has signed Stop artist
Dick Bruning to a management
pact.... Ginger Mede has signed
with Canary Records. Right after
her first release, she win open a
three-week engagement in Europe.
Duane Dee has recorded at
Woodland Studios for Cartwheel,
with Ron Chaney producing...
Sonny Throckmorton has completed his single release for Vin -

...

.

.

RED
SOVINE

.

EXCLUSIVELY
ON STARDAY

(Continued on pare 50)
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Hammers, nails and puppy dog tails is what they call Willy Jones
Tambourines and guitar strings don't make us all wrong.

Don't do this and don't do that has got my future looking dim
If Willy Jones can't come to me I'm gonna go to him.
©

Blue Book Music,

@Image

1970.

International,

All rights reserved. Made in USA, Bakersfield, Calif. Written by Buck Owens.

1970.

OMAC Artists Corp.
403 Chester Ave.

Bakersfield, Calif.
(8051

323.7201

Willie gories
by Susan Raye

C

Capitol Record No. 2970

Copyrighted in a tor 'al
www.americanradiohistory.com

Country Music

!Hot

Music...

*

Tammy Wynette has been signed

Woodland's Jim
Pugh and Rink Horton handled the
sound for the BMI dinner during
the convention.
Dudley Williams, one of the
most popular on- the -air personalities in the Los Angeles area for
the post decade has moved to
country. He takes over the morning
slot on KBBQ, the 24 -hour country music station.... Later Plan
and the Nashville Brass played to
a full house in Cynthiana, Ky., in
a show co-sponsored by WCYN
and Martha White Mills.
tage

,

to do the "Andy Williams Show'
Monday (9).... David Wilkins is
playing a big bank party here Nov.
14, at the Sheraton..
George

STAR

This
Week

for sessions with Peppy

Jones is in

Daley.... Jack Barlow is working
the Golden Nugget through Nov.
11.... Dean Martin's new release

on Reprise is the song written by
Mel Dills for Cedarwood and first
made famous by Bobby Bare,
"Detroit City."
Roy Rogers is
in for more sessions, hitting hard
on the country side.... Dick Curless has a new release out at mid month.

...

1
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Rhythm."
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Victor L5P 4432 IS)
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hard
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GEORGE NARDELLO- Roulette SR 42053 IS)
George Nardello Is a shining musical light
as
a
producer, arranger
conductor.
He is richly
chly enowed
his talents give
new vigot to such recent
"Wichita Lineman," "Misty,"
"Mieen?,
and "Eleanor Rigby," among others.
nd

ANTHONY-High

NICK

Voltage.

Amara

Records after signing a long -term
contract. Shown with him is producer Bitt Collie.
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The Day
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DAWN WASHINGTON -For
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Everyone.

Maim

low -ease package of
of the best of Dinah Washlrglon
performances, is a must. Among her classics
featured here, are "Drinking Again,"
l'lI
Be Around," "Why Was
Born" and "Say
It Isn't So." Exceptional sound as well.
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A nice place to visit?
Buck Owens and his Buckaroos salute ten big cities they might like to
but would rather not live in!

visit...

"I WOULDN'T LIVE IN
NEW YORK CITY".

Buck Owens
and His Buckaroos
This unique collection of ten new "big city" songs features the actual
"Sounds of the Cities" recorded live!
The Boy from Bakersfield (Pop. 67,366) is used to small towns; he likes 'em.
He's also used to being at the top of the country album charts.
Call your local Capitol distributor for immediate
no matter how big a city you live in.

stock...

www.americanradiohistory.com

Classical Music
Everest Re- Channeled Sets Are
Things of Beauty -Artists Excel
NEW YORK -The first nine albums issued

by

Everest Records under its deal with London
Records and its parent, British Decca, are beauties and bode well for the new arrangement. Featured are such outstanding artists as Ernest Ansermet. Wilhelm Backhaus, Julius Katchen, Carl
Schuricht, Sir Adrian Boult, Sir Malcolm Sargent and Zara Nelsova.
The sets all are re- channeled, providing an outlet for deleted monaural material which is not
available in London's low -price Stereo Treasury
Series, which has only issued material originally
recorded in stereo.
Among the notable Everest sets is an album of
Samuel Barber material with the composer conducting the New Symphony Orchestra of London
in his "Medea Ballet Suite" and "Symphony No.
2." Another album with music of a 20th century
composer couples Ernest Bloch's " Schelmo," conducted by Ernest Bloch with cellist Zara Nelsova,
and Bloch's "A Voice in the Wilderness," with
Ansermet conducting. The London Philharmonic
is the Orchestra on the Bloch record.
Ansermet is magnificent in two sets with his
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, one of which
also features the Motet Choir of Geneva in Ravel's
"Daphnis et Chloe." The other set, devoted to
Debussy, contains "Jeux -Poeme Danse" and
"Six Epigraphes Antiques." Other fine Ansermet
pressings have the London Symphony in the
Rossini- Respighi "La Boutique Fantasque" and the
Paris Conservatory Orchestra in a program of
Ravel's Bolero," beautifully done, and Honegger's

Apprentice"

"Pacific 231," Dukas' "Sorcerer's
and Ravel's "La Valse."

YORK

Columbia
Records is celebrating Aaron
Copland's 70th birthday with
four releases by that composer,
supported bi, heavy consumer
advertising. Columbia also has
a special release marking tenor
Richard Tucker's 25th year with
the Metropolitan Opera.
Masterworks also is cooperating with the Friends of the
Philharmonic with a specially
priced two -LP Stravinsky package with Leonard Bernstein and
the New York Philharmonic.
Cellist Leonard Rose is featured with Eugene Ormandy

Krainev Fine
As Soloist

-

Vladimir
NEW YORK
who
for
first
place
Krainev,
tied
in
this year's
International
Tchaikovsky Competition, was
the excellent soloist in Tchaikovsky's "Piano Concerto No.
1" with Antal Dorati and the
Washington National Symphony
at Philharmonic Hall, Oct. 25.
Krainev, whose touch was forceful, and Dorati probably will
record the
But the
tional, in
formance

warhorse.
story was the Naits first local per-

Dorati

was
(Continued on page 70)
since

BEST

Classical LP's
This

MmPb

Katchen is flawless as the piano soloist with
Beult and the London Philharmonic in a pairing
of Rachmaninoff s "Rhapsody on a Theme of
hnanyï s "Variations on a NurPaganini" and
sery Theme," while Backhaus is admirable as the
soloist in Brahms' "Piano Concerto No. 2" with
Schuricht and the Vienna Philharmonic.
A stirring martial album by Sargent and the
London Symphony completes the release. The
selections are Elgar's "Pomp and Circumstance
and 4" and "Imperial March."
Marches Nos.
Box's "Coronation March," and Walton s "Coronation March (Orb and Sceptre)." This initial release makes the contract between Everest and
FRED KIRBY
Declon look (and sound) good.

L

Barenboim Concert

NEW YORK -Daniel Barenboim opened his
eight -concert Beethoven piano sonata series in
fine style at Alice Tully Hall, Oct. 19, with brisk
performances of "Sonata Nos.
and 18." The
"Sonata No. 29 (Hammerklavier)" proved too
tough a nut to crack, but Barenboim, a 26 -yearold- artist, should grow into it. The Israeli pianist
has recorded the complete sonatas for Angel.
The "Sonata No. 18" was a gem as all four
movements. none designated slow, sang. The
"Menuetto" was a graceful charmer before the
Whirlwind last movement. The "Hammerklavier"
was performed rapidly and intensely, but nobility
1

FRED KIRBY

was leaking.

and the Philadelphia Orchestra in a program of Saint Saens, Lalo and Faure, while
violist Joseph de Pasquale is

featured in a Berlioz set with
Ormandy and the Philadelphia.
The Copland disks include
his
conducting the London
Symphony in a coupling of two
of his better -known ballet suites.
The other three pressings, all
previously on the CBS label,
include a set with the London
Symphony and one as piano
soloist with clarinetist Harold
Wright and the Juilliard Quar-

tet. The fourth album has Cop-

land
accompanying soprano
Adele Addison on piano and
conducting the New England
with
Conservatory
Chorus
mezzo- soprano Mildred Miller
and baritone Robert Hale.
Pianist Alicia de Larrocha
joins the label with a Ravel
set, while Bernstein and the
Philharmonic have a coupling
of disk firsts: Elliott Carter's
"Concerto for Orchestra" and
William Schumans "In Praise
of Shahn." The Tucker set offers an operatic aria program.

Pavarotti Exciting at Met
NEW YORK -Tenor Luciano
Pavarotti, who figures prominently in London's recording
picture, was exciting as Edgardo in Donizetti's "Lucia di
Lammermoor" at the Metropolitan Opera Oct. 24. His lyric
voice added distinction to the
performance throughout from
his entrance to the last scene.
A London program ad, in addition to current material, listed
an operatic recital and Verdi's
"Un Ballo in Maschera" and
Donizetti's " L'Elisir d' Amore"
in his future recording plans.
Soprano Renata Scotto, whose
Cetra recording of the title role
now is available on Everest, sang
well, especially in the Mad Scene

and Second Act, but she was at
her best in lyric rather than
coloratura sections. Enrico continues to be one of baritone
Mario Serenï s best roles. Sereni,
Miss Scotto and bass Ruggero
Raimondi were cited in Angel's
ad. Raimondi, with one of the
brightest of operatic futures, was
magnificent in the Mad Scene.
He's opening the Rome Opera's
new season in the title role of

Verdi's "Atilla." Carlo Franci
conducted capably.

KIRBY
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FRED
CHOPIN AWARD
TO NEW YORKER

-

WARSAW
Garrick Ohlsson, 22, of White Plains, N.Y.,
won the eighth International
Chopin Piano Competition here
Oct. 25. He was the first American ever to win the award.
Mitsuko Uchida, 22, of Japan
was second. Third place went
to Peter Paleczny, 24, of Po-
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VickerslVensey)Various ArtishlCho'sa 8 Orchestra of the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden (Davis), Philips 6709.002
SOUNDTRACK: 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
MGM SIE ST 13
TRANS -ELECTRONIC MUSIC PRODUCTIONS INC. PRESENTS
THE WELL- TEMPERED SYNTHESIZER
Walter Carlos, Columbia MS 7286
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Van Cliburn, RCA Red Seal LSC 2576
BELLINI: NORMA (3 LP's)

Sutherland/Horne/Various Artists/London Symphony
(Bonynge), London OSA 1394

7

BACH'S GREATEST HITS

B

Various Artists, Columbia MS 7501
8

STRAUSS: ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA

7

9

17

10

-

LEONTYNE PRICE, signs copies of her RCA Red Seal albums. at a
recent autographing session at Gimbels, Herald Square, New York.
More than 400 of her RCA albums were said during the visit.

lumbla MS. 6547

ROSA PONSELLI -NORMA AND OTHER FAMOUS HEROINES
RCA Vktrola VIC 1507

SEMII

DUETSlo

RdOl

NORMA

RID Symphony (Bonynge),

London

OS 26168

MAHLER SYMPHONY NO. 1
London Symphony (Hornstein), Nonesuch NS 71240
ORFF: CARMINA BURANA
Mondost Kalk( Various Artists /Botten Symphony (Oaawa), RCA
Red Seal 3161
BEETHOVEN'S GREATEST HITS
Various Artists, Columbia MS 7504

11

20

12

40

13

13

14

12

15

Various Artists, Columbia MS 7506
10 SCENES h ARIAS FROM FRENCH OPERA

16

CHOPIN'S GREATEST HITS

Beverly Sills, ABC ATS 20002

-

TCHAHIOYSKY: 1812 OVEIRGIRE

17

16
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9

19

19

20

-

21

30

22
23

Angeles Philharmonic (Mehra), London CS 6670
MOZART: CONCERTOS 17 6 21 (Elen Madigan)
Anda /Camacato of the Saalburg Maaartevm Academic* ( Andal,
DOG 138783
SHOSTAKOVICH: SYMPHONY NO. 13 (Bahl Tm)
Philadelphia Orcheatna (Ormandy), RCA Red Seal LSC 3162
saICTIONS FROM 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
Philadelphia Orchestra (Ormandy) /New York Philharmonic
(Bemstein), Columbia MS 7176
MAHLER: SYMPHONY NO, 2 (2 LP's)
MandacJFinniln /Philadelphia Orchestra (Ormandy), RCA Rad
Seal LSC 7066
Los

BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY NO. 9

Various Artists /London Symphony 8 Chorus (Stokowsk0, Lon-

14

don Phrase 4 SPC 21043

LPs)
Cleveland Orchestra (5x.10, Columbia M2.30070
BRUCKNER: SYMPHONY NO,

B

(2

MUSIC OF ERIK SATIE: THE VELVET GENTLEMAN

-

Camamto Contemporary Chamber Group, Derain DES 18036
MEYERBEER: LES HUGUENOTS (4 LPs)
Sutherlo,dlArnayolVarious ArtiahlNaw Philharmonie

-

(Bonynge), London OSA 1436

26

38

STRAUSS: ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA
Chicago Symphony (Rainer), RCA Red Seal LSC 2609

27

34

GLORY OF GABRIEL'

28

24

STRAUSS: ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA

-

Los

24

25

29

VERDI: REQUIEM (2 LPs)

Arroyo / Dnrningnl Various Artiste /London Symphony (Bornstein),
Columbia M2 -30060

Gregg Smith Singen /Texas Boys Choir /Edward Tarr 6m.. Ensemble/E. Power Biggs (Negri), Columbia MS 7071

30
31

32
33

Angeles Philharmonie (Mehra), London OSA 6609

GREAT OPERATIC

WETS

CabolielVermtfNew Philharmonic (Guadognol,
LSC

RCA Red Seal

3153

22

BEETHOVEN: SONATAS

-

Glenn Gould, Columbia MS 7413
CHOPIN ALA MOOG

-

Hans Wurmau, RCA Red Seal

23

STRAUSS: DER ROSENIAVALIER (4 LPs)
CrerpinfVarlaua Artiste /Vienna Philharmonic (Sakti), London

SSC 3171

BEETHOVEN: NINE SYMPHONIES (8

tra)

Vienna Philharmonic (Karman), DGG 2720 007

OSA 1435
34
35

36

11

SCHUMANN: IIREISLERIANA

-

Vladimir Horowitz, Columbia

18

BOSON!: DOKTOR FAUST (3 LPs)
HillebrachllFOaker- Dieakau /Various Artists) Bavarian Radio

-

Symphony (Lettner), DGG 2708032

land.

Americans
scoring
Other
highly were Eugene Indjic, 23,
of Cambridge, Mass., fourth;
Emanuel As, 21, of New York
and
Jeffrey
City,
seventh:
Swann, 18, of Hurst, Tex. The
Chopin Competition, one of the
world's most exacting piano
events, is held every five years.

( Ormandy),

Philadelphia Orchestra

37
38

39
40

-

-

MS 7264

VERDI: REQUIEM (2 LPs)

Cabaile /VickarsíVariaua Attiatal16w Philhcnnonin (Berhinniu),
Angel S 3757

ROMANTIC GUITAR

Julian Bream, RCA Red Seal

LSC 3156

BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY NO. 9

Philadelphia Orchestra

(

Ormandy), Columbia MS 7016

FRENCH OPERA GALA (2

LPs)

Joan Sotharland, London OSA 1286
SERAPHIM GUIDE TO THE CLASSICS (10
Various Artists, Seraphim 6061

IPs)
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Gospel Music
Gospel Surge in Fairs, TV, Campus

NEW YORK -The gospel
field is making inroads into new
areas such as fairs, national
television and colleges, according to Don Light, who operates
the Don Light Talent Agency in
Nashville. Light, whose acts include such well -known properties as the Oak Ridge Boys, the
Florida Boys, the LeFevres,
Gov. Jimmie Davis and the Singing Rambos, said that gospel
record sales were also increasing. For one thing, he added,
gospel records today are produced better than they used to
be, and are, therefore, more acceptable for airplay. Too, many
stations are devoting an increasing amount of time to this record genre, with resultant record
sales from the added exposure.
Record labels in the gospel
field, said Light, used to get
most of their sales at the artists'
concerts
where the artists
pitched the disks directly to the
customers. The sales ratio was
four to one, that is, four times
as
many disks were sold at
concerts as were sold in stores.
Today, however, this situation
is reversed, with six times as
many records sold in stores as
at concerts.
A good gospel album today,
according to Light, can rack up
sales of 50,000; and sales are
consistent for the top groups.
Regarding
station
exposure,
Light added that a substantial
breakthrough for gospel product has occurred on country
stations.
Into Big Cities
Gospel personal appearances
have also moved into the big
industrial cities, whereas the
traditional market had been the
rural South. Some of the big
cities for such shows today are
Chicago,
Cleveland,
Detroit,
Harrisburg, Cincinnati, Phoenix,
as well as cities in California
and Canada. In other words,
said Light, gospel is no longer
a regional phenomenon. It is
thriving in big cities, which,
owing to population migrations,
have many residents who are
gospel- oriented. In these Northern industrial areas, Light said,
tickets at gospel concerts sell
for between $3 and $5 and audiences run to between 5,000
and 7,500. "This fact does not
minimize the continuing importance of the Southern market," Light said. He added that
Friday and Saturday are the big
nights for such shows, and that
big gospel acts worked 150 to

200 days a year on an average.
Years ago, they worked even
more often, because it was
necessary to run concerts in order to rack up record sales on
the spot.
AU -Night Sings
So- called gospel spectaculars
are held in cities like Indianapolis and Waycross, Ga. These
are all -night sings, with the
ticket buyers bringing food and
lawn chairs. Such events can
draw
between
10,000
and
15,000.
Gospel's inroads into the fair
market, according to Light, has
been accelerated because many

Shaped Notes

country acts are very highly
priced -with the result that the
promoter is motivated to turn
gospel acts. Additional aspects,
according to Light, are the reliability of the gospel acts. They
rarely fail to show. Too, they
bring their own sound equipment, and it is of top quality,
representing an investment of
between $5,000 and $7,000.
Not so many years ago, according to Light, gospel acts
generally booked themselves;
but today the field is more businesslike, with formal contracts
and planned promotional campaigns.

SPECIAL MERIT PICKS

-

Continued from page 50
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THE OAK RIDGE Boys -something big is happening in gospel music.

WACO, Tex. -The "soul" of
the nation of Israel is captured
in sound by composer Ralph
Carmichael with his musical
score to Billy Graham's new

film, "His Land."

Cliff Barrows and British recording artist Cliff Richard sing
Carmichael songs, many
written on location. Carmichael
also arranged the Hebrew folk song "Hava Nagila" and Han del's "Hallelujah Churns."
The hour -long color picture
was filmed on location. It tells
the story of Israel from ancient
to modern times. The picture's
soundtrack is available from
Light Records, a division of
Word, Inc., of Waco.
Carmichael also has scored in
the pop field. The Carpenters
six

have

released

a

new

Quartet has
Muted "String

call

A &M Records.

Lexicon Music, which holds
the copyright on "Love Is Surrender." has secured permission
to use a photo of the Carpenters
on a new edition of the sheet
music. The picture also will appear on an octavo for the edu-

cational field.
Carmichael, president of Lexicon Music, said he feels it will
be the first of many such deals
in the coming year. He feels
that copyrights going into the
hands of young people in the
religious field will spill over into
the mainstream of the pop field.

/Chias.

NASHVILLE -"Gospel Singing Jubliee," the Show Biz -produced hour of gospel music,
has more viewers than all other
gospel music syndications combined, according ta the 1970
Syndicated Program Analysis
just released by the American
Research Bureau.
The total audience for "Gospel Singing Jubilee" in the 49
markets listed in the SPA is
1,196,000 viewers. The combined audience for all other gospel music programs, according
to the ARB report, is 1,188,000.
Those listed in the report were
"America Sings," "Glory Road."
"Gospel Caravan," "Lewis Fam-

ham, Jackson and Duluth.

The featured performers of
"Gospel Singing Jubilee" are the
the Florida Boys Quartet, the
Happy Goodman Family, the
Dixie Echoes and Steve Sanders.
The show is produced by Les
Beasley and directed by Robert
Hafner.
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all on DESIGNER RECORDS
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262 Cabot Street. Boston, Mass. 02120. Phone: 617.427.5127
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'Gospel Singing Jubilee' Is
Top Draw by a Longshot

JAKE HESS

They include "I'll Fly Away," "I'll
Meet You in the Morning," and
dozens more.
His music has been popular for
more than 40 years with recordings in the country field. In addition. his songs have been recorded
by gospel artists such as the Chuck
Wagon Gang, the Statesmen, the
Stamps Quartet, Smitty Gatlin,
Johnson Sisters, Blackwood Brothers, the Lewis Family, the Florida
Boys, the Plainsmen, the Speers
and the Prophets.
A Smitty Gatlin Relief Fund
has been instituted by a group of
gospel music executives. Gadin
has been faced with tremendous
medical expenses during the last
two months. The fund is being
overseen by John Matthews, Herman Harper and Lou Wills Hit dretb

The Florida Boys have just completed a 'successful engagement
at the Eastern State Exposition
in West Springfield, Mass. The
group was hooked into the feature
show by Bill Wynne, general manager of the exposition, through the
Don Light Talent Agency of Nashville.... K.C. Enterprises of Memphis now is booking scores of
Gospel groups. Among the new
ones are Evangelist Shirley Caesar
and the Caesar Singers, the Mighty
Clouds of Joy, the Five Blind Boys,
the Vloliaalres, the Brooklyn All
Stars, the Sons of Dixie, the Jones
Boys, the Brower Brothers, Jesse
Anderson and others.
Among
those elected recently by the Nashville Song Writers Association to
its country music Hall of Fame
was Albert Brumley of Powell,
Mo., although virtually all of his
big hits were of the Gospel variety.
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International News Reports
Island Into U.S. Via Capitol
-Launch Set for January

U.K. Summer
Business Is

-

Called Healthy
LONDON -Even allowing for

drop in production to take account of the traditionally soft
state of the market during the summer, business remained healthy
throughout July, according to the
latest Board of Trade statistics.
During the month 8,224,000
a

records were pressed, 6 percent
MOM than a year previously, but
11 percent fewer than in June.
But total sales at $6 million
were 27 percent higher than in
July last year, with home sales
rising by 22 percent and exports
by a remarkable 46 percent and
accounting for 21 percent of the

total.
Production in the first seven
months of the year was 10 percent
above last year. Total sales, worth
$37.6 million were 26 percent better than last year, with home sales
29 percent up and exports increasing by

16

percent.

Home, Export

Unit Sales Up

14% Over '68
PARIS -Home and export unit
sales of records in France last year

were 62,493,918 -an increase of
about 14 percent on the 1968 figure of 53,908,504.
The figures were announced by
Jacques Masson -Forestier, general
secretary of the Centre d'Information et de Documentation du
Disque, and are based on retums
submitted by member companies of
the French record industry federation, SNICOP (Syndicat National
des Industries et des Commerces
de Publications Sonores et Audiovisuelles).

Unit sales of cassettes and cartridges in 1969 were 1,389,212.
No breakdown of this figure by
configuration was given, but it is
known that cassette sales are immensely in advance of cartridge
sates.

Masson -Forestier said that member companies of SNICOP now
numbered 40 with the recent ad-

ditions

lnen

of

Diffudisc,

Musidiscde

aPubliques

(SERP)

and

United Artists. SNICOP companies account for 95 percent of record production in France and 96
percent of sales, Masson -Forestier
added.

Publication Dies
LONDON -After four issues
Strange Days, the Kinney Corporation financed consumer rock
paper edited by Mark Williams,
closed down.
Reason for
the folding of
Strange Days is attributed by Williams to production and distribu-

tion difficulties.

LONDON
As previously reported in Billboard, Island will be
launched in the U.S. in January.
The British contemporary pop
label will be manufactured and
distributed by Capitol under a
three and one -half year deal negotiated by managing director Chris
Blackwell with Capitol Records
president Sal lannucci and Artie
Mogul!, vice president of a&r.

Blackwell's decision to give his
company its own identity in the
U.S. in this way follows the failure
of a takeover bid for Island made
by the Kinney corporation, parent
of Warner- Reprise, Atlantic and
Elektra.
It is planned that a maximum
of t2 Island albums will be released each year, with the first
two being by the Amazing Blondel
and Bronco, two of the newer
acts in the Island stable.
The reason that Blackwell is
restricted to a pair of relatively
unknown groups is that all the
company's star names are currently
contracted elsewhere under a previous policy of placing acts with
different labels according to the
type of music. As a result, Free,
for instance, has a further 18
months to run of a contract with
A &M, while Cat Stevens has three
years to go with the same label.
However, Blackwell plans to
gradually switch all artists on to
Island as contracts expire, and is
in the process of acquiring the

first U.S. acts.
Blackwell said that a report of
a guaranteed figure of $1,500,000
for the Island contract was "a
figment of somebody's imagination." He said that Capitol had
agreed to make monthly payments
to cover the loss of cash advances
under the old system of leasing
masters to different companies,
and that a proportion of the money
would remain in U.S. to pay for
advertising and promotion.
He added that the deal was for
three and one -half years because
"Capitol wanted a four -year agreement which I thought was too
long." He said that the contract

Pye to Stage

Special Meet
COPENHAGEN -Pye Recorda

will

stage a special sales convention here this month -the first of
its kind to be held by Pye in
Denmark.
Export manager Harry Castle,
from London, will visit Copenhagen for a special retailer meeting. The meeting will probably be
repeated throughout the rest of
Denmark. A promotion film Is
planned and it is also hoped that
a personal visit by a Pye recording artist will take place.
Says sales manager Rene Gosvig

Mcerks Musikforlag; "It is
hoped that Sandie Shaw will come,
because her 'Wight Is Wight' has
been a hit here, whereas it hasn't
scored in other countries like
Sweden, Norway or England."
"Wight Is Wight" is published
in Denmark by Stig Anderson.
at

RECORD RETAILER TAPE
FORUM DRAWS DEALERS
LONDON -There have been more than 100 applications for tickets
for the Record Retailer dealer tape forum Tuesday (3).

The seminar, which is free to retailers, is being held at the Hanover
Grand, Hanover Street, London W.I. It will be exclusively devoted to
the cassette and cartridge market and all aspects of the tape industry
both in this country and overseas will be discussed.
Among the speakers are Roy Tempest (Philips), Barry Green (EMI),
Alan Bull (RCA), Walter Woyda (Precision Tapes), John Abbott (W. H.
Smiths), and James Fleming (CBS) together with representatives from
leading hardware manufacturers.
IHNINI
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could be terminated after 18
months and that Capitol had no
option to purchase.
Blackwell added that Capitol
would be establishing an Island
office and that lacer he would be
appointing his own U.S. representative.
One of the principal reasons for
Blackwell's reluctance to establish
Island in the U.S. has been his
belief that he would not be able

to give it the same personal attention as in Britain. Now he feels
that the company is so securely
established in the U.K. that he
can spend more time abroad.
"There was also the need for
a steady cash flow, not just for
the benefit of the artist, but to
give us capital for the building
of the studios. Now the studios
are complete and we can afford
to try to build Island as an entity."
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DANISH RADIO
BANS 'JOY'
COPENHAGEN -Danish Radio

has banned "Song of Joy," a pop
version of the peace theme from

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and
recorded by Miguel Rios (A &M).
Danmarks Radio has also declared
that any local versions will be likewise banned.
By contrast the Jane Birkin -Serge
Gainsbourg Fontana recording of
"Je TAime
Moi non Plus" in
given airplay. Radio stations in
other countries have refused to play
the single.
Danish radio maintains a strict
censorship on alleged plagiarism
but not on mattem of sexual moESPEN ERKISEN
rality.

...

-
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BMI Executives
At AKM Confab

VIENNA -BMI executives Leo

Cherniaysky and Helmut Guttenberg are attending an electric data
processing symposium sponsored
by AKM. the Austrian performing rights society, here Monday
through Wednesday. Guttenberg.
BMI assistant vice -president for

STURE LINDEN, second from left, managing director of CBS Gram mofon, Denmark is pictured here presenting CBS International director.
marketing and development, Mr. Nick Demey (center) with a gold
disk, commemorating sales in Denmark in excess of 40,000 of the
Simon á Garfunkel album, "Bridge Over Troubled Water."
The presentation, which took place at a special sales convention
first of its kind ever
which took place in Copenhagen recently
to be held in Denmark -was attended by 200 Danish record dealers
and executives and artists from various CBS international companies.
Also in the photo are (far left) Helge Roundquist, managing director of CBS- Cupol, Sweden, David Howells, CBS' International LP A &R
chief, from the London office (second from right) and singer-guitarist-

-the

composer Mick Softley (far right).

systems and data processing, will
deliver a paper on "Maintaining
large files that are subject to a

very high rate of change." Over
25 performing rights societies from
around the world are attending.
Following the AKM symposium,
Guttenberg and Cherniaysky, BMI
vice -president of foreign performing rights administration, will attend a two -day technical meeting
in Vienna under the auspices of
CISAC, the International Confederation of Societies of Authors
and Composers.

CBS Sales Doubled

In Denmark Over '69
COPENHAGEN-Sales of CBS
recorda have more than doubled in
Denmark this year as compared to
1969, Sture A. Linden, managing
director of CBS Grammofon. told
delegates to the first-ever record
company sales convention to take
place in Denmark, and only the
second of its kind to be held in
Scandinavia. The first such convention was staged in Stockholm
by CBSCupol earlier this year.
Apart from the 200 dealers who
were present at the convention,
Linden extended welcome to CBS Cupol's managing director Helge
Roundquist from Stockholm; CBS

International director for marketing
and development, Nick Demey
from Paris; CBS international LP
executive, David Howells from
London; the president of GDC
Distribution, Karl Emil Knudsen;
and GDC's managing director Elmer Thorsen, both from Copenhageness.

String

the fact that everything

begins with the artist, Linden said:
"Our ambition is to be the No. I
label in Denmark." Linden handed
over a gold disk in respect of
40,000 copies sold of the Simon &
Garfunkel LP, "Bridge Over Troubled Water" to Howells, who will
present the trophy to the duo.
Also present at the sales convention was a recent CBS signing.

guitarist- singer Mick Softley, who
presented some of his songs to the
delegates. It was his first visit to
Denmark. His LP, "Sunrise," will
be issued in Denmark soon. Present
also was the CBS progressive group

Skid Row.
Howells introduced the CBS
Rockbuster campaign with a stills
presentation and music and later
Linden introduced the Cookie Bear
campaign
which
follows
this
month. A real live bear was
brought onstage -and Linden executed a dance with it.
A brief introduction to the first
local product issued by CBS Gram-
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mofon since it went independent in
January this year was also pre sented-an LP by Victor Borge,
recorded during his visit to Copenhagen this summer, and produced
by Sture Linden.
Most of the 200 invited dealers
came from all over Denmark and
they were invited to participate in
a window display competition in
connection with the CBS sales drive
for the "Ruckbuster" double -LP
sampler. Material would be obtained from CBS Grammofon and
the winner will get a free trip for
two to Majorca.
The "Sounds of the 70's" campaign project has been enhanced
by a new film made by Danish
architect Peter Avondoglio. The
film was shown to the accompaniment of current CBS recordings.
ESPEN ERKKSEN

Austria
Product Hiked

CBS

-

VIENNA
Sales of CBS /Austria product increased in 1970 by
percent. And because of the
company's expansion, the stockroom and office have become too
small. CBS /Austria will, therefore.
move house in January.
Its new address will be A -1030
Vienna, Apostelgasse 25 -27.
Reason for the increased turnover is due mainly to the tremendous popularity of the songs
and records of Simon & Garfunkel.
Total turnover of records sold in
Austria alone of the duo amounted
to 5243,000 by the end of October.
21.000 copies of the LP "Bridge
Over Troubled Water" have been
sold, bringing in $126,000.
The singles, "Bridge Over Troubled Water" and "Cecelia" have
sold 24,000 copies (533,000), but
"Et Condor Pasa" was tops with
60.000 1$84,000).
63
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International News Reports

INTERNATIONAL RIO SONG FESTIVAL

Ray Conniff and Mrs. Conniff bearing banner, samba
through the stadium.

Director Marzagao with Spanky Wilson whom he launched

By HENRY JOHNSTON

-

start.
The festival produced at least
one surprise: the winner. Argentina's entry turned out to be a
sleeper. It received little attention
when it was first heard.
The song, "Pedro Nadie" (Pedro
Nobody), a modernized Argentine
ballad, was composed and interpreted by Italian -born Piero (full
name: Piero de Benedictic).
Wearing glasses and strumming
a guitar, Piero was wildly cheered
by the constructive -minded but
critical Brazilian audience which
often has booed the first choice in.
the past. As a concession to the
need for drama, the simply garbed
Piero changed his white shirt for
a colored one on the final night.
The one -time seminary student
made a sharp contrast with his
flamboyant, shouting competitors.
The usually hypercritical audience of 30,000 Brazilian popular
music fans jammed into the reconstructed Maracananzinho Stadium, behaved itself as never before:
there were many cheers and few
boos. The disorderly. politically
minded elements that marred pre-

vious festivals seemed to be under
better control.
Because of the three-week postponement in holding the festival,
many of the entries were considered to be weaker than usual.
However, the entertainment provided at the start, during the intervals and at the finish of the night,
made it a notable occasion. Ray
Conniff from the U.S. inspired the
audience to sing along with the
chorus in such old favorites as
"Brazil," "Became Macho" and
"Dr. Zhivago Theme."
Spanky Wilson made a resounding success of her international
debut. She was presented by Dr.
Augusto Marzagáo, Festival director, who announced that he had
"discovered" her in New York.
Brazilian composer Jorge Ben's
new, specially written sambo, "Eu
Quern Mocotd" (I Want Calve's
Foot Jelly), was presented in a'
show by Erlon Chaves, a Brazilian
entertainer.
Yugoslavia took an expected
second place with "The World
Is Mine," interpreted by Radoyka
and composed by Alfi Kabiljo.
Radoyka took the prize for the
best female singer, as well. The
so-called
"popular jury" made
up of unofficial judges from the

audience, agreed with the second
place award of the official judges.
Like many of the songs presented,
the Yugoslavian number was performed in English for the inter-

national market.
Brazil, which has won first
place twice before, took third place
this time with "BR -3" interpreted
by Tony Tomado, composed by

Antonio Adolfo with words by his
partner, Tiberio Gaspar. English
words were mixed with Portuguese
in the lyrics. The song deals with
life, speed and death on Brazil's
BR -3 highway.
The touted U.S. entry, "Think
About the Children," took only
seventh place, presented by Richie
Havens, who won the prize for
the best male singer despite meager
applause. The song was composed
by Bobby Scott with words by

Danny Meehan.
Fourth place went to Greece's
"Kyra Yorgena," sung by Marinella, composed by Georges Katsaros,
words by Pythagoras. Belgium's
Wallace Collection won great applause but only fifth place with
"Who Knows My Name?" by
John Valke, words by Sylveer Van
Holmen.
A minor crisis occurred at the
start, when three judges failed to

56

honor.
Artists,

Mine"

Brazil's President Ermlio Medici (left) with Festival
Director Augusto Maaagao.

arrive -Jimmy Webb of the U.S.,
Amalia Rodrigues of Portugal and
Astrad of Brazil who lives in the
U.S. Paul Simon substituted for
Webb and acted as chairman of
the judges. Brazilian Marcos Valle
took Astrud's place. The judges
included Lato Schiffrin of Argentina, Ed Avanko of Canada,
Francoise Hardy of France, Peter
Sullivan of England, Ray Conniff,
Leo Piccione of Italy, Peter
Moesser of Germany, Jose Jose
of Mexico and Takis Kambas of
Greece.
Sammy

Is

Pakistan's Rocky Shahan at the festival.

The United States' Richie Havens takes 7th place.

Rio Fifth Pop Festival
-Argentine 'Sleeper' Wins
RIO DE JANEIRO -Rio's Fifth
Popular Song Festival finished
strongly -perhaps the best ever
after a weak and disappointing

Yugoslavia's Radoyka sings "The World
for second place.

New York's Spanky Wilson makes her international debut.

Piero wins with the Arger.tine song.

in Rio.

The Wallace Collection performs.

Cahn

was

composers
stayed at the Hotel
Festival headquarters.
cuit TV repeated the

guest

of

judges
Gloria, the
Closed cirsongs conand

tinuously.
Brazil's President Emilio Medici
received the visitors at the presidential palace. Numerous receptions and parties were given about
the city.
Festival director Marzagáo was
honored with a silver plaque presented by the Mexican journalist
delegation. Mr. Mamas*, was
obliged to postone the festival for
three weeks and reschedule the
artists participating on account of
the delay in repairs of the stadium
because of a fire.
Criticism of the acoustics was
heard. The engineers did not have
time to install a baffleboard system so that the sound hit solid
concrete. The festival was broadcast on TV and radio in Brazil.
TV tapes were sent to Europe for
Eurovision, to Japan, the United
(Continued on now 60)

International
Executive
Turntable
Polydor U.K. has restructured
its adir staff in preparation for the
departure of Alan Bates as manager of creative services at the
end of the year. Wayne Bickerton

will join Polydor

as

a&r manager

on Jan. 1, leaving his present post
at Decca as producer and manager
of the Derarrs label. Peter Knight

will continue to produce certain
acts for the company, but his primary responsibility will be as music
administration manager. He and
Bickerton, together with promotion chief Adrian Budge all report
to managing director John Fettle,
Bickerton, who is also signed as
a composer to Decca's Burlington Palace publishing group with considerable success with his mate.
rial in the U.S. and Europe, will
at Polydor be charged with seeking and developing new talent for
Polydor in Britain and DGG
throughout the world. Alan Bates
is leaving Polydor at the end of
December to establish an independent production company.
Claude Ebrard, former managing director of Stigwood France,
has been appointed manager (foreign Products, export and international promotion) for CBS
Disques International Department,
(Continued on pose 60)
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Canadian News Report
Love in Expansion
-Signs 4 New Acts
TORONTO -Love Productions
is launching 'an ambitious winter
expansion program" and has already signed four new acts.
Formed in June this year, Love
enjoyed success with its first releases -the "Official Music" album with the King Biscuit Boy
and Crowbar, and a single from
that album, 'Corinna Corinna."
According to Love vice president
Frank Davies, the four new acts
are Christmas, a rock group from
Oshawa. Ont.; rock singer Matt
Lucas; singer Anne Bridgeford; and
rock group, the Ming Dynasty.
Davies said Love is rush- releasing an album and single by Christmas on its Daffodil label, which is
distributed nationally by Capitol.

Bridgeford and the Ming Dynasty
are expected early in the New
Year. Lucas already had several
hit records in the Sixties.
Both Lucas and Miss Bridgeford
would be writing material for Lovelies- bleeding Music. Love is also
entering the licensing field, and
Davies said that he was currently
negotiating with several overseas
companies for representation of
their product in Canada.
The Christmas "Heritage" album is to be released on Nov. 15,
with the single a week before the
LP.
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CAP COUNTRY

CAMPAIGN

-

TORONTO
Capitol has
mounted a promotion drive behind its current "October is Country Music Month" campaign.
Designed to link with the various country music affairs which
take place at this time of the year,

WB Budget
Line Bowed
TORONTO -Warner Bros. Records will introduce its first budget
line to the Canadian market.
The new Mode series will feature some of the label's strangest
European artists and orchestras,
Francois Hardy, Johnny Halliday,
Ara Bartevian and Jackie Noguez.
The initial release of 24 albums
will go out at a suggested dealer
price of $2.49, with a special one
free for each 10 ordered, provided
at least one copy of all 24 releases
are purchased.
In addition. WB is offering a
buy ten, get one free, on its complete
Warner -Reprise, Atlantic,
Vogue and Elektra 8 -track and
cassette catalog until Nov. 15.

Original Caste
On TV Trail
TORONTO -Bell Records Original Caste has a busy schedule of
TV spots coming up in the next
few weeks.
The group, which scored in the
U.S. with "One Tin Soldier," appeared on the CBC "Wayne and
Shuster- special on Oct. 4, CTV's
"Come Together" special from
CHCT, and have been set for the
"Nashville North" program on
CTV Nov. 10. The Original Caste
is scoring in Canada with "Ain't
That Telling You People."

Polydor Push on

Fiedler Album
MONTREAL- Polydor

TORONTO -Representatives of
Canada's 15 Maple Leaf radio stations flocked here this week for
the network's first general meeting in more than a year.
On Friday (23) MLS chairman,
Roy Hennessy, revealed a number
of changes in the system's operation. As from Nov. 1, conference
calls between member stations will
take place weekly by Telex. Previously, these voting calls had
been made each fortnight, but
Hennessy said that the improving
quality and quantity of Canadian
records has made it necessary to
make the calls more frequent.
Local disks selected by the MLS

national advertising campaign an
country stations points out
that 'Capitol is where country is."
Label is also setting up dealer
displays to back up its heavy roster of country acts, which includes
Glen Campbell, Anne Murray,
Merle Haggard, Buck Owens and
Gene MacLellan.
a

top
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Capitol was mounting a promotional effort on the initial Christmas album, "Heritage."
All the tracks on the "Heritage"
album were written by Christmas
leader Bob Bryden, and are pub lished through Love's publishing
Love -lies- bleeding
Music
wing,
most
of
this
HMI. Davies spent
week in New York negotiating
U.S. rights for Christmas. He was
also consulting with Paramount
Records, the label which signed
Love's King Biscuit Boy and Crowbar in what was reported to be the
largest deal made this year for an
unknown Canadian act. King Biscuit Boy and Crowbar has been
signed to Dee Anthony's management company, Bandana.
Singles by Matt Lucas, Anne

MLS Revamps Operation;
Voting Calls, Play Changed
vote will still be granted two weeks
play on each of the 15 stations,
which are located in Canada's 15
leading urban markets.
In addition, records by established Canadian artists (e.g. the
Guess Who) will still be voted on,
but an extra disk will be played
by the MLS when the winner is a
new single by an artist such as
the Guess Who- Each station gives
a vote (one to ten) on each record submitted, and by dividing the
total voting by 15, an average is
obtained. Any record which gets
a cumulative six (or more) out of
]0, receives national airplay. Hen-

(Continued on pane 60)
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Records

planning a heavy national promotion campaign for its first album release by Arthur Fiedler with
the Boston Pops Orchestra.
Advertising director Allan Katz
is preparing a special ad campaign
for the "Festive Christmas" LP,
which will be released in embossed
silver foil.
is
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International News Reports

British Decco
Dolby Product
LONDON -Next month British
Decca will release its first tape
product to be duplicated with the
Dolby "8" noise reduction system.
The company is issuing seven
Dotbyized albums, five classical
items from the Decca, Phase 4
and Argo catalogs, together with
the "Keef Hartley Band" by the
group of the same name, and
Dionne Warwick's Golden Hits."
Deena plans to Dolbyize all its
lapes at the company's Bridgnorth
duplicating plant.

CBS France Opens Independent

Distribution Chain in Paris
By

PARIS-CBS France

has opened

parallel independent distribution
chain, called Epic Distribution, at
its new 51,000,000 commercial
center at Asnieres. in the suburbs
a

of Paris.

Designed to handle all new
home and foreign product acquired
by CBS France. Epic Distribution
employs a sales and management

MICHAEL WAY

staff of about 40 and is a department of the parent firm, not an
affiliate company, CBS President
Jacques Soupier announced.
All product hitherto handled
solely by CBS France remains
with the company, the new distribution network handling only
the Epic label catalog which has
been transferred accordingly. Epic
Distribution is distributing both
finished product and independent
production, but will not be producing material itself. Souplet
added.

aiming at both home
and foreign contracts. and already
"discussions with one or two labels
of a certain importance" had been
Epic

POLYOOR artist Jake Holmes, second from right, on his arrival in
Sweden, for appearances, during his European tour. Also, left to right,

are Kjellake Carizon (manager, publicity, Polydor Sweden), Teddy
Erwin (Holmes guitarist), the three members of Taste, a group
travelling with Holmes, Holmes and a member of the Polydor, Sweden
staff. Jake
Farr toiGo,"
whçhIhsshtwinge "So Close" was taken, has just
been released.

Phonogram Pkg Tells
History of Dutch Clubs
AMSTERDAM -Phonogram released an $18 album set detailing
the history of Dutch cabaret since
1895. Produced by Wim Ibo, and
issued by Rotogravure Publishing,
the set is presented with a booklet
which traces the history of Dutch
cabaret during the past 75 years.
No

Samkalden, Amsterdam's
burgomaster, was the recipient of
the first copy. It was presented to
him by the author of the net in the
Little Hall of the Amsterdam Con certgebouw- itself the birthplace of
to many cabaret artists' careers in
the past.

The two-album set consists of
historical recordings by numerous
artists who helped to lay the foundation of a lively Dutch cabaret
tradition.

Apart from huge public interest
for almost all cabaret artists and
groups, both in large halls or small,
so- called cafes- chantans, cabaret
on records represents a very important part of the record trade's annual turnover. This trend is very
strongly supported by free plugging
on radio and television and attention paid to it by almost all the
daily and weekly newspapers.
Cabaret catalogs are important
for Dutch record producers who
are eager to encourage new talent
which will enlarge the market.
Ten years ago, Phonogram was
nearly the only company willing
to take financial risks with cabaret
repertoire on record. It cost the
company a considerable amount of
money before the business became
profitable.

is

held.
The new department is similar
to the Barclay Group's CED distribution outlet which Souplet
helped to found when he was
with that company. Other main
independent distributors in France
are Discodis and Sonopresse.
"The move had been in mind for
about two years but the decision
to go ahead was advanced by me
some 12 months ago because of
certain factors within the French
industry," Souplet said. Epic Distribution would now give the diversifying CBS France company a
double sales team, he added,

"creating

healthy

are seeking more direct
links with songwriters so as to
effect more promotion of their
work.
Singe r, producer, composer
Johnny Reimer has been hired by
Dacapo exclusively as lyricist,
composer and arranger. Reimar
will continue with his position as
a &r man and artist /producer with
Nordisk Polyphon. Among artists
who have recorded his songs are
Birthe Kiser, Bjorn & Okay and,
of course, Reimer himself.
Helmer Olesen has also been
hired by Dacapo as lyricist-composer- arranger.
There has been increased activity within the light -music sphere
at the Imudico publishing house.
Composer Ole Hoyer has been engaged by Imudico as composer
and arranger. Hoyer has written
the music for a series of Danish
films, the last being "The Song
of the Red Ruby."
Two LP's of his film music have
been recorded, one comprising of
various film themes. This latter
album has been sent to Imudico
sister companies throughout the
world, together with relevant sheet

lishers

sr

film.

recordings

are

on

the

HMV label. The film themes al-

bum has already been issued in
several countries, notably Germany and Sweden.
Hoyer is also an arranger and
leads his own orchestra. He is
one of the most sought -after pop
music arrangers in Denmark. Several records for which he furnished
the arrangements have topped the
million -sales mark. Among the
artists for whom he arranges are
Bjorn Tidmand and Gitte.
ESPEN FRIESEN
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year's end.

10% of Sales
of this semi -professional
product, with its main impact
in department stores and supermarkets, represented about 10 percent of CBS record sales. The
1,000 sales outlet target was origi.
natty five years, and this would
be reached well before that date
Souplet said. "Without exaggeration, we are highly pleased with
this result," he added.
The line had advanced from
simple racks to whole corners in
some larger stores. The major
Paris departmental store, Galeries
Lafayette, will be installing two
of these shortly.
The only factor preventing even
faster expansion was supply of
the instruments and accessories,
which include drums, recorders,
guitars, harmonicas, microphones
and headphones. and musical instruction courses.
Following the recent trend in
France toward South American
Indian music, CBS was to import
Indian flutes from the Andes at
a retail price of about SI5. The
firm was now making a market
study into the possibility of open ing an educational toy section
which, if successful, would operate
Sales

from 1972.

CBS France

is

now convinced

of the value of the principle of
diversification, like the American
parent company, into other products which harmonized with the
record industry, Souplet concluded.
And as such it is the only record
company in France to do so on
a large scale.

Music Capitals

material. The record itself has been
distributed to radio companies
throughout Europe, plus a free
sample of the sheet music no that
radio staff orchestras can add the
music to their repertoire.
One other LP containing Hoyer's
film music is the afore- mentioned
'The Song of the Red Ruby." It
is very seldom that a soundtrack
LP is recorded in Denmark unless
it concerns a musical film. But
the "Red Ruby" soundtrack, the
recording of which was completed
recently, will be marketed in the
same way as Hoyer's other film music LP. Hoyer himself played
the part of a conductor in the
These

Guilde des Orfevres (Silversmiths'
Guild) and the Era hi -fi equipment firm.
Market incentive deals have been
signed with the Braun electric razor
company, the German Schwarzkopf
shampoo producers (in their campaign into the French market) and
Rank -Xerox.
Meanwhile, Souplet announced
the CBS Masterwork musical instrumental department, opened in
November 1969, would achieve its
600th sales outlet -20 percent of
them
record retailers -by the

From The

Danish Pubs Seek Closer
Links With Songwriters
COPENHAGEN- Danish pub-

competition."

Representatives have found recently that new CBS releases were becoming too great in number and
too diverse to promote efficiently
to retailers.
Epic is headed by a general
manager with commercial responsibilities. It has its own ordering and stock facilities side by
side with the parent company at
Asnieres. A management team has
already been chosen and will be
announced shortly. Souples said.
Executive decisions and general
policy will, however, be handled
by CBS.
Epic is ready to "welcome" any
French or foreign label, Souplet
added, as long as it has efficient,
good product, for the initial impact with the retailers must be
sound. It was only by guaranteed
good product that the large investment being made could be
justified. Epic would need an annual turnover of several millions
of dollars to assure this.
Currently, CBS France is also
developing its Special Product Division, under director Philippe de
Souza, after a six -month market
study and evaluation. Following
the pattern developed by CBS in

the U.S., this was working both
on incentive marketing with French
and foreign firms dealing with a
variety of products, and special
premium disk offers to the public
prepared and handled by CBS.
So far, CBS has produced special disks for Orly Airport, Elle
et Vire dairy products, Bourree
d'Aveze Gentiane producers, the

of the World
TORONTO
Vancouver's
New
Syndrome
label reports strong reaction to its
new single by Crosstown Bus whose
new single is "Rochester River"

Canada
Executive
Turntable
Edward T. Traynor appointed
marketing manager of SelectaVision in Canada, according to
George L Harrison, vice president
and general manager of RCA's
Record Division. SelectaVision is
RCA's home video playback system which will enable color 'IV
set owners to select pre- recorded
programs and play them through
their TV sets. Traynor joined RCA
in 1945, and was most recently

opened at the Barr Club in Eau
Claire, Wis.
MCA has released an album of original songs
by Sebastian, who is in the Montreal "Hair" production. The set
is called "Rays of the Sun."
Visiting MLS executives rook time
out to catch a set of Fat Chance,
new Capitol group, appearing at
.

.

the Cambridge Motor Hotel in
Toronto. Fat Chance has a new
single, "Every Single Day,"
Peggy Lee in Toronto at the Royal
York Hotel's Imperial Room, Capitol hosted a press party for her.
David Rea opened at the
Riverboat on Oct. 24-the guitarist
is on Capitol with a debut album,
Moon Child."
Stan Finitely,
Checker country artist, made a
surprise appearance with Merle
Haggard at Massey Hall recently.
CRT has a Montreal smash
with the Three Degrees' "1 Do
Take You."
Montreal remains
(Continued on page 601
.

.

...

...

manager, Les Disques RCA. He
will be headquartered at the new
SelectaVision office at 910 Lagauchetiere St. East, Montreal.
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6 days of loneliness
don't be surprised,
everyone will be at the
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International News Reports
London's best selling single
month
was
"Green -Eyed
Lady."
Quality is rush -releasing Dorothy Morrison's "Spirit in the Sky"
from her new album, following
CKFH play.
Tuesday's Steel
River and Madrigal are to tour
Quebec and the Maritimes in December. .
Canada Goose appeared before President Nixon at
the Burlington Air Force Base
(Vermont), Oct.
CHUM
and CKFH starting a Top 10
album chart.... Engelbert Hum perdlnrk opened at O'Keefe Centre on Monday (19) for two sold out weeks with the Carpenters.
.

this

From The

Music Capitals
of the World
Continued from page 58
Canada's largest soul music market.

Excerpts from a symphonic
work by Vancouver's singer -composer- producer, Tom Northcott,
will be heard on the CBC -TV Network Oct. 29. The program was
taped with the Hamilton Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Boris Brant.
West bound's Funkadelic were in
.

.

IJuMnnAali
Continued from pace 54

Toronto last week cutting tracks
for their next single at Sound
Canada. The group also appeared
for an autograph session at Music
World in Fairview Mall. .
.
Woody Herman is set to open at
the Royal York Hotel, Nov. 2.
Chuck Berry at Queen's University in Kingston, Nov. 9.. .
MCA's Allan Matthews working on
the Russ Thornberry album. "One
Mornin' Soon," has returned from
a western promotion tour promoting the LP.
Polydor's John Turner is pro moting the second Joey Gregarash
single,
"Tomorrow Tomorrow."
.

Turner only recently returned
from a Bell's promotion tour...
Polydor to pull "After Midnight"
from the Eric Clapton album...
Led Zeppelin's third album was
certified as a Canadian gold LP
before its release.... Doug Ker.
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shaw plans to record his next album in Toronto.
Songwriter
Ben Kerr was one of the walkers
in the recent Rotary Walkathon.
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We are DOWN UNDER
for old issues of Billboard Magazine.
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study on the subject of The
History of Music. A society dedicated to the youth of today with
their eyes on a musical career
tomorrow. We would appreciate
all or any back issues of Billboard
Magazine.

All donations appreciated.
Send to:
Everett Research Centre
Newlandtown, Victor Harbor
South Australia 5211

nations.
The Brazilian songs entered in
the domestic competition that
immediately preceded the international were held to be generally
better than last year's. However,
a number of the Brazilian popular
songs proved to be neither Brazilian or popular. In an attempt to
turn universally international, they
lost their identity. Many of the
lyrics were so mystical and allegorical that they lost their meaning as well. Jorge Ben's "Mocold"
however was straight Brazilian
samba.
Prizes and awards
1. Argentina: "Pedro Nadie" by
Piero de Benedictis and José
Tcherkaski, sung by Piero. (Prize
$6,382 and a golden rooster.)
2. Yugoslavia: "The World Is
Mine" by Alfi Kabiljo, sung by
Radoyka. ($2,276, silver rooster.)
3. Brazil:
BR -3" by Antonio
Adolfo and Tiberio Gaspar, sung
by Tony Tornado and Ternura
Trio. ($1,116, silver rooster.)
4. Greece: "Kyra Yorgena" by
Georges Katsaros, sung by Mari netta. (Silver rooster.)
5. Belgium: "Who Can Tell My
Name?" sung by The Wallace

-

Collection."

6. Sweden: "Dee Ljuva Liver,"
sung by Sylvia Vrethamar.
7. U.S.: "Think About the Childreq" sung by Richie Havens.
8. U.K.: "Out of the Darkness,"
sung by Vince Hill.
9. Australia: "There He Is," sung
by Judith Durham.
10. Uruguay: "Andrea," sung by

Georgette and José.

.

17....

Chllllwack will appear with
the Toronto Symphony Orchestra
at O'Keefe Centre, Nov. 7. The
.

just returned from a
Japanese tour.
Columbia
readying the Perth County Con.
spiracy album.
group

has

RITCHIE YORKE

LONDON
First releases on the new MAM
label are now on the market. The
label, handled through British Dec ca, has been launched with singles
by songwriter Clive Westlake, Dave
Edmsmds and a new discovery of
Gordon Mills called Gilbert O' Sullivan.... Larry Ysskiel, European
director of A & M and the company's sales manager, John Dyer,
have recently spent some time
visiting record dealers in the North
of England. The point of the visit
was to study the label's retail performance and to conduct the first
phase of a national distribution
survey. Yaskiel wants to get dealer
opinions on the kind of service they
receive from distributors before
he makes any decision on the future of A & M here when the distribution deal with Pye expires next
year.

EMI

ecun

COMPOSER /ARRANGER /FILM writer Henry Mancini was in

London
recently to appear at a special "Film Harmonic" concert at the Royal
Albert Hall, in company with other top film composers, Elmer Bernstein, John Berry, Muir Mathieson and Ron Goodwin. While in London,
Mancini's record company, RCA, threw a champagne reception at the
Savoy Hotel In his honour. Mancini is pictured above (in the center
of the group) with, left to right: Graham Haysom (manager, programming, RCA U.K.), Walter Sparksman (general manager, marketing
& product, RCA, U.K.), Hisao Hisamatsu (head of planning, RCA,
Japan) and Peter Aldprsley (manager, creative services co- ordination,
RCA, U.K.).

MayaU, Clarence Carter and Melanie.
Two low price double
album tapes, costing little more
than an ordinary single cassette or
cartridge, are being introduced this
month by the Pye -ORT consortium, Precision. The LP's are both
taken from the Marble Arch budget catalog.... The U.S. King Instrument Corporation held a special
presentation to launch its new King
cassette loading machine recently
at the Crawley offices of the Hel lermann Data Packaging company.
The display, organized by King
president Jim King and marketing
manager Paul McGonlgle, was at.

.

has signed a deal with Tony
and Jimmy Miller for the

release of the Wizard label throughout the world with the exception of
U.S. and Canada. The label will be
launched under its own logo with
the first product by the Bells combo which features Denny Lake,
previously a singer with the Moody
Blocs, and Trevor Burton from the
Move.
Through Clive Stan hope's Chart Productions unit RCA
has acquired the rights throughout
the world to a new act Continuum.
The deal was set at RCA by Derek
Green who has now left the company to head up A & M's Rondor
.

.

Music company here.... A double
album by Erie CI tan's Derek and
the Dominoes will be included in
special package of albums being
released by Polydor during Novem.
ber and December. The package,
known as 'Stockingtops," also ina

corporates

Executive
Turntable

a

double

album

by

James Brown and albums by John

Revamp Operation
Continued from page 57
nessy,

in a short speech, also
pointed out that the MIS was
anxious to improve its communications with all sections of the
Canadian music industry.
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Small Quantity Catered for
Competitive Prices.

GOLDING AUDIO LTD.
MARKS TEY COLCHESTER, ENGLAND
TEL MARKS TEY 433
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Continued front page 56
as well as a &r chief for local
product.
Linda Blankfort, personal assistant to CBS Records album coordinator David Howells, 'tamed
assistant to the manager of Columbia Records' new San Francisco
office. She came to CBS U.K.
from Columbia's Los Angeles office,. where she was also assistant
in the a&r department.
Arne Splits, publishing director
with the Wdh. Hansen Publishing
Co. in Copenhagen, has left the
firm after 34 years. Spliid will be
administrative director of the Copenhagen
Symphony Orchestra.
His successor at Hansen is Erik
Ticheutscher, who began his career
with the some company. He spent
three years with the Georg Svensson Orchestra, and has now re.
turn to his old firm -Hansen.
Tschenischer still plays trumpet at
recording sessions and during the
last two years has played in orchestras which have accompanied
artists such as Ella Fitzgerald and
Nancy Wilson on their personal
appearances.
ESPEN ERIKSEN

tended by representatives from
CBS, RCA, EMI and Precision.
Further sophistication of Shorewood Packaging's sleeve production
facilities are being readied for operation in January. Then the plant
will be equipped with its own
colour laboratory to -handle separations, engraving and platemeluag
on the premises, Vice president of
marketing at Shorewood, Floyd
Gllnert has been in the: U.K. visiting the company's in Buckinghamshire. "This is a further move in the
direction of total verticelisation of
our operation," commented Glinert.
Liberty -UA has completed a deal
with the U.S. production-management firm, Nix Non Productions
which calls for the American unit
to supervise record production of
some of the firm's British acts and
an option on U.S. product. The
(Continued on page 61)

Camp Production
Set in Denmark
COPENHAGEN

-A

new pro-

duction company has been formed
in Denmark, Camp Production.
The company was named after the
hit record of the same name, by
Sir Henry & His Butlers on the
Columbia label.
The song was written by "Sir
Henry"
young Danish boy,
whose real name is Ole Bredahl.
"Camp" was released in moat
European countries and the song,
originally published by Imudico
in Copenhagen, has now been recorded by 40 different European
artists as well as in North and
South America. Total record sales
of this number at present are esti-

-a

mated at half a million.
Camp Production's first record
release also features an original
composition by members of the
Sir Henry group. This song,

"Annie Got

a Date," was written
by group members Seebach and
Sardorf. The record was produced
in the new studios of Sir Henry's
pianist Tommy Seebach,

ESPEN ERIKSEN

EMI U.K. Moves Into

Audio -Visual Market
LONDON -EMI

is

moving into

the audio-visual market with the
formation of a new company, RM

EMI Visual Programmes, to produce cartridge TV programs. A

joint venture with television personality Cliff Michelmore and former ITV producer Gordon Reece;
the establishment of the new firm
indicates a growing awareness in
the record industry of the potential
of audio-visual.
The company will be based in

Dean Street, London. and Reece
and Michelmore, its joint managing
directors, are currently looking for
producers and researchers to join
the organization. The firm will
only handle software and Reece

emphasized this week that it intends to produce material for all
the systems.
Production of the first programs
is expected to start early next
year, and initially the company
will be concentrating on the education and industrial markets.
However, Reece said entertainment
material would also be available
"before the end of 1971" although
he delinced to give any further
details.
Reece said: "Audio-visual has a
tremendous. future both in industry and the home. Despite the high
quality of the two television networks, people want to be able to
choose the programs they watch."
-

NOVEMBER 7, 1970, BILLBOARD
www.americanradiohistory.com
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SHITS OF THE WORLD
(Courtesy Record Retailer)
+Denotes local origin
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next Nix Nox productions in the
U.S. will be an album by Spencer

Dads.

PHILIP PALMER

OSLO
Managing director Haakoa Tye.
ten, of Norsk Phonogram, recently
celebrated his 60th birthday, Tyeten has been in the record business
since he was 26. He began his
career by managing the German
label Rex in Norway. Rex is owned
by Kristall Schallplatten in Germany and represented here by

Elektrisk Bureau.... The MusikkIndustri pressing plant at Oslo has
manufactured over 150,000 copies
of the Pye single "In the Summer lime' by Mango Jerry. Sales in

Scandinavia have topped 175,000100,000 in Sweden, 55,000 in Denmark and 20,000 in Norway. Some
of the records sold in Denmark
were pressed by Danish companies,
Bigos and United Records, the
Musckk- Industry plant not having
sufficient capacity. Monge Jerry
were present in person in Copenhagen late Summertime 10 receive a
Norway
special silver diskMusic has purchased the Danish

hit "Mini Midi Maxi Girl," recently a chart -topper as performed
by Bjorn Tidmand an the Odeon
label. The song will probably be
recorded by the Tarry Engles on
the Continental label here.
ESPEN ERIKSEN
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SWEDISH SONGS

INTO ENGLISH
STOCKHOLM -English writer
Britten Austin, based in Stockholm,
is translating 50 Swedish folk songs
into English for the Reuter & Reu-

ter Forlags AB publishing company
of Stockholm.
The songs will be recorded by
Mattiwilda Dobbs and released on
albums in the U.S., said general
manager Lennart Reuterxkiold.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111tillI1111 )111)

ADVERTISING IN
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MEANS BUSINESS
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Ways" put them in the Top 10 lass spring. This driving rhythm item
potential of the
chart LP "Abrazas'. has
front
(gNon Information Available).
0
last single.
(Prod.

Fred

theilit

Colamlbiah

flpr

THREE DOG NIGHT -ONE
Richard

(Prod.

Podolor)

toe

N

D

Kay -Tyme -Fox

(Swan

Gane{alumbh,

this

and

their

enhlll 4262

LIZ ANDERSON -WHEN I'M NOT LOOKING (2112)

ARETHA FRANKLIN -BORDER SONG (3:20)

MAN BAND (2:48)

Outwinners
in th Country "), this
:solid rockers will fast
heavy hit pattern. Flip: (No
Information Available).

Corne"

continue

(Writers:

WEEK

T

loht

Reilly
JBM1) TheerEltonm otea.rnie Tavole ballad widre:
hit the tap via this exceptional delivery by the queen of nsoul.. Fallow up

(Lammaa,

Fl"Don't Play That Song" it should no 1l the
y.
Pop and
"You and Me" 92:56) (Pundit, SMI>. Atlantic 2772

soul,

(Prod. Felton Parvis) (Writer. Bonnie Patterson) (GreoNtek, BMh-A sure
fire chart topper for her recent "All Day Sucker" is ibis clever rhythm
number loaded with jukebox, programming and dealer potarsy. Flip:
"Only for Me" (Greenback, BMI) RCA 474924

ip:

JOHNNY 8 JONIE MOSBYI LITTLE OF ME, A LITTLE OF YOU (2:23)

I Co] ;1141 ;LC 4.1

ilICC:11

Spotlights Predicted to reach the top 60 of the HOT 100 Chart

MARY HOPKINTHINK ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN (2:57)

-

with
rhythm follow
Not

impact
p

Only You Know and
Know." This solid
f the best engineered disks of the week
Ill
Label n
distributed by Capitol. Flip: "Shouldn't

via

one

1

top he initial hit.
Have Took More Than You Gave " o (6:00 (Coachhoae, EMI), Mae Thumb 7117

fast

CHER- SUPERSTAR (3:08)
(PMd.

Stan

MIL)-Penned

(Writers: Bremlett-Russell
(Thaat /Delktn{otillie.,
Borne Bnmielt and Lan Russell (not ta be unlined with

Vincent)
by

the Rock Opera) this
ppaar,
driving ballad
powerful
for Cher. Will bring heruback to the Hot 100 with
les impact.
10
release for he year gels
heavy producing lob by Stan
FUpì "The First Time" (2:32) (Chris Marc/Cotillion, BMII. Alta

material
Her

it ffpremes
To40

Henry) (5.5, 11M1)The
gets a
commercial1p "ttooday" sound of
both :Top
and
big One. Flip: (No Infarmation Available).
Prove

first

Vincent.
6793

Melder b J. Dickson) (Writers: McGulnmLevy) (Welcome /Pa44N
Blackwood, IMO-Culled from their current hit LP, "Unified," this
their first single of the year and follows the successful "Jesus Is Just
Alright" of 1969. The rock ballad will put thin, back up the Hot 100
a Saver" 13:68) (Welcome /nation/Blackwood, BM).
rapidly. Flip(
(Prod. T.

r

4V

Layb`istening.

Coleman

STEVE LEEDS -LYING HERE (3:30)

CY Coleman) )Writers: Zakrewskl-Harperl (Notable, ASCAP) -From the
new off-Broadway musical, "Sentions," comes
strong, commercial
ballad set to e rock beet
nd delivered bore by a potent new Ca
discovery. Has all the ingredients to
establish him as
chan winner. Top AO and Easy Listening. Flip: "Alluluia" (2(23) Notable,
ASCAP). Mercury 73130

(Prod

'KAREN WYMANI
DON'T KNOW HOW TO LOVE HIM (3:32)
8 Peter Metz) (Writers(
Webber-Rice) (Leeds,
from the
k opera
Jesus Christ, Superstar."
proves
blockbuster vehicle for the young stylist with the powerhouse
nice. This could pave her "It Must Be Him." Flip: (No Information
Available). Dacca 32760

Greengraa

GENTRYS- GODDESS OF LOVE (2:06)
(Prod. Knox Phillips( (Writer,: Hen -Stafford-Clan 1000e, BMI)- Groups
Cinnamon Girl" took them to the top half of the not 100. This easy
beat rocker offers still mom sales and chart potency. Strong production
work by Knox Phillips. Flip: (No Information Aveileble), Sun 1120

B ERGEN WHITE- SPREAD THE WORD (2.15)
(Prod Bergen While B Wayne Moss) (Writer: Dennis ',ode) (Cemhine
B MI
the heavy today bas
called "Jews Roth," this infectious gospel
has it to hit her
fast and M9
the Het 100. Driving
material
d
performance. Fip: (No InhmWion Available). SSE International 317

SANTE-C'men Girl (3:01) (Prod. Jeff Barry) (Writers: Dint..Cart)
(Kushner, BMIhDanle, the voice to the
i
n
first rate
vocal form with this smooth rhythm ballad, culled from his LP. A
top contender for Not 100. Kink en 633907

'BURT BACNARACN -Arm Day Now (3529) (Prod. Burt Baherach b Phil
Ramone) (Writers: Bacharach.Hilliard) (Plan Two, ASCAP)-Bacherath'c
orchestra and chorus make this Chuck Jackson soul hit of the past a
programming gem for middle of the road stations with much Top 40
programming as well. ARM 1212
DINO, CES( A SILLY -Lady Love (0:00) (Prod. Oins Martin -Billy Henschel
(Writers: WIIwmNnache) (Dine, Desi R Billy /0rather, Intl-Good easy
beat rhythm ballad that has all the earmarks of bringing the trio
back to the Not 100. Top discotheque and programming
ism.
Reprise 0963

'auFFY SAINTE- MARIE -Until Lt's Time for not ta Go 5:27) (Prod.
Maynard Solomon) lWrirer: Saint- Marie) (Gypsy Boy, ASCAP)-Eufty
Saint. Mode's claaic ballad has had many recordings In the past few
years, and now finally the original Is released es e single, with a new
string backing added. It offers much potential Ive programmers, Juke
boxes and sain. Vaneuant 35116
TNELMA HOUSTON -Ride,

Louie, Ride (2:571 (Prod. Marc Gordon) (Writers:
CockerStalntan) (TRO- Andover, ASCAP) -Solid rook item, penned by Joe
Cocker, affords Miss Houston a chenu to break through to e position
on the Hot 100. Doehill 4260
JONES -Bridge

Troubled Mater (Pert 11) 12:13) (Prod.
Coed Taylor) (Writers: Simoe.Garfunkel) (Charing Cross, EMU -The
scent Simon end Garfunkel hit gets a soulful (au treatment by
Jones end it should prove a blockbuster in (age and soul markets,
as well as pop. ARM 1184

OUINCT

a

WAYNE NEWTON -Fm the Hood Thom (3(56)
horn. BMI)- Currently riding on the Hot

(Prod

(SuckListening and
Country charts via the Ray Price treatment, this beautiful ballad,
panned by Kris Kristofferwn, Is given a smooth reading by Newt
and should prove a top airplay item with sales to follow. Capital 2980
100,

Bob

Cullen)

Easy

FATHER-Umbope 13:40) (Prod. Creme, Godley & Stuart) (Writers:
Godley- Creme) (Kennedy Street, ASCAP)- Infectious rhythm number, e
British import, could prove a winner on this side of the Atlantic.
Capitol 2948

D OCTOR

-last

Jonathan Peel) (Writers: Carroll.
Guy) (ProgressivoTrio, BALI) -Culled from the album debut, this rousing
rocker has all the flavor and feel of the Rae Earth, and could
ooickly bring the group to the charts the first time out. Rare Earth 5019

TOE

FAT

(2:02)

Chicken)

(New.

73117

Perlin'

Na.

2

12(36)

(Twitty Bird,

MI

WI).

RCA

WZOIll
SOUL

Spotlights Predicted to reach the
TOP 20 of the TOP SELLING SOUL SINGLES Chart
ARETHA FRANKLIN- BORDER SONG (See Pop Pick)
PAUL KELLY -POOR BUT PROUD (3:02)
(Prod. Buddy Killen) (Writers: KelyRegors) Rea, WO-Kelly rode to the
20 of the soul chart via "Stealing in the Name of the Lord," and
spread over ro the pop chart as well. This top blues ballad has all that

Top

potential and room lot both charts. Strong lollowup. Nip: "Not Rennin'
(Tree, BM!). Nippy Tlger 547

Sour'

}In

Spotlighting new singles deserving special attention of programmers and dealers.

RON

Kill

1252

beauty

i=,I:ZCe:Í
fat

(Daddy

Pie

PAULA

Should

445263

Columbia

i

Colombia

a

EMU.

Songs,

y10

(

Ken

Bake

MERCURY

JETHRO -Nelto

8

NOMEO

(2:50) (Central

You

chart winner

Top

(Prod. Snuff Garrett) Writer: Maclellan) (Benbweed of Caned., B/41)The composer of "Snowbird," coma up with a potent gospel rock number
dslinred in a hot commercial performance. This one could cosily bust not
all the way, a la "PM a Little love in Your Heed." Very strong entry.
Flip: (No Information Available). :INertO 56209

(Prod.

(MI!.

e::,

HOTICOUNTRYtSNGLEST Charthe

41 -9922

DANA VALERYPUT YOUR HAND IN MY HAND (2:43)

ASCM)- Ballad

BYRDS -CHESTNUT MARE (2:54)

(Writer,

-With

RENT -Mama

GEORGE

'JOHNNY MATHIS -EVIL WAYS (2:39)
Jack Gold)

POOLE

CHERYL

1

Ms
Prod.

Linen.) (Writer: Mason) (COnhhause, SMI) -Maven hit the

100

Berry) (Writers: Solee-SOles) (Nalco: /Elowa, IMO( -Backed by
special,
a
promotion campaign
on Orono
commercial rock
loaded with
potential. Much M the feel and -flavor of the Archies here. Flip: "If
Can't BE a Clown" (2:471 (Neiress/Klowns, EMI). RCA 74 -0293
(Prod. Jeff

DAVE MASON
SATIN RED AND BLACK VELVET WOMAN (2:20)
(Prod. Tommy

CHART

KLOWNS -LADY LOVE (3:21)

(Prod. Mickie Mast) (Writers: Wilson- Brown -Wilson) (Oak, BMI )-By far one
of her most commercial and
today" entries. This potent lyric message
concerning the very young and their nompreiudiced minds, a chart buster
in ncoEngland, will hit here with impact, Top performance and Mickìe Most
Production. Flip: "Heritage" (Feldman 6 Co.. EMI). Apple 1825

Nelson) (Writers(
Parr,es.Shayne) (September, ASCAPI -This
Ken
poignant ballad material from the pan of Paul Pernee and Gloria Sheyne
will put the top duo right back In the Top 20 a la "I'm Leaving It Up to
You." Flip, "Someone to Take My Place" (Central Sangs, SMI). Capital 2978
(Prod.

Like

Me

(2:46)

(Prod.

CONNECTION-Tuck Me Haw to Fly (5:59) (Prod. Mersholl Chess
G Charles Stepney) (Writer: Barnes) (Chevis, BMI) -Good rock ballad
with a powerful anal performance makes this a hot contender for
chart honors. First rate discotheque winner with programming a must,
Cadet/COaegl 7027

ROTARY

CHART

to reach the

SÓULghS Pr dI tad

RABAT'S-Bad Water (2:47) (Unan, BMI). TIC 1014
CURTIS

It

MATPIELD -(DOnt Worry) If There's a Hell Salew We're AU Being
Go (5:21) (Canon, BMI) CURTOM 1955

-

Everything

CASSIETTA
GEORGE
AUDIO ARTS 60051

NAT TURNER'S REBELLION -Love,
BMII. PHILLY GROOVE 164

-

WAYNE COCHRAN
KIND 6326
TYRONE

PHIL

ASHLEY
L.A. OF

-

Harlem

let

SOUL

Me

and

Peace

Shuffle
Be

Beautiful

Is

(3:25)

Tar

Han

(7:611

(Ahab,

BMII.

Understanding 13(01) (Press,
(Keymen /Mart

(2:09)

lean,

BIM).

(Dandelion,

BMI),

342

MOTHERS 0600 -1
Pray 13:17) (Pron. Bob Feldman) (Writers,
Leer-Leer) (Brown Trout, BMI( -Much in the v n of Procol Hamm's
early hits, this smooth rock balled should bring the group to the
Hot I00 in short order. First rate produmion work by Bob Feldman.

LEER

Intrepid

47266

WADSW01I11-Sweet Mary (3:01) (Prod. Am Calvert 0 Norman Morsano)
(Writer: Jablecki) (Kama Sutra /Big Hawk, IMO-Hard driving rocker
with a good vocal performance by a good new group should break
onto the best selling charts. Top discotheque item also. Sane 209
EVANGELINE SEWARD- EVx9hdy Is Looking for an Amex (2:59) (Prod.
VME) (Spoon, ASCAP)-A Pat Boone discovery, makes her disk debut with
a gospel flavored rhythm number that is loaded with airplay and sales

potential.

Warner

Ann.

7440

CHAIN- Mlefer (You're Game Lae Hal 11:02 (Prod. Leckie
Mills) (Writer: Chain)
aIn e, EMU- Infectious bubble gum item produced by ladee Mills (of the Bobby Sherman hits), should bring
newcomer Chain to the Hot 100. Good materiel and performance.

MICHAEL

h

DONATO -the Frog (2:33) (Prod. Emil Richerds) (Writer: Donato) (Rococo/
January /Tijuca, BMI) -A smooth easy bat Instrumental much in the
vein of Young Holt Unlimited's "Soulful Strot," this could easily
take off and prove an important programming, juke box and sales
item. Blue Themb 7119

Over

PROUD

AS

PUNCH -Se

ParkenSimon)
anthe

d

Tea

ales.

Easy

(Paranoia,
Council

Good

to

(3:07) (Prod. Don Nlx) (Writers(
BMI) -Smooth ballad treatment by finalists

Talent

Sao

Contest

has

material and perforrnanee.

62

much

to

offer

far

airplay

Metromedia 196

All records submitted for review should be- addressed to Record Review Department, BiBbouode
165 N. 46th Street, New York, N. Y. 10036.
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WAYNE NEWTON
HAS THE
POP HIT OF
"FOR THE GOOD TIMES"
ir

Ask anybody who works for Columbia

www.americanradiohistory.com
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For Weak Ending
November 7, 1970

=

STAR

adieu,

5

9
Daugherty), AAM 1217

It

*
6

13

ALL RIGHT NOW

THINK

I

39

YOU

I

rm/Wm (N rman

10

*

15 IT DON'T MATTER TO ME

13

SmoNaY

itir

Robinson

60 AFTER

11

11
Motown
1170
Four Tops (Frank Wilson),

59

SWEETHEART

5
Russell),
Cordell
8
Leon
loe Cocker (Denny
ALM 1200

10

22 GOD, LOVE AND ROCK & ROLL

22

*
*

Van
8 Van

Cot

It
a

8

y.TS

7
Wilson Pickett (Stern, Atlantic 2766

26 STAND BY YOUR MAN

27

SONG MA

60

10

62

6

lk

Blood, Sweat & Tears (Bobby Colomby & Rey
Hale), Columbia 4-45235
8
b oOby, Stills. Neste & Young
(Crosby, SIIIO, Nash & Ywng). ANmN0 2760

31

14
Valerie Simps0,1,
Motown 1169

LEI'S WORK TOGETHER

56

3

6 Jimmy Rutfin (Frank Wilson),

Soul 35066

STONED COWBOY

6

Fente9 (Bennett

Bennett), Liberty 56190

&

a

Short, Short Mini Skirt)

-

88

CAROLINA IN MY MIND

I

Crystal Mansion (David White 8 Cryrial 51.100100).
Colossus 128
3

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO

3
Conway Twilly ((Nun Bradley), Decor 32742

SUNSET STRIP

1

Ray Stevens (Ray Stevens).

BarnabO 2021

91 WHERE DID ALL THE GOOD TIMES GO

-

-

.

92

(Atlantic /Atm)

I

85

93

-

Dennis Yost 8 the Classics

94

5

JUST DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO
WITH MYSELF

96

65

62 MONGOOSE

14

B.

5

B.

2

ALRIGHT IN THE CITY

97
58

Liberty 56151

99

3

Crow (Bob Monaco), Amaral 125

100

1

(Tony French), Capitol 2935

Dunn 8 M0Cashen

I

BURNING BRIDGES

Mike Curb Congregation (Perry Durkin, Jr.),
MGM 14151
2

(Joe Allison), Del 17355

100 ONE LIGHT TWO UGHTS

-

Satklecions

(

2

Laney McNeil), Lionel 3205

SEE THE LIGHT

1

Flame (Cori Wilson). Brother 3500

96 THAT'S THE WAY

I

WANT OUR LOVE

Joe Simon 1)ohn

King (BM Ssymmyk), ABC 11750

74 KING OF ROCK & ROLL

Canned Heat (Skip Taylor & Conned Heat),

Pentagon 204 (Deem)

93 THANK GOD AND GREYHOUND

7

2
2667

(Mono

runt)

R), Sound Siege

97 AMOS

-

Elephant's Memory (red Cooper), Metromedia 182

98 CHAINS AND THINGS

1

Redeye (Al Schmitt),

445249

9
Paul Davis (Chips Momen). Bang 579

1

GAMES

2

JUST HANNA KEEP IT TOGETHER

I

3

(Buddy Buie),
Liberty 56200

Gene Chandler (Gene Chandler), Mercury 73121

74.0385

I

51

95

IV

SIMPLY CALL IT LOVE

Roy Clark

Surnames (Frank Wilson), Motown 1172

RCA

106

(Columbia)

IF YOU WERE MINE
6
Ray Charles (loe Adams), ABC/TRC 11271

67 TIME WAITS FOR NO ONE
Friends of Distnction (Rey Cork, Jr.),

2

Moran), Warren

(C. A.

86 GROOVE ME

Ilk

91

STONED LOVE

(0010W)

88 BIG LEG WOMAN

87

6
Jake Holmes (Elliot Maser), Polydor 14041

64

15
23 JULIE, DO YA LOVE ME
Bobby Sherman (Jackie Mills), Metromedia 194

32

3

Wda 479902

90 STAND BY ME

86

2

Gary Puckett (Richard Perry), Columbia

AIN'T NO MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH

16

Diana Ross (Nickolas Ashford &

CO

73

30 OUR HOUSE

30

4
445240

8adlinger (Mel Evans), Apple 1822

-

RIVER

31 LUCRETIA MAC EVIL

CAN'T BELIEVE THAT YOU 'VE

I

(Atlantic /Atoo)

6

79 NO MATTER WHAT

1

2774

King Floyd (E. Walker). Chimnepille 435

6
Tyrone Davis (Willie Henderson), Dakar 621

17
5.10626
(Columbia)
Christie (Mike 10,111), Epic

29

ALL IN YOUR MIND
Chyme Carter (Rick 1511), Atlantic

68 LET ME BACK IN

New Seekers, featuring Eva Graham
(Dave McVey & Loon Henry), EleMre 45699

37 YELLOW

85

53 WHEN YOU GET RIGHT DOWN TO IT
8
Delfonics (Stan & Bell). Philly Groove 163 (Bell)

LOOK WHAT THEY'VE DONE TO MY

14

81

-

65 SO CLOSE

lb

7
Who (MI Lambert). Duce 732729

TT'S

Israel Token

8
Shirley BSIOSn 'Johnny Harris & Tony 1.100).
United AHI500 50698

58

28 SEE ME, FEEL ME

Neil Diamond (MN Barry a Ellie 01500)0(4.
Bang 580

(With

Ann Peebles (Willie Mitchell), HI 2178 (London)

11

Canal Staten (Rick Hell), Fame 1472 (Co9100V

26

83

4
Flaming Ember (William Weatherspoon /Reynard
Miner), Hat Wax 7006 (guddeh)

DQNT HANNA CRY

1

61 SOMETHING

*

Fred. Payne (Holland /Dos S/HMOnd),
Invistas 9080 ( Capitol)

DO IT

-

I'M NOT MY BROTHER'S KEEPER

Ronnie Dyson (Billy Jackson), Columbia

56

9

-

David

9
Three Degrees (Rbdurd Barrett), Roulette 7086

I

6
83 YOU BETTER THINK TWICE
Pow (Lim Marina). Epic 516636 (Columbia)

8

63 PART TIME LOVE
69

55

(Janus)

24 DEEPER & DEEPER

81

DO TAKE YOU

I

25 ENGNIE NUMBER 9

24

vo

Winkle (I.

Teegarden

71

a.41

(Cs

48

51

13

the Watts 103rd
Wright),
ight), Wr

Charles Wright

GOTTA DO WRONG

7
82 EMPTY PAGES
Trelfo (Chris Blackwell 8 Slave Winwood),

Charley Pride (leek Clement), RCA

Whispers (Ron Gerson), Soul Clock 11)04 (Pinyon)

9
EL CONDOR PASA
&
Roy
Garfunkel
Garfunkel
Simon 8
(Simon,
Melee), Columbia 445237

12 EXPRESS YOURSELF

21

I

1

Steed 729 (Paramount)

STOPPED LOVING ME

6

54 SEEMS LIKE

50

6
1 & 2)
James Brown (1. Brown). King 6329

18

80

Quicksilver Messenger Senke (Qukksilmr
Messenger Service), Capitol 2920

20 SUPER BAD (Parts

20

fir

1

55 FRESH AIR

Brian Hyland (Del Shannon). UNI 55240

19

77

Engelben Humpeminck (Peter Sullivan),
Perrot 40054 (London)

49

4

United Artists 50692

52 AND THE GRASS WON'T PAY
NO MIND
D
Mvk Lindsay (levy Fuller), Columbia 445229

Itt

10

35 GYPSY WOMAN

76

3
Fifth Dimension (Bones Howe). Bell 940

STILL WATER (Love)

F51

MY BABY
Andy Kim (loll Barry).

Buddeh)

4
Davis), Star 0078

66 ONE LESS BELL TO ANSWER

19 CRY ME A RIVER

let

(

2

END

84 JERUSALEM
Hob Alpert 8 the Tijuana

-BE

4

itr
47

1

Brass (Mesh Alpert
lorry Moss, Larry Levine), AIM 1225

4
Benny Rogers & the First Edition
(Jimmy Bowen & Kenny Rogers), Reprise 0953

Glen Campbell (AI DeLory), Capitol 2905

W

74

6

MIDNIGHT

AM SOMEBODY, PART II
Johnnie Taylor (Ion

I

13

Barbra Sirelsend (Richar0
Columbia 4.45236

11

50 HEED THE CALL

9

10 ITS ONLY MAKE BELIEVE

16

95 STONEY

11

fr

Bobby Bloom (Jeff Barry). MGM/EAR 157

15

46

44

9 (Motoown

29 MONTEGO BAY

7122

(Melam1

Eric CIe0(on (Delaney Bremlee), MISS 6784

4

the Miracles
key').. Tulle 5
419

Gay

Presidents (Van McCoy). Sussex 207

100 Proof Aged In Soul (G. Perry),
HM Wax 7004 ((Jeddah)

27 THE TEARS OF A CLOWN

Whitfield),

57 5.10 -15-20 (25.30 Years of Love)

10

NEED HELP (I Can't Do It Alone) Part

I

DOES ANYBODY REALLY KNOW
WHAT TIME IT IS?

Three Dog Night (Richard Podola), Dunhill 4250

7

SOMEBODY'S BEEN SLEEPING

78

3

21 OUT IN THE COUNTRY

Bread (Breed), 01551,5 45701

12

71

Ray Price (Don Law). Columbia 4.45178

41

3

Iron Butterfly (Richard Podolor), Atw 6872

Bobby Byrd (lames Brown), King 6323

FOR THE GOOD TMES

41

11
0930
Kinks (Rey Davies). Reprise

LOUT

9

40

16
903
Appell),
Bell
Dawn (Tokens 8 Dave

CANDIDA

8

(Let the Wind Pay the Way)

Chicago (lames William Guercá),
Columbia 4.45264

(Unite

12
4 CRACKLIN'
Uni
55230
Catalano),
Neil Diamond Rom

9

75 EASY RIDER

UNGENA ZA ULIMWENGU

33

Shirley ones &
Partridge
Farrell),
Bel 910
David
Convey)
(Wm
Featuring

ROSIE

8

70

Elvis 4PSIey, RCA Voter 47.9916

Free (Free & John Kelly), R&M 1206

17

009958SB

4

49 YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY YOU LOVE
ME /PATCH IT UP

3

wai

Neil Young (Neil Young 8 OSsEI I

6
MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF
12294
Dionne Warwick (Blue lac Prod.), Scepter

39

1

76 ONLY LOVE CAN BREAK YOUR HEART

69

Stevie Wonder (Ron Miller 8 Tom Baird),

37

10
Taylor),
(R.
Dean
Dean Taylor
Rare Earth 5013 (Motown)

... HE'S

HE AIN'T HEAVY

65260

7amla 54200 (Motown)

INDIANA WANTS ME

6

-

Nell Diamond (Neil Diamond & Tom

74.0388

40 HEAVEN HELP US ALL

Sugarloaf (Frank Slay), liberty 56183

R.

Artist (Producer) Label. Number (Olcributing EOM)

3
OCA

itr

MM."

Wet.)

MY BROTHER

Guess Who (Nimbus 9 & lack Richardson).

13

GREEN -EYED LADY

7

irt

12

by

TITLE, Weeks On Chart

55

5 -10634

58 SHARE THE LAND

r

1

9

FIRE AND RAIN

5

d

=

Producer) Label. Number lDntnbuhng label,

Mashmekhen (Billy Jackson). Epic

lames Taylor (Peter Asher), Warner Bros. 7423

4

Se.d fea

(Co1.050)

Carpenters (Jed
3

(

42 AS THE YEARS GO BY

ONLY JUST BEGUN
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You saw and
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Late News

Dr. Smith Drug Opinion
Continued from page

l

fore
numerous congressional
committee hearings studying the
drug problem, and has been in
wide demand as a lecturer on
the drug scene. He addressed
Billboard's Radio Programming
Forum in June.
Last week, Dr. Smith expressed his concern to Billboard
that rock is being singled out
as a causative force in drug
abuse. Such charge, he said,
deprecate the many positive
contributions made by rock artists and members of the industry in fighting the drug problem. Of even greater peril, he
said, is that these attacks are

politically motivated and serve
to distract the public's attention
from the real issues at hand.
Billboard asked Dr. Smith if
in his experience of handling
of drug cases he
found a correlation between
rock lyrics and drug use. The
drug authority said:
"Youth likes rock music.
Drug -using youth likes rock music. Non -drug using youths likes
rock music. There is no casual
relationship between the two.
Rock music is the current popular form of music for young
people, so certainly the patients
that we saw liked rock music.
I've had the opportunity to lecture and consult all over the
country and I have found that
youth, in general, has a great
attraction for this current musical form whether the youngsters
use drugs or not. In a way, rock
constructively channels their
energies into letting off steam.
Music -particularly pop music -tends to be a reflection of
the times. It is very questionable what comes first: Does
rock music influence drug taking, or do people who are participating in drug use like to
listen to the music? With more
traditional psycho-active drugs
such as alcohol, it is well known
that people get into recreational
or festive moods, and like to
listen to music. It increases their
enjoyment. To say that contemporary music is causative in the
current wave of drug abuse, is
a very questionable judgment.
"It appears to me that there
are more obvious targets such
as members of the advertising
industry who have as their expressed objective persuading individuals to use psycho-active
drugs. For example, advertising
in the alcohol and tobacco

fields uses a variety of techniques employing abstract peer group pressures to try to induce
people to take tobacco (a drug)
for secondary social gain.

Political Reasons
"It would have been much
more reasonable for the Vice
President to have attacked a
dominant culture drug advertising. I think he avoided this for
political reasons, and that he
attacked rock lyrics because it
is politically safe territory. The
current trend toward censorship
of rock lyrics -and thereby an
attempt to censor the underground stations -has potentially
very dangerous ramifications.
For example, political protest
could be censored and stifled.

thousands

SMITH

"It

would be more advisable
to focus attention on the positive things that the music industry has done -and can do-in
resolving the drug problem. For
example, it can generate support for local community -based
drug treatment programs, particularly those that involve
youth. Also, the media can play
a very powerful role in communicating with youth. For example, there has been a dramatic orientation among alienated
youth toward amphetamines
and heroin. Certain rock sta-

-

tions -such as KSAN in San
Francisco
have come out
against the use of these drugs.
There are rock songs which put
down the use of hard drugs, and
these should be encouraged."
Billboard asked Dr. Smith if

anti-drug messages in the lyrics
of rock songs have a beneficial
subliminal affect, what is his
answer to the critics of rock
who contend that pro -drug lyrics
encourage drug use. His reply:

"A

person doesn't become an

alcoholic because he hears a
pro-alcohol song, such as "One
for My Baby," and there are
many others. The person with
alcoholic tendencies hears the
same pro -alcohol songs as does
the social drinker, or the non alcohol user. Whether a person
becomes a drug user is not de-

termined by the music he hears
but primarily by personality
characteristics.
"If we do accept political
censorship -and it may come to
that-then we should demand
that songs dealing with alcohol
similarly should be banned. Alcoholism is a far bigger problem than marijuana. There are
7
million alcoholics in this
country and 80 million users.
Without a balanced approach,
censorship would widen the generation gap. It would demonstrate the hypocrisy behind such
a move where the dominant
culture takes it social drug and
whitewashes it, and then takes
a politically safe target such as
marijuana and blasts it.
Among positive actions taken
by members of the industry in
fighting the drug problem, Dr.
Smith said:
"The Haight -Ashbury Medical
clinical in San Francisco, which
treated over 50,000 drug users
in three and a half years of
operation without any city, state
or federal aid, has received regular support from the music industry through benefits and
contributions. The Monterey
Pop Festival gave $5,000 to the
clinic. Bill Graham at critical
intervals over the last three
years has held benefits to solve
crucial financial problems. Bill
Graham, Creedence Clearwater
and KSAN recently co-sponsored with the clinic the "H
Week" program which dramatized the growing heroin epidemic in San Francisco. This
program influenced legislation.
It acquainted potential users of
the dangers of heroin, and
helped generate support for
other anti -drug programs. It
helped influence San Francisco's
board of supervisors to appropriate funds for methadone
maintenance treatment.
"In the early days of the
clinic, in 1967, Janis Joplin,
who has been attacked as being
representative of heavy drug
involvement of the music industry as a whole, was the principal singer with Big Brother and
the Holding Company at three
critical benefits in support of
the Haight- Ashbury Clinic."

Curb Busts
Continued from page

believe the radio programmers will support our action."
Curb listed the following acts
as the nucleus of his roster:
I

casters to explain his policy,
and hopes to solicit their support to ban records which carry

drug-oriented lyrics.
Of the 18 acts dropped,
three are chart LP groups.
"We are giving up sales," the
executive said, "but we will get
them back by having the time
for our people to develop other
acts.'

Curb said that hard drug
groups "come into your office,
wipe out your secretary, waste
the time of your promotion
people, abuse the people in
your organization, show no concern in the recording studio,
abuse the equipment and then
to top things off, they break

"I'm not looking to

Groups

18

go on a
are not
up their

witch hunt, and we
asking any acts to roll
sleeves." An act's reputation or
the advocacy of hard drugs in
their songs will be indicators
with which the label will guide
its decisions. A morals clause in
all contracts gives MGM an out
for immediate termination of

the contract.
"We are now explaining to
groups in front that they cannot advocate and exploit drugs,"
Curb added. "MGM will not
be used to further the use of

drugs. It's important for a company run by young people to
take this action rather than
some Senator in Washington.

Krainev Fine
As Soloist
Continued from page 52
named music director. This orchestra, one of the most active
of America's major ensembles,
was especially adept in Martin's "Concerto for Seven Wind
Instruments, Timpani, Percussion and String Orchestra" and
the suite from Bartok's "The
Miraculous Mandarin." Dorati
is one of the most recorded
conductors of all time with
Mercury his principal label. He
also is principal conductor of
the Stockholm Symphony.
FRED KIRBY

Bill Medley, Heintje, Michael
Perks, Mel Tellis, Billy Walker,
Bobby Bloom, Roy Orbison,
Lalo Schifrin, Eric Burdon,
Don Costa and Solomon Burke.
The last two are new.
'There are people in our
company who just can't take
the abuse anymore from these
hard drug acts," Curb said.
"I'm tired of hearing about
these
drugged -up
acts
who
don't show up for a television
appearance or who come so
stoned they can't perform well."
Curb said he is not concerned with developing a "clean
image"
among
underground
groups and the underground
media. "We are interested in
working with talent which can
perform and make a commercial rendition of a song."
As part of his campaign,
Curb is preparing an anti-drug
album for broadcasters, featuring acts on the label, plus
guests from other companies
speaking out against drugs. The
LP will have some music. With
this action, Curb is also preparing a poster to show each
drug and explain the dangers
in its use. This poster will be
made available to schools and
universities.
Curb said he may be sitting
on a hot seat by his action.
He cited figures which reveal
that the record division's fourth
quarter of the current fiscal
year went into the black for
the first time in three years,
and he knows he has the financial base on which to move.

Collins

LP

Promo

Continued from page 8

Slowly" with "Nightingale," a composition by Miss
Collins.
After release, a further advertising campaign will include
60- second radio commercials,
and print advertising in key
publications. Harvey, who formerly was Elektra's art director
worked on the album's packPasses

aging.

Gold Clef Awards Presentatons

Scepter Meet Gets Billings
Continued from page 3

that the company would remain
committed to the independent
distributor. Other speakers included Pete Drake and Tommy
Hill of Stop Records and Murray Ross, Scepter's advertising
agency president who was also
executive producer of the "Susan Sings Songs from Sesame
Street." Kushins reported "surprisingly good" pre -Christmas
sales response to this album

which is already on the album
chart.
Dome Distributors in New
York, United in Chicago and
Merit in Detroit were backing
Scepter rock group, Brethen,
with a merchandising and promotion effort during the group's
major live dates in these cities
during the next month, said
Kushins.
Each
meeting was highlighted by an audio visual presentation.

(Top left) Ed Cramer, left, BMI president, presents
Bill Lowery of the Lowery Group of Music Companies with three commendations of excellence at
the Gold Clef Awards presentations in Atlanta for
Lowery's contributions to the worlds of rock and
roll, country, and pop music. (Top right) Tommy
Roe, right, receives a special plaque commemorating his accomplishments in the music field from
Bill Lowery. (Bottom left) Winning two clefs for his
compositions, "Walk a Mile in My Shoes" and
"Don't It Make You Want to Go Home" is Atlanta
writer Joe South, right. Bill Lowery bestows the
honors.

Executive Turntable
Continued from page 8
Cassette

Enterprises.... Danny Philips into

sales at Perception

Ventures Inc. which operates Today and Perception Records.

* * *

Bud Dain named vice -president in charge of a &r and promotion for A &R Records. Dain, who will headquarter in Los
Angeles, had previously been vice -president of Liberty Records.
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The single: "BACK HOME ", was number one in Holland & Belgium
for six weeks and earned GOLDEN EARRING a gold record.
Back Home
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The album: "GOLDEN EARRING", won Europe's coveted
Edison Award for the best pop -rock album of the year and earned
GOLDEN EARRING a gold album.
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Sonny James sings BMI'S Top Ten Country Hits!
The Top Ten Country
Hits of All -Time:
Tennessee Waltz
You Are My Sunshine
Your Cheatin' Heart
Born To Lose
He'll Have To Go
Any Time
Walk The Line
King Of The Road
Can't Stop Loving You
Young Love
I

I

All performed by The Southern Gentleman, Sonny James...

Always on Top:
23 Consecutive -1 Hits
on the Country Charts!
Now... a new album

SonnyJames"1"
Headed for

1

on the Country Album Chart!
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